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Yes, the future of Appalachia' cap be blight if Appa-

:laehians: can gain a sure appreciation of whit is good
. . about 'Appalachian lifeor institutions and valuesr-

and if Appalachians realize !shape, tragic loss it would be
to exchange theit.".birtright for a mess of mainstream
America . -.

. , the mai4itaslc of 'cultivating an appreciation :for what
.

appreciation
.

Ii".goadtpApPalachian life Willfalrupon those teachers
. who have a knp.wledge and *understanding' of two

worldsof Appalachia and mainstream America and
Who can walk, like a ploWman in spring, with o e footj&i.
the `plowed ground, the other in the unbroken od. Theill
are the teachers who, at a tithe when the *Mainst earn e.du-4 .
cational stem* is under particularly close scrutiny for
its'in d acies, can be independent and unconventional .

. 4

eno to be tankful that Appalachian sehools have not'
succeeded altogether in stirring Appalachia's Children
into the great educational Melting pot.
There is nothing strange about the Appalachian moun-
taineer himielf that has caused education in his region
to be less than successful. In fact, the inoiintaineees,re-
Vance to aspects'of the education that has been avail-
able to him is as much a tribute.to his good sense as it is .'
an indication of his backwardness .. . . .

4..

It isOifficult for people' anywhere to embrace enthusi-.
astkally twelve ,years of formal schooling based.on values
they don't share; reflecting a world they do' not live in, a
world difficult to connecwo their own experience.

Jim Wayne Miller, Western Kentucky
University, from "A Ivlirfor for

4" Appalachia!' in Voices from the
Higgs and Manning, 1975.

Ina critique of teacher training in the United' States
Dr. Iamb Getzels, Professor of Education and BehaviOral
Sciences at the University of Chicago, maintains. that
"little"differentiation has been made between prospective
teachers for one locality and those for another. The dis-
t inctions in training ,and placement have all been made

, vertically, that is, between those who will teach in one
age: grade or another, and not horizontally, that is, be-
tween those who will teach the same grade but in different
localities."

"Schools and Values,"
Center Magazines May-June, 1976.
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Tins book is cl/dicated to all the public school teachers of Appalachia whose labors
of love are sought and appreciated by the children they serve.
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Foreword

FOREWORD

The people who were askecito make written con(ributions to this
book were told that they must address themselves to Appilachian,high
school teachers, many of whom, it was pl-esumed, would be from outside
the.Appalachian region and hence somewhat unfamiliar with sit. This
book would help g5t them started = --help them know in acbance some-.
thing of the landscape they would be dealing with.

Arid in some ways -#4at, I think, is a bile idea. I'm a high school
teacher; and if I were going next yea? to-teach in Kodiak, Alaska, I-
'would considet it part of my responsibility as 4 teacher who sees his
job as something more than a job to read as much as i could about the
history and enviroliment of Kodiak, the culture and the customs IA the
people who live there, and the economics of that island. I would also
want to make mwlf familiar, if possible, with the social problems
those people face. What's the future of the kids on Kodiak;efor
example? Is the population stable or transient? What are we to educate
the kids for? -

And at the same time I'd be reading my book on Kodiak, I'd'also
knout that if I accepted at face value all it said, I'd be making a
terrible mistake: for I would be accepting at face value the perceptions
of, other beings who halve their coon built -in biases and-blinders..
just as I have, three blined men describing an elephant, as it were. And ,probablytreating itfrom what they can feel of its surface, texture
as some sort of strange, exotic, very distinctive beast, rather than the
very normal animal (similar in many ways to all other mammals,
though with surface' features that make it s4mewhat distinctive) that
it -is.. 4 - t -

It's, a problem of balance, you sett Tell someone. to *rife about
Appalachia, and their tendency is to treat Appalachia as a strange and r
exotic land when in fact there arf commonalities here and problems
here that all regions share. Accept at face.value the, exotic stereotypes.
about Appalachia that you will hear (yogi. kids will all speak Eliza-
bethan English and wilktomdfrom tiny picturesque homes that have
dulcimers hanging on the walls and you're going to be in big trouble
because that's going to lead you into false assumptions about what
kinds of .activities these kids will respond to. Face it. Most of them are
twentieth century kids who aren't going-to take to Chaucer -and
Shakespeare like ducks to water; who like Marshall Tucker and Led
Zeppelin and Paul McCartney more than Jean.11Pchie, and who would
far rather be driving around town'*\or playing ball or drinking beer
than sitting in your classroom.

1

There. Now I've substituted one stereotype for another. Which do
you pick? That's' the problem You'li haxe,with a book likallplis,.despite

c
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all us good points and its fine intentioris.
So what are yiou to dti? I'm not really comfoitable cast in the role of

the answer man. but my own experiences both in mountain schools
and in working with teachers around the country base taught me that

Books like this can bq helpfulif read in perspectivebut they
are no substitutes for getting out there yourself in that community in
which you're going to he teaching, and making your own 'observations. [ ,

Meet everyone. talk to everyone, eat in every restaurant. read every
sign. visit every church, shop in tnery store, go to every community
event, rent a hale house (and don't put up a no trespassing sign) be-
come a good neighbor, and get to know your, kids outside of school as
human beings rather than blobs of clay that you must shape into your
image of what a youngster should be Don't criticize, don't judge, don't
take sides not now. Observe. Enjoy. Celebrate your community,
flaws and all Spend five ,years as an apprentice learning from rather
than teaching . (If you were only going to come to Appalachia for a
year or two to sample its strange wares or to do your it for the do
trodden of Ott world, you probably shouldn't have come at all.)

Before the beginning of the school year, make a list of the har
., skills your students are supposed to master under your direction. and

then figure out ways you can use something in the community itself
is the catalyst that will propel your students into the mastery of each
skill (The article I've written for this book .explains this farther.) -

, Don't rely completely on the texts. YQU hated t em when you were to
school, and your kids do too Use the texts as erence works,' but
don't rely on them. .

As you become more and more familiar with.fire Community_and
with the students it is producing, you will come face to face with
numerous contradictions. Many of your students will want to remain
in that community as adults, but there are few jobs. Some will be more ..,
-fortunate, and because of theirtpdents may be iit.line for positions of
leadership. in'the community, but they rarely know anything about
the community itself in terms of its needs andthe Weeds of its residents,
hoW the thihgs that must get dons get'done, how power works and is
either used or'abused. The other students in the class don't know these
things either, but then they're all going to be moving to Detroit, aren't
they? And .what of those families who provide jobs in t4. area by
virtue of the fact that they owh and operate strip mines? ',

Contradictions abound. Lord knows. But you as a teacher are in a
perfect position to make some interesting things happen if you'll use '
that community (an4, by'extension, the region as a whole) and let it be
one of the vehicle by which your .studenti master the hard skills
you're supposed to be giving them. At the very least, they'h come closer
to mastering them this way then they would have if you had forced

Foreword
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Foreword. xi

them t o'stick to the texts And though they may' be forced eventually
to mote to Detroit. at least they'll f0 with a firmer understanding of who
they arc and where they come fromroots- sand how an com-
munity *mks and what it must pros ide to be viableno matter which
one they eventually settle in

..

And at best' You may be the catalyst by which sonic of them,bekonie
so concerned about .Ind committed to their spot on the globe that they
become determined to take its destiny into their own hands aptproside
a new generation of creatiso, inspired leadership op. rating out of in-
formed sensitivity. rather than icti-serain& greed. Its not too much to
hope for. , - ' ..

And it's not too much to ask that you; as aateacher, be that catalyst
The creation of Ala informed, committed, moral, inspired, citizenry
possessing the hard skills necessary to gdt the job done is, after all'one
of the reasons our schools exist anal one -of the reasons, presumably.
you were hired. . ,

t ELIOT WIGGIiITONr Rabuo Gap, Georgia ,

-- May, 1977

t
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Ii<aRODUCTiON

Introductsqn

.

. Ac tliC title implies., this book has been pqnrigether primarily fo r
people interested in tlia "eduFatitin of Appalachian children. It is an
outgrow Sf a tide rx grant received by Appalachian` State Univer-
sity in 19 to assist public 4ctionl teachers in meting tM educational
needs arc ldren in'a twenty;six county area of Virginia. Tennessee.
and-North Carolina. This book is designed to deal with the problems., 0

faced in these specific counties. but most selections are relevant to the
Appalachian region at large. The southern portion of the Appalachian

, region in which these counties lie ,is non-coal but with many of the
. problems usually Associated with a coal based economy. A demographic

analysis of these counties prepared by W. Thomas Jamison begins on
page 37 and provides an insight, into the nature of this small portion of .
non-coal Southern Appalachia. I .

The geographical social. and economic isolation of, southern Ai ,:
palachia has 'allowed the development of. a separate apt distinct

'1" American cultural element, This Appalachian culture is just presetigy
beginning to receive the recognition long ago extended to otherithric :-e't

groups. Writers of American hisistry have long prisented ethnic 'groups
in somewhat narrow and stereotypic fritineworks. Blacks., Qrientals,
Native Amer,icans, and certaipafir Opean immigrangroups,,have. been
charaCterized by the media in distortedAmages based on racism and
prejudice. As these groups gained lipwer and vigibilify,- images softened
and became more realistic and they began td be appreciated and
accepted nationally. This has not occurred in the case of the Applicbtan
mountaineer. Appalachian culture has been geographically -isolated
from the rest of America by the mountains. This has- prevented both
a reasharing and appreciation of Appalachian America anti Apola-
chian appreciation of the multi-ethnic composition of our country; In
addition. unlike members of other ethnic groups, most Appalachian
Americans have failed to recognize and appreciate their own distinctive
culture. .

This independent and virtually isolated Appalachian spirit has been
minimiZed, ignored, or even, scoffed at by regional al well as national

'educators. There are many reasons for this: .

(1) The Appalachian region is poor, thereby preventing its in-
' dividuals and institutions from asserting themselves nationally.
(2) The -Appalachians are one of two or three"ethnic groups

in the country which are largely geographically bound.
(3)".The mass media,/particularilrtelevision ana the cinema, lee P

,typitallx portrayed the Appalachian mo tain person as
ignorant, lazy/ poor. and lacking in the soct l and .cultural.

, ,
ol
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refinements valuedIiy the whole of society. For example,
consider the televisiim ?:orograms "Hee-Haw" and "The Beverly
Hillbillies" and thefilmsn,i1 Abner" and `:Delkraace." Stick
noted writers as Erskine Caldwell, John Steinbeck, and to some
degree, even William Faulkner with his renowned Snopes
family have not helped but rather contributed to the stereo-
type. Even regional writers like John Foit, whose novels on
Appalachian 'themes gained national attention. helped per-
petuate this attitude. There has been some balance through
the writings of Harrid Arnow, Retreeca Caudill, Wilma
Dykelnan. Jesse Stuart, and others but stereotypic attitudes are
difficult to correct.

(41.) Many educators have oyerlooked regional culture in favor of a
kind of "national cultural amalgam" best-described as middle.
class white suburban values. The prevailing educational ,phil-
osophy seems to have been: study hard, learn to speak con--
rectly, and you will transcendisoup beans, brogans, over -ails,
the tobacco market, 'country music, and externallytinotional
religion.

There are many teachers and school' admiriistrator4 in the Appala-
chian region wir,..have attempted to. meet the social And cultural needs
of Appalachian Childreil. Unfortunately these efforts have not been
maximiied;The day to da curricular and administative.responsibilities
are dictated by the educd lona,. bureaucracy. They have not allowed the
teaching profession . the ime and opportunity to initiate relevant
activities designed to further the understanding of Appalachian culture.
Both students and teachers have been caught up by natiOnally oriented
teaching materials and educational policy.

.
The selection of articles to be included in 'this book has been

/
made

with the following in mind:

(1) To sensitize the public school teacher and administri% to
the historical, social, and economic 'conditions of southern
Appalachia,

(2) To acquaint' these individuals with various cultural descriptors
which manifest themselves in the lives of Appalachian chit-.

'dren: language, family life, religion, and music?
(3) To examine how southern Appplachia is held taken advan-

tage of by selfish outside interests and diftorted by many in the
national media, and. '

(4) Touiresent the educational views regional people, ho have
critically examined the schools of Appalachia.

The book presents no definitive solutions to problems as that is not
Its purpose It is hoped thit this collection will facilitate understanding

-



xiv Introduction..
of.the special needs cif the Appalachian student by school personnel and
will contribute in some small way to bringing about more relevant
educational experiences.

. From time to time teachers have suggested the need for a relatively
short and cbmprehensive bibliography of Appalachia for use by schools.
The bibliography at the close of this book consists of works this author
considers the best of thOse currently available* for purchase. It is
followed, by a list of 16mm films which currently may be purchased or
renteci, from the listed source. The inclusion of works in this bibli-
ography is one person's view and brevity necessitated the exclusion of.
many other fine books'and films,

. - . .
DAVID I MIELKE . .
Appala ian State University .

*N. Spring, 197S, .

1'
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*1 ppalacluan Ethnic Awareness Test 1

1 APPALACHIAN ETHNIC AWARENESS TEST

DAVID N. MIELKE

Several "tests" have been developed in an attempt to measure ethnic
awareness. Most have been created just for fun, but attempting to
answer the questions points out our own ignorance of other cultures.
The following test is an excerpt from a larger instrument used in a
serious attempt to measure Appalachian awareness. Some oWie ques-
tions and responses are not uniquely Appalachian but are mare promi-
nent in that culture than others. The test items have been gathered
largely by teachers froT their students and then passed on for the
development of this instrultent. The rest of the items have been formu-
lated from the experiences of living twenty-five years in Appalachia.

The following are similar, but shorter, tests. which have fret': ptib-
fished and are usually cited when ethnic awareness tests are giiden in the
literature.

"What is Your Black Culture Quotient?",in Today's Education..
February, 1970, Vol. 59, No. 2, page 27.
"What is Your Chicano Culture quotient?" by Felix Elizalde in
Stone and Dehlei Teaching Multi-Cultural Populations, Van Nos-
trand, 1971, page 167..
"Mountain Quii" in The Mountain Call, Christnias, 1974, Vol: 2,
No, 1, page 6.

6:greasy pole Best serves.. person who
A. Has a cold
B. Has sore muscles
C Is hungry
D. 'Is pregnant
E Is tired

2 A doteyperson is -

A Crippled
B. Fat ,
C In love
D Lazy
E. Senile

3 Burley is usually cured.
A By the processor

- B In flue barns
C. In open air barns
D On the stalk
E. A year after it is cul

4 The word bgnIcy refers to:
A. A child's toy
B. An early frost
C Au eccentric woman
D. Soured milk
E. Spoiled canned goods

a
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2 .z. Teaching Mountain Children
:

$ Which of the- following below lest with the otherc
A. Dodger "i - B. Grits. .

C. Hushpuppy
D Pone s .
F. Scrapple

s
.

6, Southern mountain beople usually express their political feelings, by
A Voting independently
B Seldom voting
C Rejecting traditionar candidates
D, Voting strongly Democratic
E Voting strongly Repdblican

7 A buckeye in your pocket means you will
A Always have money /...
B Have good health 4

...
C. Have success in your trading
D. Never be bothered by evil spirits
E Win the girl of your choice

- . ,
8 An illegitimate child IS a.

A. 'Bait
B. Chuffy
C Cuckold
D Gip
Et Woods colt .. 4

9. The mule is used primarily because'of _ '-
A. The expense of tractors ,
B Farming traditions
C. The nature of the soil ..
D Steep planting fields
E Their longevity and ease of upkeep';

10 Peckerwopd refers to:
A. A corn storage shed
B Furniture quality lumber

r C. Smalksized firewood .
1, - a. Termfie.damage

E A woodpecker t
.

II. A person who falls off:
A Becomes menially unbalanCed
B. Dies
C. Loses weight , ,
D. 1s tuckered out ,

\
E Is unfaithful to hic/ljer mate

12. To bick an envelope is to:
A. Address it
B. Apply a return afldress

. C. Mail it i
D. Put postage on it
E. Seatit

13 A backset is a (an) .
A. Brace .
B. Farm tool
C.- Ignorant person .

'D. Itow chair
E. Relapse

1 ',

...

I
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A ppa lachian Ethnic Awareness Test

14 All fire and tow refers to
A A high tempered person
B A religious fanatic

o C A spirited mute
D Top quality moonshine
E A very sick person

1

15 Tendergrcen is
A Extra household money

. B A headache from bad moonthine
C' An immature cabbage
D A novice

, F A young leafy vegetable

16 4 coarse .singer would likely bey
A . Asked to leave the choir
B A bass
C' Loud \,.........._
D. Off key
E A soloist

17. A liealed head refers to.
A A bloated cow .

. B A festering pimple
C. A hairless condition ...
D A rotten cabbaga

.. --F.. A swollen face

IL A man Rio has granny trouble canJodk forwaid to
A. Abstaining from sex

.., B The birth of his child :
. .s

e.4 C Having only. daughters .. , ,..

E A s ach condition

r.D is mother-in-law moving ki .

19 The most popular duo in country music in 1976 Was
A. Buck. Owens and Susan Rty, .
B Conway Twitty and Loretta Lynn .
C. George Jones and Tammy Wynette 44.

D Porter Wagoner and Dpjly Parton .0
E. Wilma Lee andSioney Cooper,. . s-.

20- Jumping jig refers to a (an)
A Dance .. .
B Escaped cenvidt ..

C. Groom
D. Racial slur
E , Toy ,

21. A person syho sangs A )

1 A. Caches fish with a net ..

B Digs for roots
C. Keeps the congregationpn keys'
D. Makes fermented fruit Ad% ' ,
E. Performs for money

>,..-

22 Sister Vestal Is associated with'
A. Arthur Smith
B The Happy Goodmans
C. The Hinsons

.

D. The Inspirations
E. The Speer Family

r.

AP

a

a
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23 Diddles reeds) to."
A Baby chicks
B Bailjo pickers
C. Chestnuts
D. Diarrhea
F Roundworms

24 An anxious bench might be found in a
A. Church
B. County jail
C Grocery store
D Hospital
F One room school

26 A horseshoe nailed over the door will
A. Decorate the door
B Keep disease away
C. Signal good luck
D Ward off evil spirits
E. Welcome visitors

ANSWERS

reaching Mountain Children

I. C .14. .A
2, E 15., E
3
4

C
D

16. B
17. E

5. E 18. B.
6 E 19. B
7 A 20. E .
8 E 21. B I

9. D B 1
10. E 23, A
1l. C 24. . A
12. A 23. D
13 E

4

,

2 WHO ARE THE SOUTHERN
MOUNTAINEERS!? ;

_ ehrtis D. Williams is recognized by many as "Mr. Appalachia." He has
spent most of his life in the region as a public school and college teacher
and has recently retired from Appalachian Slate University. The follow-
ing selection is drawn !ro il. his doctoraldissertation THE SOUTHERN
!MOUNTAINEER IN PVT AND FICTION. Williams weaves the
rogis of the Appalachian mountaineer and places his historical role in
regional conteit. , ,

04

The Southern Mountaineer appears not to have set himself apart from
the borderer or frontiersman until during the Civil War. When one

Appalachian Journal. Autumn 1972. Used by permission.
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Who Are The Southern Mountaineers? 5

considers the whole movement called the Westward Expansion and
realizes that the mountain regions of the SiSuth were really settled- perm-
anently rather late, he, does not find the fact that the mountaineer
was discovered late so odd. for permanent settlement did not average
more than three generations deep M the whole mountain area at that time.
True, the Valley of Viiginia was being settled in thek1730's, the valley
of East Tennessee a generation later, and favored spots in the Blue
Ridge country of North Carolina by 1790, but such immense mountain
areas asWest Virginia, Eastern Kentucky, the Cumberland Plateau region
in Tennegsee, and the mountainous country of North Georgia.were not
settled in any kind of permanent way until after 1800.L.One hardly ex-
pects a people to acquire a distinguishing itidividuality sooner than from
grandfather to grandson.

To assume that' there was any mystery attached to the settlement of
Appalachia is to neglect the 'significant fact that, once cleared of the threat
of Indians, "its coves, and creek valleys were admirably Ailed, for the
domestic economy of hunter and frontier farrns."2 A frontier farmer in
the mountains was no more, isolated in reference to markets 'than the
settler in any other wilderness chfaring. To expect the bill farmer to-
foresee that future industrializatiod, with its railroads, steamboat.,
navigation, and macadAinized . roads, would pats his-sandson by is
"to read history backward with a vengeanee."3 But retarded his ,de-
scendants,became. This "is an outstanding fact in American life. When
men of the same type . . settled elsewhere'this retardation has.not
been obsermed."4

abeasionaIly one fihds references to mountain hamlets and. villages
of Civil War days. In 1860, Jackson, the seat of Breathjtt County,,Ken-
tucky, "still had only a few houses. Its two stores; houses, jail, court-
house, and post office were all of logs. ;a This picture of a mountain
county seat comparmfavorably with that of JamestoWn, Terinessee,
a generation earlier in The Gilded yige,4 or of Chestatee, Goggle, #t
about 1830. It would seem that such towns and pioneer homes had not
attracted much notice, even by outsidert; until the industrial expansion
that followed the Okvil War afforded, the economic conditions that
enabled citizens of phces that shared in teat ehansion to improve
their own towns, after which they found an archaic fiavir in the habits=%

tions of mountain people as-well as in the speech and customs of The
men and Women peir own age who were still speaking and viewing life
much as they had remembered their own grandfathers doing. It vitas not
until that time that we begin to find references to the residents of Ap-
palachia as mountaineers. But they were not then called "bill-billies," a
word used first in refire= to 'the "poor-white" dwellers among the
sand hills and piney woods of Alabama-and Mississippi.,Only Tecently
has "hill-billy" become a popular misnomef for mountaineer.-Nor did

$

.1";
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they think of themselves as mountaineers Today the cock- dwellers and
ridge peopledo notahink of thentsches as mountaineers

The Souther!! Highlands region, for strictly ...peking much cif the-
area is no mountainous in the usual geological sense, begins with the
Mason- txon Line on the nbrth, follows just east of the Blue, Ridge in
a south sterly direction into Georgia just nbrth pf Atlanta. turns
west ward o Birmingham to include northeastern Alabama thence
northward just west .of the Cumberland Plateau through Tennessee
and Kentucky to the Ohio Rii.erabthe-blaysi.illeAehtucky. From that
plp.int it returns along thevOltio to the southwestern corner of Penns*

""Vania to complete a long cllipse which reaches like a finger for nearly
eight hundred !biles into theeart of ,the-Old South. Including all f
*West Virginia. the mountain region spreads over parts of oigh er
contiguous states, covering an area as Horace Kephart served,
"about"about the same as that of the Alps." It makes up about one-third;
the total-area of,these states' and includes approximately one-third of
their total population.°

To obtain a fairly represcritatie notion of the population and. its
'resources at a reasonably normal recent pbriod in the mountains, one
would probably do best to cott.ider the decade from 1920 to 1930, a
period marked by the boom following WOrld War I and settled by thei

early years of the Great Depression. A study of maps furnished by the
United States Department of Agriculture feNcals,the follosling picture
of conditions in the mountain region.for the decade upder Considera-,
tion: self - sufficient farms were'more heavily concentrated here than
in any other part of the United States. Ma the Cumberland-Allegheny
region produced less milk than surrounding areas and marketed fewer.
than 50,000 beef cattle in 1930. Farming, methods were still primitive,.
the value of implements and machinery per male worlres being .the
least in the United State's: lkss than $100. As would be expected, the
acreage of cultivated land pelt male wcfrker was under ten acres in an
area of the heaviest Ancentration of part-time farms in the whole
country Outside theValley of Virginia, not oyer ,.$200,600 was spent --

Jar fertilizer in the whole mountain region. The number 61 farmi de-
creased less than five per cent and the vat* of farm property was less
in the mountains than in surrounding areas. Approximately twenty -five
per cent bf, the,populatiori migrated from the mountain farms during
that.idecade, but tIntold thousands returned to chink altd repair
abandoned cabins on the worn-out farms and to live off relief during the
I930's. It is not difficult to see that most of the mountain area was in-.
habited by a Marginal economic group who made little money to spend
and most of whose working efforts were exerted in merely subsisting
from year to year. .
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Striking both to the sociologist and the novelist, the homogeneity of .
physical type found amon the mountain people with their traits.of,
blondness; rangy frame and pare flesh, "has proved a paradox when
subjected to social' interpre tion."."? Much .futile controversy: has
marked the efforts to "explain" the biological stock of the mountaineer.
Novelists, accepting ,the theOry of origins of the highlander that be4
suited their fictional .purposes, have sometimes presented how al
Anglo-Saxon, sometimes as Scotch-Irish, 'and sometimes as Scotch At
times he is presented as disinherited gentry whose ancestors were
victimized in Merry England or compromised in Bonnie Scotland
Again, he is frequently represented as the.descendant of chiftlesi Poor
whites and ne'er-do-wells who trailed the vanguard *Ike pioneers and .
took up miserable abodes in the less desirable lands pa'sseti ka.er in the
Westward Movement Placed against' these views is thi more tertible

'one that he was partand parcel of the ihole:Westward Mel:tempo and
settled in the mountains because he seughr (wile soil fdr his crops,
good range land for his cattle, delicious drinking Water from,permanent
splings, and coverts for the wildlife that would affortd him thepleasureS e
and profits derived from hunting.
Although "the retarded Anglo-Saxon,of the liighlan4 is no'rnyth

and if there be such a thing as good stock, these highlander.sohave. ."
it," his isolation has left him stranded in an outilioded culture. BUJ._ .

though `.`proud, sensitive, self reliant, untaught in the.scitobls, sif!en -

unc.tiurched, untraveled, he is not unlearned in the ways of the world, '
-and when one chances to leave for the outside world before' his
,personality has beCome set in the mold of his culture he is likeli,to.
climb far."12 JohnC. Campbell found 'evidence of a falling away from
culture atriong.mountain people in the Tact that many Illiterate Moon-'
taineers'possess'copies of Greek and Latin olassics bearing the names
of ancestors and that given homes of mountain children reaci
knowledge' of the classics on the of thelncestors.'3 .. :y

Ontt would' think mountaineers themselves could help solte_ the
problem of their origin.Such, however, is not the case. When questioned
on the subject of their racial stock and Ancestry,' they usually know
nothing more than that certain ancestors came from North allay or
Ole Virginny or occasionally Pennsytvany and that they "reckon" they.,
had come from the "old country, across the waters" and were.English;
Scotch, Irishany of which might mean Scotch Irish-Lor Dutch, whieh
usually, means _German.

Much has been done in an effort to determine proportionate raeibl
stocks in the mountains through a study of family names. Because so

many names may be either English, Scottish or Irish, because many
names have become corrupted, and because translations of names from ,
Germap or French have added to the confusion, the conclusionsArrived f

1
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at through such studies are not sufficiently reliable to 4 of nwch help.
An analysis of the whole pioneering movement into the Piedmont and

upl%ocl region of Virginia and the Carolinas yields more conclusive
proof in determining who the pr.esentday mountaineer is racially than .
-any other known approach to the problem. The Valley of Virginia,
with few inhalltants in 1730, was well-populated in 1750.'4 By 1765

, Governor Tryon could report that over a thousand immigrant wagons
had passed,through Salisbury, North ,Carolink, in one year.15 That the
Scotch Irish outnumbered by far any other racial group can hardly be
doubted.- "From the year 1720 to 1776 this people came on the average
of 12,000 a year, or-600,000 people before theRevolution."" i

*0 A study of the list of over four thousand names attached to the '

petitions of the early inhabitants of Kentucky to the General Assembly
of Virginia' from 1769 to im shows decided preponderance of
Scotch and Scotch-Irish names "with a large number of Ensglishand a,
few Germaii, Duteh,.and French. The number of English increases in

-' the later petitions. The large number of pligious dames indiCates. the
non-tootorrnist character of much of the population."" That the
ScotCh-Irish predominated in the migrations Westward to 1800 is to
be inferred;. that they were also more numerous Nan any other groups,

.
,-

in the settlements made to the, same date in the mountain regions is.
logically assumed. .. . .

The most signifies* single trait to marit all m twin Communitiesilli
-is the essentialnonzconfortnist cive!ty of their re gt ns views. In the
very beginiiing of the settling of t mountains, the alley of Yirsinin ,
afforaedhOmes for Lutheran, German Reformed, Quaker, tiftiindnite,
Dunkard, and Presbyterian. "Between the ramparts of the mountains,
these descendants of persecution dwelt in peace with one another."'
With the flooding migration of the Scotch-Irish, even the Great Valley
became a.stronghold of Presbyterianism that stood out -in sharp con-
trast, frequently in sharp antagonism, to the Anglicanisin of Tidewater

-

.

Virginia lli The mountaineers, a pious people, were largely Presbytet4an
to begin with, but they "lost their pastors and took up with Baptists of
three sects -and with Campbelpte leaddts."27; Since no schools were
provided for them during, the early days and they found themselves
unable to provide their awn Until recently, ."they came to think aricaTiltion a superfluity, if not an 'evil."2' ost permeating influence

' in their lives remained an essentially uni tellectaal and basically
Calvinittic religion kept alive by the energy of fire-eating and un-
alined ministers: C

The cniestion of the origin of mountaineers from The indentured
servants of coltioial ttiih Is fraught with confusion. To many writers
who have seen mouhtaineers as the descendants of the bo.tndmen, the "
inwlications are that they are therefore of the depraved origin ascribed,

.1 . . t , ,

, . .
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to the poor whites of the.Tidewater courury and the beep South Other
writers, notice essential differences between the character of tfie two
groups hasten to deny that the mountain people. descend from those
wretched souls described by William Byrd in his History of the
DtridengLine 0729) as rotting their days away in shiftless ease*on the
back fences of Lubberland. As "..matter of fact. it would seem that.
even most of the Scotch -Irish came as indentured ser ants. first to the
eastern counties of Pennsylvania. "but when their terms of service
xpired, they found lands in Pennsylvania too Axpensire and some of
,them were settled by Lord Fairfax on hic holdings between the Rap-
pahannock and the Potomac. 2fThe traditions of some of the moun-
tain families certainly indicate that many of the ancestors were bound
boys who earned money to pay for their passage before they became
their own men.

in general, efforts to link.the rank and file-of mountain fimilies with
tilt Tidewater poor whites.hare certainly failed, but that sonic of these

people found their way into the inountai9s can hardly be doubt:1
And that much of the fiction portraying life among themcfuntaineirs
deals with a branchw,tter %aria) of mountaineer whose moral and cul-
tural standards are equivalent to those of the poor white who appear
in the novels of Erskine Caldwell and Williath Faulkner is well known

Historians hare been generous in theit praise of mountaineers as
diers. TheScotch-Irish.disseminated among the older population at the
time of RerolUtion hare been credited with' .11olding the colonies to-
gether, for whereas the older. population knew certain loyalties both to
King and their own colony, the recently arrived Scotch-Irishmen, 600,-
000 strong, knew no loyalty to a colonial goiernment yet and carried
with tliem a grudge of long standing against the King. Their resistance
to the injustices of British policy. exhibited itself in strong measures
even before the Revolution began. .

But to enroll all mountain men in the list's of the Sons of the Amer-
ican Res olution would certainly be rash, fo,r there is excellent evidence.
that many of the early mountaineers were Tories. Too, many of the
mountain families. especially those in the higher echolons socially and
cuIturaIlS, present tradilicm, in their families orhlring descended
from Tories who came to 'the mountains dining the Revolution to
escape the wratit.;of the reroIutionists in their home communities. Even
the Scotch-Trish in the Carolinas were not the unalloyed anti-Britkh
men thvmost writers have tended to make them. As late as 1779 there
were so many Tories in Burke County, one of the western counties of
the state, that British officers recruited men the ;e who were so numer-*
ous that they planned to kill all the patriott in that region. These
Scotch-frill mountaineers pitched their support with the wealthy
planters of tilt Tidewater section in acting .against rebellion. When one
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considers that this whole are of North Carolina w as a nursery for the
advance phalanxes of the Westward Movement. he-must make some
reservations in regard to the patriotism of both the pioneer ancestors
of the peopleof the Mississippi Valley and of the Appalachian moun-*
taineers.

Evidence indicates, then, the Southern mountaineer, though
mainly.pf Scotch-Irish ancestry, of dissenting religious convictions, and
of Willi descent, is not necessarily any of these things. He turns out
to be a rather complex individual when we examinehim closely. Hence,,
sweeping statements, stereotyped presentations, and ,generalizations. as
to his essential characteenre not to begreliecrupon as adequate inter-

,pretation of mountain life and characteor.
In arriving at a concept of the Southern mountaineer along socio-

logical and economic lines, it is important that we consider what his
ancestors werelike before they moved into the hills from the Carolina
Piedmont Reservoir. The Piedmont picineets were a pecaliar .people
made up of like-minded groups from,several nationalities rather than a
distinct racial type. Because of the remarkable qualities they.possessed
before they became mountaineers, environment and' isolation. do not
sufficiently account for much of the same qualities found among them
today for their pioneer peculiarities "have curiously survived, in spite of
the weathering .of time."23

NOt only 'did the mountain people become isolated as a geographical
unit after abqut 1850,24 but they became mor6 #nd more isolated from
,drit mother. As William aoodell Frost observed in 1899, the double
isolation resultedin "marked variations in social conditions." The !WW-

I ing out or death of leading,families in one valley may mark # decline
in the social state that leads to collapse" and awful degradation, while
in the adjoining valley heirlooms and tradition."witness a self-respect
and character that are unmistakablels Because the better type of
mountaineer was conscious", by 1900, of, his stranded condition, and
knew that he was "behind relativeli as well as absolutely; his character
was affected His pride Interne vehement. He developed a Illy, sensitive,
and undemonstrative personality. Aware now of the scorn from the
lowlands, his Old predilection toward Presbyterian fatalism led him to
struggle butieebly with his destiny.,

Asa result of isolation, economic depravity, struggles, hardships and
common interests, the sons of the mountain pioneers of from five to

.eight generations back are by now blended into a somewhat homogede-
ous people 28 who in eastern Kentacki,have more-in common with their
kind in northern Georgia than they live with their fellow Kentuckians
in the Bluegrass Region, or who in western -North Zarolina shat' more
points of view with their neighbors across the state line in Tennessee

4
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than they diem with their fellow North Carolinians and remote kins-
men in Charlotte and Greensboro' - . - .

Rupert B Vance has noted that" in the great -Appalachia? Valley
"society has developed as a checkerboardpin accordance with to-
pogidph} 4 slim prod ss of social diffeientiation took place. resulting
in the plantation culture in the fertile limestive valleys and the
marginal cabin culture among the less energetic- who were pushed into

/ the shale 11111, andkheet ridges. But Professor Vance does not proume
to ascribe a different ancestry to the dwellers in the mansion and in the
chin It is a matter.of population pressure that results in the division
of fertile fields among heirs until thelime comes when fields are too
small to offer subsistence and "yoisng sons hose pusitesi out beyond
the mountain rim. others have retreated back_ upthe slopes to the
shelter of a cabin and a cleared pateh."27.

Not overcrowding. thpugh the principal problem, is not the whole
answer_to the poverty that came to exist among mosj of the mountain
people As William Bradley pointed out in 1918, the eoinction of.game
and the exhaustion of the soil contributed immeasurably. On Ttouble-

.. some Creek in Kentucky it was discovered that "every creek at all ca-
pable of .growing corn itherone staple crop) had a population far, in
excess of its power to support, and that many of these people... were

- crowded into one and' to room cabins. Nom et Imes without windows."
On one branch three miles long "thipeen houses, With a total of ninety-
six people, of whom sixty-seven v)ere children." were found."

it must be remembered that this heavily increasing population is of
the original mountain stock. Only about twoper cent of the mountain
people are of fortign birth," and these are concentrated in the mining
areas of the-CumberlandAllegheny Belt where thby had.exerted little
influence on the native stock up to 1920." With an increasing density
in population and the consequent further division of family lands (for
-two-thirds .of mountain men own land), it is easy to see that struggles
'artd.hardships.would increase.

But it must be remembered that although a homogeneity of the
ethical ancethnic character of the mountain, people may more qr less
exist, there is no homogeneity of social and economic status. Moun-%
taineers, socially'and economically, fall roughly into three groups.

(1) Town and city dwellers. Nearly two million Ilse in incorporated
places of 1000 or more. They are mostly of native stock, descended from
the' same people as their rural cousins, and either, gre up with .the
town or have been dwellers in the town but a generation r sO. Having
risen but recently from what theyitegard as the. more o ous aspects of
mountain life, they are sensitise on the score of label nd resent being .

called mountaineers..

#
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(2) Valley farmers. These people are the largest of the three groups
They live along river valleys. near the mobths of creeks,' or on main
highways. and are more or less prosperous rural folk. Their problems
are likely to be more or less identical with those of people living any-
where in the country But they. like their neighbors in the towns. reseal
the ethical and ethnic homogeneity of the Whole- mountain population.
°illy in material things and social living with the consequent polish
that comes from the enjoyment of their prerogatives are they different

_ from the mountaineers of the third class.
(3) Brarichwater mountaineers. These, fewer in number than those

belonging to the second class. live for the most part up the branches,
in the coves, on the ridges, and in the inaccessible parts of themountain
region..They.are the small hOlders of usually poor.land, or tenants, .or
squatters who Move ftom abaridonia tract to abandoned 'tract. It is the
mountaineer" of this third type,'closely akin to te "poor white" if not
exactly the same, that became the mountaineer of fiction.

mountaineers of the third type to not think of themselves
as mountaineers either. -they are just people. Hence, no one admits to
being a mountaineer. The resentment against fictional interpretations of
mountain life and character arises largely from the town. and valley
f91k, who, rebel against "the exaggeration a the weaknesses and the
virtues of individuals in the third group, and from presenting as typical
the picturesque, ekceptional, or distressing conditions under which some
of them live," for,'"th rough lack of qualifications they, are, by infeKence,
pictured'as living under such conditions.",

Understandably, the general attitude of the mountain people-ii not
one conducive torogress, for they have, been victimized thrqtighout
plMtation of the natural resources around them and quaint journalism
"until they resent anything said about them or offered for them."32

Unforgiving of writers that exposed their peculiarities, the moun-
taineers of Clay County, Kentucky, escorted the reporters who came
to cover the Hoviard:Baker feuds at the beginning of this century out
of the county anewarned them not to return)" Horace Kephart dis-
covered that the mountain people are provoked at being.called moun-
taineers. Ho thought the provocation stems from the fact that the word
is not in their vocabulary, a ."furrin" word, which they take a? a term

° of reproach. Anythinf strange is regarded with suspicion; hence, any
one writing about ihes$ people runs the risk of pffending them."

. NOTES
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28. "The Wooten on Tronblesome."Scrlbner's LXIII (March. 1918). p. 320.
29. Campbell,
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3 FROM THE BOADEP SOUTH STATES

NEAL R. 'PEIRCE

Neal Peirce has bAt a Washington-based writer since 1959, He has
written a series of books" of his observations of the United Slates bascl
on extensive travels. The' following is taken from his book THE
BORDER SOUTH STAPES and is his commentary, as an outsider, on
East Tennessee, Southwest Virginia-, and Western North CarOthia. He
looks at the people and their institution's with special emphasis on
environmental problems..

NORTH CAROLINA'S MOUNTAINS: THE GEM` OF
APPALACHIA .

In hit' I973 statement announcing his retirement from thi,Senate,.
Sam J, Eivin, Jr., said that he intended to do a little fishing and sit
around home in Morganton and watch "the indescribable glory of the
Sun setting behind' Hawksbill Mountain." As it happens, Hawksbill
Mountain, just west of Morganton and about 50.miles west of Charlotte
and Winston-Salem, is part of thp Blue Ridge that rises from the hilly
Piedmont and signals the beginnings of North Carolina's mountain'

' country. We think of the west as a sort of proinised land; where people
gravitate, but the mountains in North Carolina have hackanothcr func-
tion The great wave of western migration following the Revolutionary
War went over the mountains, into Tennessee and Kentucky. The moun-
"tains did begin to fill up during this period, but their.greatestgrowth
awaited the industrial *IR before and after the turn of the century,
when futniture-factorieuand, to a lessei extent, textile mills located
there. Today, only about 10 pircent-df all North Carolinians live in the
mountains, and many of the winning roads lead into quietbackwateq
where English is still spoken in Elizabethan accents.

The statisticians will tell you that the Smokies of North Carolina are
the highest mountains east of the,Mississippi. But their fascination for
me is not in their height but in their haunting atopearance: it is as if

Reprinted from The Border South Stores, by Neal R. Peirce. by remission of
W. W. Notion & Company, IpO. © 197$ by Neal R. Peirce.
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deep green velvet were draped loosely over the earth, rising and falling
in curving folds, sometimes re4ecting the light of the sun angvisome-
times absorbing it till they seem almost black. In the distance, the
velvet seems to disappear in the smoky haze that has given the moun-
tains their name. Yet close by. these mountains also have a profound
fascination in the weird, almost exotic shapesridgelines straight out .
of a fairy tale. As one who has, spent most summers of his life in New
Hampshire, it is a. had confession to make, but I must say that for
me, the Smokies of North Carolina are the gem of the Appalachians.

These are some of the oldest mountains in North America. Their con-
tours have been worn down through millions of years, and their slopes
covered with vegetation because, of the plentiful rainfall and temperate
climate: As far back as we know, this land was peopled by the Cherokee
Indians. This remarkable tribe, which spread south into South Carolina.
Georgia, and Alabama, adapted well to the 'white man's ways and.
under the great chief Sequoyah, even developed its own alphabet and
literature. But in ths 50 years following 1785; the Cherokee signed 37
treaties, each ceding more land to the white man. The crowning blow
was the Treaty of New Echota, in 1835. ,A small group of Cherokees
agreed to give up their remaiiing,lands in return for $5.6 million and
territory in what now is Oklahoma. Most of the Cherokees resisted
thele terms. But President Van Buren, mindful that whites wanted the
Indians' land, sent General Winfield Scott in to drive them west. Nearly
one-quarter of the Cherokees died on the Trail of Tears to the arid
lands they had been granted. it was 'perhaps the lowest moment of
Jacksonian democracy. . , . .

But a little more than a thousand Cherokees had remained bshind. As
, the story goes, an Iredilrn named Tsali, who had killed a white soldier,

gave himself ,up to a sympathetic cOlonelson condition that the rest
Of the tribe be allowed to remain. (This incident is commemorated
throughout each summer in the open-air production of the drima,
l'Unto These Hills.") And for once, a promise to the Indians was kept.
The continuing difficulties over the Eastern. Band of Cherokees'. legal
status is too complex ict.recotint-here. But the upshot is that there are
now about 6,000 Cherokees in western North Carolina,,,most of the
in the large reservation just south of the entrance to the'Great Smokies
National Park.** -,,,. (

*There are even more Indians in eastern North: Carolina. Mtist of them are
Lumbees. who live m and around Rpilron County. south of Fayetteville. and who
ma} or mat not be descendants of-th Lost Colony of Roanoke. The Lumbees have
not lined on reservations, although at one time. Robeson County maintained three
sets of segregated schools, for whites, Indians, and blacks. Altogether, North Caro-
lina had 44,406 Indians in 1970, the largest number east of the Mississippi, exceeded
only by Oklahoma. Arizona. California, and New Maxie°.
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The , Smokies Park receiNes more visitors each year than any o ther
national park in the United States, and the chief business of the
Indians Is tourism' The tribal govern'ineht holds all lands in common
and gives 'use rights to individuals, it also operates an excellent modern
motel (Boundary Tree Lodge at Cherokee)Pa crafts store, factories
producing leather products, quilting, and hair accessories, full municipal
services at Cherokee, including a water and sewer system; and a fish
and garne service. Altogether, Chief John Crowe said, the Cherokee
tribal gosernment and enterprises Kaye a budget of about SI million a
year Unemployment is very low in the surtimer tourist season, some-
times as low as 1 percent, in the winter, however, it may rise to 15 or
20 percent.

In 1973,, sit the same time I spoke with Chief Crowe, I attended a
meeting the tribal council. The debate was' free-wheeling and in-
everent; several' women (including aprecious cameo of indeterminate,
older years) were members, and there was an interpreter present for
the few council members wha-speak only the Chero ee language. In,
the last years, the Cherokee schools 'have been teach[ the language,
to children in the primary gradesanother example, of growing
pride in special heritages that one senses ail over the country.

Up through the 1940s, western North Carolina was one of the most
isolated sections of eastern America. Then came tourism, .industripliza-
tion, and, gm growth of mountain-based edUcational institutions. In
the 1 9 6 0 s . Ef ry Sanford defined the mountains' future as "an educa.,
tional -factory,'a retirement land, a recreational paradise, leavened by
appreciative industrial neighbot.s,"

Now that the wall of isolation has been broken, however, thoughtful
people of the region speak with deep concern of head -over -heels
tourist"developmenc, soaring land peCes, the bulldozing off qflnountains
to make way 'for condominiums and ski resorts and golf courses, and
the arrival of the plastic civilization of hamburger and fried ,chicken
stands and gas stations and all the rest. The once placid little city of
Boone (in the -Blue Ridge) and its environs is one example of that kinki
of growth. With tourism,, and the growth of the Appalachian State
University there, Boone's population jumped 138 percent, to 8,754.
during the 1960s. The university's enrollment is close to 10,000. Just as
alarMing, in terms of poor development, is the once exquisite Maggie
Valley, west of Asheville, now full of snake farms and the like. "It's a
mess,' one local !Fader said, "and unfortunately the zoning can't be
made retroactive." e - ti

The* has also been poorly controlled development in the town of
Cherokee, strategically located at the entrance to the Great Smokies
National Park. In 1946 Cherokee had a post office in a store, three
trading posts, and a filling station. About 50 tourist cars passed by each
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day, Chief Crowe recalled. By the early 1970V (at least before the
early crisis struck) some eight million tourists. a year were going
through, Cherokee The town had spawAtd what seemed like dozens of
souvenir shops, restaurants, and gas stations, the whole not quite as
garish ac Gatlinburg, Tennessee, across the dountaia, but a bit more
tawdry. The most attractive offerings of the town were those of the
Cherokee Historical Associationthe Oconaitiftee Indian Village, with
a splendid portrayal of early Cherokee life, and the nightly per-
formances of "Unto These Hills."

For all the growth, there are some bright spots to he modern-day
develbpment of the mountain section. The national. pa k and the Blue
Ridge Parkwaynotwithstanding exceedingly hea useare well ,

, maintained by the goUrnment. Among private scenic developments. .
few e as tasteful or impressive as Grandfather Mountain near Boone, ...-\
w is owned and run as a tourist attraction by'e leading local
p litician-businessman, Hugh Morton. Morton's grandfather bought the -
mountain, the highest in the Blue Ridge, iii.1889, and he has fought
repeated attempts by the National Park Service to take it over. "I'm
seen in the hills as an odditythe only man who ever licked the
federal government,`'" Morton said.."But I really don't feel the moue -'
tarn is mine. It's .mine in trust to. protect." He showed me a dazzling
cet of slides (his own photography) of. the mountain at all seasons of
the year, and of its flora and' faunaOtting competition for any ?stational
Park Service presentation. Grandfather Mountain. is 120 million years
old, and has some of the oldest rock formations in America.

With the rising tide of tourism and the large number of retirement
and vacation condominiun3 developments, western North Carolina
desperately needs careful planning lest it become, in one natives words,. .

"Miami Beach in the mountains." But jn 1973 the legislature failed
to pass a state land-use planning law and the future of the mountains
remained unclear.*

Until now, there has been something.very special about North Caro-
lina's Appalachia. a place where the historic memory is not altogether
erased, The last frontier, of the old mountaineers. In the dying hours
of a golden summer day. t spent several hours talking with _journalist
John Parris on the porch of his lovely farm retreat near the town of
Sylva. hrris is a son offrthe mountains who could,(as so many have)
lead aniciting life in th). greater world. A distinguished Associated
Press correspondent in London during World War II, and later at the
United Nations, he was offered any AP correspondent's job he would
like, anywhere in the world. But Parris chose instead to return to the
mountains, to write a column for the Asheville Citizen in which he

*A Watered-down land-use plan was passed by the 1974 legislature, but it applied
only to:tbe states coastal areas

6
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might capture the ilivor of a fast-fading 'cilfilization. (When the first .,

book of his columns was published, Parris was a guest on Ed Morrow's
CBS show anOurrowalso a North Carolina nativesaid that Parris
had the best. job in the world, and got paid for it) 6

It is scarcely possible to capture, in a 'paragraph or two, the essence of
Parris's columns and books (Roaming the Mountains, My Mountains.
My People, Mountain Bred, These Storied Mountains), because they
deal with the minutiae of eseryday life that give it its warp and woof.
From Clear Creek he reports "She's $till Hoein' Corn at 102." From
Bryson City he tells the story 6f Sarah Palestine Kirkland, who "for 70
years. in rain and snow and dark of night, has followed the stork wher-
ever it flewthe last of the old-time mountaitt midwives." (Until
1928 or 1930, Parris told me. practically everyone was delivered by a
midwife or doctor at home in the hills.) ,Another column is entitled
"Quiltin' Sparks Marriage-Talk.% another "Squirrel and Dumplings";
others "Old Man Conner's offitt". andt"Autumn'p Glory Spreads
Across the Hills." And these are not just tales for old folks who li to
reminisce; I discovered that mV own nine-sear old daughter 4,
was avidly reading These Storied Mountains, catching a tout eir
'bittersweet nostalgia and common humanity. ,

"Western North Carolina," Pares observed as we.sipped bourbon
and ft e wed on pickled ramps, "is the lastof the pioneer's. preserve.
The frontier has passed us by but this is the last isolated section io
buckle under to modern times. Each day I find little pockets of this
pioneer life unchangedespecially among the older people, despite the
great changes all around them." The change does worry Parris. There
has been more of it in'the mountains in the past 20 years, he observed,
especially the better roads 'and schools and communigations. But he
notes with alarm theJoss of conversation, recalling ho, when 'he was
a IfoupgMer "we visited with grandfathers and grandmothers .and
other relatives on Sundays, and everyone sat around and.. talked. and
yofi had conversations at the table at every meal, and you didn't just
sit down with a TV dinner and 'keep your mouth shut." His own
grandfather, Parris said, had such a skill as a storyteller, and at re-:,,
membering details, "that rye. take his words and go ahead and
dtile things." In those Parris observed, family history really

meant something, and "you learned who. your great-. and great-great
grandparents were, and who begat so and so.".."The same loss of history. ..

is perpetrated in the schools, he said, "We've skipped so much history
put it aside as if it didn't moan anything. We sloughed off, the state ,
histories. What the kids get in school .isn't hurnanizddthere's no

,flesh put on the bones." . . .

There is a fierce mountain defensiveness, even in as welt traveled a
mountaineer as John Parris. He rejects out of hand a view of the

3v ',......-
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mountain people, either in times past or now, as. an ignorant or de-
based type. "Man) of the people who came into these mountains ,coal

k

speak the forgotten language of Latin, and they had the books they
brought over froM England with them, the classics and all, and some
of these things were handed down to us." Even in Asheville, Parris
said, people say to him. "Aren't you afraid to go back into the hills?"
They hal,e, he noted, "the same misconceptions about the people who
live bick in the hollov.s as people in the North who think eery man
down here is a gallused guy with a jug of whiskey in one hand and 4
rifle in the other. People ask 'me: 'Where can E see a mountaineer?'.
And I answer: 'I'm one.' "

Up in the mountains, in the village of Montreat. near Asheville, is the
home of evangelist Billy Graham. Froni his comfortable house notched
in fife Smokies, Graham has gone forth to preach to huge crowds almost
all over the world. Since 1947, 1.5 million people.have come forward
and made decisions for Christ at Graham Tallies (his public relations
'department in Atlanta keeps count); mady may have backslid, but
Graham has undoubtedly changed thousands of people's lives. His fame
was due initially to his vibrant, emotion - charged preaching style, but his
place' in American life today is due more to his 'closeness to men of
power. He has been on friendly terms with President's- Truman, Eisen-
hower, Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon, sometimes he seems to have been
a sort of ambbsador to Presidents from that huge segment of America
that is evangelical Christianity. Graham's strongest imprecations over
the yeirs have been directed at sexual immorality and godlessness, he
was silent for years on the evils of racial segregation and never said
aword against he American bombing in southeast Asia..Nor was his
a voice of prophetic judgment when the ,depredations associated with.
Watergate were, revealed, about the best he could muster was -a mild
rebuke of his friend Richard Nixon for "isolation" and poor judgment,
and a suggestion that the crisis might deepen Nixon's character as the
agonies of the Civil Warmade Lincoln the great man that he was (as if .

one might one day hear a mellowed Richard Nixon speak from the hears
of "malice toward none, charity toward all.") Graham said: 't just ,

can't imagine . . hoW Mr: Nixon got caught in this Watergate buzzsaw,
because I always thotight of him as a man of great integrity, of

great patriotism, of great love of family, with deep .religious roofs."
Id a way, Graham was reflecting he disillusionment °t his constituency,
which had always wanted to ixon as a pillar ofpatriotic morality.
Oiie was tempted to say that Billy Graham, disciple of the simple car-

' penter from Nazareth, had supped too often at the tables of the mighty.
Economically, the mountains have suffered from many of the same

problems of the cast, including low-paying industry and outmigration.
But the mountains are surely better

to
thanthan the east. Race is not

4 $
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much of a, problem, if only because there are few blaCks {about 5
percent of total population). The mountains are not wedded to a crop
like tobacco. Nor has western North Carolina experienced Ste boom-
and-bust coal mining development that has so scarred other Appala-
chian regions. En fact, some western North Carolinians were resentful
of their inclusion in the Appalachia program:

The leading city in the west is Asheville (population 57,681), the fifth
largest in the.state. But both Hugh Morton and state representative
Claude4 Druhl of Asheville said that the city had givetlittle leadership
to the region. Asheville has knot been much of a growth center of late,
its population in 1970 Eas just 7,000 more than in 1930. it is situated,in
a valley 'along the French Broad River, which flows across the moun-
tains to the Tennessee; there is a lack of space, really, to grow.. Ashe-
ville had its own little golden age around the turnsof the century, when
its cool climate and beautiful scenery made it a fashionable resort for
well-to-do Southerners. It also attracted Mr. George W. Vanderbilt,
who bought 130,000 acres of mountain land around the city, appointed
a youthful Gifford Pinchot ()titer Theodore Roosevelt's Secretary of
the Interior) as superintendent of his forests, and built the Biltmore
mansion. This hotise covers four acres and has dozens of roots; it ,was
designed by Richard Morris Hunt and is reminisceneof the French
chateaux of Alois and Chambord. 1 ,

It was about the same time, in 1900, just fiye year's after the Biltmore
mansion was completed, that the novelist Thomas, Wolfe was born in
Asheville. In his prose he poured forth the mentorieksof early life in
Asheville and of how "mile-away hills reeked-protectively above the
town." A critique of Wolfe, western North Carolina's most brilliant son
of letters, is beyond our scope here, but Wilma Dykeman and James
Stokely, friends Or the Wolfe family, summed it up well when their
said 'he captured as did no one else.the essence of his region's coil/my-
side and town, Mountaineers and middte class', terror and tomfoolery."
Wolfe passed away very earlyat the age of 38but one is haunted too
by what he said of life at the start of Look Homeward. Angel: -VNaked
and alone we came into exile. In her dark, womb we did not know our
mother's face; from tlie prison of her flesh have we come into the
unspeakable and incommunicable prison of this earth. Which of us has
known his brother? Which of us has looked into hisjather'seart?
Which of us is not forever a stranger and alone?",

EAST TENNESSEE FOLKWAYS AND OAKIRIDGE.

East Tennessee is a land of high ounfains, heaiily forested foothills
and narrow valleys, until the 193 s one of the most remote areas of
America. The Scotch- Irish, Britis and Pennsylvania Germans built

.
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their log cabins deep in the ridges' when Tennessee was not yet named,
and some of those enclaves remained scarcely touched by civilization fOr
well over a century. Here touches of Elizabethan.English and ballads
carriedfrom the Old World call still be heard, and one finds such strange
ethnid manifestations as the Melungeons, a, swarthy -hill folk of mys-
terious beginnings 48-se historic memory of their own origins has
been erased by their years of isolation and illiteracy:* East Tennesseans
were traditionally some of the most stubbornly individualistic, reserved
people in any state, often, called hillbillies and The butt of rnaliciouk
jokes and stories. But mostly they were simply unknown. When Horace
Kephart, a St. Louis librarian, decided to go into the great Smoky
Mountains region in the early years rpf the 20th, century, hi could not,
find even "a magazine article, written within 'this generation, that
described the land and its people." In his classic bOok, Our Southern
Highlanders, Kephart wrote of a people "beleaguered by nature, . .

ghettoe in another 'planet." But the mountaineers farmers and
moonshiners and feuders and hunters alike - befriended Kephart, and
he returned the favor by describing them as a 'people Af keen in-
telligence when they can see anything to win. :'

"When I got to this part of the countr=y in the 1930s," foriner
Knoxville Journal managing editor Steve Humphrey' told ,rhe, "I
thought it was the most clannish, the coldest, most reserved place' I'd
ever gotten into. I came from 1(ansai where you took strangers at face
value. But herethey looked at you as if you were a damned foreigrier.
They distrusted any outsider " But tlienz ,Htirrlphrq said, the old
clannishness and reserve of tie Scotch-Irish and other folk of East
Tennessee .began to fade. The reasons were complex and intertwined
but fOrmed a common pattern of ddjustittent to the We orthi nation

'as a whole. The Great Smoky Mountains National Park, established
in large part 'through Horace Kephart's tnspiraikn, began A tourist
thrust that ,brought in travelers from afar. The mountaineers, Hum-
phrey noted. "realized the outsider had money,and they could take his
money by being nice to him." (Some of the manifestations of, the.
'tourist boom are an offense brill to nature and the true mountain
culture. The worst example is the town. of qataburg, at, the entrance
to the Great Smoky Mountains Park, once a pleaiant resort of stately
old hotels. Now it has turned into a hurdy-gurdy of overpriced, plastic
hostelries and gaudy signs to snag the tourist's dollar. Matteus of taste

By varying, theories. the Melungeons are either .survivors of a Portuguese fleet
disaatched in 1665 to capture Cuba from the Spanish, a last tribe or Israel, descen-
don'ts of Phoenician sailors who Red the Roman socking of Carthagy. oil simply
the result of cross-breeding of white pioneers with Indians and black slaves. Several
dtherdPeories.have also been advanced. but the fact is, that only 100 or so nay
*surviVre in their chief place of residence, the Clinchyalley: r
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.
aside, however, each- tourist attraction does reduce the Isolation of Abe
mountain people.)

It would be difficult to overestimate the importance of TVA and its
great system- of dams and steam plants. The agency's early resettlement
of btittomland farmers to make way for danus tore cruelly at the
old social order of East. Teithessee, but TVA did introduce a fresh
stream orformally educated and more liberal people into the region
Then cat* Oak Ridge and its scientific- contmunity, gradually interact -
mg with the mountain people Roach begun to'imerce the intermontane
wilderness, and finally there were interstate highways too. Radio and
television brought in'tlic voices, and then the faces, (:)f the outside
world And then there was the discovery that being'a "htlibill9" could

, be an asset. Country Music is a direct outgrowth of hillbilly music:
-Tennessee Ernie Ford and Roy Acuff and Chet Atkins and* many other
country music entertainers came out Of East Tennessee.and offered no
.apologies for it.

World War II4and its aftermath brought a strong, fresh wave of
industrialization, not only in Knoxville and Chattanooga' but also in
such Places as Kingsport (electronics, chemicals, book printing), Bristol
(computing equipment), Morristown (textiles, furniture, eINtronics),
and Maryville (aluminum). Many East Tennessee counties are beipg
stripped for' coal. Creative 'cottage industrieslike the lovely Iron
Mountain Stoneware made by 60 craftsmen in a tranquil village in the
most northeasterly corner of the stateare relatively rare. The future
of East Tennessee, Senator Howard Baker, Jr., said, seems to lie kJ
more and more heavy industry.
. Still, desperate poverty afflicts many East Tennessee counties. And

there remain, pockets of incredible isolation. In Oak Ridge one evening,
I had a, talk with Peter Cohan, a 'sophisticated educator who has
carried programs iii science to some of the most remote hollows of the
region Like Horace Kephart before him, Cohan made many friends.
While we talked, he suddenly produced a mountain dulcimer made of
wormyctestnutand played some of the sweet tunes he had learned frOm
the moilhin people. And-this was the story he told:

I can take you through time. We'll take a truck and move
up into those hills. You'll sense you've moved out of currentctime
to another time. Back in Stony pork and 'other places in those
hills, a man gets to be a school principal 4y k's physical strength.
The question iscan he' best the. I7-year-old boy, and maybe his

'father? Teachers sometimes walk around with a hitge oak paddle.
You just have to accept that there are very different value sys-

tems from what we know. Many mountaiagers, for instance,
have had religious experiences that give them streagth and very

et
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strong convictions. They disagree strongly 'With science. I'se been
in little one- and two-room schools and heard teachers insist that
everyone knows we haven't been to the -moon. They're fiercely
independent' and critically suspicious of things that affect their

-4)religious beliefs or the religion of their children. They may have
all the NASA literature about the moon landings, but they just
don't believe it or what they see on television

There's a lot of drinking out Al the hillsbut its a covert way of
drinking. out behind the barn. And there's still a big problem with
guns. There's little verbal conflict. It's not talk it's shoot. Lots
of killings and maimings result.

But the mountaineers can judge people very well. They have an
old saying about a man they admire: "He ain't got much book

is learnin', but he's got common sense."

Many people born into that mountain environment now works in
Knoxville or Oak Ridge. There is a successful Knoxville lawyer who re-
members that he arrised there on foot, wearing his sister's borrowed
shoes MI of this creates what Cohan calls "a tremendous disparity in
time phase." Soine of his coworktrs, he said, were born "in log cabins
with sli4 floors and no electric power. Yet today-East Tennessee has a
place like OaVRidge-, With its nuclear laboratories. That's how *far
we've moyed.-i'n the lifetime of those people."

From the North Carolina border mofing westward, East Tennessee
has the Great Smokies. which are cosered with snow during the winter
months and offer spectacular shows of flowering shrubs and trees in
springtime and changing leaves in autumn, the Great Valley of East
Tennessee, which runs clear Wm Virginivo Alabama and is home
for most of the region's people and industries; and finally the Cumber-
land Mountains, with rich coal deposits and spots of fertile farmland.

Oak Ridge does offer one of the most fascinating case studies any-,
-...tvhere of the sudden intrusion of an achanced scientific-technological
community intO a pristine, isolated agrarian society: It all began on a
spring day of 1942 when three men on atop- secret mission stood atop
a peak and looked oser the hilllocked %alleys with little communities
peopled by simple farm folk who could trace their past to 1792 when
pioneers came fr ne'rVirginia, by way of the Cumberland Gap. To
the north rose ,the foothills of the Cumberlands, to 'the southeast the
peaks of the Smokies. The, gosernment men were agents of the Man-
hattan District, the cbde name for the secret wartime project to build
man's ultimate weapon, the atomic bomb. They were looking for a
place to produce enough uranium-235 for the bomb, and the site they
foundalong a crest known as Black Oak Ridgefitted their speci-
fications perfectly It was close enough to a major city (Knoiville),

yoo
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rather sparsely settled well watered, A 'I supplied with abundant
_,

elhctric powerfrom TV "'s nearby Norris Dam. The terriin of ridges
and valleys, it was thought, would praide natural separalon between

, several plants and buffers "if anything went wrong" with the nuclear
experiment.

By September 1942 the decisioh had been made fi ner to build Amer-
ica's largest atomic city on this site. The govnineril purchased
58,880 acres, paying the owners $45 an acre and ordering them off by
the first of January, 0)43. Into the area poured the Army Engineers,
countless privatez con t rectors, thousandfl!etkonst ruction workers,
mec,haiiics, and *ntistf of world renown. High fences went up,
the severest wartime security measures were Ordered, and the scientific
work got underway with startling rapidity. Between two peaceful ridges
some three miles froth the center of the new town the so-called Y-I2 .
complex.(a name derived from the map location) was built to produce
uranium-235; simultaneously in, a wooded area near the western limits
of the city the enormous K-25 plant was constructed for the separation
of isotopes of uranium by means of a new gaseous diffusion process. The
original research laboratory, K-10;rose at the same time, including the
famed graphite reactor (now a national historic landmark) for produc-
tion of fissionable material by the "pile" process. Enrico Fermi, who
had supervised the world's first nuclear chain reaction at Chicago less
than a year before, directed loading of fuel slugs into the graphite
reactor on November 3, 1943. W. E. Thompson, one of the wartime
scientists at Oak Ridge, later observed: "We can only feel, amazement
at the boldness with which the wartime atomic energy projects were
planned and the speed and Success with which they were carried out."

The growth of the town, Which would soon be called Oak Ridge, was
almost k s phenomenal. Iii one of those few instances in human affairs
When 'haste as made for excellence, the architectural-engineering firm
of Skidmore Owings and Merrill was given a topographical map of an
unidentified area and miraculously came up with a new community
plan Which it submitted to the Manhattan District within 72 hours. In
the wartime rush, one ,might have expected cheesebox subdivisions of
houses lined uplin monotonous_ rows. And indeed, there were a lot of
barracks-like dormitories and primitive shelters called "Moments,"
devoid of glass windows, running water; or winter heating. (Most of
the black labor force brought into Oak Ridge was confined to huiments,
a fact which still embarrasses Oak Riggers.) Oak Ridge in the wartime
years had the appearance of an enormous, constantly muddy construc-
tion camp. But the roads planned by the Skidmore firm, even if initially
sidewalkless, did follow the contours. of the terrain. The houses were
gracefully sited along the natural contours, with picture windows facing
the woods. Cutting of trees was kept to a minimum. At war's end the
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temporary barrarkt, and hutments were dembli'shed, leaving one of the'
most tastefully laid -out 'towns in the country. The. most undistinguished
parts, it would turn out in later years, 'wore the DoWntown Shopping

As Center and the Oak Ridge Turnpike. the connecting ,line of a city
nine miles long and two miles wide, slightly larger than Manhattan.

Within the wartime context, the Manhattan District's objectives had
certainly been met. By Enid -1945 the Oak Ridge plants (then assigned
the cover name of "Clinton Engineer Works," after a nearby town)
employed a peak of 82,0004persons. and the town of Oak licsIge had a

1:Wpopulation of 75,.-Within two and a half years, it had omejtie
fifth largest city in Tennesiee,,though more than half the population
departed shortly after the war.

In 1945, with the dropping of the atomic bomb over Japan, the secret
of what had been happening at Oak Ridge and the other wartime aromir
townsLos Alamos (where the atomic bomb was 'actually designed and

. built) and Hanford (the principal location for the production of
. plutonium)became known to,the world. Two years later, the Man-

hattan District, including all the operations at Oak Ridge, were trans-
(erred 0 the new Atomic Energy Commission, and in 1949 thire arrived
the historic _day when the fences came down and Oak Ridge was
"opened" to tho vserrld. The X-I0 plant beCame the Oak Ridge Na-

25

tional Laboratory, one of the world's largest nuclear research centers
Since 1948, the Union Carbide Corporation has operated the three
government plants in Oak Ridge under contract with the AEC, the re-
search policies, however, at deterMined by the laboratory management
in direct collaboration with the AEC.

.Oak Ridge since the 1940s has remained at the forefront of nuclear
research.in Ainerida with an array of.activitjes that range from basic
research in exotic elefitents to the production of weapons components
and the d4elopment of new reactor concepts. As itf wartime, the lab-
oratory still directs the operation of the AEC's several gaseous diffusion
plants for the production of enriched U-235. In recent years the focus
of the nuclear research has been tin the perfection of the fast breeder
reactor, hoped to be a major solution to the country's energy "crisil"

-of this and the next decades. One of the most awesome sights I have.
ever seen is the laboratory's high flux isotope reactor, Used for research
in the creation of hegy-elements. In deep water, one sees tht pep

*Oen Ross Lipson. in a delightful set of letters* about Oak Ridge written for
the Institute of Curren/ World Affairs. has haracterized '`doy.ntoun" Oak Ridge
as an uninspired, profitable, and unmistakable bit of Americana circa 'the mid-
1950s." Despots an impressive civic 4.enter. I noted that the Oak Ridge Turnpike
had evolved into the kind of gaudy and ornmercialized affair that sophisticated
people hie Oak Ridgcrs are supposed to abhor. But the commercial developirient,
it should be minted out, has been the responsibility of Pak Ridge's business inter-
ests, not its technical community
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blue, luminescent glow of cooling reactor shields, symbols of the fear-
fulness anciprrainise of atomic energy in ou time.

tir. Alvin M. Weinberg, who was dire r of the laboratory through
1973, said its future lay in the studrof nergy in its broadest context,
with atomic energy only one component. "The laboratory," he told
me. "will in fact have important secondary thrusts in environmental
studies, in the biomedical sciences, in the basic sciences, and, possibly
even in social science." The disciplines, he said, turn out to be closely
interrelated. "When you realize the major pollution of the air and water
is in one way or the other connected with the production of energy, then
you realize that if you ate to be an energy laboratory, you almbst by
definition become an environmental laboratory. You realize that en-
vironmental impacts affect the incidence of cancersand' in fact the
laboratory is now,deeply involved in research in-the causes of cancer

- and its cures." A major concern of the laboratory is the safety of
nuclear reactors; and also thermal pollution from reactors. There is an

-aquatic ecology laboratory*which uses a computer to control theitem-
peratures in.six fish ponds, measuring thermal shock (rapid changer in
water temperature) as well as long-range effects I altered meter tem-
peratures The work in aquatic ecology, Wejnber believes, illustrates
the great advantage of an interdisciplinary institution such as the Oak
Ridge Laboratorx, which can integrate at the working level the study
of problems which are fragmented when they get started at the.:Wash-

/ ington bureaucratic level. There are some two dozen Ph.D.s working4 / in the environmental sciences division of the laboratory, said tolie the
largest group of ecologists working under one roof_in the county.

Among the 'more interesting projeCts of the laboratory are those
i specifically designed to ease the energy crisis, including the gasification

and liquification of coal and ,ways that electrical power' plants, both
nuclear and conventional, can be made more efficient. By the early
'70's, the laboratory was deemphasizing its earlier projects which in-
volved huge'demands for power, such as the desalting of ocean water.
"We had thought," Weinberg noted, "that energy was going to 1)e
immensely cheap, so that the right direction would be to substitute
energy for raw materials. it turfed out that we were wrong." Till's the
important future directions, he concluded, were in making niclear and
other energy forms more efficient. ind environmentally benign. An
example of the new orientation was establishment IN 1970 of an en-
vironmentalprogram at the laboratory, with financial support from the
National Science -Foundation. The program involved various types,
of social scientists, as well is technicians, While the laboratbry had
historically keen concerned only with the supply of energy, art of the

. ,..../',.revised focus was on energy conservation.
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Oak
.
Ridgers themselves have reason to be concerned about environ-

mentally benign- energy production. Within 20 miles of the city are silt
TVA coal-burning steam plants. Two of themincluding the Bull Run
Stearn plant, whose 950,000-kilowatt capacity made it the world's
largest power plant when it went on line in 1966are cheek by jowl with
Oak Ridge itself. With TVA selling more and more electricity to distant
spots like New York and Chicago, and with a real air quality problem
in the Oak Ridge region, some local people are raising serious quEstions
"Are we," Peter Cohan asked, "to become a power park for the eastern
half or the United States?"

A visit to a plant like Bull Run impresses one with the "giantism"'
--,

of the power production world. The plant burns 7,800 tons of coal a
day, piled in huge mountains beside the railroad right-of-way bringing
the fuel in from poor, benighted Hazard, Kentucky. One feels rather

t awed when he stands beside Ione of the huge pulverizers, which grind
the coal dbwn to powder so fine that it can be blown, like a jet of gas,
into 12-story-high boilers with fireboxes that record internal tempera-
tures of 2,600 degrees. Yet for all that, modernity, new precipitators ,
have been required at Bull-Run because of the fly-ash fallout. G. H.
Wheaton, the plant superintendent and veteran of 35 years work for
TVA, said he was often, besieged with complaints from nearby, Oak
Ridge houses. When I asked him what he planned to do when he re-
tired, Wheaton replied "I'll sit by my window and look up to the plant
and if I see a whiff of smoke I'll phone the engineei and raise hell."

The contrasts between Oat Ridge's scientific intelligentsia sand the ,
East Tennessee mountain folks were and are immense. one highly
educated, the other struggling to eliminate illitetacy. the one given to
fine wines and classical music, the other to white whiskey and hillbilly,
the one 8461 to'multitudinous ckic organizations ( "from the African
Violet Society on up," one Oak Ridger commented), the other tradi-
tionally ingrown arid.suspicious. This is not to say there is something
intrinsically better about the Oak Ridge's, the mountain people, for
instance, may enjoy a much better family life than the scientists and
their families, who often ha%e se%ere problems in human relations. But
the face is that in Oak Ridge, family incomes aserage around $12,000

,a year whileiin surroubding AndeNon.County, i dirt-poor strip-mining
area,"theire are more than 2,000 families that live below the poverty . .
line with incomes aseraging just $2,000 a year. Old style political ma- "
chines hang on in some of the surrouipling mountain counties, while

%.-

Oak Ridge practices egghead democracy with a city council consistiRg
of 11 AEC or Union Carbide employees, several of them Ph.D.'s, lined
up against one lOnely carpenter. (The high intelligence level creates A ' '
kind of problem, since the councilmen thrash every problem to pieces
and artuknwillint to take the city nianageekadsfice, The city thinks of
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itself as liberal Democratic, which is true in primaries because of the
intellectual vote and the presence of strong, politically active unions.
But the town has N, oted for most Republican Presidential candidates.)

The early attitude of Oak Ridge's East Tenne'ssee neighbors was far
from friendly "They didn't know what we were or what we were
dohtg clown here," Oak Ridge attorney Eugene Joyce commented. "We
were all too smart gild had no sense and were too liberal, They wanted
us to stay inside our fence and keep quiet." Joyce told the story of
when he campaigned for Anderson County attorney in the early
I950s:

My wife campaigned with me, We dent up and down the country
roads. I was a real stranger out thereone of the first guys that
every venture& out front Oak Ridge into the country,to runs for
public office. We ran into this old fellow at the drugstore opposite
the county courthckse. y

"Where you film?" he asked.
"Let's face it,' I replied. "I'm an outander. I'm from New

York. But I've been down here some 20 years."
Then my wife walked up and the East Tennessean said: 'Wlk's

she from?"
In her best Southern drawl, Mrs. Joyce replied: "I'm from West

Tennessee, down by the Mississippi,"
The old fellow looked at me and said: "She'll,Jake up the slack."A4.Amazingly, Joyce won the election, and today he thinks only a-small

parrot the old antagonism is left.."We got less brAh, and they got to
know us." Joyce said there were 'thousands of do-gooders in Oak
Ridge; learning to use their talents in amore reserved way." Among
them, he noted, are wives whordo immense good thiough clubs and
churches, and projects fot the Appalachian poor outside the city. Rich-
ard Smyser, editor-of the-Oak Ridger, said most people in the town had
become "clawingly appreciative of the natural culture of the Appals-

: Chian pebple."
One o the most amusing and perhaps important incidents in Oak

Ridge's history was a visit in the early 1960's by the famed anthro-
pologist Margaret Mead, vanscastigated Oalf Ridge's for taking too
little interest in their mountaineer neighbors. The town reacted de-

" ensively and angrily, stepping up effortsmany of which-had already
begunto provide rehabilitation for physically and mentally handl-
capped children and adults of the area, opening Oak Ridge's hospitals
and clinicsio its neighbors, setting up a pioneering Planned Parenthood
League of ,the Southern Mountains, and .a summertime program of
communication in the area,of arts and crafts. "Overall," Smyser said,
"Margaret Mead's coming was,a good thing. She should crime back."

,,
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(If she does, one wonders if she would repeat the question Dr. Wein-
berg said she had addressed to a gathering of Oak Ridge women: "Now,
tell me. do scientists make good' lovers?" Regretfully, I must report
that Dr. Mead insists she did not pose that question. "It's just a male
nightmare," she told me. She said she had, been able to make her pain-
fully incisive comments about Oalr.. Ridge, cataloguing the scientists'
sins of omission in relating to the broader community, hecause one of
the scientists' wives had written to her regularlybut secretlyover a
perioot years to give her the scuttlebutt on the town.)

Weinberg said the laboratory and its highly educated, technical work
force were having a real impact on the service workers, mostly native

.East 'Tennesseans "who have these rather backward traditions." The
., broader horizons and stronger aspirations of the technical personiel,

whose native cities were all over America And the world, Weinberg
suggested, were rubbing off on the local people. "They're not all that
satisfied4to have their kids do just what they've done. Many of the
children of Oak Ridge Workers are much more upwardly mobile than
the workers who are not associated -with Oak Ridge. The workers see
what education can do for you." ..

. Ironically, this is happening while the Oak Ridge scientistsveterans
and more recent arrivalsAdEast Tennesee's ,'great, swinging, An- -
lightened city" of the 'hot and cold wapearsfeel the first blush of .
enthusiasm tCpast. Smyser suggested thaflOak Ridge was experiencing
a kind of "municipal menoKause." With budget cuts in the early '70's,
many taleitted and gifted AEC scientists had st their jobs and werek
suffering simultaneous middle age,and early rett ement. Those sophis-
ticated cocktail-dinner parties, at which Oak Ridgers "sit on the floor
and argue 'like hell until midnight" (Joyce's words) otvere lo '''a their

e

, luster for some people. The cultural opportunities, said to be more
appropriate to a city of 250,000 than Oak Ridge's 28,319, n' long ,
proved as irresistible a mignet. One.senses a lack of a full of
community and belonging in Oak Ridge. I asked Smyser, who arrived
there 25 years ago to start the Oak,Ridger, now ,an outstanding small
daily, if lie apd his faTily didn't consider Oak Ridge their real home
now. We were sitting on'the back porch of his tasteful ridgetop home,
looking out several miles to lovely mountain ridges in the twilight of a
perfect sarrimer day, and I expected an unambiguous "yes.' But it did
not come. "There are lots of other interesting people and places in the

. world," he replied. .

.

KNOXVILLE (STILL THE l'UGLIEST CITY"i).,r- . .

I suppose I should approach a description of Knoxville, the biggest
city of East Tennessee, with a touch of trepidation because of its un.

.
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happy experience with outside commentators. John Gunther, in Inside
U. S A . called Knoxville "the ugliest city I ever saw in Ameiica." an
appellation that still rankles in this Tennessee River town of old red
hrick factories and pike buildings A Nashville newspaperman told me
that "-Guntircr was probably right." ,Knoxville. he said, is a "grim
industrial city with tough, ultra-personal. and sometimes corrupt
politics And the Knox\ die Journal is the graveyard" of journalism "
When it became known, in 1945, that atomic research had been under-
way at Oak Ridge during the war, there as a joke told around Ten-
nessee that if a bomb went off acciden lly, Knoxville would be "the.
least missed city in the United State.. 1

The indictments and jokes, however, appeai a little unfair, eipecially
in view of whet has taken place in Knoxville in the last quarter century.
Gunther's controversial quote, in fact, helped to jolt ,Knoxville into
some constructive action The c,ity could not change its' history as an
ill-planned, ilkoncej,ved country town, but it couldand didbegin to
change. "For one thing," a local sage told me, "we had six or seven
wonderful deaths!' There was some renovation of the center city, with
a handsome mall and enclosed shopping area, and even some shiny new
high rise office buildings. TVA's electric power obviated the belching
coal furnaces that cast a dark cloud over the city an made it almost as
dark as night in the middle of the day. The University of Tennessee,
which has the headquarters of its statewide-system at Knoxville. shucked

' its old reputation as a football college and scored advances in physical
plant and intellectual quality (despite egregious lapses like openihi.
up its facilities to a 1970 Billy Graham crusade that turned out to be a
kind of campaign rally for a visiting President Nixon, with strorigarm
tactics used against any and all dissenters). A number of university and
TVA people became -active in Knoxville affairs, further diluting the
influence of the city's old guard. Cult ral enrichment came via-a new
coliseum, built over"great oppositio which attracts many traveling
playsaimd other events and is one o the most used in the country.'
Fro its old concentration on industri s like textiles and irons the town
shifteckfts sights to being a. wholesale distribution center for East
Tennessee The Knoxville banks, incredibly stuck-in-the-mud and closely
allied to a conservative poyier structure that resisted unions or threaten-

g new economic enterprises, began to widen their horizons a little.
The downtown banks and mercantile ihtetests, howeihr, were too

lethargic to make the Center city the focus of Knoxville's really im-
portant pbstwar growth That occurredkime 10 miles to the west, where

' West Town Mall, -an ultranitodern, multimillion-dollar office building
and shopping center comiIex was built--depending in large measure
on outside capital. West `Own Mall sits on Kingston Pike, an example
of the gauchest Strip develbpment. But.while the planning Is atrocious,
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at _least, tb ere-bas,been thc_spark -91.-gmut h there, which_peoWe,,egua te
with success in this country. And if one leaves some of the major high-
ways, some lonely residential sections can be found: With its choice
location in the foothills of the Smoky Mountains; Knox% couldte
one of the mbre attractive cities of the country.

One of the Knoivigcleaths that caused prisate rejbking in some
quarters was that of Guy Lincoln Smith. editor from 1936 to 1938 of
the Journal. Smith for many years was Republican state chairman and
a dose ally of Carroll Reece. He was a strong-minded man who thought
that not just the editorial pages but also the news colunin,s should reflect
his archconservative cons ictions. The paper conderimedall progressive
causes and periodically discos ered Communism. subsersion, and im-
morality in the hills of East Tennessee. The Journal lost some of its
bite after Smith died. but it had already given up its Sunday edition and
fallen ingirculation far behind theblander but mediocre News Sentinel.
a Scripps-Howard paper. Stele Humphrey. retired managing editor of
the Journal, said of the News-Sentinel. "They're broadminded We
never pretended to be broadminded."

Another decline4 power is former Knoxville mayor and Republican
political boss Cas Walker. a wealthy owner of a string of grocery stores
who had a pretty free hand in deciding, for many years, who got elected
and who didn't in Knoxville. Democrats attacked Walker as a man who
played skillfully on people's emotions to discredit his opposition. but t
also heard that blacks liked him because he got job opportunities for
many of them Ad put some of his stores in black areas, keeping prices
lower there than, in his other outlets. Now in his seventies, Walker's
influence has subsided with the new, open spirit in Knoxville.

WESTERN VIRGINIA'

FROM THE RIDGE TO CUMBERLAND GAP

Western Virginia is a world to itself, ti region of mountains and valleys
quite distinct from Tidetvater and Piedmont, a "puzzle of compart-
ments" with differing natural and human characteristics. The eastern
flank of'the region is the .16 vely Blue Ridge, which rises as a line of
low hills inzestern Lpuddun County, near the Potomac, and widens.
southwestward, boasting the highest peaks in the state, and encompasses
whole counties near the North Carolina line. On the western slope of
the Blue Ridge lies the Great Valley, a tag, fertile furrow in the
mountains running from the Potomac to the Tennessee border in the
south. The broad northern section, is known as the Valley of Virginia,
tilt most fambus section of which is the fabled Shenandoah Valley.
West of /le Valle}/ rise the mountains of the Allegheny region. Finally,
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there are the Southwestern Highlands, a triangular wedge between
Kentucky and Tennessee that ends at the historic Cumberland Gap.

The hollows of' the Blue Ridge were settled in the late 1700's by
mountain folk who remained there for generation after generation, in
a kind of suspended animation, while ihe rest of America changed. This
is one of the regions where a dialect close to Elizabethan English
survived into our century. As recently as 1928-29, children were found
in the Blue Ridge who had never seen the American flag and had no
idea of the world beyond their mountains. Roads, m torcars, and gen-
erally of

e -
erally improved communications began to break d
isolation in the 1930's, and many of the mountain folk were forbcd to
move when the Shenandoah National Park, stretching from Front Royal
to WaynesbOro and topped by the Skyline Drive, was created. Further
south, many Blue Ridge areas were made into national forests. But to
this day Franklin County, south of Roanoke, remains one of the great
moonshining counties of America. On a recent year revenue agints
seized 424 stills in Virginia and destroyed 23,000 gallons of "whjte
lightning." The value of Virginia moonshine at illegal retail outlets
was estimated at $1 million a year.) -

The. Skyline Drift and the park areas along it, within easy motoring
. distance of Washington, are heavily used by visitors and reptisent one
of the prime recreational areas of the eastern United States. The park
itself is a splendid example of the opportunities for recycling heavily
used land to create islands of peace and beauty in easy reach of mega-
lopolis. As neorge B. Hartzog, then director of the National Park
Service, said in 1971: "Look at Shenandoah Natiorial Park. It was
created from an area that was heavily utilized. They had cpt every
stick on it. They plowed every acre that was fit for plowing. But then
it was set aside for a national park. Nature has healed the land, and
here we are proposing some 65,000 acres of it for wilderness classifica-

, tion."
A Very new but grave threat to the fringes bf the Blue Ridge, and

nearby areas of Shenandoah Valley has been posted by an explosion in,
sales of mountain and riverfront acreage for vacation retreats or "second
homes" for the people of the metropolitan areas. No one saw much
problem in the early trickle of city people who sought out scattered
sites for vacation homes. But starting in the late 1960's, a new and
more ominous development occurred: the arrival of real estate specula-
tors who carved up mountain acreage into half- or Iluartcr-acre lots,
selling them at inflated prim. Whole second-home subdivisions, vaca-
tion villages, and ski slopes began to sprout. Real estate values were
driven up so rapidly that the natives of these counties often found they
could not afford to buy land for their own hclmes. On Massanutten
Mountain, a dramatic 35-mile-long mountain that rises out of the floor

,
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4 of the Shenandoah Valley, there were 27 developments by 1973. They
ranged from a $50 million Del Webb ogje.et-,--complete with ski
slopes and sewage treatm nt facilities, to one real estate de%elopment of
half-acre lots devoid roads, se*erage, or utility easements. The
ecological hazard in o ).ed in all of this was apparent erbough, moreo%er,
the arrital of suburbi -in-the-mountains could ruin the natural beauty
the purchasers had hoped to find in the &it instance.

The Great Valley, stretching some 360 miles southwesterly*from the
Potomac. is a land in many ways blessed. The mountains on each side
provide a superb setting. the lime-rich soil is excellent for farming. there
are many rivers and streams, and the string of cities 'along the valley
floor has developed modestly, providing a fine balance between human
settlement and open space. In recent years industry has arrived, chiefly
in food processing, wood working, textiles, light pachinery, and the
like, providing employment for the surplus farm labor but not in great
enough concentrations to imperil the erhironment. And of course there
is the romance, especially of the Shenandoah Valley

() Shenandoah, long to hear you,
Away,.you rollin' river.

- 0 Shenandoah, I long to hear you.
Away, I'm bound away,

,
'Cross.The wide Missouri. ,

The song obviou.sly originated with people who had known the valley
but had then gone father westward in the migrations of the republic's
early years. Among the pioneer families had been ones. bearing the
names of Lincoln and Houston. John Sevier, destined to be the "father
of Tennessee," founded the valley town of New Market in 1761. Later
the valley would be the birthplace of Woodrow Wilson, and of course
the famous Byrd brothers.

The land has been well husbanded, ever since the early settlement of
the Shenandoah Valley by the Germans corffing southward from
Pennsylvania, bringing with them superior agricultural skills. To this
day, even the casual traveler can see how well the farm resources of
the Valley of Virginia are managed. Winchester, in the north, is the
great apple-growing center, as one moves southward, one comes on,
great poultry (chicken and turkey) farms, and a wide diversity in
grains, cattle, and hogs. Tourism is also of great importadce, for this
valley has great cmerns honeycombing its limestone floor; the famed
Natural Bridge (a limestone wonder Jefferson called "the most sublime
of Nature's works"), and theahational forests which draw millions of
visitors each year. To the north, where the Shenandoah meets the
Potomac, lies historic Harper's Ferry, at Winchester, which exchanged
hands 70 times in the Civil War, are the sideby-side headquarters of
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Confederate General "Stonewall" Jackson and Union General Philip
Sheridan, and the surveying office,used by George Washington in 1784.
Near Harrisonburg the traveler finds"Mennortites in their black suits and
long dresses; Staunton is the site of the Presbyterian manse where Wil-
son was born; Lexington has`the contrasting elegance of Washington
and Lee University and the stark buildings of the Virginia Military
Institute.

The people ,of the valley tend to be a thrifty, debt - felling, hard-
working lot, many still descended from or related to the Pennsylvania
Dutch. In politics they are staunch fiscal (but not racial) conservatives.
They seem to care little whether a candidate runs under Democratic or
Republican colors, as long as he exhibits a frugality and opposition to
big government in the mode of Winchester's late Harry f, Byrd.

Roanoke; crowded up against the Blue Ridge tvell to the south in the
Great Valley, is the only'city of any real size (92,115 in 1970) in this
part of the state I was amazed to find how very mountainous its setting
is. The city sprang up in the 1880's, the creation of.the orfolk'and
Western Railway. Over the years it successfully sought a wide range of
industries, and its go:getting spirit gave ,ii the reputation of being
Virginia's most "Mid-western" city. (The image was reinforced by
Roanoke's status as the only major Virginia city ,founded after the

-Civil War, thus free of the psychic scais, of that conflict.) Aseries of
grave economic reversals for the city began in 1958, when the N & W W.
shops stopped making steam locomoti;ies, throwing 2,000 men out of
work But the local boosters went to work and recruited many new
plants, and, while the center-city population declined, the suburbs
expanded at a good clip. Roanoke is also the trade and service center

_, for a wide area, not only all of. the southern part- of the valley but also
for virtually MI ofisquthwestern Virginia as-well.

Population is lie and prosperity,an elusive _factor in the rugged
Allegheny MoUntain province, west of the Great Valley and along the
West inia line. (The Alleghen, Plateau actually continues west-
ward,.one idge after the other, to the valley of tlwOhio; as Jean Gott-
mann poin d out, "the commonwealth includes only the facade, often
very shallow, of this vast mountain world.") Tpe best known industry
of the Alleghenies within Virginia is the giant plant of the West Virginia
Pulp and Paper Company at Covington, infamous both for its pollution
of the Jackson River and for the'harsh sulfurous smell it throws over
the town In the early '70's the pollution wrq gradually being brought
under control, and of course Covington reinained thankful for a factory
that had been its economic lifeblood for seven decades and still provided
2,000 jobs Hardscrabble farming in the hollows charicterizes this
region, but by way of contrast there is also Hot Springs with its sumptu-
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ous 170-acre resort, The Homestead, wheie 900 employees look
after the comfort of 900 guests at American plan rates averaging close
1? $50 a day.

The Southwestern Highlands, locale ol Virginia's famous "Fightin'
Ninth" congressional district, .is the commonwealth's poorest, least-
educated, most poorly-housed areain the words pf one observer, a
"rural slum."* Race is not the reason, because blacks make up a
meager 2.4 percent of the population. The region has a scattering of
cattle and burley tobacco farms, but there are scarcely any other
districts in the United States where agricultural methods are so Primitive
(sickles, scythes., and horse-down plows down to the last few years)
and where the farmers' standard of living is so abysmally low. Based 09
the 1959 Census of Agriculture, for instance, a farm operator level -of;-
living' index, was developed, measuring farm prosperity in term; of
average sales per farm, .value of land and buildings, how many farms
had telephones, freeszers, and automobiles. The Virginia Ninth ranked
fourth from the bottom in the entire country, trailing only the two con-
gressional districts of neighboring East Kent cky and one Ilistricein
Mississippi.

The highlands have a scattering of inclust , but the most important
income coves from the relativelamite but rich, coal fields there.
Virginia coal production, the grear bulk which is in this region; rose.

s from 18 million tons in 1950 to 35 mil n tons in the tarty f00's, Omit .

6 percent of'the U.S. production. The industry provides an annual pay-
roll of some $(100 million, and one shudders to think what would be-
come of the typical Appalachian folk of these Southweplern Highlands
if it were not for coal. Not that mining itself is a very safe or desiOble
Ttie of work, at least by most people's standards. In one recent year 27
Virginia miners died in accidents in the mines, including 10 from roof, .

falls. The mile-deep Beatri& Mine at. Keen MouniO4 is .a constant
conceriof the mine safety inspectors, since it is ononhe most gassy
coal mines anywhere, 41iherasing': some three million cubic feet of
.volatile methane gas each 'day.

.....
Unemployment has been high in t .coalcoal fields ever since the. postwar

automation, and there are matte counties where more than a third of
the families earn less thin $4,000 a year.fTNSands of the highlanders
have deserted their region for better jobs, specially in 410fitmpton . .,
Roads shipbuilding complexes. and 1110 Detroit' atitapplants pit still,
many return whenever they get a chalice, , in tat

-4
t_;:fIrototypal lachian

, i ,mountaineer fashion. , go

In 1970, for instance. 28 percent of the 9th's homer lacked plu
a higher figure, even. than the [hid e. e state averagrvas 11. nt3
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The dying coal mine t vcrireof St. Charles, close- to the Kentucky border
in Lee County, pro% ides a picture of the saddest part of the highlands
in our time. As reported by journalist Paul G. Edwards:

St. Charles is a picture postcard no one would want ,to print.
It lies near the head of a hollow, where sooty, two-story brick
buildings line both sides of the narrow, twisting main street. Plan Sr
storefronts are boarded over. A half-dozen dimly lit.snack bars and
grocery stores are open seven days a week. On a Sunday, the towns-
people drift from one to another, .talking, playing pinball machines
and drinking coffee.

Chickens strut in the empty lots between buildings, scratching
the site of a now demolished hotel or grocery store that disappeared
with the, mining heyday that ended with World War H.

-
And then there are depressing stories like that of Tazewell, where the

town's biggest industry, which employed 1,000 people producing elec-
trolytic capacitors for television sets, suddently closed in t' he early
1970's General..Instrument Co., the multinational conglomerate that
owned the plant, decided that because of laboresosts and tariff con-
cessions it would be cheaper to more the whole manufacturing facility
to Taiwan and Poitugal. The Tgzewell workers were left in jobless

'-tlesperation,
Oil the bright side, a startling economic recovery has begun arord

thd town of Duffield, on the clinch River, Sparked by the planners of
the TVA's tributary area division. And the city of Bristol, which sits
cheek-by-jowl with a Tennessee city of the time name on the state
border ("State, Street" is the official boundary), has some reasoR for
hope because it abuts .the newly thriving Bristol-Kingsport-JohMon
City area of eastern Tennessee.

The Southwestern Highlandsand our storyend at Cumberland
Gap, that dramatic 'notch in the mountains through which the first
white man, Dr. Thomas Walker, passed on March. 6, 1750. The date
was almost a century and a half after' the first settlers,had kinded at
Jamestown, almost 400 miles to the east. Some yeas later Walker's
path would be trod again by Daniel Boone, blazing the famed Wilder,
ness Road into Kentucky, the American' West of its day. In time,
thousands would make the same trek westward, and over Curtiber-

,*The two Bristols, incorporated by their respective state legislatures in 1856,
came close to an armed clash in 1889 as a result of a dispute over where the bound-
ary ran. The controversy was finally decided by the U.S. Supreme Court. Accord-
ing to'political scientistivq. Curcio, a local resident, "Each city has separate post
offices, court systems, educational systems. prisons. courthouses, and police and
firetepartments The separation of these services has caused much discussion and
speculation about the possibility of consolidating at least some of these services
in order to avoid duplication. No way .has been found, however, to overcome the
harrier of the stale boundary line " In 1970, Virginia's Bristol had 14,837 people;
and Tennessee's 2U,064.
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. land Gap, or over the Great Valley Road into Tennessee. And many of
those pioneers, or their descendants, would later push to the edd of the
prime4a1 foreM, onto the Open prairies and then across the Mississippi
and the Missburi, and over the Great Plains to the Southwest and the.
Patific. The restless progeny of an Old Dominion too settled in its ways
to accommodate them, el,en in its first centuries. their destiny would be
to people a continent.

4' THE SUB-REGIO -

A DEMOGRAPHI DESCRIPTION

W. THOMAS JAMISON

Many teachers are employed in a particular part of The country without
eally ,understanding the demographic naturt of the population from

w WI their children are drawn. This study is of the sub-region con-
y oisti g of those counties included in the Title IX grant received by

Appal Van State University in 1975. Obviously, this analysis is de-
signed r those residing and teaching in this area, but it should provide

.r.w. interest g descriptive information for Appalachian teachers every-
. where t the region. Dr. Jamison is an associate professor of education

at Appa chian State University.

INTRO UCTION

The -region that is the subject of this profile consists of twenty-
two counties in southwestern Virginia, northeastern Tennessee, and
northwestern North Carolina. Eleven of the counties are in North
Carolina (Alexander, Allegheny, Ashe, Avery, Burke, Caldwell, Mc-
Dowell, Mitchell, Watauga,-Wilkes, and Yancey), seven in Tennessee
(Carter, Greene, Hawkins, Johnson, Sullivan, Unicoi, and Washing-
ton), and four in Virginia (Grayson, Scott, Smyth, and Washington).'

The subregion consists of 8838 square mile& of non-coal producing
mid-south Appalachia. These 8838 square Miles encompass a variety
of landscapes. The variety ranges from the lower elevations of the
North Carolina and Virginia foot-hills and upper Tennessee River
(elevatjon 1200-1500 feet above sea level) to the higher elevations of the
Area's mountains (Mount Mitchell, in North Carolina, Mount Rogers,
in Virginia, and Roan Mountain, in Tennessee, each of which range
over one mile in elevation).-

Farms, small towns, and cities are found among the forested moun-
tains, Foothills, and valleys close to some of the East Coast's list re-. 4.
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The Sub-Region, A Demographic Description.

maining wilderness areas (e.g. Linville Gorge, North Carolina). For the
most part the area is populated by the descendants of Scotch -Kish,
English, and Ger Man settlers who came to the area in the late Colonial
Period. It is the.people of this sub-region within Appalachia who are .

the subject of this overview.

`1/426PULATION

39

o

In 1970 the sub-region had a total population of 791,682.2 This
figure represents an increase of some 106,955 inhabitants cn er.the 1960
headcount of 684,727 (I5.6' increase). Thit growth was not evenly
distributed, for four counties experienced declines in pbpulation during. ,

the decade 1960-4979 (Ashe; Mitchell, and Yancey, in North Carolina.,
and Grayson, in Virginia). Nine counties experienced the greatest
growth with each having at least a 10% increase in population over
1960 (Alexandet Burke, Caldwell, McDowell, and Watauga in North
Carolina; and Greene, Hawkins, Sullivan, and Washington, in Ten-

). Watauga County (Boone,'Blowing Rock). North Carolina
ha treat t percentage growth of any county in the sub-region.
chalking up A .5% increase in population.

The area tinned to grow during the early part of the 1970's' The
latest U.S. Census estimates show a 7.5% increase in population during
the period of 1970-1975. According to these recent estimates thuopula-
tion of the entire area now stands at 850,700. During this free-yltif period
only one of the twenty-two counties (Grayson, in Virginia) is estimated' ,
to have declined in population. The North Carolina portion showed
the greate$ growth rate (9.3%) follotved by the counties In Tennessee
(7.1%) and Viiiginia (4.2%). Watauga County, North Carolina re-
mained the, fastest growing politic,a1 subdivision, increasing its 1970 .
population by about one-fourth (23.I%).

The more urbanizedtounties have the greatest population density.
Five'Founties had a population density of over 100 persons per square
mile in, 1970 (Burke and Caldwell, in North Carolina, and Sullivan.
Carter, Washington. in Tennessee). The sub-region as a whole had
a'popu on density of 89.6 inhabitants per square .mile.`This may, be
compared with the 1970 national average of 57.5 per square mile.'

URBAN CENTERS r
-.......

There are iitk.very large cities in the sub-region. No city has yet
reached the 50,006 population level. Several larger urban centers are to
be found beyond the fringes (linoxville, Tennessee, 180,006, Roanoke,
Virginia, 100,000; Winston-Salem, North Carolina, 130,000, Charlotte,
North Carolina, 320,000) These cities provide some services for the

ts
sa. (I..
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sttb-region. The largest city in 1973 was the Bristol,. Virginia - Tennessee
complex with a combined population of 45,367 (24,930 in Tennessee and
20,437 in Virginia). The Bristol area was followed closely by Johnson
City, Tennessee (39,823) and Kingsport, Tennessee (31,640), It should
be noted that, because of their geographic prOximity and economic
interrelatedness, these' three cities plug ses en counties (Carter, Hawkins,
Sullivan, Unicoi, and Washington, in Tennessee; and Scott and Wash-
ington, in Virginia) have been tlesignated a Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area (SMSA) by the Office of Management,. and Budget in
Washington. In 1975 the "Tri-Cities". SMSA counted 398,000 in-

/habitants.
Other urban areas are small, ranging from 2500 to 15,000 in popula-

tion. 239,279 people in the sub-region lived in towns and cities of more
than 2500 in population. This figure represents about 30% of the popu-
lation. It is well below the national urban population percentage of
73.5 and is below the individual state levels of urbanization (45%

%. in North Card lina, 59% in Tennetsee, and 63% in Virginia).

RACIAL AND ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS' -

The sub-region is racially overwhelmingly white. The entire area
'counted only 26,750 non-whites in 1970. No county had a non-white
population greater than 7.8% of the total. Six counties had 1% or less
of their populations counted as non-white. These percentages were
below the national non-white 12 percentage. The percentage of the
total non-white population was below that of the Three states (23% in
No Ith Carolina, 16% in Tennessee, and 19% in Virginia).
JIThe makeup of the non-white population in 1970 was essentially
blkck, 25,801, or 96%. There were only 340 individuals listed as Native
Americans. (American Indians) and 314 Asian Americans of Chinese
or Japanese extraction. The area also had very few foreign born persons.
No county in the sub-region had more than .5% of its.total population
listeJ as foreign born or first generation American.

The sub - region also showed a small "out-of-state-by-birth" popula-,
1r tion, as most of the people living in these counties are native 'to their

particular state. even counties had more than 90% of their population
native to their sate. Nine of the counties fell into the 80-89% bracket.
Sullivan County, Tenneisee (Bristol and Kingsport) had the smallest
percentage of native bornAmpons T61%),. The more urban character
of this county likely accofftWfor this Jower figure. The fact of a three-

. state sub-region does not seem to have affected native state population
counts very much. Many counties which lie on state lines have the
higher percentages of native populationi. 'these higher native fibres
tend to indicate little intra-regional movement of population.
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RELIGION 4

Data concerning the religious hreferepces of people is Jimited. The
federal census does dottrequev such information. Those who attenipt
to show the religious prefelences of people in an area usually utilize
data provided by the %arious religious faiths. This ,method is by no
means flaw leis, as the manner in which religious affiliation is reported
varies from group to group.

*g However, it is sugge'sted, according to these sources, that.,the people
of this ,sublegion show a loeference" for,the Baptist, and Methodist
Churches. With only a few exceptions, 50% or more of the people in
the counties are members of Baptist churchei..Methodism appeared to
be somewhat stronger in Greene County and Washington County.
Tennessee and myth County, Virginia. Baptisi.membership was also
less pervasive in Johnson County, Tennessee and Washington County,.
Virginia. Generally. the dominatior; by Baptist and Methodist churches
further contributes to, the mono-cultural nature of the area.

AGE AND FAMILY SIZE , t
If any.generalization can be made about the age of the people in this

sub-region it is that the tpopulation appears to be older than the three
states at large:lhe South in gensfal, or the nation. Two counties
.(Caldwell and Watauga, North Carolina) show median age levels
below the median figure of the South (27.3 years); still only four_
counties were'under the national median age figure of 28.1 years. Nine
of the twenty-two counties had median age.figures in the Iow thirties.

The percentage of adults over 65 years of age ran from a low of
8.4%.* in Alexandg County, North Carolina to a high of 14.2%* in
Alleghany County, North Carolina. if appears that on the whole, the
sub-region has suffered somoout-migration_of its younger people. This
Would seem particularly true of the more rural parts as they are th6
ones with greater percentages of population over 65 years of age.

The household size in the sub-region was close to that of the nation
(3.2 persons per household) and the Sof/16.(3.26 persons per house-

. hold);One half of the sub-region's countleTExceeds the national figure.
The largest family household titre is 3 35 persons in Caldwell County,
North Carolini.

EDUCATION LEVELS

In 1970, 92.7% of children agis.14-17 were in school in the United
States. For the South, the figtfre was 89.8% On the basis of the figures
availabje for the region,.it appears that the holding power of he school
itytfiis mid-South partof Appalachia is less than that of the nation or

Po
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the South. Only four counties in the area reported 90% or more of
;heir 14-17 year-old persons in school. Three counties reported less than
80% (actual range, 76-8090..

The median number of years Of schooling in the region ranged from .
8.1 years in Scott County, Virginia to 11.3 .years in Sullivan County,
Tennessee. Most counties fell into the tight- and nine-years-of-schooling
range Remembering that the median means the point where half the
population falls above a figure and half below, it is apparent that in
many parts of this area, half the population (defined as 26 years or
oyez') had less than eight years of fdrmal education. In no county did at
least half the adult population have a high school education.

.

A

EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME

A Zirvey of employment in the twenty-two counties revealed Olt
anywhere from 22-62% of the area workforce was employed iri manu-
facturing. Overall, the sub-region had a greater percentage employed
in manufacturing than did the nation (26%) or the South (23%). A
breakdown of figures of employment found the largest manufacturing
activities to be the production of textiles, furniture, and processed
food Other areas of lesser manufacturing employment included
electvical equipment chemicals, metals, non-durable items, and trans-
portation equipment. The Tennessee portion of the sub-region showed
a much greater diversification of industry, relying less on textiles and
furniture.

White collar employment ran from 20% --40%% (of the total work-
force) inAhe sub-region. Thii is below the figures for t e n ion and the

-South (more than 40%) . Sullivan County And Was ingt n County,
Tennessee had the highest percentage of white7collar wor rs(42.7%).-
This figure tends to reflec't..the service nature,of the Tri-Cities Metro- .

paten area.
Agricultural employment levels varied among the counties and

reflected the decline in the role aeculture plays in, the economy of
the sub-region. In only five counties did agriculture account for more
than 10% of the woilforce (Alleghany, Ashe, and Yancey Counties,
in North Carolina; and Greene and Johnson Countiei, inTennessee).

Government workers as part of the workforce varied from a low of
5.7% in 'Alexander County, North Carolina to a high 25.5% in
Watauga County, North Carolina (seat.. of Appalachian State Uni-

. versity, a major employer). Most parts of the region found only 10-16%
of their workforce In the public sector. -

5
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,., FAMILY INCOME

43

Farnily.ineetnesin the sub-region were generally below the median
levels for the United Stites ($9590) and the South ($8079). No county
in the area exceeded the national median,'but two surpassed the median
level of income' for the South (Burke County, North Carolina and
Sullivan County, Tennessee).

Reflecting the lower median family incomes in the sub-region were
the higher percentages of families found to be below the established

sizizesty level. The percentage range was between 10 and $0.3. Six
counties hid about one of 'every five families living in. poVerty. 'Four
counties counted one of every. fist families living below the national
poverty level. These figures can be compared' with Ble national figure
of approximately one of every ten American kw-lilies below poverty
level.

At the upper end of the incpmplevel only two counties had mor e'than
10% of their familiesvich incomes exceeding 515,000 per year. These
'were Sullivan County (12.9 %) and Washingtpn County (11.3%), both
in Tennessee. Both Sullivan and Washington counties are centers of
white-collar employment in the sub-region, highly urbanized in .char-
acter, and oriented toward service, financial, retail, and wholesale
employment.

QUALITYbF HOUSING

In 1970 anywhere from 37% to 76% of the homes in these counties
were owner occupied. This compares with a national homeowner's rate
of 64.2%. Only three counties failed to exceed the national level of
home ownership In short, the, sub-region is a place where a majority
of the families own their own homes. °

The quality of the area housing has need for improvement. One
-4/measuring device is the presence of plumbing facilities (i.e.,,,running

water, indoor bathrooms, hot water, and the like). In 1970, 95% of all
occupied houfing units in the United Stites contained adequate plumb-

}fig. Only Sullivan County, Tennessee (90%) and Bristol City, Virginia-
'. (95%) either approached or equalled the national figure. One county

(Grayson in Virginia) had otily 31% of Its occupied housing units fully
equipped with all plumbing facilities. Two other 'counties (Johnson, in
Tennessee.; and Scott, in Virginia) had about 50% of its housing with
total plumbing. The remainder of the sub - region had between 10% and
30% of its housing units lacking some o_r_all plumbing facilities.

Using plumbing as one measuring device, one can assume that there
is a problem with the quality of housing in the twenty-two county sub-
region. ,

4
.
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.SUMMARY

What can be said about this part of Southern Appalachia? The sub-
. region is growing, indicating that some positive things rhust be hap=

pening. While much of this growth has been in and pound the Tri-
Cities SMSA and other smaller c f this growth' has not
been exclusively urban.

The sub-region continues be essentially mo o-cultural. Whites
native to the region dominate the population. T area is overwhelm-
ingly Protestant, with Baptists of va nominations- predomi-
nating..The implications of this kihd of Cultural setting for Mutational
agencies dealing with proble of human relationships may be Pro-
found: The importance of t e school in relating national. Multi-, Culturalism is very apparent in the lighlopf the few multi-cultural
experiences young people are likely to havTrin their communities.

The sub-region lags behind the nation in educational levels, par-
ticularly among adults. This may indicate a problem iq up-grading the
skins and work potential of the population. Industries which are some-
what lapor intensive but do not require high level skills (i.e. textiles)
dominate and reflect lower educational levels. This kind of industry

, probably also tends to r hiforce attitudes that learning beyond the
fundamentaN is not really necessary.

IncOmes lagging behind the national level, lower educational levels,
less demanding job opportunities all, no doubt, contribute vitally- to
the prevalence of the ptiverty level in the area. The quality of housing,
along with these mentioned deterrents, also tends to be a reflection of
income, education,'atid ocoupatiOn outside the urban areas.

This twenty-two county sub-region of Southern Appalachia is grow.'
ing and there appears to be some movement towards diversification of
opportunities. If the people make wise choices about,the future, much
can be realized in the development of the area's resources.

,
NOTES

1. For th epurposes of this .tudy in some cases figures for Galax City were cone'
bined ith those for Grayson County, Virginia. Bristol City was also combined
with ashington County. Virginia. Virginia is one of the states which has
some cities independent of counties. Thrk U.S. Census Bureau in reporting in-
formation does not combine independent cities with surrounding counties

' The figures. used in this survey come from the 1970 U.S. Census reports with
the exception of 1973 population estimates. The 1973 pqpulation estimates were
provided by the U.S. Census Bureau. Church affiliation of the subregion's
population is drawn from Edwin S. Gaustad's Historical Atlas of, Religion in
'America (New York Harper.and Row. 1962).
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Political Unit- DATA SHEET FOR THE TWENTY-TWO COUNTY SUB-REGION

1970' 9 Change . Population Land Area 1975 Number
Population 1960-70 per Square in Square Population Increase or

Mile . Miles (Estimated) Decrease

North Carolina
Alexander Co.
Alleghany Co.
Ashe Co,
Avery Co.
Burke Co.
Caldwell Co,
McDowell Co.
Mitchell Co,
Watauga Ca
Wiikes Co,
Yancey Co.. .

Tennessee
Carte/ Co.
Preene Co.
Hawkins Co.
ohnson Co.

livan Co.
Unicoi
Washington Co. ,

Virginia
GraysonCo:&
'Galax City
Scott OS.
Smyth Co.
Washington Co. &-
Bristol City

22 County Region -

5,082.059 11.5 104,1 '48,798 5,451,000 di
19.466 24:6 75.1 - 259 21,800 mt
8,134 5.2 - " 362 223 8,700

19,571 -1.0 45.9 426 20,100
12,655 5.4 51.7 245 . 14,100
60,364 14.5 118.1 511 44,700
56499 14.4 120,9 469 1 60,700
30,648 14.6 70.3 436 33,800
13,447 -3.3 . 62.5 215 14,100

- ,23,404 33.5 73,8 317 28,800
49,524 9.4 65,4 757 . 54,300
12.629 -0.8 40.5 x 312 ' 13,900_ __.-.. ._

3,923,687 10.0 94 3
. 42,575 2.4 122.3

47.630 13.0
33,726 10,7
11569 7.5

127,,329r 11.6
15,254 1.1
73,924 14.0

0.48,494

21,717
24,376 -5.6
31,349 0.9

'e 35,492

791,682

77.7
70,3
39,5

.308.3
82.5

228.9._

47.3
452
72.1

41.328
348
413
480
293
413
185
323 ,

17.2 114.9 39.780

459
539
435

4. X88.000
45.900
49,900 .
37,300
12,800

134,500
15,600
81.000

4,966,000

21.000
32,400
32,400

"96.4 578 59,700

89.6 8,838 850,760

368.941
2.334

566

Change
1970-75

7.2
11.9
6.9

529"
1,445 11.
4036 7.
4.001 7.0
3,152' 10.2

653 4.8
5,396 23.1
4,776 9.6
1,271 10.1

264,313
3,325
2,270
3,574
1.231
7,171

271
7,076

317.506

-17
524

1,051

4,008

59.018

6.7
7.8
4.8

10.6
10
5.6

. 1.8
9,4

68

0.0
2,1
3.3

7,2

7.5

ti
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Income
Polite-a Unit Mayor Industrial Edue ion Median Median

Employers % of 17 Yeats of Family
Year Olds Schooling Income
in School

Leveb--Families
14 Below % Income.
Poverty Over
Level St.000

North Carolina 89 10.6 57.774 16.3 11.5
Alexander CO.. Furniture /Textiles 77 91 7.885 11 8 7.5
Allegheny Co. Textiles /Durables 93 8.9 5,644 26.0 4.5
Ask Co Furniture/Elec. Equip. 91 8 7 5.241 278 3.9
Avery Cu . Textiles/Furniture 5.526
Burke Co. Textiles/Furniture 86

85 9.3 28.9
10.0

5.0
90

Caldwell Co. ,Textiles/Fumiture 83 9.7 7,955 11.9 7.8
McDowell Co Textiles/Furniture 80 9 4 7281 15,0 5.1
Mitchell Co. , Textiles/Funature 76 ' 90 5.,307 28.1 5.4
Watauga Co Textiles/Elec. Equip 91 I0.1 6,149 22.2 , 73
Wakes Co Textiles/Furnaure 89 9 0 6.564 20.1 6.4
Yancey Co. Textiles/Puretture 89 8 1,318 30.3 . 1.9

Tennessee 88 106 7,447 N. 182 11.6
Carter Co. Chemicals/Tousles 83 9.8 6.195
Greene Co. Bee Equip/Metals 1i 78 93 6,182

19.7
21-1

5
4,9

Hawkins Co Chernicafs/Pnnting 86 88 6,300 23.8 4.3
Johnson Co Textiles/Nondurables 83 4,986 30.1 2.7
Sulliyan Co Chemicals/Non-durables 88 113 8,372 132 119
Unicoi Co. Transportation.E.quip 87 9.2 6,487 19.8 6.1 ,
Washington Co Nudes/chemicals 83 108 7.259 16.8 11,3

Virginia ea 91 11 7 9,049 '112.3 198
Grayson Co Textiles/Furniture 82 8.4 5,902 19.8 3.1
Galax City Textiles/Furysiture , 77 9.3 7.692 12.4 9.8
Scott Co. ChemicalseYeatiles 85 - 8.1 5,954 26 9 4.4
Smyth Co Textiles/Furniture 84, .1 7.048 14.8 74
AsItingto% Cu Textiles/Food Proc. 90 9 3 6,355 . 19.6 7.2
Bristol City Textiles/Food Proc. 94 10 6 6.969 19.5 10.1 O--_-,

Largest Incorporated Citiesin Ibo Sub-Region-1973 A

(Population Estimate: U.S. Census Bureau) . A
Johnson city. Tennessee . - 39,823 Greeneville, Tennestee ' 13.545
Kingsport, Tennessee . 31,640 Elizabetkton. Tennessee _ 12,51 t
Bristol, TeOnesseo . . . - _ . .24,930 Boone. Nei* Carolina
Bristol, Virginia _ L. '20437 Marion, Virginia

10,649
8,422 74

Lenoir, North Carolina ___ ._.. ----14,,844 Gains. Virginia _ .. . 6.277
Morganton, North Carolina Abingdon, Virginia _ 4,762 A
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Virginia 64 1,6 26.8 34.2

Grayson Co 84 0.2 13.1 30.9
Galax City 78 0.0 13 4, 29.9
Scott Co. 89 0,2 - 32.1
Smyth Co. . 84 0.3 31.1 32.2
Washington Co. 82 0.1 29.2 33.0
Bristol City 63 0.7 31,5 28.9

Political nit 91, of % % Median % % Size Workforce Distribution by
Population Foreign Age Under Over Family Occupation (Percentage)
Native to Born 18 65 Manuf. White Govt. Agri-

culture
_

CollarState ,

North Carolina 79 0.6 26.5 34.6 8.1 3.24 35.5 38.6 13.2 -
Alexander Co 92 0.1 27,4 35,0 8 4 3.33 61.5 20.0 5.7 4.1
Alleghany Co. 8.5 0.0 33.3 30.5 14 2 3.01 42.0 23.4 13.1 10.5
Ashe Co. 90 0 0 30.8 33.1 12.1 3.24 46.4 21.9 10.1 11.8
Avery Co, 83 0.0 27 3 32.2 9 9 3.26 31.7 , 25.8 15.5 6.2

McDowell Co.

Watauga Co.
Mitchell Co.

89
92
81

0.1

0.2
0.0

2

2 .8
3 .9 . 31.4

a 34.3

26.1
12.6
8.5 3 03

9,3

3.19

.2466524620:.:63407 *22672
3.16 41.2

39.1
31.8

25.5
12.2
8.4

7.2
5.0
1.2

Burke Co, 88 0.3 28.4 33.9 8.0 12.9 i .3
Caldwell Co. 90 0.1 26.3 36.6 6A 3.35 28.1 7.4 1.3

Wilkes Co, 90 0.3 28.1 34.4 8 8 3.29 2$.2 8.2 7.1
Yancey Co . 92 0,2 31,5 32,1 11,8 3 22 43.2 22.5 , 12.4 . 10.5

Tennessee 74 0.5 28,1 33.8 9.8 3.51 30.6 4E5 16.1 -
Carter Co. 78 0.3 29,5 31,6 9.5 3,14 soisim*42.0 35.8 15.7 2.0

. Greene Co. 86 0.3 29.2 32.5 9.0 3.13 37 9 32,1 11,5 11.9
Hawkins Co. 86 0.0 28.7 34 2 92 3.29 42 9 ' 26 4 .13.6 7.9
Johnson Co. 72 0.0 30 5 32.3 117 3.16 4t9 20.8 12,1 11,0
Sullivan Co 61 0.3 28.8 33.2 7 8 3.15 41.6 42 7 11,9 2.7
Unicoi Co. , 91 0.1 30 8 32.9 11 1 3.13 42.0 30.2 11.6 6.4
Washington Co 72 0.4 28.8 30.6 10,4 3.12 30.5 42.5 17.6 4,1

7.9 3.20 22.4 49.0 23.7
2.5' 3,11 55.5 19.6 9.7 5.5.
1 7 2.91 54.2 32.8 7.5 - .
1.1 3.28 3'1.7 26.7 14.6 8.6
0.3 3.28 44.8 30.7 16.5 6.1
Q.1 3.22 30.3 35.6 15.5 5.9
2.6 2.90 30.7 44,6 9 5
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a
Political Unit

North Carolina
Alexander Co.
Alleghany Co.
Mlle Co.'
Avery Co.
Burke Co.
Caldwell Co.

X McDowell Co.
Mitchell Co.
Watauga Co.
Wilkes Co.
Yancey Co.

% of ,
Population
Nonwhite

Number of
Blacks Indians

Number of
Japanese
Chinese

-
Other Total

Nonwhites *whites

Persons of
Spanish

Language

22,611
0
0

32-
22
14
73

5
,18
59

106
0

23.2
7.8
3.0
1.1
0.8
7.3
6.4
5.3
0.3
1.1
5.2
1.4

1,126,478
1,440

236
205

87
4,324
3,574
1,602

26
225

2,534'
166

44,406
11
0

` 7
5

36
36
9
7
2

19
12

4,264
32
2
5
8

21
14 .
5
7
8

16
0

...

5, r44 1,180,292
34 1;517

3 241'
8 225
4

499827 4,0
11 3,635
4 1.620
2 42

26 261
15 2,584
,2 180

.4 Le.".01/4,. ., N ,

Tennessee 16.1 621,361 2,276 3,616 2.604 629,857 _ 11,190
Carter Co. 1,0 . 382 22 14 1 419 13
Greene Co. 2.5 1,137 21 23 9 1,190 t36
Hawkins Co. 3.1 992 10 15 14 1,031 26
Johnson Co. 1.0 104 0 6 1 111 5
Sullivan Cp. 2.1 2,432 64 . 63 56 2,615 319
Unicoi CO. 0.1 7 6 2. 5 # 20 105 ,
Washington Co. 4.0 Z833

,
41 38 46 2,958 183

Vi.rginil
,

19.1 861,980 4,853 13,801 6,958 887,592 42,673 .
Grayson Co. & .
Galax City 4.2. 917 7 2 1 927 200
Scott Co. 9.9 211 2 5 I 21, 0
Smyth Co. . 1.8 546 11 10 0 567 100
. Washington Co. &
Bristol City 4 , 3.3 1,82 12 23 25 1,881 106

22 County Region 3,4 . 25,801 340 - 314 295 - 26,750 1,522

63

t
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The Dialect of the Appalachian People

5' THE DIALECT OF THE
APPALACHIAN PEOPLE,

WYLENE P DIAL

49

The language of souther Appalachia is a national source of identifica-
tion Wylene Dial exanu s the British origins of many wards and
phrases used today by moun in people. The author of this selection is
associated with the Utliversity f West Virginia.

The dialect spoken by Appalachian people has been giiren a variety of
names ranging all the way from "pure Chaucerian" to :`debased and
ignorant." The more opprobrious the term, the more likely it is to
have come from "some earnest soul from outside the area who knows
considerably less about the English language than he thinks he does.

Instead Of calling the folk speech of the region corrupt, it ought to be
classified as archaic Many expressions current in Appalachia today can
be found in the writings of English authors of other centuries, begin-
ning with Anglo-Saxon times. .

Most editors who work with older materials have long assu ed the
role of officious busybodies: never so happy, apparently, asi when
engaged in tidying up spelling, modernizing grammar, and generally
rendering whatever was written by various Britons in ages past into a
colorless conformity with today's Standard English. .

To this single characteristic of the editorial mind must be ascrjhed the
almost total lack of knowledge on the part of most Americans that
the language they speak was ever any different than it is right %ow.
How many people know, for example, that when the poet Gray com-
posed his famous "Elegy` his title 'for it was "An Elegy Wrote in a
Country Churchyard"?

Southern Mountain dialect (as the Appalachian folk speickis Tiled
by linguists) is, certainly archiac, but the general historical period it
represents can be narrowed dOwn to the days of the first queen
Elizabeth and can be further particularized by saying that what istheard
today is actually a sort of Scottish flavored Elizabethan English:, This
is not to say that Chaucerian forms will riot be heard in everyday use
and even an occasional Anglo-Samin one as well. , -, .4

When we remember that the first European settlers in what is today
Appalachia were the so-called Scotch-Irish along with Germans (chiefly
from the ,Palatinate) there is small wonder that the language has a

Reprinted from Mountain iieritoge (Revised Edition) ed. by B. B. Muter .by
permission ofMountain Stale An and ("Taft Fair, Ripley, West Virginia (:)..t1,97,5,
pp. 81-91.

.
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Scottish tinge, the remarkable thing is that, except in areas where they
settled thicklythe Pennsylvania "Dutch" (Deutsch) 'country, for
instancethe Germans appear to have influenced it so little. Expres-
sions such as "Hit wonders me\how they manage to get alone' and
words like schmearease (cottage cheese) occur in the Pennsylvania
Dutch dialect and are fgund in parts of Appalachia too. SO are briggity
and wamus (a lutes), rtoolen jacket), but some authorities attribute.
these last Cwo words to the Dutch rather than to the Germans. and
there are very few others in general use to ad ii to the list.

The Scots, on the other hand, appear to have had it all their own
way, linguistically speaking. When 1 first came to Lincoln County, West
Virginia, as a bride, it used to seem to me that everything that didn't
pooch out, hoovecl up. Pooch is a Scottish variant of the word pouch

gthat was in use in the 1600's. Nmerous objects can pooch out includ-
ing pregnant women and gentlemen with-bay windows, Hoove is a very
old past participle of the verb to heave and was apparently in use on
both sides of the birder by 1601. The top of an old-fashioned trunk .

may be said to hooq up. AnOtherwOrd heard in the back country is
ingerns Ingerns are onions. In Scots-dialect the word is .inguns;
however, if our people are permitted the intrusive r in potaters, toma-
terl, tobaccer, and so on, there seems to be no,,reason why they OEM
not use it in ingerns as well.

It is possible to compile a.long fist of these Scots words and phrases.
I NM give only a few, more for illustration and will wait to mention
some points on Scottish pronunciation and grammar a little further on.

Fornenst is a word that has many variants. It generally means "next
to" as in "Lookat that rattier coiled up fornenst the fence post!" but
I have also heard it used to mean. "opposite to," (Quiled is an Eliza-
bethan. pronunciation of coiled.) "I' was getting better but now I've
done took a backset from the flu." "When I woke up this morning.
there was a Iitlte skill of snow on the ground." "He dropped, the dish
and busted it all to flinder,s." "Law, I hope how soon we get some
rain!" (How soon is supposed to be obsolete, but it enjoys excellent
health in Lincoln County.) "That trifling old fixin ain't worth a hoet!"
Haet means the smallest thing that can be conceived and comes from
Deil hae'i (Devil

.

hate it). Fixin is the Old English or Angio-Saxon
w rd for she-fox as used in the northern dialect, In the south of Eng-
la d yoli would have hard vixen. the word used today in Standard rep
En lish, '

. 1 d.
..

It is interesting to note that, until recently, it has been primarily the
linguistic historians who have pointed out the predominately Scottish
heritage of the Southern Mountain people. Peithaps I may be allowed
to digress for a moment to. trace these people back to "their beginnings.
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' Early in his E lish reign, Jamesj decided to try to control the Irish
by putting ayr testant population into Ireland. To do this he con-
fiscated the lands of thekearls of Ulster and bestowed them upon
Scottish and Enili5h lords on the condition that they settle the
territory with tenants from Scotland and England. This was known as
the "Great Settlement," or the "King's Plantation," and was begun in
1610.

Most of the Scots who moved into trlster came fromihe lowlands'
and thus they would has e spoken the Scots variety of the Northumbrian
or Northern English dialect. (Most highland Scots at that time still

.sp' e a ic.
While in er the Scots multiplied, but after roughly 100 years they

ecame di a isfied ss ith the unreasonable trade and religious restrictions
imposed y England, and numbers of them beganemigrating to the

colonies in Amer ice. The first wave came into New England,
t thereafter many of 411ise Scots who now, called themselves the

"Scotch-Irish" came into Pennsylvania where, finding the better lands
already settled by the English, they began to move south and west.
"Their enterprise and pioneering spirit xnade them the most important
element in the vigorous frontiersmen who opened up..this part of the
South and later other territories farther, West into which they

_I' pushed."2 , - .

Besides the Scots Who arrved from Ireland, more came directly from
Scotland to America, pa icularly after "the '45," the final Jacobite
uprise in support of " nnic Prince Charlie" the Young Pretender,
wh' ei ded disastrously for the Scottish clans that supported him.

By the time of the American RevOlu,tion there were about 200,0® Scots
this country.
But to get back ,to the dialect, let me quote two more linguistic

authorities to prove my point about the Scottish influence on the,local
speech. Raven I..McDavid poles, "The speech of the hill people is
quite different from both dialects of the Southern lowlands for it is
basically detiyed from the Seotch:Irish of, western Pennsylvania7"2
H. i.... Mencken said of Appalachian folk speech, "The persons' who

, speak it undiluted are often called by -thE sbuthern publicists 'the purest
Anglo-Saxons in he United States,' but less romantic ethnologists
descHbe them predominately Celtic in blood, though there has been
a large infiltration of English and even German strains."4

The season our people still speak as they do is that when these early
Scots and English and Germans (and some Irish and Welsh, too) came
into the Appalachian area and settled: they virtually isolated themselves
from the mainstream because4of American life for generationsto come because
of the hills and mountains, and sq they kept the old speech forms that

7 'have long since fallen out of fashion elsewhere. i
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Things in our area are not always what they seem, linguistically
speaking. Someone may tell you that "Almety ain't got sense enough
to come in outen the rain, but she sure is clever." Clever, you see,
back in the 1600's meant "neighborly or accommodating." Also, if you
ask someone how he is and he replies that he is "very well." you are
not necessarily to rejoice with him on the state of his health. Our people
are accustomed to using_ a speech so vividly colorful and virile that
his "veryI'Vvell" only means that he is feeling "so-so." If you are .in-

x formed that "several" people came to a meeting, your informant does
not inean what you do by severalhe is using it in its older sense of
anywhere from about 10 to 100 people. If you hear a person or an
animal referred to as ill, that person or animal is not sick butt bad
tempered, and this adjective fias been so used since the 1300's. (Inci-
dentally. good En'glish used sick to refer to bad health long, long before
our forebearers ever started saying ill for the.same connotation.).

Many of our, people refer to sour milk as blinked milk. This usage
goes back at least to the early 1600's when people still believed in

\\....witches
and the power of the evil eye. One of the meanings of the word

blink back in-Apse days was "to glance at"; if you glanced at some-
thing, you blinked at it, and thus sour.milk came to be called blinked due
tb the evil machinations of the witch. There is another phrase that occurs
from time to time, "Man, did he ever feather into him!" This used to
carry a fairly murderous connotation, having gotten its start back in the
days when the English long bow was the ultimate word, in destructive
power Back then if you drew your bow with sufficient strength to
cause your arrow to penetrate your enemy up to the feathers in its
shaft, you had feathered into him. Nowadays, the exprsssi has
weakened in meaning until it merely indicates a bit of fisticuffs.

One ,of the most bafflig expressions our people use (baffling to 1
"Furriners," at least) is, "I don't care to . . ." To outlanders this seems
to mean a definite "no," whereas in truth it actually means, "Thank
you so much: I'd love to." One is forevermore hearing a tale of mutual
bewilderment in which a gentleman driving an oft -of -state car sees a
young fellow standing alongside the road thumbing. When the gentle-
man stops and asks if he wants a lift, the boy very properly replies,
"I don't keer to," using care in the Elizabethan sense of the word. On
hearing this, the man drives off considerably puzzled leaving an equally
baffled young man behind. (Even the word foreigner itself is used here
in its Elizabethan sense of someone who is the same nationality as the
speaker, but not from the speaker's immediate home area.)

Reverend is generally used to address preachets, but it is a pretty
versatile word, and full-strength whiskey, or even the full-strength
scent of a skunk, are also called reverend. In these litter instances, its

c
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meaning hasthing io do with revereke, but with the fact that their
strength is as the strength of ten because they are undiluted.

In the dialect, the word allow more often jneans "think, say, or sup-
pose than "permit " "He lowed he'd-git it done tomorrow."

A neighbor may take yon into 'cher confidence and announce that
she has heard that preacher's daughter should have been, running after
the mailman These .are deep waters to the uninitiated. What she really
means is thht she has heard a juicy bit of -gos'sip. the preacher's daughter
is chasing the local mail carrier. Howeser, she takes the precaution of
using Ole phrase shotddluive been to shoW that this statement is not

t`souched fo; by the speaker. This'Zame:Obrase is used in the same
in the Paston Letters in the 1400's and also occurs in the dialect or the
Pennsylvania "Dutch." .

Almost all the so-called "had English" used by naives of Appalachia
was once employed by the highest ranking nobles of the realms of
England-land Scotland. , ,*

Few humans are really passionately interested in grammar so I'll
skim as lightly over this section as possible, but let's consider the
following bit of dialogue briefly: "I'se been a-studying about how to
say this, till I've nigh wearriedmyself to death. I reckon hit don't
never do nobody no good tobeat about the bush, so I'll just tell ye.
Your man's hippoed There's nothing ails him,. but he spends more
time using around the doctor's office than-he does a-waking."

The only criticism that even a linguistic purist might offer, here is
that, in the eighteenth century, hippoed was considered by some,
Jonathan Swift:: among 'others, to be slangy even though it was used
by the English society of the day. (To say someone is hippoed is to
-.say he is hypochondriac.)

Wolds tike a-siudying and a-working are verbal nouns and go back
to Anglo-Saxon times, and from the 1300's on, people who studied
about something, deliberated or reflected on it, Nigh is the older word
for near, and weary was the pronunciation of wprry in the 1300 and
1400's The Scots also used this pronunciation. Reckon was current in

r Tudor England in the sense of consider or suppose. 1-lit is the Old
English third person singalar neuter pronoun for it and has come
ringing down-through the centuries for over a housand years. All
those multiple negatives' were perfectly proper until some English
mathematician in the eighteenth century decided that Cwo negatives
make a positive instead of simply intensifying the negative quality of
some statement. Shakespeare loved to use them. Ye vivas once used
accusatively, and man has been employed since early times to mean
husband. And, finally, to use means to frequent or loiter.

.. ,

Certain grammatical forms occurring in the dialect have caused, it to
be regarded with pious horror by school marms. Prominent among the
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offenders, they would be almost sure to list these. "Bring them books
over here." In the 1500's this was good English. "1 found three bird's
nestes on the way to school." This disyllabic ending for the plural goes
back to the Middle Ages.-"That pencil's not mine; ,i4'her'n." Posses-
sive forms like his'n, our'n, and your'n evolved in the Middle Ages on
the model of mine and thine. In the revision of the Wycliffe Bible,

, which appeared shortly after 1380, we find phrases such as ". .. restore
to hir alle Aings that ben hent," and "some of our'n went in to the
grave " "H", don't scare me none." In the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries do was used with he. she, and ft. Dbn't is simply do not, of
course. "Yost wasn't scared, was you?" During the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries many people were careful to distinguish between
singular you was and plural you were. It became unfashionable in the
early nineteenth_ century although Noah. Webster stoutly defended it.
"My brother come in from the army last night." This usage goes back to
late Anglo-Saxon times. You find it in the Paston Letters and in Scottish
poetry. "I done ,finished my lessons," also, has many echoes in the
Pastons' correspondence and the Scots poets. From the late Middle
Ages on up the Northern dialect of English used formations 'like this:
"guiltless persons is condemned," and so do our Rofle. And, finally,
in times past, participiil forms likb these abounded:. has" beat, has bore
with it, has chose Preterite forms?ere xaried: blowed, grooved, catched,
and for &hi bed you can find chum, c100, dim, all of which are locally
used:.

Pronunciation of many words has changed cokiderablOrtoo. Dee, for
deaf, am for iron, heered for heard, afeared for afraid, cowcumber for
cucumber, hammy for balmy, hap for helped, yaller for yellow., and
cheer for chair ate a very'few. Several distinct characteristics of the
languagi -"of Elizabeth's day are still preserved. Words that had of in
them were given a long i pronunciation: pizen, fine, bile, pint, and
so on. Words with er were frequently pronounced as if the letters were
ar: sarvice, sartin. narvous. It is, from this time that we get our pro-
nunciation of sergeant and the word varsity whiCh is a clipping of the
word university given the qr sound. An' Cher Elizabethan characteristic
was the substitution of an sound for an e sound,. You hear this ten-

* deny today when people say miny, Otte chist, el, and so on. It _has
caused such confusion with the words pert Ind pin (which our people
pronounce- alike as pin) that they are r ularly accompanied by a
qualifying weirdstick pin for the pin ant 4h pirefor the pen.

You can hear many characteristic Scottiihpitininnciations, Whar,
that, and dar ( where, there, and dare] ate st.4caK$4.ain are poosh.
boosh, each, deesh, feesh' (push, bush, itch,"dish, arvi fish).

1,,
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So if you were told as I was in my youth. "No dear, it doesn't rhyme;
the writer was just taking poetic license," you may see that it might
once have rhymed after aLf").)..

One of the.aecusationsdIfFequently leseled at speakers of Southern
Mountain dialect is that they use "Outlandish, made-up words," and we
should consider a few of these: "I'm going to redd up the kitchen."
This word, used in the dense of "to set in order," goes back-to Anglo-
Saxon times and was still 'being used in the sixteenth century' by the
Scots according to the OED. If you are "bee- stung" in my part.of the
country, someone will be sure to commiserate with you on your
whelki (and this word goes back at least to Chaucer). If a neightor
tells you, "I got so mad I wanted to pick up a board and warp (worp)
him along-side the head," he is using ,mother word that goes back to
Anglo-Saxon days. When your friend catches "a isvhola slue of fish,"
he is using a, word current in Elizabeffit's day, and he may tell you
"there was a sight of folks at the baptizing" using another very old

.word to indicate a large number.
Two words that I )sear to my state.and parts of 'Virginia that are

both supposed to be obsolete according tp sopfe lexicographers (al-
though both are listed in Webster's 3rd) areVrish. "I reckon we better
git on into the house, its right airish (chilly or breezy) out;" and
mizzling, a word used to describe a misty day that has a very fine
drizzle of rain falling.

In some ways this sintage English reflects the outlook and spirit of the
people who speak it; and we find that not only is the language Eliza-
bethan, but that some of the ways these people look at thirigs are
Elizabethan too. Numbers of our people plant by the "signs" (the
stars) and conduct other iicti,sities according to the signs. Many othtr
superstitions still exist here. In some homes, when a death occurs all
the mirrors and pictures are turned to the wall. Now, I don't know if
today the people still know why they do this, or if they just go through
the actions because it's the thing to do, but this belief goes far back into
history It was once thought .that the mirror reflected the soul of the
perion looking into it, and iff the soul of the dead person saw the
soul of one of his beloved relatives reflected in.the mirror. he might
take it.with hjm, so his relatives were taking no chances.

The belief that if a bird accidentally flies into a house, a member of
the household mill die, is also very old and is still current in the region.
Cedar trees are in a good deal of disfavor in Lincoln,County, and the
reason seems to stem from the conviction held by a number of people
that if someone plants a cedar, he will die when it grows large enough
to shade his coffin.

Asidp from its antiquity. the most outstanding feature oi,.the dialect
is its masculine flavorrobyt and virile. This is a language spoken by a
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Ted-blooded people w,ho have colorful phraseology born in their bone's. .

They tend to call a spade a spade in no uncertain terms: "No, the baby
didn't come early, the weddin' oame',Iate," remarked one proud
grandpa Such people have small patience with the pallid descripth,r,
limitations of standard English. They are not about to be put off with
the rather insipid remark, "My, it's hot!" or "Isn't it cold out today ?"
They rant to know just how hot or cold: "It's }totter 'n the hinges of
hell," or "Fli,t's blue' cold out thar!" Other comMoh descriptive phrases
for cold are (freely) translated, "It's colder '40, a witch's bosom," or
"It's colder 'n a iiell-digger's backside.''

Speakers of Southern Mountain, dialect are past masters of the aft
of cqining vivid descriptions. Their everyday conversation is liberally
sprinkled with such gems as: "That man is so contr ry, if you throwed
him in a river he'd float upst I, he walks o slow they have to

4 set stakes to see if she's a- ovin.'!" " at lad's ran awkward sizetoo
big for a man and not b e for a horse." 4 Zake, he come Bustin' -.
outten thar and hit it or e road quick as do le-geared lightnin' a-
mentionin' hell-fire at e i -breath!" "That pore b y's a so cross-eyed he
could stand in the middy he week and see both Sundays!"N' Nudity is frowned upon r Z, palachia, but for some reason there are
numerous "nekkid as . . ." hrases, Airy casual sampling would
probably contain these three: 4 pkkid as a jaybird," "lore:neklcid as
a hound dog's rump," and "sta eklad." Start nekkid comes directly

llifrom the Anglo-Saxons, so it'. b ,n it lot more than a thousand
-' years. Originally "start" w s artMi eTniPtaiLf:Henee, if you

were start-nekkid you were e kid to.the gl/.:4iitztilar Pirrase, stark-
. , iirrp... Iliernli If:, int until around, naked is a Johnny-comedatel ,

. .
If a lady tends to be gossipy, ite?friestis Rt.fy say that " r tongue's ai

mile long," or 4sethat it "wagsAttlgttli7e`iidScItuch ladies, re a greit,
trial to youngdfiting couples!IndideritailyTthere is-a formal to ofogy
to indisate exactly how serious the .idtentions of these couples
ranging from tparking which is sim14 &nix, to courting which .1.

' dating with a more seriotl&intent, on' up- to talking which means
the couple is friously coritehtpkiting matriteny. Shakespeire uses
talking in this sense ,k KiitgLide...-' ----.

If a man has imbibed too midi cit'wfib7ihollohn, his neishbor may
describe him as "so drinik he .cpuldtetitti,thiiitgad,With his -hat," or,.
as Vance Randolg tells us, op,: iti.iii,oittingair4ke sufferer may
admit that "I was so dang dizzy -Llicilia10,14-bn to the grass afore.'
could lean akin -the ground:" :taillikly*I:Was having a lot of
trouble with a weasel _killing his. chickeirOpipplained, "Helest grabs
'em afore they can git word to God. " -' . -..:. .:.,-. '''.

4 Someone who has a disheveled or bedraggled app rance may be
0

)4
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desc ribed in any one. of several ways "You look like you've been
chewed up and spit out," or "You look like yan'e been a-sertin wild-
cats," or "You look like the hindquarters of hard luck," or, simply,
"You' look like somethin' the cat drug in that the dog wouldn't eat!"

"My bellythinks my throat is cut" means 'I'm hungry," and seems
to have a venerable historypf several hundred years. I found a citation
for it dated in the early 1500's.

A man may be "bad to drink" or "wickedkto swear," but these
descriptive adjectives are never reversed. .

Yoh ought not to be shocked if you hear a saintly looking grand-
mother admit she likes tb heat: a coarse-lalking man, she means a man
with a deep bass voice. (This can also refer to a singing voice, and in
this, case, if grandma prefers a tenor, she'd talk about someone who
sings "shallow.") Nor ought you leap to the conclusion that 'a "hard
girl" is op who lacks the finer feminine sensibilities. Hard is the
dialectal pronunciation of kited and seems to stem frbm the samesource
as do "far" engines that run on rubber "tars."

This language is vivid and virile, but so was Elizabethan English.
However, some of the things you say may be shocking the folk as much
as their combined lexicons may be shocking you. For instance, in the
stratum of society in which I was raised, it was considered acceptable for
a lady sa r damn or hell- if strongly mmed. Most Appalachian
ladies woouIC# rather be caught dead than uttering either of these words,
bus many very proper ladies of the region are pretty free with their use
of a four letter word fOr manure which I don't use I hue heard
siescribed as everything from bug to bull-.

Along with a propensity for calling a spade a spade, the dialect has a
strange mid-victorian streak in it, too. Until recently, it was considered
brash tp use either the word bull or stallion. If it was necessary to refer
to a bull, he was known 1.ariouslf as a father cow or a. gentleman cow
or an oar or a Inaspi-line. or the male beast, while a stallion was either h
stable how or else rather ominously, The 'Animal.

It is frottPthis general period that the pronunciation pie-ano or pie-
anner for piano seems to lane o,olved,,people feeling that the rst
syllable of piano was indelicate.

Only waspers fly around Lincoln County, I don't think I've he rd of
a wasp there, and I've never been able to trace the reason for that
usage, but I do know why cocIdeburrs are called cuckle Errs. The.first
part of the word cockleburs carried an objectionable connotation to the
folic However, if thcy are going to balk at that it seems rather hilarious
to me that they find nothing objectibnable^out suckle. +.;*

I read somewhere of a Tennessee sheriff who was testifying at a trial
and who declared modestly that be roo.stered his pistol because there
were ladies present in the courtroom. I have even heard this usage

1"1
s
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carried over to the 'cockr>ch, it being delicately referred to as a
rooster-roach. 4

One little old lady once told me of an embarrassing, incident that had
occurred to her father in his youth. It seems he had gone to the,general
store for some asafetida (to wear in a bag arbund his neck) And
discovered, to his horr6r, that the only clerk in tile whole store was :a
young lady. He decided he couldn't possibly ask for it by its right name
since the first syllable didn't sound proper to him, soi(after thinking it
over) he requested some 'rumpifidity, A mountain sculptor was so
tickled by this tale that he broke down and told me about- a friend of
his who had suffered in a similar cause. His friend, he informed me,was
a fiddler and lie broke one of the cat -gitt stringson his fiddle. So he
too, went to a, gerreral store for a replacement,. tpd again, the only
available etas in the store,were ladies. This gave him a shock, and he
hadto consider seriously how best to request the type of fiddle strings
he wanted. He came up with what he felt to be a masterpiece of delicacy
and asked fora pus's), bowel string!

A friend of mine who has beauty parlor now, used to have i small
stoic on the banks ohhe*Guyan River. She told me about a Itttleold
Iady who trotted into the store one day with a request for "some of the
strumpet candy? My lend said she was very sorry they didn't have
any But, she added gainely, what kind was it, and,shf wouldtry to order
some. The little lady glanced around to see if she could' be overheard.

lowered her voice and said, "Well, it's horehound. but I don't like to use
that word!" -

' The dialect today is a watered down thing compared to what it was
a generation ago, but our people are kill the best talkers in the world,
and I think we should listen to them with more appreciation.

ilk. FOOTNOTES

I Tlioilias Pyles. the Origins andiDevelopment of the English Language. Neat'
York, Harcourt. Brace & World, Inc., 194. p. 35.-"h is not surprising that
those lowland Scotsmen who colonized the 'King's Plantatimiin Ulster and
whose descendants crossed, the Atlantic and settled the Blue Ridge Ap
palacirians, and the Ozarks' should have been so little affected by the
culture of the Renaissapce.v

. 2 'Albert Baugh, A ffistory of the English Language, 2nd ed. New York. 1957.. ,

p. 409.
1.. Mencken, The American Language. cd. Raven 1,014cDavid, , the 4th

.ed. and the two supplements abridged, with annotatidos and new material
New Yoik. 1963. p 453 ,

4. ibid.. p. 459.
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MARION, PEARALL . --s

The following compares and condbasts the philosaphiecil 7values of
Appalachian people with'those exhibited by middle class America and
providps some very interesting concliesions. Dr. 17earsgll is a Professor
of behavjoral sciences at the University of Kentucky.

FEW wbattras.in the, ea today are unaware of the distidctiveness
the Southern Appalachian regi6t1.: Scholars from various disciplines
and representatives of the helping professions have learned that people
in the Southern mountains behave in certain r'egttlarly patterned ways
that are somewhat different frOm the ways of other Ameripat regions.
The region has a special culture, and we pride ourselvel oh Wiring this
into consideration in our social analyses and action plograms, All too
frequently, bowever, we forget that we also have culture. We are
products of our own largely urban-based, upper middle class proks-
sional backgrounds, backgrounds that inesitahly influence our relations
with others. It is this point that I wish to emphasize in the following
consideration, of some of the problemi involved in any communication
between professional peopleand educationally deprived segments jf the
Southern Appalachian population. 4

First, there aresomepureiyliniuistiC barriers of dialect, vocabulary,
and expression. Many of us have learned the hard way that "I don't
care to" means, "Yes, I would be delighted to." Such differences are
important, but I would suggest that even more crucial is the differential
exposure of the communicating parties tp education and the written
word. The sera }-literate and functionally illiterate have simply never
hat access to the vicarious expetiences and knowledge of books
and lectures that college griiduates take for granted. It is extremely
difficult for the latter even to try to imagine what would be left of their
understandiiig of a complex would were they suddenly to erase from
their memories every item they had acquired"thiough formal education
or reading. Yet this is precisely the state of many who drop out' early
from what are likely to' be substandard schools. a result, we the
educated and they the relatively uneducated lie in very different
worlds between which cortimunieation is bou to be difficult The .
fundamental problem.is not so much the trans ation of language as the
translation of culture and experience.

Mountain of and Work; Spring 1966. Used by permission.
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There are complicated and subtle differences in both'Ianguage and
world view between our upper middle class professional subcultures and
the cultures of less educated social classes, ethnic groups, and members
of rural or ,other simpler societies. Taking the world as whole, it is
we who.are peculiar. We are especially peculiar in our penchant for
Thctracting preconceived defills from situations and then organizing
the abstractions into clear, logically consistent, and fairly long verbal
accounts in terms of some problem-oriented framework. We persist in
demanding similar accounts from Niters esen though most of the
world's pedples think far more concretely ad also rely much more

r heavilk on non-verbal communication. The British sociologist Basil
Bernstein has discussed the more usual speech system .sery well in his
study of working class behavior in England. He describes this linguistic
code as. one:

44 which does not facilitate the ve bail eiaborition of meaning.
it is a code which does not help the u r put into wprds his intent,
his unique purposes. lieliefs and moti tions. It also does not help
him to receive such communications f m olhers..1; is a code which
sensitiies the user to a particular tom of relationship which is
unambiguous, where the- authority is clearcut and serves as -a

-guide to action. It is a code which helps to sustain solidarity.Aith
the group at the cost of v bal signalling of the -unique differences
of its members. It is a code, which facilitates the ready transforma-
tion of feeling into action. It is a eode where changes in meaning.

, are fnore likely, to be signalled non4erbally than through changes
in verbal selections. ":1

The code is used: . -

against a backcloth of assumptions common \to the speakers,11

against a set of shared interests and identifications, in short against
a cultural identitywhichreduces the need for speakers td elaborate
verbally their intent and make it explicit. I you know somebody
very, very well, an enormous amount may be Wan for granted; _. 7
you do not have le put into words all that you feel because
feelings"re common. But knowing somebody very well is a paid
ticuPar kind of social relationship; knowing somebody verOveff
indicates common interests, identifications, expectations, althonh
this need not necessarily mean common agreements."2

The description his relevance for the Southern Appalachians as
anyone who has interviewed residents in the more isolated sections
can attest. Such interviews, if you are lucky enough to find a talkative
sour, may consist of a most-baffling running narrative. The narrative
is replete with what to the itherviewer aremysterioua, names of persons

r
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.apl places'apparently unconnected in any logical fashion to the subject
tinder discussion and all hidden amid a welter of seemingly unrelated,
asides The statements are of course entirely clear and logical once the
interviewer has familiarized himself with the person and his family,
frie\ ds. neighborhood. occupation, and general life experience. The
speaker has simply assumed that the interviewer k already aware of such
detalls else why would he hate asked such questions in the first place
Also, these are the ihings everybody knows when life is lived in a
small and personal world The person being interviewed may know of
strange places and strange people. He may hate lined at some time in a
city which he recognized to be physically large and full of strangers,
but he has never seriously entertained the notion that there can be any
great difference between' hid own world and that of everyone else. He
-is puzzled and brought up short when the interviewer asks probing
questions designed to elicit an abstract generalization or to introduce
order into proliferating digressions.

The greatest difficulties in, communication however, are not witht the region;s skilled talkers who are often excellent and delightful %
storytellers even when, by urban middle class standards: they seem to
ranible. A far bigger barrier is occasioned til+ differing average rates of
verbal interaction In contrast 'to the rapid-fire verbalizations of many
professionals, rural mountain people speak slowly and are comfditably
at home with long silences that embarrass the cosmopolite used to
hiding his social discomfort with chitchat. Especially with strangers and

. officials or other persons in authority, the average individual from the
mountains finds it expedient to be cautious, politely monosyllabic, and
'generally nencommital. For the outsider, the situation is further ag-
grtavated by the mountain tendency to stoicism which results in a
minimum of non-/verbal cues to guide the listener. Perhaps the best
illustration of "ii pattern is the traditional manner of.singing ballads
The ballads ar talesof woe, but the singer stands or sits rigidly and

0/without fact expression or emotional gesture gives voice to the sad

. story. Ball singing. has almost disappeared, but to this day heart-.
rending tales of personal tragedy and hardship are related in a similar
tat, t mOtionless monotone without benefit of gesture or expression.T Int viewing such a person, the upper middle class professional gets

if anx us and tends to increase rather than slowdown his own verb. I .
ra after bearing nothing but polite "yeses' and enigmatic "well .

"f ont his respondent. The recipient of this attention would'prefer to
' -Now down since he needs io "study, on" things, to "worry" about them

awhile, and especially tp discuss them with other members of the family
if any kind of decision is required. Ultimately, such a person is so

'Y bombarded by verbal aggression that the only recourse is physical ort
psychological wittidrawal..Withdrawal is the method of the women in

'er
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particular; men are more likely to become angry and overtly hostile
But bath become "nervous' in the face of a rapid stream of words,
whether kindly mentioned or not until they cease to hear and cannot
possibly respond.

All of the communication problems.mentioned so far occur in the
context of two sets of contrasting %able-orientations which further
complicate the "picture. That is, all human societies, either explicitly or
implicitly, develop answers to certain uni ersal questions about the
nature of human existence.' The answers then become that society's
basic premises and tend to permeate all major institutions and activities.
The answers and basic premises of Southern Appalachian culture are
distinctly different from the answers and premises that characterize
modern American culture as a whOle. They make 'it difficult for the
rest of us to deal with Southern Appalachian problems from the outside.
They make it equally difficuji for the people themseles to accept and
make constructhe use of odtside assistance or to develop ways of their
own for coping with contemporary problems.

Value-orientatiops of course are not either-or absolutes. They are
only trends or central tendencies. Individual members or a society may
reflect the entire range of possible orientations.,At the.same time, there
is a clustering of orientations so that patterns emerge as modal or
dominant for a given group. In this connection, it is important to note
that there is great heterogeneity within the Southern Appalachian
region. The value-orientations presented here represent an extreme
version of the traditional culture as it can still be seen only in the most .
rural and isolated counties. Table 1 lists the six basic value- orientations
for this portion of the mountains with the corresponding value-orienta-
tions that seem to dominate American upper middle class professions.
No value judgments are implied since there is nothing initerently good
or bad in an absolute sense about any orientation. They are simply
facts of life with which we must come to terms if we are to com-
municate effectively with each 4thar. As answers to basic qiiestions,-

they can be discussed, and compared; but we do not yet have any
universally valid criteria for judging them. It is in this spirit that I turn
now to a comparison of the values in the table.

I. What is the relation of man to nature (and/dr supernature)?

Nature 'and suparnature are so intertwined in many societies thit
they cannot be separated. This is true in Southern Appalachia where
man is typically seen as subjugated to nature and to the God who con-
trols nature, There is little possibility of humans to control their
destiny, and to attempt such control would almost amoiint to sacril
In accordance with this view, things happen for external

it
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Table 1. Contraiting ValueOrientations in Traditional Southern
Appalachian and Upper Middle Class Professional Cultures

Underlying Question

1

of
is the relation

of man to nature (and
supernatureP

A

2: Whatli, the ,relation
of man to time?,

3 Whatr the relation
of man to space?

4 What is the nature of
human nature?

3 What is the nature of
human activity?.

6 What is ilk nature of
human relations?

-^
Southern Appalachian

_
Man subjugated to na
cure and God little hu-
man control over des.
tiny: fatalism (pessinus.
tic and optimistic).

Present orientation.
present and future tele-
scoped, slow and "nat-
ural" rhythms.

Orientation to co ete
pIiices and rucular
things.

Basically vil and unal-
terable. a least for oth-
ers and i the absence
of Divirt intervention
Being.

Personal, kinship-based.
strangers are suspect:

Upper Middle Class
Professional

Man can control nature,
or God works through
man. basically quint's.
tic

a

Future orientation and
planning. fast, regulated
by clock, calendar, and
technology.

Orientation to every
where and everythipg

Basically go td or mixed
good-and-evil, alterable.

Doing.

O Relatively impersonal.
recognize rton-kin cri-
teria, handle strangeroi
on basis of rolp

way that leads to both, fatalistic pessimism and fatklistit optimism.
Thus, it is expectdd that much evil will beset one, but it is also believed
that good may befall one unexpectedly. Whether good or bad, however,
there is nothing much humans can do to alter the situation. The is
Consequently a strong sense of powerlessness against overwhelming
odds, a resignation to life and death as they come, and littleincentive Oa
work 'toward change. It should be remembered that, to a considerabI
degree, this is a realistic view for me poor and uneducated who are
quite literally not masters of their own fate.

By contrast, the upper middle class professional is likely to view
nature as something to be controlled by man and used for human
benefit He is trained to change the world, to alter conditions;.and by
and large, he experiences enough success to reinforce his belief in
the possibility of humanlyrdirected change. Even for the religious in
this category, the belief is that god works Xhrotigh man to whom He.
has given both the ability and tte responsibility for improving condi-
tions. Carried to an extreme, this view makes man rather than God the
ruler of the universe; and even death seems like human failure instead
of human destiny.

'I ry;
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2. What is the relation of Irian to time?

I have already, suggested some of the Differences in Southern Ap-
pdachian -rural and urban middle class tempos with regard to speech
patterns In the mountains it is still ecological more than clock, or
calendar-meaSured time that regulates life through the rhythm of-day
and night. of the seasons. and of the family life cycle. Life flow stead
of being chopped up into arbitrarily unifot m units.

In the orientation to past, present, and future also, people from the
mountains stand in contrast to dominant American orientations. As
a nation,'we are for the most pail future-oriented, a fact that has an im-
portant bearing on- our ability to plan future goals and follow a long-
tange course or behavior leading to those goals. In the Southern Ap-

j palachians,,kpwever, there is little concern for a future here on earth
though there is an abundance of concern about a future in Heaven or
Hell. On the other hand, there is no special orientation to the past
either. Tradition is an unconscious rather than a *onscious guide.
Rather, life is lived primarily in terms of the present which is also the
past and future telescoped into immsdiate merierice. There is neither
much learning from the wisdom ortast generations nor much planning

3, for the future. There is little incentive tp put up with irksome restric-
tions and effort-demanding actions either for the sake of a nebulous
future,goal or in order to bring honor to one's ancestor4.

.

3. What is the relation of man to space?

Here again, there is a contret between the Southern Appalachians
(in fact..rhe whole South) and the rest of the country. Thornton Wilder
once commented that Americans are "abstract." By that he meant that
we are oriented to everywhere and everything, a fact that makes both.
geographic and social mobility fairly painless for thoie who are un-
encumbered by str ng ties to places or things. But in Southern Ap-

, palachia and the rest f the South, it is the concreteness of life that is
valued, the particular cations and the particular possessions. Women
especially will know an love every flower and blade of grass on their
land and know where ev y prized belonging is located in the seeming
clutter of their overcrow houses. It is time and place logedier,
including the solid and dell- defined human relationships associated
wiIh them, and their repetitiveness from day to day and through the
years that impart meaning to Southerq Appalachian life.

4. What is the nature of human nature?

In the Southern Apparachians, this question is answered in terms of a
strong Fundamentalist concern with Original Sin. Human nature is

$7:1./
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viewed as inherently evil and, short of salvation through Divine in-
tervention, unalterable The individual from this background tend, to
think of himself and his on family (thotigt not neccessarily hit wife
or her family) as thoroughly righteous, thiaughly honest, and totally
incorruptible. In his own view, he is always a good Christian doing
what the Bible teaches. He is therefore inot likely to blame himself for
any trouble he fnay hie with others But the others are beliesed to be
sinful, dishonest, selfish, and.uns %ed. at least until they hase conclu-
sively proved themselves otherwi ..

People from the educated upper leslass, on the other hand, are
likely to be more optimistic They tend to see human nature as basically
good or some mixture of good and eil. Furthermor7e, they believe that
it is possible for a person to change his bask nature either by his on

-efforts or with the help of,p.thers. In fact, members of most service pro-
fessions are committed to a belief that they can change ,or modify
hump nature.. o
S. What is the nature of human activity?

For a person from the traditional Southern Appalachian culture as
for people in many uncoinplex societies, being rather than doing is the
major life goal. In Middle class circles children are always being asked,
"What are you going to be whenyou grow up?" The reasonable expecta-
tion is that they will reply in terms of some career. They intend to be-
come a doctor or lawyer or nurse or teacher o'r some sinularlybachieve-
ment-oriented calling in the mountains such a question has little
meaning since what the child intends to be when he grows up is a man
or 'a woman, nothing More and nothing less. Certain-qualities are
associated with being a man, or a woman. but these are qualities that
one has rather than having tt acquire through conscious effort. in
comparison, people from, the urban middle class tlo not 'expectIto gain
respect simply on the basis of he. they are, what family they belong to,
and the like They learn very e rly that they must continually validate
their status by doing and aehie% ng in some specialized career.

6., What is the nature of human relations'

Like many rural or otherwise isolated societies, Southern Appalachia
works on the basis of personal and largely kinship-based relations.
Given a view that the world is more malevolent than benevo,Ient and-
that human nature is fundamentally esil, relations outside the 'extended
group of relatives and long-tested neighbors are automatically suspect.
Arid when such relationships are entered into, it is in personal terms and
for personal reasons' In fact, there is usually the implication of a

4t.
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personal favor graciously bestowed. Whether apatient stays in a
hospital or 11aws against medical ml ad% ice depends ore on his personal

4

relations wii' hospital ,personnel than on any understanding he may
ha% e of medical condition and the hospitlts technical competence
in treating him Similarly, parents decide they may "let" their children
go to school this year. Or a man enlists in the army as a favor to his

'country or goes to work on a given day in order to help the toss.
Members of the upper middle class operate on quite different terms.

They are used to entering into many relationships on %ell impersonal
terms Thy expect nothing personal, and they give nothing personal.
They play roles in which they are not unduly uspicious of strangers so
long as they can handle them in tertns of s e acceptethole. So long
as a clerk behaves like a dirk, the custo es'not lire who the
clerk is or where she Ihes and has her person e. Similarly, the clerk
responds to the Customer as a role and has no interest in him as a
person. In fact, in rhany relations we prefer not to deal with anything,
but the tole. Who is to say whether we or the Southern mountaimer
are the losers in this game?

There are many problems as the two cultures Meet. Any and all of
the value-orietilations merit further study as we explore and try to over-
come the barriers they wate. The present brief outline can only hope
to alert people on both sides of the cultural fence to the problems they
must face together. The Southern Appalachian culture is not an easy
culture for other Americans to work with, nor is it an easy culture to
live in at the present time. Whether rightly or wrongly, the traditicoal
Southern Appalachian way 'of life no longer, prepares its members to
contend with the realijiesof mid-twentieth century living. We and
th'ey must therefore strike some balance, hopefully modifying our
own behavior enough to incorpqrate the virtues of the Mountain
heritage while bringing them into full partnership in today's affluent
Great Society.

FOOTNOTES

4 I Basil Bottum, "Social Class. Speech Systems and Plycho-Therapy." Bruish
J. Sociology, v. 15. 1964, p. 56 .
rIbid.. p. 58.
For the theoretical background to the concept of vaLue-orientations, see Flor-
ence R. Kluckhohn and Fred 1.. Strodtbei.k. Viiriaiiiisas in Value /Orientations.
Evanston. W. Row. Peterson. 1961. pp. 1-48
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7 SEX AND MARRIAGE IN
RURAL APPALACHIA

HARVEY L. GOCHROS )*

This selection reviews the sexual felatronship between the Appalachian
man and woman. The author focuses on the high rate of illegitimacy,
high birth rate, and the emotional isolation of women as general prob.
teats. Also treated are certain sexual perversions such as incest and
bestiality. as wall as the unspeakable topic of sex education. Dr. Gochros
teaches at die University of Flawaif.

Even in this age of sexual revolution and growing enlightenment, sex
has many of ,the 'attributes of a mystery; performed in seal!, char-
acterized by a wide spectrum of intense but silent emotions, subject of
considerable curiosity, but littk serious discussion even in academia or
social work, much less the average home. The works nt Kinsey and tis
Pomeroy, and Masters and Johnson have only begun to expose this
basic, omnipresent, probleinladerp. facet of human behavior to the
light of scientific' inquiry.

Just 'as the best mysteries are often set in 'the countryside, rural
sexuality is eve more unknown entity and certainly less discussed
than urban sexuality. Rural people do not talk much about sex,par-
ticularly with outsiders..There is little written about the subject. On the
rare occasions when attention is drawn from the urban social crises to
the rural wilt, particularly in Appalachia, such attentiOn,ls generally
foctsed on the more obvious problems such as the slow death of the
rural communities and the accompanying migration, black lung disease,
and the everpresent mine disasters.

It is .the intent of this paper to ex.plore Contemporqy rural sexual
behavior !ini some of the associated problems: It will focus on the
mater ia and sexual patterns of a sampling of people in central rural
Appalachia, most' of whom are living on minimunkincomes. Since such
a presentation leans towerd.thestrotypic, it shoal be recognized tit*:
there are variations from comrntmiry to community'even withal Ap
palachia and certainly among families and individtials. What will be
described may well be as much, functir of membership in the culture
of poverty, than residence in rural conNunities. I will leave it up to the

eprinted from Social Welfare ire Appalachia: Va2, 1970. published by the,
ool of Social. Work. West Virginia University, by permiision
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reader to evaluate the degree to which these observations
.eralized to other rural pOor populations.**

Of paramount importance in understanding sexuality and marriage
in Appalacliia as distinct from urban' counterparts, is the fact that the
family seems to be clearly patriarchal regardless cA economic level. In
general, women are taught to serve men and to consider themselves
somewhat inferior Their roles are as wives and mothers, catering to
their husbands and raising their children. Men are taught to consider
themselses the4uperior sex. They expect their wives to keep the home
in order, control the children, and satisfy their sexual needs. if wives
feel anger toward their husbands, they w.i1Xgenerally suppress it. The

'expression of anger. and openness in gendral is not the trump card of
the Appalichian. In fact, as we shall see later, communication itself is
quite limited between the marital partners. Communications between
husband and wife are further reduced- by the necessity of the ittisband
having to be away for fitinijed periods at work and in trAtelling the
usually, long distances between home and work.

Let us now follow the development of setual attitudes and behavior
and the marital relationship which' is to be found among many
,Appalachians. in Yesterda)'s People, Weller noted that "for mountain
teenagers. life is incredibly dull. They are filled with vague restlessness
and longings, and there are neither intellectual nor recreational outlets
forthem. Little money is available to them, further cutting down their
ability to do things."' Sexual acti %ity begins .in -the early teens. The
consent of a 16-year-old girl. for instance, is a Pefense in cases of
statutory rape in West Virginia. It is accepted that men will.be promis-
cuous,.while the attitudes toward the girl are mare sariable. Forty-six
percent of the teenaged girls interviewed recently in a Job Corps Center
in Appalachia considered premarital sex acceptable and approximately

. .two-thirds acknowledged premarital intercourse. Weller goes on to
say: '"A boy and girl seldom join with other couples. In all kinds of
weather you see young couples out walking along the road. They have
no adult guidance and nothingtoido."2 illegitimate pregnancies would
be 'expected to be fairly common under these circumstances and they
are, with mere thai one illegitimate pregnancy not unusual for the

" Much of the basic data is based on the work Of ti group of graduate Social
work students who were enrolled in a course on human sexuality. They combed
the sparse literature on Appalachian sex. reviewed child welfare and other case
records, and inierIllewed rural West Virginia judges. lawyers. doctors, oubite health
nurses, Job Corps students. school teachers, a university sociologist who Iiyed for
seven months up a hollow. and assorted other mountaineers. Including a prosti-
tute. in their quest for information on rural sexual patterns...I am indebted to them
for this presentation. The report is, therefore largely impressionistic. As such, it
runs the rislc.of drawing conclusions from isolated observations, leading pethaps
to some ova:generalizations, which, alas. have already characterized many analyses

at pf Appalachian society:

4
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households in some hollows According to Harry Caudill. the poverty -
of the rgion often means girls with illegitimate children can't afford
to marry in view of the extended family's dependence on the ADC
check' Howevet, many observers point t:Int that girls with children
born out Of wedlock do eventually marry Children born of these
unions generally remain withitithe family, most often wish the grand-.
parents Adoption is v.onsidered an unthinkable and probably unrealistic
idea Abortion h virtually.unknown. We still bear the mountain adage
"once ir4 his ,fault. twice its hers " Again. surprisingly In an area of
religious fundamentalists, observers have found that pregnancy prior
to marriage is accepted in a fatalistic manner. Whtther or not the
unmarried mother becomes the subject of gossip, and such gossip ap-
pears minimal, the child is integrated into the extended fatnily, with no
particular stigma.' Sometimes the boy marries the girl, and sometimes..
he doesn't. Regardless. the girl usually keeps her baby. with subsequent
marriage prospects probably not significantly Altered.

Most girls marry around the age of 17 or 18. HoVever, the average
age for a male is between 22 and 23, often after a more on less un-
successful attempt to make it in the big city.'

The function of marriage is not to legitimize sexthis is not neces-
saryor even to deal with illegitimacy. which is handled in othel' w,Ys
More often marriage h seen as an oppottimity to get away from a
degenerating family.

Courtship patterns of people living on th poverty level in general are
probably not dissimilar from Appalachi s.'; `There is some evidence
that they do not regard themselves as ctive choosers of mates. This
.fatalism or'sense of powerle*ness may e responsiblerin part, for the
relative lack lei initiative displated during courtship."' Thee is little
romance or even enthusiasm in courrship..The study of girls in the
Job Corps center referred to earlier, for instance,.showed that their

' highest criterion for potential marital partners was the possession of a
good job Good listeningability was ranked tenth, sex appeal sixteenth, 0-

and appearance seventeenth
Parents generally accept earl marriage for their children. Weller

noted that "parents have no insfghtDinto louthful feelings and do not
try to understand. Since neither educational nor vocational plans stand
in the way, parents feel that they can do no other Than 141,,people marry
when they wish. Many marry, however, to get away from borne,
succeeding only in setting up another household where the saute prob..

.lems are perpetuated.'
The Carriage ceremony is gener ally perfunctory, taking place more

often than not at the counts courthouse. Honeymoons are virtually
nonexistent Instead, the young couple return from the courthottse5o

.." take up residence in the home of one of theeparents.unfess or until

a
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they decide to establish their own household. It is not unusual in this
society which revolves around extended family units for the shared
household arrangements to continue indefinitely.9 From the very be-
ginning of the marriage, there is an emotional Isolation of the partners
"In contrast f(i the typical newly married couple in the, middle class
(lowtr class Appalachian), partners cling to old friendships and kinship
ties rather than reorganize ties to make each partner comfortable in
moving within one network." Apparently fathers, friends, and relatives
are sodght out to meet most of the companionship needs which middle
class and non-Aepalachians meet through their marriage.9

Sex in these marriages is often a dismal affair. The wife is taught not
to enjoy it, the husband that he is not to engage in foreplay and neither
seem to connect 18ve or emotions with sexual activity. Sex transpires as
a mechanical act, sometimes in the presence of children within the one-
bedroom cabin. There is littlesloOng involved, at Least by middle class
connotations of love.

Rural religion has a significanftlole in this pattern. The fundamental
religions still stress that the, physical desire for sex is intrinsically evil,
along with the use of cosmetics, jewelry, alcohol, and 'dancing. Such
fundamentalism is, of coursegynderstandable in. the atmosphere of the
hard realities of rural mountain life, yet it certainly takes its toll on the
pleasure of marital sex: .

The woman seems to be the greater loser in the sexual and marital
relationship It is consistently noted that after marriage the w teases
quickly; becomes increasingly passive, and less conscious of er ap-
pearance. Many women experience "female troubles" at a trl early
age, ofteti in their late 20's. These troubles are described as menopausal
and as a reason for early cessation of sex relations with their spouses.
A resident sociologist reported hearing many descriptions of "nerve
fits' related to sex activity. The woman often ,claimed that this was
connected with, menopause,and described the fits as being both a
physical and emotional reaction which precluded sexual activity.

Raving had so many children so rapidly, subsisting on a poor starchy
diet and obtaining inadequate dental care, mountain women often
become obese and toothless at an early age. They lose their attractive-
ness to their already distinterested mates and the two terminate sexual
relations.

The sex life, the wych began so early for,the Appalachian woman
ends at a relative! arly age. She is left with the mixed pleasure of a big
blood but with many years devoid of sexual pleasure and marital
companionship..

The man exhibits a somewhat similar pattern to the woman but at
maintainsaintains some freedom, authority, and iiitonomy and does net

show the same rapid physipal deterioration as the woman (or at least
oi"

Ir.) 44.1
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physicairdeterioration is more apt to be the result of occupaticiriaI
disease such as Black Lung, tuberculoyft, etc.).-Both man and wife
tend to return to their own same sex reference groups and to the
extended family. . .

The men often seek extrentarital xelations following the termination
of their marital sex activ ities, ilthough prostitution is a dying art in the
county seats. Even if the wife is aware of the infidflit9, there is noovert
recrimination. Confrodtation is avoided. There is little gossi about it in
the community. Again, one does not talk about sex and on certainly

,. does not speak unkindly about one's neighbor. Furthenuor divorce A.

is uncommon.. peihaps because of its expense, and also, b ca me un-
, taro people do not look kindly fi divorcf..It is noteworthy at the fine
'tor adultery in West Virginia tanc4Kentucky, unlike th penalty for
other sex offenkes, is quite ligh0-ret to exceed $50,

The birth rate among rural Appalachians is high. It has been esti-
mated at 48 per thousand, which is twice the United States average and
on a par with India and China. There is a common notion that moult- 4..
tameers breed so fast because they have no idea how to stop it. This...
is not true. averal of our informants indicated that birth control
devices have long been available to, rural Appalachians, even for those

, living far up the hollowthroaghA arious facilities and at less Cost, if
any, than to city dwellers. Out Job Corpt study, for instance, showed-
that approximately two-thirds of tyese teenage girls had access to and A
used contraceptives. Most oft , contraceptive pills or IUD's are sup-
plied to therri by a doctor or school nurse. Only one - third, claimed un-
familiarity or nonuse 1:4 contraceptives. . _

Several theories have been proposed to explait) why thepoor do not
use contraceptives In the case'of Appalachian women, we hear that
they are conditioned to have as many children., as possible to assure
their place in mountaineer society.

n;by producing the only thing she

It t expected of them and inde-
pendence of actiolys rare in keeping with the dictates of "tribal
The woman seek her status,
Children Fregnanicy also provides the"Wom sbxual freedom anclimay
be the only period in which her husband is ac ally tender and felicitous
of her '0 lie:Weyer, other mall'-dominated so 'eties. have curbed their
birth rate, Why has this not been possible i Appalachia (if, indeed it
were desirable)? ',

Perhaps a part/ of the answer lies within the.fundamentalist churches
to which many of the APpalachianiwomen belong. Here we often en!

^counter the preacher who instructs Cs_followers to adhere to the bi al
command to bear children, preaching such admonitions as 4.`th
said to multiply and fill the earth and people who- disobey *tii be ca ( in-
to the flames."" The woman feels strength in -the norms of her ch rch
and the 'church extolls her to go forth 'and vultiply. Birth control itn-

P f
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plies a airpose in the sex act other Than procreation, and thlit might be
comma as anti - religious. The significance of the church to the Aiiik
palachian is perhaps again illustrated by our Job Corps girls who stated-
that the most frequent focaiion fol. their dating is the church. -

) Is, this enough to account for the fecundity of the mountaineer
woman? We do not fully understand why couples do. trot seem to
practice birtlAtontrOl. Is is a question of apathy or fatalism? Is the
early terminilion of marital sexual relations their form of family

' planning? Are cOntracepties as a%ailable is some of otIr inAgnants
think they ate? Are they' economically feasible? Do the modFitaineers
.lack knowledge of their use? Maqy women might not admit that they
do not understandliow to use tbn-pills Or devices and a high illiteracy
rate among the Women makes' written instructions of little use. For
some reason. de the women just fear their use? Do the Appalachian
husbands prevent their wives from using ontrAceptistes b cluse they
violate. their sense of masculinity?Or, do the mountaine c Couples
oriented ib their extended families simply .copnsider a large umber of
children, despite their problems, 'worth it?

I ave spoken ofthree major aspects of:Appalachian sexuality. the
high rate of illegitimacy, the generally high birth rate in tan area of
poverp, and the, emotional isolation of the Appalachian woman in her
marifage. I avoid like now to review several other areas of sexuality
often perceived as rural problems.

Despite its alleged high incidence, incest, at least as reported .to Offi-
cials, is not common in Appalachia. It is consider'ed an, unpardonable
act and treatbd seserely. Adjudicated cases of incest have I maximum
penalty of1.1 years in prison in Kentucky and,Tennessee and 1.0 years
in West Virginia. In a recent s*rof acke child welfare cases in four
rural West Virginia communitiis, 10 out'f 550 cases,jnvolv,ed incest,

'There is a high incidence ofifirst Fusin. marringe.fi Tkis form of
marriage is considered, questionable by many Appalachiahs and in,
breeding is associated with a community having a low status by mem- ,

bers of neighboring communities.. ,.
M is true of all poor people, Appalachian poor tend to select spouses

on the basis" of residential proximity. Nearness to one's neighbors may
net lead-to marriages with relatives in crowded ban slums, but inithe
ipqrsely populated. xwidely.separated mountat hollows where almost
everyone is related to everyone else, endogarq difficult to avoid.

We know little about' the incidence of venereal disease, Iit rtirat:1-
areas, the law regarding the reporting of veneral disease is .
effective *sera] Medical people interviewed or this ally e
the statistics whick'showva, low and_ decteating,incidence of ,rereal,e

(lisbase.-iri their eounij 'Most Jelt_thit the incidence is thing and
oCcasto'nfdly becom of; idernic proportions. Such epidemics may in

.
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fa4.1 result from the growing contact rural people have with the outside
world But here again, the Appalathian tradition of silence regarding
sexual matters keeps us in the dark.

lifistiality is probably more common than either venereal disease or
incest The Almost lifititless repertoire of jokes regarding hpman-animal
sexual ,contact is perhaps an index of the prevalence of this sexual
behavior.(We can tell a great deal about an individual or a sot,lety by
the subject of their laughter.). Sexual contacts, according to Kinsey,

.are not rare between men and animals in rural America. Seventten
per cent of the rural boys interviewed by Kinsey,'s group had had
sexual contact vjth farm animals to the point of orgasm. In some rurfl
communities a half or more of the men had had such experience.'3 The
incidence for rural women is mph lower with only 3.6 per centoof ae
sample ever having engaged in animal sexual contacts.!' Such a yigh 7
incidence for men is perhaps understandable in ter ins of the relatiy,e
isolation of rural people and the ever presence of animals. Jerome,
Himellioch and Vora Reis note in their book Sexual Beitatio in ,Il '
American Society, that there are reports of male and female bestiality'
with every kind,of bird or animal includingooreupines115 'tt,

What are the imMications of this review of sexual behavior and prob-
lems in rural Appalachia? First d foremost, as vie see in other areas ..-
of social work concern, there is need for improving cornmvications.
Perhaps if people. particularly, rents, started talking about sex, we.
could reduce some of the proble s associated with it. Orik of the major

;vehicles to encourage better communications would be to develop sex
.education in schools, intelligently taught and appropriate to the. age
and. needs of the students. It is not surpriSing Iltat with -rural taboos,
sex education both in.the home and in the school is lir-a-Neatly non-
existent We found ever4here a great reluctance 16 talk about sex ,

;Children must learn frodwitching the animals, siblings, and neighbors:
g

_Not one of our Job Corps girls repotted
kitoarcnis wh'o.won't talk bout sex n'among themselves, certainly won

discuss it with their,childr
obtainih& sexual instruction or contraceptive information from her

). parents Several.orthe school teachers who were interviewed reported
. their concern about ,!heir adolescent girls who began rnenkruation in

school with no partal pre ration andecOth .resulting anxieties, ern-_ em-
barrassment an' h militatio , se' .

It is healtening to note the in the high school of one of tbextirai.
communities which our studitd. an introductory sex edtieqti6n. .,
program has been ,started with initially good response. -

It would bd hoped that such course. vtould offer more Than reprodue-.
dye education and get down to.,what he teacher referred to as the .
"nitty-gritty" of sexuality. PeKhaps th .best place for sex education is in : {a
the home But we must start slime .here andtoday's student will, be

.
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tomorrow's 'parent. better equipped to communicate with his childrin'
as they develop sexually. Social workers could offer consultation or
direct services in this area. 4, .

A second suggestion relates to the fact that in rural states cases
involving sexual problems such as statutory rape,ng homosexuality,

y and incest are often referred by the courts to the Child Welfare worker-
si There is no local psychiatrist to refer these cases to. The only resource

is the child welfare workers themselves. We might ask ourselves Aoyi
I well qualified are these workers to deal with these problems, and how

willing are the families to use them? Workers in a self-help project in
rural Appalachia reported fear and rejection of revealing problems in
ptvate and sensitise areas to their welfare workers. Indeed they feared

tribution, such as loss of financial assistance or removal of children f
i they did so Welfare recipients were often unaware Of any interest or «

mpetence in the worker to help with such problems and occasionally
reported situations in which. the worker refused to get involved when
approached .with these problems."' In most cases, however, there is
probably a genuine desire on the part of the workers to help the
families involved, but how well do our in Service training programs
how well, indeed do our graduate Sbcial work programsprepare
workers to deal with,sexual problems? SociatrWork practice and edu-
cation have been sadly remiss in their own avoidance of %man
sexuality.

A related area which needs bolstering in rural areas is insuring' that
information and jfiLerials are available and acceptable to those who
want to limit the of their families. While we do not fully under-.

%stand the paradox of birth control allegedly being available but not
being used. our.coricern tor family planning in the overcrowded cities
shniild not blind us to the fact that there isri't much support for all those
people up in the hollow either. A

look
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8 THE APPALACHIAN FAMILY

JAMES S. BROWN AND HARRY K. iCHWARZWEILeR

The family in Appalac to has characeeristics ich distinguish it from
.-national patterns. TM selection\sxplores tbes ttd arrives at some

interesting concludin strengths, D . Brown* a so 'ology professor at
the University of 'Kentucky and Dr. ,Scintarzweller a professor of
roc ogy at Michigan State Unive rsity.

...

Th Appalachian Region is an area of great so, al and cultural
diver y arid thig tiversity, in turn, is reflected by numerous and
sun variations familyUlm'. ins on the criteria one

loys to -ci.Mif a Hies, we can find, for e ample: urban and rural
fa flies.; talin and nfarm families; mining and nonmining families; '1
NegtO and white families; and upper, middle, and loWer class families. 1

To make matters more complicated, Appalachian families are also )
found outside of the region, for countless thousands have migrated
over the years to areas,elsewhere.'When we speak, of the Appalachian
Family, tliereforewe:are using an abstract term io refer to a com-
plicated reality in orderi,to communicate ire efficiently and, thereby,
to foster a better,raerstanding of the espice of these mountain

their irtiin'ner of acco to what is essentially a
harsh environment.

We .shall attempt then, to e about Appalathian families
and, where possible, to contrast el kitin of the.tural mountain
familyand some of the recent c in itwith that of the con-
temporary, urban American family. a us: conceptual model for the
latter is derived from Robin Williams' and Talcott Pargons' analysps of ../
the American kinship structure.1 It should also be made clear that

.

Reprinted front. Change in Rural Appalachia ed. by !On D. 1;hotiailis and **
Harty K. Schwozwelter by permission' of The University of Pennsylvania Pres.
C)1970. ._ . a,
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much' of our research experience has been with families in the sub- '
sistence-agricultufal areas gf eastern Kentucky. it is inevitable, there-
fore, that our perspectierwill lean somewhat in that direction. The
reader nay find it useful to compare the impressions put forth here
with those of Jack' Weller, whose generalizations tend to focus more on
families in the mining ales of West Virginia.2

CHARACTERISTICS 9.E" APPAL F.:,ACHIAN -FAMILIES

Tee. Appalachian family tends to emphasize family tradition to
greater degree than does the general .American family. An ea

. Kentucky saying goes that "if you know how the father and...gt. .father
walk and talk you will know how the son and grandson walk and talk."
Patterns 04 beha% ior. attitudes, the manner of dealing with everyday
problems and crises, diets and ways of cooking, and interfamily friend-,
ship ties tend to remain very similar, generation after generation, within
a given family. There is much continuity of this kind, even today. But
recent evidence *.uggests that traditional patterns of family behavior

'are being disturbed and that the stability of the rural Appalachian
family is being threatened by the forces of change.

Although Appalachian families still tend lobe larger, on the average.
than families in the nation as a whole, the difference in size is no longer.

mas great aki_t pace was. In 1960, for staRce, there was an average of 3.6
Wpersons per -sehold in the Southern Appalachian Region as compared

with 3.4 in the United States.2 Various areas of the region, however,_
show marked differences, thirteen of the more remote rural counties of
eastern Kentucky, for exam le, had average households of four or more
persons. ' .

Fertility va+es.hae also dec 'ned and now appsiximate those of the
nation as a whole. This fact ma come as some surprise if one recalls the
region's vital statistic data of enty years ago. Indeed, die change has
been not .only dramatic but, y and.large, unanticIpatedY"The great
decline it Southerh Appal hian fertility," according to Ford And
DeJong, "came between 19 0 and 1960, a period when the general
fertility rate for the white opidation of the nation rose. Consequently
by 1960 there were . . . 93 counties with equal or loWer standardized
general fertility rates than the ttational rate of 118.9.'4 These cbunties>
with equal or lower'fertility rates than the natipn as. a whole, contain
about 60 percent of the Appalachian population. The standardized gen-
eral fertility rate for the total Appalachian region in 1960 was 117.,$ -
in 1930, the Appalachian rate was.129.5 while the rate in the United
States was 84.7..

It is clear, then, that some startling changei are occurring relevant to
the family which, inevitably, will produce" far-reaching social con-

I
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%equence:s both within alid outside of the region. Indeed, from-the point e;
of view of gross statistical trends,such'astfarnily size and fertility rates, . ,
it appeaKthat this once predominantly rural region is rapidy becoming
modernized 'Structurally, howeverin terms of the tone, quality, and
interactional patterns characterizing lam* life in the region, particu-

',Iarly'in the more remote rural areas, traditional features of the Ap-
.palaehian family persist. Agetits.,of change must undefstand and take,
these structural features into account if they wish to organize effective
programs that "reach" and "aid" the4eople of Appalachiti without,

le at one and the same time, undelnining the very foundations of their
social world.

The key group in the Appalachian kinship structure is the conjugal
family composed or husband, wife and their immature childien. This is
also.the main kinship unit in urban America. In Appalachia, however,
the wider network of kin r.elation%hips receives somewhat greater em-
phasis that is generally the case Ofsiwhere. the extended family. which
performed such a vital function in -assuring an individual's well-being
and survival during earlier fi'ontier times, continues to be .very im-
portant.° Neverthelessfe vast majority of rural Appalachian house-
holds include only members of the.conhal family. The quaint idea that
mountaiti.hcalseholds are composed of grandparents, aunts, uncles, and
assorted relatives of one kind of another 1s in error.

As elsewhere in America; the conjugallamily is not expected to ally
'itself with one side or the other of the "in-laws." Conseqhently, the. ')
resulting network of social obliptions within a mountaih neighborhed
men resembles a delicate balance ol.power situation with all its
inherent strains:For example, if a conjugal family begins, to favor one
set of in-lawstover the other: and this can happen, trouble usually
breaks, out which invariably tends to bring the situation back to
"normal " The social pressure to treat both-in-law families the same
may lead the conjugal family to withaaw ftfom'cldse relationships with
either,,thus contributing to the isolation of the.conjugal family,as well
as of both in-lawjamilies. This is one the structural strains, as
Parsons calls such crucial relationships, in4e American.kinship sys-
tem; and although this sort of structural straid'is evident in Appalachia
too,it is somewhat less prominent and less significant than we might.
suppose Young ripple, throughThe processes of sOCialiatiOn within the
fainily, have been taught to deal with such problem?* a matter of

- course and to focus their attention on the maintenance of family
Solidarity.

In certain respects, male dominance still exists in ,the Appalacflian
family. Boys tend to be favoied somewhat rndre than girls and the
husband-father is more ,likely to act as head of` the bouseliold. How-
ever, we can no longer call the Appalachian family patsiarchal Qr

.
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semipatriarchql in the strict sense of thoie,terms. Mountain families '

are rapidly taking on the characteristic~ of the equalitarian" pattern as
commonly practiced in contemporary urban families and for many stt
the sane reasons. .

Within the family itself, nefertheless. there is a sharper separation of t
role activities between the sees, and there is less veering, in general. in
the female role toward the masculine role than in the American family
as a whole. For instance: there are fewer women that work outside the
home only 27 percent of the females, 14 years of age and over; were in
the labor force in Appalachia in 1960 as compared a ith 36 percent inithe
United States. Women do not have recreational activities outside the
home as much as in theountry at largeoand are not as apt to wear

,"masculine" clothing or to eater politics. Appalachian .woperare
more likely to follow what might be called a-doniestic rote rilher than
a goo¢ companion or glamour girl role.s:

The Appalachian family is also lesi chtlii.centered than the average
American family: mountain parents are not as permissive or as non!
directive and there is more reliance on physical punishment. Because
of the importance of the, extended family, the Appalachian cjiild is
often not as dependent on parents and siblings alone for his emotional
needs and affection. This helps us to understand, perhaps, certain
personality/clraracteristics of Appalachian people,.9 For example, our

modern, urban middle-class family in its contemporary setting is so to
constructed that the child can really receive affection and affectional
sec ity-frtrfrllitty...g<ery, limited group 'of people. Outside of otitis
1 lied grotip, there exists a somewhat impersonal world. This is not
rue to the same extent in rural Appalachia where children are still

brought up by their parents but where much of their "outside world"
is composed of relatives, and kin who share some of these responsi-
bilities.'° In other words, although the motlferiperforms a primary role,
in the socialization process, the responsibility for the early socialization
of children in 'Appalachia is less exclusively hers than it is 'of .1)ei.
counterpart in urban, middle -class families.

As in urban America, young people in Appalachia also suffer through
the stresses and strains of adolescence. In the more remote rural areas,
however, the (artily and. community continue to maintain tight control
over ,the *young people and, as a consequence, there tends to be less
juveriile.delinquency in rural Appalachia than in most °titer partk of
the United States, and even when compared with other rural regions.
Perhaps the lower age of marriage, whticir is characteristic of Ap;
palachia, has helped to hold down some of the manifestations
that often result from the gap between biological and ocial maturity.

Another important point is that the freechoice of mates tends to be
restricted. informally at lea5,,especialfy in those rural areas where there

(
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. .
ha3,been longtime residential stability. One reason. of course, is that the
individual's Awe will become a member clif his close-knit kin group.
and. consequently, there is a great deal of pressure on the nulls idual to
choose,sa mate whom kinsfolk will accept This is not, however. a
formalized pefttern nor is it considered an ideal norm by the people of
rural Appalachia. that the pattern exists, neverthele.s. 1. emOrkally
indisputable. , .

Children in Appalachia tend to disperse from theut parental iguse-
holds'wifen they reach adulthood. just as they are expected t do in
urban America. In earlier days, of course, mountain children were
inclined to settle nearby whereas nowadays they tend to relocate in
areas far removdd from their parental homesteads.,,With the great mi-
gration of recent decades --a net loss of nearly dko million migrant. in
the twenty-year period from 1940-4060itappears that Appalachian
people are carrying the American pattern of geogra`phic mobility al-
most to an extreme. . -

- 'One of the consequences of this massive out - migration is that older
people who remain behind on the family homesteads are becoming

'much more isolated and alone. Furthermore, although older *people...in
Appalachia. especially in the farming areas, still command greater re-
spect and deference from their children- and-from their neighbors than
do older people in urban America, cent social. ecOnomic, and cultural
changes are eroding the tradition norms of granting higher statue to
age. The scrcalled generational g p may be an inevitable by-product of
urbanization, it should be noted however, that unlike urban Ameria
which in many ways rifted in o that situation, rural Appalachia is
plunging inns a res t of fiery rapt aces of modernization. In the fp-
ture, the consequent of this gap ill become quite a serious problem

-in the regiim. .
In summary fashion. en, w have suggested some of the distinguish-

iag characteristict of rural A palachian families in comparison to What
we would regard as the main features of urban meriean families. It
seems ci§ar that' Appalachian families, although pi ce considerably,
more emphaiis 'upon extended kinship ties, can by no Means be re-
garded as unique Differences in form wh(dh exist are probably more a<
result of gro-up adaptation to environmental circumstances over the
years than to any deep-seated differences in basic values. This is
evidenced, for example, by the convergence of regional.statistical srends.
with those of the larger American society. Nevertheless, as rural Ap-

4 . palachia moves into the mainstream of the modern worjd. the Ap-
palachian family will undoubtedly play an increasingly important role
in facilitating or hindering the ;processes of change. . .

- t
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T E APPALACHIAN FAMILY IN THE MODERN
WORLD: SOME DISADVANTAGES

On of the characteristics of the Appalachiajk family which must be
regarded as somewhat of a hindrance to social change in the region is
its virtual monopoly over the socialization and interest-world of its
members. It is extremely difficult for individuals to shift from traditional
and local patterns of behavior to more modern and rational patterns. -

For example, Dr. David Looff, child psych'etrist at the University of
Kentucky Medical Center, has observed that eastern Kentucky people
develop a strong pattern of dependency upon family and kill. This may
have had functional utility earlier times, but nowadays it tends to
generate very complex psyogical difficulties. The strong dependency
pattern is often noted in certain mental cases that dome to himoas the
Eastern Kentucky State' Hospital where it and Its related emotional /
prdtileins are known as the "Kentucky Mountain Syndrome."1t

The monopoly over an individual's socialization and social Neorld that
the family had, especially in the days when the mountain school! systems
were so inadequate, made it very difficult to reach the individual moun-

' taineer and his children with new ideasAlthough these barriers to
effective communication still exist, the situation is changing very
dramatically Only a few years 'agch'we could write about the educa-
tiOnal system as the great "cultural bridge" between the isolated
mountain neighborhoods of eastern Kentucky and the,Great Society.12
Eastern Kentucky is now in a turmoil with all kinds, of commudicatioh
channels from the outside rosining into the area and so inundating the
people with new ideas that they art almost "going dgwn for the third
time." Indeed, it is amazing how many changes have come about and
how many new ideas are being absorbed by the mountain peoplc. We
used to say, for example, that the governmental system did not actually
lipk eastern Kentucky communities very closely with the Great Society.
We do not believe this can be said with the same degree of certainty
anymore.

The localism so characteristic of the region is in many ways a result,
of the family's monopolization of the individual's allegiance. In some
instances, family loyalty is so strong as to balmost pathological by
medern urban middle-clais standards..Loyalty torspecificihrsons, even
nonkin, is often very great, but loyalty to groups beyond the kinship unit
is generally regarded as something to be avoided %%most mountain
Pfeople. It is difficult for programs of change to create community
feeling or spirit, to shy nothing of devotion to multicounty units or
development areas.

Because 'the kinship system performs so many of the functions in
mountain communities that formal organizations perform in urban
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communities, the, pattern of formal' organizations characteristic of
American society is to a large extent lacking in Appalachia. Unfor-
tunately, the familial system can no longer do ad that nee,ls to be
done in a situation of rapid modernization. There must be wider
loyalties. broader community groups, and formally organized pressure
and power to maintain igmomentum ofeconomic and social piagress
within a framework of justice and stability.

We can also attribute the everlasting bickering, malicious gossip, and
quarreling which are commonly obser%ed in-manymotintain neighbor.
hoods, to, in part, the clannish nature of Appalachian families. In-
dividuals have' been taught to refrain from expressing feelings of
hostility within their conjugal or4xtended family.. groups; to do so would
be to violate familistic norms. Hostile feelings are consequently-4e-
pressed, often to emerge with unusual add unwarranted intensity toward
persons outside the family. The hot-temperedness of mountain people,
an ittrihute that lots been the Theme of many stories and novels, is, we
believe, closelriinked with the nature of the Appalachian family. =

Furthermore, tV tight-ktit kinship system characteristic of much of
rMrAppalachia tends to hate something of a caste-like quality. It is
exceedingly difficult for an indkidual to leave his family behind and to
be evaluated on the basis of his oivn invariably'
tarred with the sins of his fatherartd grandfathers an ust struggle
long and hard to overcome that accident of birth. On the other hand,
of course, if he was barn of good hlood his 'reputation and status are
not easily eroded.
k The extreme personalism of mountain people. a characteristic, quickly
noted by outsiders, is also (Jerked from the pressure to maintain a close-

.. knit network of kin. In urban America, people are evaluated, ideally at
least, by what they can do rather than by who they are. It is not easy
for Appalachian people to accept universalistic standards in evaluating
either themselves or others. although the mount0 culture does place
high value upon material achievement and upon the worth and equ
of every individual. Ohviously. there are value conflicts in this emerging
folk society, and one of the more fascinating clashes that will demand
Considerable program planning and,research attention in: the future is
that between familism and individualism.

a.

TIIF APPAl ACHIAN FAMILY IN, THE MODERN
WORLD: SOME ADVANTAGES ;

The .fttpaiachian family. is in certain rests quite effective in f
socializing and caring for its children, at leas( in terms of traditional to.

and standards. Parents devote a great deal of lime and energy
rces towards performing that,function. Within thd family thlre

vl

IE



that might produce the condition of infant 'autism.
Similarly,. the Appalachian. family does men); other things for its

members th'at; elsewhere, might normally become the reporisibility of
. various social and cornrinirrity agencies. Indeed, one might say that the
Appallichian family functions *.a very effective and efficient system
of social sectiriti, against the.inany risks that its members must face.
In addition, it maintains 'a continuity with the social patterns of the
past, thus providing the individual with a sense of certainty and a
measureiof stability. '

As an effective communication systern in many of the mountain
coqnt7s, the family i4 unexcelled. We have often found in our field
work for example; that we need only telt one person a bit of "news"
and, if he i% a member at a tight-knit group, the message will be spread

"throughout the area,at least * rapidly as it would have been by radio
or television Furthermore, the transmitted message has a far greater
imp Act upon our audience, since.it was phrased in the local language
and hceived,in a rwrrnal interactional situation.

(hie of the more important things abodt the Appaladitan family, as
baththe ehtnirfat large and Appalachian people th4rnselves are

concerned, 6 its role in the.process of 'migration. This is not as fully
recognized As it should be, although' many sociologists.have observed
the phenomenbn 14 When mountain people migrate. from the region,

.
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is often less emphasi% placed on the iieeds of the husband and wife thin
of "what' is good for the children.' Indeed, as we have mentioned
earlier. responsibility for properly raaring the young is shared by the
larger kin group and, as a result, the conjugal family is under pressure to
care for its own in'a manner that satisfies local norms.

To illustrate this point, let us again draw upon the experience of Dr
David Looft who has conducted a psychiatric clinic for children and
tbetr amities in one of the more remote eastern Kentucky counties."
As opposed to what is often found in other parts of the nation, and
especially in fheurban areas, Dr Loff has not observed a single case
of infant autism in that county. This malady takes the form of a com-
plete withdrawal, so that the cifild cannot be reached tHrough'normal
interpersonal communication. Such a child, cannot loveand Cannot be
ltived, and is ainitt totally inaci.essibleto his parents, to his teachers,
and even to 4 trained psychiatrist. The fact that infantile autism does,
rtot exist in this mountain area suggests to Dr, Looff that the mountain
Child receives an enormous amount of affective attention by its family
He notes that the normal pattern is to pick up..the child wHen it seeks
attention, to comfort it at every cm and to smother it with attention
A% a consequence, children in Appalachia develop ab affectionate
nature and a warm regard for people. Thus, in effect, the childrearing
practiceS characteristic of the mountain family fun counter to those

$
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they do riot go because they have learned of attractiv e Ob opportunities .
through the efforts,of the United States Employment Service or some
private recruiting agency. they gcl becau -ome relative "out there"
has written and told them, or has come ba on a visit and told them,
that jobs-are available If the job market is ight, relatives inform their
>dung brother or -sisters. neighbor> or friend...in the mountainp that
they are welcome to come out anZi "We'll help you look for something -
If they migrate. they often stay with relatives until they are securely
established and, thereafter, they become another link in the%kin group's
system of chain-migration Thus. the family forms a bridge between
rural Appalachia and. for example. urban Ohio. As 'a result. One finds
clusters of people in Ohio or Indiana or Michigan or many other places

. in the Midwest who are from certain communities or. counties in
,eastern Kentucky or- West Virginia. Migrants from Clay Courity,
Kentucky, for irfstance. prefer to go'to Cincinnati, Hamilton, Middle-
idwn, and Dayton. Migrants from southern West Virginia counties go
to Columbus, Akron, and Cleveland. They migrate to these specific
places because of kinship ties.

For a number of years now, we have been intensively studying Op
stream of migration from an isloated mountain neighborhdod called
Beech Creek in eastern Kentucky We were intrigued by the part
played by kinship tics and the family group in facili&ating the procesi
of migration We were also aware that Frederick CePlay, a FrenCh
sociologist who lived from.1806 to 1882, had developed a.Zioncept which 0
he called the famille souche or stem family." This was a type of 'family
where\he stem "stayed put" back in the home community and sent out
its branches, le., its ydung people, to. the industrial cities. The stem
family, i e., rnembers of the prat& household. not only encouraged ,-
and aided,the branches in getting settled as they moved out but also
made itself available as a haven of safety or refuge if there ,wore .,diffi-
culties in the cities Family members could come home and stay for a
while, lick their wounds and -then perhaps return to the urban fray.
LePlay observed that the stem family form, as compared witJ' other
forms, was especially suited fOr a modern, industrial society, although
it could accommodate rapidIS, to changing environmental circnrst
stances, it was able to maintain the necessary degree of stability to
provide for the social and psychological well-being of its members.

We pursued this idea in our case study of Appalachian migration and .--.
found that the Appalachian family, in many ways, operates as a stem .t 1
family system The migrants in the areas of-destination and members .
of their fanik who remained behind in the areas of origin maintain a
very cohesive pattern of interaction and, if necessary, of mutual aid.
indeed, many of the significant social changes that have come about
in the mountain region during recent years have been Channeled in
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by migrants cringing back and adscfcating.new ideas, new values and
new patterns of behavior. -Furthermore, in the course of our research
wes,became cons inced that the Appalachian kinship system has in many

e way, contributed significantly to the adjustment of migrants and to
their p rsonal stability in the areas of destination This is a tremendous

. contra) tion. one that should be repeatedly underlined because it is an
overloo cd and unappreciated function of the Appalachian family.

Even in this case, howe%er. these are cert'ain disadsantages discernible
t.. 'amidst the ohs ious adsantages of kmilistic solidarity in the process of

migration For example. the tendency for mountain people to`illlir
tight clusteers. of relatises and close friends in southern Ohio helps ease
the indisidual's transition from one subculture to another. but it also

'delays effective integration and assimilation into the urban

f ormi e harrier to further upward mobility. On the other

community-
which, swhich, in the I g run. may serve to datpen hiselatise ambition and

pose a
hand, of course, the preservation of Appalachian traits may be a gopd
thing, even if it does kloy down the process whereby mountain people
come to be "like everybody else" in their new urban homes..

In concluding this brief introduction to the Appalachian family; we
N. would like to call attention again to a point made at the outset, Ap-

palachia is a region of great social and cultural diversity and that
diversity is reflected in the N. ariety of family types that one can observe
within the region We have chosen to focus prknarily on the family form
characteristically found in the more remote. rural areas; even here.

- howe.ver, great variations exist, Hence, the distinguishing featilres of
the Appalachian family which we have dwelt upon. Mould be kgarded
as general statements about how Appalachian families have tended to
adapt. or to accommodate to the realities of life in Appalacht. Indeed,
one might say that the Appalachian family, as described here. represents
a variatipri of the modal American family, both types have their value
bases rooted' in the .same cultural traditions.

Nevertheless, one cannot ignore the fact that Appalachian families
are in some respects different from the kind of families one finds in
urban AmeriCa Life in Appalachia. especially during earlier frontier
times,'made it necessary for lin group members to look to each other. 1

for many things and to count on each other in many crises. As a
. result, the individual mountaineer holds a deep respect and abiding

loyalty to kinsfolk; that alone may be the key distinguishing feature of
. the Appalachian family.

There is of course a certain kind of social strength that emanates
frithrri the familistic orientation characteristic of mountain tropic. This
halbeen noted by numerous observers. For exampl0Dr. Robert Coles,

. ., a weleknown Harvard psychiartist, and his colleague.Dr. Joseph Bren-
ner of M 1.1'. recently went on a fie1r1 trip through Appalachia to
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explore the problems of unfortunate, depri%ed children in rural poverty
stricken areas Front a newspaper account ,come these .comments about
tWr

They did find children in need of help. But they foetid' other
things. .

"We have to comment." they noted 'in describing the pbverty of
Appalachia, "on the difference between a (poownountain) youth
who may have 'little' in the economic sense ahead of him, but a
firm idea of exactly who he is. where he comes from . . and what .

he would like and,a. (city middle class) youth who,has a lot'
(but who is uncertain) about where,he will go or what he
will do...." '

They-fougd a "greater seriie of family, of shared allegiance to
parents and grandparents that somchow makes for rtlathely more

cooperative adtivity, frolic and eventually work than one sees
among many other American children."

They found brotherl and sisters living and playing together
"Without evidence of the charged defiant 'indii.iditality' one finds so
often in middle-class homes." .

They believ "'A nation that knows widespread delinquency" and
which has "afmost made a virture of youth's rebellion and fast
departure from home wilt he 'interested in 'what makes these. Ap-
palachian youth stick to the family, and strongly want to return-

.
home if they do move away. ".

The secret, the two melt' found, was that hese young men and
women have strong ties to cousins, to neighbors, to a ,host of
relatives_as wIlj as parents. These ties come, said the psychiatrists,
becatise "even before adolescence, mountain children learn that a
family is no laughing matter, no temporary arrangement char-
acterized by divorce, constant movement acid a strictly limtted
membership, lucky to include anyone outside a set of parents
and . a matching set1pf children. Kin-relatives of one sort or
otherhave a real and well-Rnown meaning?? -

. **
"Since families mean allot, iri old age they continue to mean a lot.

The elderly are usually spared that final sense of abandonment and
, uselessness so commonly The fate of the middle-crass suburban

aged!'"

"Without doubt, the tone of social life in rural Appalachia is marked ,

by a strong sense of family. As the region experiences the dishiptive
strains introduced by the forces f modernization even more in the ,

near future, that familistic ode' tation may prove to be the major.
stakilizing element, the iridividua mountaineer's raison d'eire..

.% 4
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. NOTES

I Robin M Wrlliatiis, Jr ' American Society A Sociological interpretation
(New York. Alfred A 1.'nopf. 1960). Ch 4 -Kinship and the Family in the
United Slates," 39.86, and "rdlcott Parsons, %%ins in Sin iological Theory
INew York. The tree Press, 1954). ('h 9 -lhe Kinship System of the Con.
temporary United States." 177-196
Jack Weller. Yevterdav's People 1 tie in Contemporary Appalachia 4Lexing

\ ion, The Univerrty Press of Kentuay, 196i) See especially the chapter on
theamily and ihe 'appendix whit.h gees a Lomparative siiiiimacy of -While
Class Anterit.a" and "Southern AppalaChian" personal and gamily life char-
acteristics and relationships with others We do not fully agree with some of
the points Maitre h} Weller to 'this summary. but his discussion provides a
good starting place for those unfamiliar with the region
See Cb l "1 he Region' A New Survey." 1-8. by Rupert B. Vance in Tlfontas
R Ford, ed ,Tie Southern Appalochinn Region. A Surto. (Lexington, Uns-
verstiy cress of Kentucky. 1962)

4 This quotation and the data reported on fetidly rates are from Thomas R
Ford and Gordon F. Delo,ng. The Decline, of Fertility in the Southern Ap-
palachian Mountain Region.' Social Forcer, 42, October, 1963, 89-96, and
Gordon F Deicing, Fernitty Data for the Southern Appalachian Region
1930-1960, KAFS-RS 22, Rural Sociology Department, University of Ken-

, lucky, Lexington. Jul}, 1963
In 1960, the farni.population of Appalachia constituted only 13 percent of the
total population. in :tie United States as a whole, it was 8 percent Although
Appalachia has a, somewhat higher proportion of people living on farms.
the commonly-held notion that the typical Appalachian family is a farm
family is not true Nesertheless, it should be kept in mind that a rural farm
-background is characteristic of many people in the region: because or this.
and because so many families continue to live as "Jura! residents." the struc-
tural features of the traclitival rural mountain family have tended to persist

(. These generalizations, and ntany of the others we make in thes.paper. have
been derived, in part, 'from our own field studies in Appalachia, e.g., The
Beech Creek Project See especially, James S. Brown, :*The Conjugal Family
and the Extended Family Group.' .American Sociological Review, 17, June.
1952.297 -106. James S. Brown, The Family Grimp in a Kenteky.Moontain
Farming Community, University of Kentucky Agriculuire Experiment Sta-
tion. Bulletin 588. Lexington. 1952 James S. Brown, The Fgrin Family in a
Kentucky Mountain Neighborhood, University of Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin 587, Lexington. 1952; Jades S. Brown. "Social,
Class, Intermarriage. and Church Membership in a ,Kentucky Community.",
American Journal of Sociology, 57. November. 1951, 232-242.

7 Parsons often uses this concept, e g.. 4'. . he feminine role is a conspicuous
focus of the strains inhefent in our socialltrueture..and not the least of. the
sources of these strains is to be found in the functional difficulties in the
integration of our kinship system with the rest of the win] structure." Es-

. , 194 ,
It Parsons, Essays, ., 89-103.
9 Note the point made by James West, Plainville, U.S.A., (New York...Columbia

University Press, 1945), 183-184,
rural children and small town children of both sexes, for all the 'iso-

lation' of rural life. ,know warmly more adults- (though usually fewer chil-
dren) than most urbah children know. Through schools and parental interest,
urban children are segregated-much more rigidly than country children into
very narrow age grades Many learn to known intimately only two adults

Itheir parents This fact most be of enormous significance in the personality
development of urban children and in their uadermandineof adult life in
general If the city child's parents are 'peculiar,' nettrolic,' or badly adjusted
to eaeh'other, then he must get a very strange idea of normal adult relation- .
ships Country children in observing rather intimately the patterns of domestic

1 o 4
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"'d"'d,
and economic Jae in other families, have innumerable opportunines to cor-
rect through comparison any misconceptions of 'normal' fanulr or other adult.life which they receive in their own homes. " .

'10 A recent article by Uri Bronfentircnner ("The Split-1 esel Amerisanytamily."
The Saturday -Review. October 7. 1967, 50. 60-66) begins watt the sentence

' 'Children used to be brought up by their parents" This is a startling state-
'menu Yet Bronfen.brenner makes a good case for it by suggesting the/ peer
groups. television. and the mass media, as well as. m5ny other community
agencies outside the farhily oius greatly influence the socialization and rearing

' of children But this is not true to the same extent in rural Appalachia where
children are still brought up by their parents with the aid of kinsfolk. f

11 See David M Loa, M D., "Appalachian Public, Health Nursing Mental
'Health Component in Eastern Kentucky.' a paPer presented at the annluld
meeting of the American Public Heath Association. Miami Beach. Florida. i
October 26. 1961 Multilithed. Departffient of Psychiatry. University of Ken

-picky. Lexington Also see Dared M Looff. M D, "Psychiatric .
on Poverty in America Subsidiary Icriew of,Mental Health Prohlems in

. Eastern Keptucky," a paper 'delivered at the Symposium of Intenlisciplina0 r
...

-.

Peivectives on Poverty in America. University of Kentuckyaexington, April
i. 20-21. 1967. Multilithed. Department of Psychiatry. University of Kentucky .

Medical Center. Lexington. .
11 Ffarry K. Schwarzweller and James S Brown. "Eductihon as a

Sociology
ultural Bridge

'4 I Between Eastern Kentucky and. the Great Society 7 Rural . 27. *.
December, 1962.357-373.

. , ,11 Schwarzweller and Brctwn, Rural Soroologr. 27 and from information oh.
tamed directly from Dr. Lodi'

-411, i4 See for exarriple. some of our Own research reports. James S Brown. Harry
K Schwarzweller, and Joseph J Mangalam, "Kentucky Mountain Migration
and the Stem-Family An American Variation on a Theme by lie Play." Rural . l\,

, Sociology. 28, March. 1963, 48-69, Harry K, Schwarzweller and James S iBrown. "Social Class Origins. RuralUrban Migration, and Economic Life
, Charrces, A Ca* Study," Rural Sociology, 32. March. 1967, 5-19, and Harry

K Schwarzweller ana John F. Seger, "Kinship Involvement A Factor in
the Adjustment of Rural Migrants; Journal of Marriage and the Family.
29, November. 1967, 662-671. Harry K Schwarzweller. Adaptation of Ap

. palacluan Migratus to the industrial Work Situation A Case Study. Research
Report42. West Virginia University Appalachian Center

15 .See 'Brawn, Schwarzweller and Mangalam. Rural SoeioJo,ev 28, espectally
-62-67

16 From an article by Ray Cromley. "Appalachia Lesson for All Americans"f in the Lexington Leader. July. 1967. See also an article expressing similar
'ideas by Robert Coles. "Children .of the American Ghetto." Harper's Maita-
titre. September. 1967, 16-22
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LOYAL mys ..
. i

Perhaps the most misunderstood and maligned of Appalachian social
institutions is the church. The author defends mountain religion in the
face of sererartirajoe misinterpretations. Loyal Jones is p)'esently the+
director of the Appalachian Center of Berea College

-.,
Mountain Revie) May 1976 Used by permission. .
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Se,yeral writers have examined and lighten about particular groups- or classes of people in the Appalachians, but inevitably their words are
interpreted' as being valid for all Appalachians. Jack Weller's Yesteri
day'seeople, David h. Looff's Appalachia's Children, John Fetter_man's
Stinting Creek, Rena Gazaway's The Longest Mile and Bill Surface's
The Holton: are examples. This is nai always the fault of the writers,

. who have carefully, for the most part, tirade it clear for the. careful ..
reader that they write about 4 particular group in a Particular pert of
the region However, the unwary-and often ignorant reader may jump
froM the specific to the. general. And in fact, some of the writers have

.

extrapolated from a particular group to the whole mountain population.
Also, some of the writeri, after explaining the situations and groups

they are examining, proceed to generalize by writing that .,"the Ap-
palachian" or "the mountaineer': or "the hillbilly" does thus and so, e

instead of continuing to remind the reader that they speak only of a
particulkr group and situation. Furthermore, the groups and situations
in all. of the above books, and in a good number of others besides, are
writing about people with great problems, who often are not coping with
life's problems, who the in families and communities that are no longer
functioning. Now, there are such people and there are such situations,

. and they should be written about and they should be helped, bit it is a '
vexing problem when descriptions of the dysfunction" individuals,.
families .and communities are applied to all Appalachians. This assump-
tion by the public at large and more lamentably by the professors and
journalistsand other "thinking"Tleople, has caused dismay and a great
deal of tterness among man+, mountain .people, wko may be poor,
relatively neducated, and troubled, but who nevertheless toil daily to

.1 support' fa flies, care for neighbors, strive to dotlae right thing in life,
support .orgenizations that foster better communities and working con-
ditions, and who are certainly as intelligent as any other group of
people.

No aspect of Appalachian life is more misunderstood and mis-
represented than that of religion. Appalachians, like every other group,
area varied lot even if they have certain characteristics in common.
Most of Appalachian :values spring from Christian scripture$, yet all
Appalachians are not particularly religious, and fewer percentage-wise

I
are church members than is true in the nation, at- large. But that
statistic itaries from area to area within the region. Too man9 writers

r have talked of Appalachian religion as if it were thd sante throughouta
all classes over all.of the region. Some have describedit as if the people '
are all Pentecostals, while others have hpplied that all are Primitive*
Baptists' Now there are great differences between just these two groups,
not to mention the differences among these two and the Methodists,
Disciples, Presbyterians, Southern Baptists and. the various other sects .

. .
1
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The Outsider's View 9,8.. :
of Baptists, Churches of God and others that are too independent to

) tviassify.
.

,
Following are some Comments that various persons have node about

Appalachian religion with some attempt on my part to putt them in
perspective.

Dr Victor Skinua. arguing against a colleagUe who suggested that ,

psychiatrists might work within the evangelistic religious beliefs of
persons with 'emotional problems, commented, " . we can even sell
our souls to the devil, which in this particular casks God. In this'way
we seem to perpetuate something I don't think we should perpetuite,
that is ignorance and superstition. "' The Apphiachian poor were only,
one group in this particular discussion of poverty and mental health.
so Sanua's comments are a condemnation of the religion of the lower
class He is one of many' professionals, who have attacked the religion
of those they wish to help.

.

.Nathan I., Gerra?d in his Roes, "Churches of the.Stationary Poor,"
makes it clear that he is talking about a particular group, those who

-will not, and whose children will not, get out of poverty. He has con-
- eluded that the,Pentecostal Holiness Church ministers best to their

needs. But he appears incredulous that the people believe *hat they do,
even though other devout Christians in other places and times and in

. better economic circumstances have been praised for a similar intensity
of faith.- He tellsIoNix men trapped in a West Viiginia coal mine in ,

;968 and reports that one man, rescued after terreays and asked if he
wouldVork" in the mines again, said, "1'11 have to go pver that _with
'god. Whatever His plans are for me, that's what I'll do." Gerrard
comments. also that the wife of another miner said "sh'e never doubted
throughout the long wait that her husband would come out alive be-
cause, as she put it, 'God told me that he'd be all right.' ".2, Gerrard .

seems honestly amazed that there are pEbple who not only believe there
is'a God but that He speaks to them. He also comments that "These
people believe in the reality of the devil, who is hallucinated in various
formsv. " His assumption seems to be that no other groups still believe

. i . ,sin the ieality of the devil and that if this particular group thinks they
perceive such a presence, it is evidence of an aberration in their minds.
Yet the scriptures and manych6rch'es speak of the Evil One. Indeed, the

. devil has beed the subject of a few good pieces of literature.
- Gerrard goes lin. "They prefer to seek religious fellowship in their

owa unpainted one-room frame churches, in abandoned school houses,
in barns, in crudely constructed tabernacles, or in each other's homes. "'
He makes a point' that some of these buildings are privately-owned; and .

' then proceeds to -ref,er to them all as "these. privately-ow&d, un-
affiliated mountain churches."4 It seems logical that the people would
meet with theirown church, wherever it meets, rather than with another

i
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group just because its church buildings are finer. Most of us attend the .
churches to which we belong.

Gerrard concludes by ,writing, "We Suggest, that the rural Holiness .
churches are viable because they serve to alleviate anxieties generated 1

by status depravation, pilt, illness, and last but not unimportantly, they
supply recreatitip jn areas of the region where recreational facilities are
scarce."8 Now it is ciiiite likely that the churches do serve the needs
that Qerrard lists, but it is strange that he did not also list something
havingto do with spiritual needs of the people, beyond normal guilt and
anxieties about life and mortality that all of humankind feel. It is com-
mon for intellectual observers of all kinds to talk of religion only in
clinical terms.

Bill Surface attempts to show that the hollowers (generalized to
Eastein Kentuckians, mountaineers, and sometimes Southerners) are .

not really religious, and he employs the treacherous lity, statistits, to
assist in this task- "People in the Eastern Kentuckyrmountains have
been sosuspicious of preachers that the first church wasn't built in the
irea with eighty'years after it was settled. . . ."8 Where he got this statis-
tic will probably remain a mystery. He doesn't make it clear what date he

. supposes that the area was settled or indeed what area he is talking
about Except for a few, the main body of settlers came to Kentucky
after 1780, and Eastern Kentucky was the last' part to be settled: At

C any rate, his statement is false. Scalfwrites that Baptist churches were
being formed in, Eastern Kentucky by :Elder Daniel Williams befpre..

-1802 '"In 1814 eleven churches, representing 403 members . . met at
Burning Springs Church in the present Magoflin County and organiged
the Burning Springs Association." He goes on, "New Salem Assii,tia. ,,

tion.ives organized in 1835 at the mouth of Big Mud Creek in Floyd
County, composed of the churches of Salem, Mud Creek, SIndlick,
Stone Coal, Opeh Fork, Raccoon and ;Louisa Fork."7 'Asbury, the
indefatigable old Methodist, was in Kentucky by 178Q. followed by ".
other circuit. riders. It is true that many people met in homes for years
before they built church buildings, but Methodist circuits were_laid
out by 1809 and districts were formed and functioning in Eastern
Kentucky by 1855. The first Presgiterian church in Eastern Kentucky,
was apparently Bethesda, near .Ashrand, in 1819.8

Surface continues, "Despite enumerable revivals by the Baptists and -
other denominations dramatizing the widely accelked belief in the
mountains,,that anyone mot f ally smed is damned to'fitry hell, only
15 to 20 percent of the p pulation is currently affiliated with any
church or religious denomin tion."8 Brewer gives the figure as 27.1%
for testern Kentucky and an average. of 45.5%. for the regiortiti
Surface's purpose is to show that, while Eastern Kentuckians carry on
over religion, they actually are not very religioUs. ... . . i

..
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Surface takes a dim tiew of the idea -of God's eating a person to
preach, an absolute prerequisite for many religious groups in the area.
He writes. "But enough men persist that the Lord told them to pieach
immediatelyeven at the expense of quitting a jobthat the Southern
Baptists started the Clear Creek Baptist School at Pineville, Kentucky,
for 'self-appointed' (emphasis mine) preachers over the age of twenty-
one "" No one would take greater issue witho Surface's condescend-
ing tone thanDe Merrill AldriAge. president of thi. +hear Creek Baptist
School, who has the highest respect for the called preachers, although
his purpose is to help them to improve their education.

Surface is particularly critical of the more oldfashioned Baptists
..Appalled by the relative sidateness, paid preachers, and the prevalence '
of suits, neckties and even open-collar sport shirts (in Southern Baptist
Churches), these worshipers cling to the oftshouting foot-washing
Hardshell, Old Regular, or Primitive Baptist churches which reject, as
sinful, innovations ranging from musical instruments to neckties."
Apparently someone was pulling Surface's leg. 'True, many of the
Calvinist Baptists do not believe in using musical instruments- in the
church, because they are not specifically, .prescribed in the Bible' and
because they feel that the best instrument is the human voice, but .I
have certainly seen,neckties and sport shirts in these particular. .churchei.

Surfacepusists in'his original thesis, that mountain people avoid reli-
gion "Not even a combination that invariably converts men elsewhere
in Kentucky tenacious preachers, imminent death, and an avowed
damnation to ,bell induce most dying mountaineers to ostensibly re-
pent."" Most writers, who have been concerned aboty moutitain-style
religion, complain that the people are overly'concerned with personal.
salvation, but Surface says that tit fp is not so; most do not repent. He'
does not quote-statistics on this point.;-

Jack Weller is one Who 'A concerned abput Ale real quality of thi
mountaineer's religion. "It is not that ihount'ain people are anti-

, religious They talk a great deal. about religion, in fact."" He is not
convinced about the depths of their disEussions, hotever.

As in his relationship to the' comiltunity, he does not under-
'

stand the concept of the church Asa corporate community of believ-
ers, nor dons he see the need for such an entity. Religion is an
individual matter, just as are-his other affairs. The purpose of the
church in his life has seldom 'been other Than to win Fails to faith
in Goa in a very personalistic way. He simply has not.* ellence or

.concept of the church's having a mission in\ the world which might
require the faithfhl to work ogetffer."

The conflict is between the Social Gospel, p relatively recent dev4ip-
ment, and the ancient mission of preaching, the food News to the last.

s
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Some of the Calvinist Baptikts are skeptical of worldly institutions, and
are wary of being led into believing that one may obtain salvation by'
worldly labor. They know that Paul had stressed faith, which is an
individual thing They believe the old spiritual that ultimately "you
Must walk this lonesome valley by yourself.- However, this does not
mean that mountain people "do not support organizations and get in-

. volved in social issues Most of us are aluareof the contributions of the
following mountain church people.. 011ie Combs, who stopped the
strip miners and testified before-the legislature to help bring in a major
strip mine reclam,ttion law, Elder Dan-Gibstin. who Also stopped the
strippers and. with Mrs Combs, was a supporter of the Appalachian
Group to Save the Land and People. Bill Worthington, a strong or-
ganizet of the regional Black Lung Association and its first president:
and Rev. Tom Sutton. leader, in the Knott Cotthty Citizens for Social
and Economic Justice But they did not mix this worldly labor with
their spiritual affairs

Weller is concerned about the individualistn of mountain people,
which he interprets. as a. selfish corruption of the American ideal of
independence. °

This individualism rejects all forms of discipline in religion.
If a church does not suit the mountaineer by preaching what lie
wants to hear in the way he wants to hear it or does not give him
enoug0 opportunity to assert hiinself and be heardNte7will quit and ,,

go somewhere else."
4

Now no doubt some mountain people have behaved in this way,.
but is it a tendency of all mountaineers? Reiects all forms of Discipline?
Could it be that their sense of discipline is different frotn Weller's? Is
church not a place where-one can assert himself and be heard. or is
this privilege, reserved only for the minister in Weller's ideal church?

Up many hollows, churches stand 'side by side or across the
road from each other, seemingly glaring at each other and each,
daring the other ro provide an adequate ministry with a handful '
of people, divided resources, and untrained leadership.°

One of the old-time Baptists might observe that the church is not the
structures that face one another, and remember that "where two or
three are gathered together. .." The implication of thispassage is that
the religious bodies ought to get. together and adjust their theology so
that they can worship topther. This is a fine ideal, but it doesn't hap-.
pen up the hollow.any osier than it dees'on Main Street, U.S.A.

In crisis of illness or trouble or when his own death or that of .
a member of the family seems imminent, he calls on God. Religion

tj °.1
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is a crutch for tuna of trouble but is not of much use in daily
life,"

That which is a' crutch to motrntaip people is a solate to other .-it
seems Would Weller deny person: a rejtgion that sustains them in time
Of crisis? I'm sure he %souk' not Heals troubled that they are ore
religious in crisis than out I had assumed that eseryone is I rerpenper
Aunt Susie Beech of CM') County. North Carolina, a stalwart Christian
of over a hundred years:telling how her children and grandchildren had
begged her to pray when a hurricane was ripping-up tree: all around
them, and she replied calmly, "I Wave already, done my praying " A.
to Weller's comment thateroOnntain religion Is not of much use in daily
life, who is to judge? It seems a fundamental anthropological t'tuth that
people do not adhere to practices Unless they sets e a need. Finally.. do
Mainline church lawyers, bankers, used car dealers, contfacfors, and
mining stock owners use religious principles in their daily jives to a
higher degree than the mountaineers of whom Weller writes? I doubt it.

Of all the writers mentioned previously. the late John Fetterman is
The least judgmental In Slinking Creek he wrote:

The mountaineer would like to have just one personone day
come into his holldw and show some sign of approval of the way
he has lived over4lhe.decades, andithe way he wants o live foeevee.
And not try to change him without Mfg imknowing h."

-,,

It is not my intention to say-that Appalachians are better, in their
'religious life or'in other ways. than, mainstream American's, but I feel
strongly that they are as good. We all know that there are some strange
forms of worship in the mountains and some narrow - minded Christians.
There are many who may have earned some of the criticisms that,have
been levelled against them, but there are others who.are just as devout
and jtlst as ethical in daily life as Mainline Christians. I grew upt in a
pleasant mountain community among some good and des oted church
membets who were daily concerned about what was' right and wrung
I have met tinily other exemplary mountain peoplecommon everyday
and sometimes poor people' who had A strong faith, an integrity and a
spirit that impressed me. I think iis high time thit writers examine
ihemseives and their motivations more carefully before they write and
cornider the implications and results for-the people they, without doubt,
wish to help Religion in the mountains,es en for the non - church mem-
bers, is a serious bus Ness. When you attack it, you attack the very
essence of the spirit of mountain people. And aren't all expressions of
faith legitimate, ip a fundamental sense, for the people in their time
and place and ciroumstance?

& 4.
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But here is the main point People do not change because others tell
them they ought to. People change for better or worse, especially in
religious matters, when their circumstances change. Two many people
for too long h..hvblained the econome %,iro.anst,inces, the personalij.y
and the ignorance of mountain peopleon their religion. It is an age-
old custom of blaming the victim 'entirely for his condition There are
many and complex reasons why Appalatiftian pEople_are the way they
are, but whatever they are, this much 14 clear. religion serves a ita].
need for 'them in their timo and place an%) condition I say. it is time
to get Off their' backs and work on the manyfold problems that afflict
the very.poor ih the mountains. I say also that it is io their credit, as it
is for troubled people elsewhere, that they have discovered or wrought
meaning out of a frustrating and often baffling existence.
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10 THE BAPTISTS:OF THE
CUMBER LAND, MOUNTAINS

LYNN C. DICKERSON II

95

Vie Baptists can rightfully lay claim to.a majoiiiy of church-goers in
the Appalachian region. Despite their peat numbers. few gut side .of*
this denomination realize the vast breadth of sub:denominatumalism
within the Rapist label This 'selection provides, Thehistorical back-
ground along with the contemporary beliefs of thew groups Dr
Dickerson was a Baptist minister in Wise, Virginia and is presently
teaching English at the University of Richmond.

I
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A visitor driving through the Cumberland Mountains may find the :
rugged terrain to be the moss salient feature of .kile region, :or he may 0
find this feattire to be the omnipresent coal.du4t, br he may find it to be
the numerous little churches that dot the countryside, If the visttof turns
his atteritton to the te will discover that many .are Baptist,
bearing .ktich names as Buffalo Ridge. Sinking Creek, Bottom,
and Long Fork These rural churches, in/contrast to the more urban
Southern Baptisrchurches, may be Free Will, or,Primitive, or even, '
Regular Baptist &loreover, although they share a common name. these

*churches have an identify of their own. Eich perpetuates, in an associa- '
tion with sister churches of like faith and order, a tradition that was
spawned in ill greaFIeligious crises of American history. Each has

. withstood to some degree those forces which have shaped 1-node.rif
American Christianity. Each claims to be as distinctive as theyeriod to
which it 4elorigs. .'. .

In order to understand the religion of these people, it isaecessary first
to know the people, Many are the descendants of Scotch-Irish anti Nig*
land Scot immigrants who dine to America in the eighteenth century.
These early pioneers brought with them a clan loyilty. a belief in
self-reliance, and a passion for freedom. Leaving eastern Virginia to
the aristocrats and wealthy tobacco planters, they plunged into the
mountain wilderness in,search of free land and the simple life.' bespite-

.personal hardships and a hostile environment, they built tlieir cabins
and cleared the land. Other pioneers moved on the ferrite Mississippi
Valley, and the vast plains of the West, but these remained in the moun-
tains that they ended home. Unlettered, poor, suspicious of the, aristoc-
racy, they turned naturally to those with whom, they had the most in
commonthe Baptists. . .

, .

Appalachian Heritage:gprtng 1975. Used by permission.
.
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The story of ttie Baptists begins in Holland in 1609 when someradical
PuritalK. having left* England to escape persecution, established 'a
church which iaught that "baptism should be, upon profession of faith
in Christ."2 Upon their return to England-Some tsgoyears later, the
members of this church became identified with the followers of the
moderate.Dutch Calvinitt Jacob Arminius who taught that Christ died
for all men rather ?Phan for a select' few. Because of their belief in a
general atonement, they were known as General Balitists.3 The work of
these Baptists grew, and soon there were a number of General Baptists
churches in England. By 11715 these churches wercstrong enough to
send several missionaries to Virginii. Robert Norden, one of these
missionaries, is credited with establishing the first Baptist church in

, Virginia, probably in Prince George 'County.** 3

Another grovip, of Baptists organized a church In Engla'nd around
1638. They Baptists, like the General Baptists, believed that one should
not be baptized limit he had professed his faith in Christ' but they
followed John Calvin: not Arminius,, in their interpretation of the
atonement Because they believed that Christ died for only a select
few, they were known as Particular Baptists. When thee Particular
Baptists settled in Pennsylvania around t700, they changed their name
to Regulas...4Kaists. While the General Baptists were establishing
churches south of the Jahns River, the work' of the 'Regular Baptists
spread into northern Virginia. Eventually the work of the Regular Bap-
tists far overshadowed that of the General Baptists in Virginia.

The most significant role in the Baptist movement, however, was not
tQ be that of the Genera! Baptists or the Regular Baptists. In his classic
work on Virginia Baptists, Robert B. Semple speaks of a "third par

from New England" as , having played "the most distingui ed
part"' Writing one hundred and fifty years later, Garnett Ryland
states that this group "brought from Connecticut. the message and the
force and fire caught from Whitefield."" These people were the Sep.
aratists, or "New Lights," who earned their name by withdrawing (torn
the established churches in New England when they were refused the
use of meeting houses by more conservative ministersynnd congrega-
tions Those %Oct not only withdrew but also renounced infant baptism.
and insisted on being immersed became Separate Baptists.' Semple
notes that the Separatists "permitted unlearned men to preach, provided,
they manifested such gifts as indicated future usefulness."$ Ryland
observps that they "emphasized the depravity of man, the atonement
through Christ, consciousness' of a 'new birth' and the Raptism of be-
lievers as an outward sign of previous inward change." He also stales
that they were not averse, a /were the Regular Baptists, to emotional
reactions in their congregations and that these reactions included
"tretliblings, outcries, downfalls and ecstacies of joy All agree that

OD
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this' sect experienced phenomenal growth in the latter half of the
eighteenth t entury. Needless to say, when their representatikes began
to preach in. Virginia, they"aroused the ire of the authorities.

Yet despite some theological. differences, the Separate and Regular
-.Baptists had much in common. Both groups, for example, were non-

comformists and had something to gain in the struggle for religious
"freedom. Soon they realized that their similarities were greater than
their differences and that they could obtarri freedom to worship muchlthe Separatists to. cooperate with them more closely. In 1785 e
more readily if they worked, together. In 1780 the Regular Baptists as

General Committee of Separatists adopted a recommendation to unite
with the Regulars. In 1787 the-Joion became effective when delegates

-f torn both groups meeting at Ilk Doveir, char& near Richmond 61-
sqlved "that the names Regular and Separate be buried in oblivion"
and that henCeforth they be known as the Unit-id Baptist Church of
Christ in Virginia'. This body is now the Baptist General Association
of Virginia, an affiliate of the Southern Baptist Convention. ,'

In their simple theology, democratid ideals, and anti-establishment
stance, the Baptists offered the mountain people a church with which
they could, easily identify. When Baptists churches came to the Cumber-
lands, they became the Churches of rile people, not of Tidewater
Virginia. Their founding fathers slept irr the ,Culpeper Jail, not the
governor's mansion. Their ministers were dissenters, not priests of the
aristocracy. But if the mountain people took readily to the Baptist
religion, they had some second thckights about merger. Although in
1801 Kentucky followed Virginia in bringing Regulars an)! Separatists
together under oa.bannert many churches in the Cutriherlands pre-
ferred to retain their original identity. Differences between Calvin and
Arminius were not' to be taken lightly. Thus Seven to this day the

egulars and the Separatists in the mountains perpetuate traditions that
red elsewhere more than one bailed and seventy years egg."

The egular Baptists' ave continued to look upon institutionalized
rag' with suspicion. They have no national body. Authority, for the
mos part, rests with the local 'congregation, They do have, however;
regional associations of churches of "like faith and older" Ohich meet
annually to consider those matters which pertain to the group as a
whole and to preach the doctrine of the church. On these occasions, an
association may exclude one of its ministers for an infraction pf the
rules; or it may change the rules. It may prohibit members from
bobbing their Nair. Butirhateve they do, the Regulars cling to the
teaching and practices of their forefathers as beii they can. -

Another function of the annual meeting is to set the time and place.
for the memorial services. This 'service, coming months after the de
ceased has been buried, is the official funeral. The date is usually late

.1. 1
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. spring, summer, or early fall when the weather is mpg favorable for
Lathering at the cenletefy. Several ministers officiate. Obituaries are
published in the associational minutes 'and may serve as an opportunity
to admonish the unfaithful a, well as to comfort the bereated '2
, Local congregations Meet-for business and worship once a month,
usuaIly'on a Saturday and Sunday. The meeting house is generally a
simple, frame, one-room building. Furnishings within consist of pews. a
platform. chairs, a communion table. and a pulpit. Sometimes pictures
are affixed to the walls. A marker above the door identifies the church
and may give the time of meeting. On the assigned date, several minis-
ters will preach. Their sermons. generally Calvinic in tone. stress the
personal dimension of religion, particularly 'resignation to one's world.
The ordinances practiced by the church are baptism by immersion, the
Lord's Supper,, and feet washing. In the latter ordinance, a member
washes another's feet in a metal basin and then dries them with a'towei.
Ministers are ordained on the basis of a ditine call to preach. After
examining the candidate, a presbytery of the.church validates the call by
placing hands on the candidate's head.V 1 . ..

The Free Will Baptists, 4s.opposed to the Regulars, put ihuch more
responsibility for man's destiny upon' himself. "God," they insist, "has
endowed man with power and free tihoice, and governs him by moral

-... laWs and motites." All events are presegt with God from everlasting to
eyerlasting," they continue, "bui his knowledge of them does not in any
sense cause them, nor does he decree all events which he knows will

. occur - They would agree with the Regulars that man is a sinner and ..
thai it is the blood that Clfrist shed on the cross that washes away sin.
Thty would reject the idea that this saltation is reserved for a chosen
`fevi.,"The call of the gospel," they insist, "is co-extensive with the
atonement to all m_ en, both by the word and the strivings of the Spirit,
so that saltation is rendered equally possible to all; and if any fail of
eternal life, ,the fault js- wholly their own," Although one may expe- ,
rience saltation here anyhow, there is no guarantee that the saltation is
permanent. "The future obedience and.final sal;ation of the.regen-

/
crate," the 'Free Wills cautions; "are neither determined nor certain." i

Only on the day of generalthigment will a man khow whether his faith
and works hate been sufficient to admit him to the joys of eternal life." I

The Ere Will Baptist belief in a general atonement originated with
%

the General Baptists who first appeared in England in 1611 and who
later settled in Virginia ,south of the James.,The first Free Will Baptist
Church was originated in Percfhimans County, North Carolina, in 1727
under the leadership of Paul Palmer who preached "free grace, free
will, free saltation." Other churches appeared later in eastern North
Caplina and northeastern South Carolina. By 1750 the membership
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was reported to. be eighteen hundr0; at th close of the century,
twenty-five ndred.,5 , G

A second group had its origin in New Clam shire. Benjamin Randall,
influenced by Whitefield, began preaching "a free, full gospel for
'whosoever will' " at the New Durham Churc in 1778.'4 The association
of Baptists 'to which Randall beOnged becam alarmed at his Arminian
views and 'Subsequently excluded him 'from eir fellowship. Emphasiz-,
ing scripikal regeneration Over forMal education as a prerequisite tor

tering the ministry and offering salvation:to all who would accept itt
e soon !had a significant following.Ithe name Free Will Baptist wap
ven to his group through an act of theltfew Hampshi,re legislature in

804.11'44s Free Will Baptist churches sp ead north, west,and south,
y began to work toget er. In 1856 th fellowship was shattered by
sl 'very issue; in 010 the rthern grO p mergedewith the American
.1 ts; in 1935 after further attenipts at regional organizations,
hs groups joined together to forni, the National Aisociation of
Will Baptists." In 1961., however,la number of North Carolina

ch
pu
Wei
fere
of th

es withdrew from the Nat2lorial
ve action removed five ,prominent
ational offices. At issue was the

of churches to annual the "mi
pastor of a local church."g

the free Will Bapt
. 1

In dome

ociation when that body in a,
oPth. Carolina ministers frog

ight of a North Carolina,,,con-
isterial rights and credenOals"

respect stsiak rather prpgressive. They
have Sunday schools, youth program, several aqjleges,. toreigili and

' ` They have not, however, been pliie to give their kem-
hers ,ch formal education. Many astorr do not ses the need for
seminary training even if it were Avail able, and iris nqt." Some, more-

1:,

over, have.been reluctant to support ilolleges that do not contern therY-
,sellies exclusively with the proclainebn of the Word of God;'Others,iit-
sist on a literal interpretation of the scripturt Thus the overall stance
of the denomination, as the practic of foot 'Washing would suggest, is
relatively conservative. . 0 '

The most conservative group, h wever, are the Primitile,' or Old
School, Baptists. They take their ante ". from the practice of .limiting-
their religious actilies to those f nd in priinitive Chriitianity. Hence
Primitive e LBaptists ..-eppose nI issio societies, Sunday Schools, Bible
societies, sectarian collegei and s miharies, They do not use musical

'instruments in their services; norilo, they as churches-celebrate Christ-
mas. They, like the Regular Bapt ste, hold Cajvia oistic views, salvation
and democratic ideas of church overnment. They meet once a month,
usually Saturday and Sunday, t hear the elders'preach. They baptize
believers by immersion sand discipline their memberi by threat of

_excommunication, They Also practice feet washing.
If

4.
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.
Unlike the Regular Baptists, the Primitives did not become a denomi-

nation until the nineteenth century. It was ate meeting of the Kehukee
Baptist Association in Halifax County, North Carolina, in October
1827 that a' reaction to progressive trends in Baptist churches pre-
cipitated a split between conservatives and liberals. At Kehukee mes- ....,

P sengers from thirty-five churches took what the Primitivp call "the
first great decisive stand . . against human inventibns and worldly
institutions The second stand against "those unscriptural innovations"
was made at a convention of Primitive Baptists at Black Rock, Balti-
more County, Mary liar!, in Sek,tember 1832. Conservatives had an-
nounced their plans to haie their owit convention earlier in the year
while meeting with liberals at a session of the Baltimore Association.
The "OW School Addrel" given at Black Rock sets forth the diiiinctive

, principles of the Primitive Baptists." .

The intense feelings generated by the split between Primitive and
Missionary (liberal) Baptists is evident in the biiographical sketches of
Primitive Baptist ministers. "Elder Barton,': R. H. Pittman writes,
"does not appear 41 have ever been allured by theflattering peetensions
of the various societies and insilitutions that were gotten up as auxiliaries
to the church." Then Plumb states with a 'vengeance that Barton
"lived before them, saw their rise and progress, and was present at the
Black Rock convention in lit% when they finally were scourged out of
the temple."" Concerning. Elder Wm. Hyman, Pitttrian notes that he
"fought the great battle with the 'missionaries' and gtined the victory
by cremating peace in the churches and drawing the line distinctly be-
tween Old and New School Baptist." Pittman adds the observation
that Hym'an "opposed to the last all men-made schemes intended to
corrupt the gospel of Christ."23 Not all the ministers, however, made a
name for themselves by fighting the Miisionary Baptists. Elder W. B.
Sutherland grew up as a typical intontain youth in Dickenson County,
Virginia, attending school for a few weeks during the winter and
workinton the farm the rest of the time. After his ordination in 1884,
he served a number of churches in his area, often simultaneously. He

2...
also served several terms tfn the county board of supervisors and one .
term in the Virginia legislature. His sketch suggests, that it is possible
to succeed in the Primitive B #ptist ministry without. harassing the

,.
Missionary Baptists.24 .

)
4

If the Primitives judge others harshly, they are even more demanding....
on themselves, They, like the Regulars, do not hesitate to discipline'
their members for an infraction of the rules. In the minutes 'of theeptist Church of Christ at Davis Creek, Clairborne County; Tennessee,
kwoman 1,vas excluded from church fellowship in 1802 for lewdness
and disorder.25 On another occasion in 1877, a man was excluded for
dancing 28 In 1891'a woman Was excluded for taking communion with

lir r
4.-
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. Another denbmination.v Other instances ofexclulion are scattered
throughout the minutes. Attempts at reconciliatione.however, are fre-
quent, and the congregation stands read) to welcofile the penitent of-

-. fender back into fellowship :Allergic has made his "ay nowledgement."2Despite
losses suffeFed when the Primitive Baptisls withdrew to form

their own denomination in 1832, the United Bapti4'Churchcs Withdrevm
to form their own denomination In 1832. the United Baptist Churches

. in Virginia 4Missionar5 Baptists) continued to-grow. Having Already
"

changed their name to the Baptist General Association of Virginia by
1832, the United Baptists moved ahead after the schism with those .,
inntvations'which had been anathema to the Prifint iies. Sunday schools,
Witich had their beginning in VirginiatBaptist churches as early as 1816
flourished in the urban 'centers Boards were established to promote
missiOns and education. By 1854 the General:nssociation was support-
ing a. Bible society, three colleges, and sev'erat missionary organize-

_ dons.°
On"" the national level, -these Baptists tgre partiCipating in the

Triennial Convention which had bees orgfrafed in 1814 to impleinent
a program of foreign missions and which.lxi) 1822 was also engagfdin
home minions and theological, educatiopold Tensions between North
and South, however, reached such.propofrions by 1845 that etitipera-
tion became impossible. In May delegate's from Baptist churches in
South Carolina, -Georgia, Alabama, acid Virginia met at Augusta,
Georgia, to organize the Southern Baptist Convention.3' ,-

In identifying itself with the Southern Baptist Convention, the Bap-
fist General Association of Virginia beOrne a Tidewater 'denomination.
It inculcated the valises of the plhntsearistocracy. Thus when it sent
missionary preachers into the mourias at the close of the nineteenth
century, the General Association came to the area as an outsider. It ;
came as part' of a larger mayement to eoloiize the people of the
Southern Appalachians. Along with the developinent of mines, coke
furnaces; and railroads, came the,. educated minister, the church
budget, Sunday schools,tand-pissionary societies.32

tWhat the Baptists from Ti water Virginia fouriottin the mountains
w3-s- their' own 'history. They met themselves as they used to be. The
simple architecture of-many of the clnwhes, for example, was an out-
growth of itk primitive conditions of frontier life: In describing an
early church in east Tennessee, Samuel W. Tindell states that the
wails of the first "meetinghouse" were constructed a "round logs cut
from surrounding forests.' The clapboards that served as a tobf were
held in place by weight poles "for want of nails." An open. ilreple
with a chimney of "sticks and clay" served to -heat the single room. .

The door, put together with "flat-headed nails made in a blacksmith
shop," hung on wood hinges. One small window placed "above the;*

, .
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range of Indian gunfire" shed enough' lien for the minister 0 read his
text The scatsat:pier logs split down the center, bad no backs. A
rustic, "cross.-legge-d,' communion table stood in front of the pulpit."

i Sometimes r igious rei. mals swept through the countryside. Unable to
find housing 'thin the walls of a meeting house, the crowds gathered ,

around woods. platforms in the open air The _Cane Ridge Camp
Meeting is an eIcample . ....... .

Sttmewl
-i(ere

between 1,800 and 1,801. in the upper part of Ken-
tucky at a-memorable plaice called "Cahe Ridge" there was
aKc7nted a sacramental meeting tiy sonic of the .Presbyterian
ministers, at which meeting. seemingly unexpected by ministers or
pcbple, the mighty power of God Was displayed in. a very extta-

v ordinary marines: many v.ere, moved to tears, and bitter and lo
crying for mercy: The meeting was protracted fol.-Weeks. Minist rs )

of almost all denorpinationw flocked in from fin- and near The'
meeting was kept up' by night and day. Thousands heard the

r
mighty word, and came ort (pot. on horse-back, in carriaget .and
wagons. It was Supposed that there .were in attendance at times
during the meeting from twelve to twenty-five.thbusand people.
Hundreds fell prostrate under the mighty power of God, as itiep
slain in battle. Stands were erected in the woods froth which
prc'achers of different churches proclaimed repentance toward.God
and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ, and it was svppos'ed by eye' and
ear witnesses, that between one and two thousand souls were .

hapily and powerfully converted to God during 'the meeting. It was
not unusual for one, two, three and four to seven preachers to be
addressing the listening thousands at the same time from the dif-
ferent stands erected for the purpose. The heavenly ffre sprod in

.
almost every' direction. It was said by truthful witness, that, at

, times more than one thousand persons broke out into Ichid shouting
all at once, and that the outs could be heard for miles around."

,
Frequently traditions 1 exited from the .lounding fathers were

modified by conditions peculiar to the Cumberland Mountairis. An
example is the memorial service of the Regular Baptists. When the
settlers 'first came to the mountains, transportation was ,uncertain and
ministers were few. Ji family had to wait for the right time to hlVe a
proper Nner-al. for the deceased. Snow and ice must melt, and -mud
must become dust before laige crowds could assemble at a graveyard.
But once the service was under way, it was a grand occasion for
family and friends alike. After an extended, somewhat emotional
service; thel"amily returned home to share a "bounteous meal" with

', all who wished to join them. Sometimes they erected a grave house to
protect the body from a mysterious "varmint" and the mound of earth
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-1*
from the elements.''' Mother example is the "ministerial tone" that
mountain preachers have wed in the pulpit. Deprived of clerical Nest
rnents and seminary degrea, the lay preacher had to authenticate what
he said by the way he said it. Thus be developed a 'manner of speaking
that was peculiar to preachers. Sometimes chanting, sometimes speak-
ing with a whine and a sob, he .soon convinced himself and-his congre-
gation that the spirit of the Lord was upon him. As the years passed,
people became accustonied to this manner of speech, and they expected
it in all their ministers. ..-

.0

Other characteristics which are typical of, but not limited to, the
Baptists of the Cumberlands are a literal interpretation of the 4cripture,
an inordinate emphasis upon church doctrine, add a disbelief in the .
salaried ministry The rigidity of- many churches may be attributed to - 0,

an intense clan loyalty. It fs not unusual for a church to require a testi- .

mony and a new baptism before admitting a catidid4te, tosikiii member- .
ships . . 4

Thus die Baptists -of the Cumberlands art neither as distinctive nor 9
as similar as tome-would believe ttem to be. Their'rehaionships to the ,

past apd to each other are complex. Bt in their quest for idtentitn
M Ithey have iireserved traditions at were forsaken else:where. It Is this

proviecialism that is both their blessing and their cu se. '
...
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11 OUR OWN MUSIC
I,

RICH KIRBY

Country' musk is tremendously important in the lives of, both Ap-
palachian childivnlifittiddults. Many feel it. is presently,being perverted
by commercial interests 'neap attemptto appeat,to a national audience.

.The author looks at the source of this musk a defends the necessity
of, its oreserrabn Rich Kirby* is a writer an m sician ,living in Scott
County, Virginia. .

I.. r
41 , (' .

In 1916 an English scholar traveled through the southern mountains
hunting forfolk soggs frohitEngland, and hotfound them--o many that
his book, English Palksonges of the Southern Appalachians. has become
a classic Cecil Sharp found more than lust songs, he found !a culture

Mountain 4view. Summer, 19)4. Used by permissimi.
. .
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alive with music, ILI England, he recalled, only the_old people rethem-
bered folksongs, but in the mountains:

I found myself for the first time in a community in which
singing svas as common and almost as universal a practice, as
speaking 'With us. of course, singing is an entertainment, some-
thing done by others for our enjoyment. The fact has been for-
gotten that singing is the one form of .artistic expression that can
be practiced without any preliminary sillily, and that it is con-
teauently just as ridiculous to restrict the practice of singing to a
chosen few as it would be to limit the an of speaking to orators.. .
't an ideal society every child in his earliest years read as a matter
of course. and deleloped this ingoing capacity and learned to sing
the songs of his forefathers in !ha same natural unself-conscious
way in which he now learns his tnolher tongue.. .

And it was precisely this-ideal state of things thap found existing
in tfle mountain comtnunities. $o closely indeed is the practice of
this partiCular an interwoven with the ordinary advocations. of
everyday life that the singers, unable to remember a song I had
asked for, would often make some such remarks as, "Oh if only I
wereisiriving the cows home I could sing it at once."

Sharp's book contains hundreds of beautiful tulles and poetic text,
but there was more. He looked only for 'English 'material, and so
passed over the vast amount of fiddle music brought from Scotland
and Ireland, banjo music learned from Negro slaves and the powerful
Regular Baptist church singing which apparently originated in the
mountains.

People who made this music weir° like their musicindividualistic.
democratic, and self-s'ufficient. Wedon't need t6 be.romantics to see in
the mountains, of, 1916 a free and independent people with a stable cul-
ture that gave them the strength and vitality to stay that way. Today,
living in the ruins of that culture with that independence only a
memory, it would' begood to try to analyze what happened to

People's culture comes from the Way they live and in turn fads back
into that way of life. If you change one,.the other must change with it.

.So as Appalachia was turned into a colonyas the .peofile stopped
being.independent farmers and started working for wagesthe old
music was cut Ipose from its. place and quickly began to decay. Cecil
Sharp's co-worker, Maud Kaipeles, observed:

It is surprising and Sad io find how quickly the instinctive culture
of the people will seem to disappear Once they have been brotight
into touch with modern civilization . . . and the singing of tra-
ditional songs is relegated almost immediately to that pdst life
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which, has not only been outgrow n. but wh ich Nu .no apparent
'bearing on the pi.esent existence.

What is not as obvious, 0.104140s that our mountain culture was
exploited in its own right, picked aMt, and ruined just i4 surely as our
forest and coal seams. Old time musk was removed from Its roots and
nearly destayed It had been freemade by 'many and shared by all.
Now it was being put in packages anCsold. It is striking how this
process went hand in hand with the opening of the coal fields.

Coal brought cash and jotys to a region thiLhad -seen little of them
-before, and it also brought goods that the casE could be spent on. Why
is it that the new dives out the old? Why did people move off the
farms to the coal camps? Why did they begin to buy clothes rather thri
make them?. Qr buy phonogfaphs instead of fiddles?

The modem era of recording folk music began shortly after World
War I; when Ralph Peer otOkeh Records came to Atlanta with portable
recordingequipment. A record dealer there offered to buy 1,000 copies
if Pee} Would record the singing of circus barker "Fiddling John"

. catsori The Little Old Log Cabin in the Lane and The Old Hen Cackled
and the Rooster's Going to Crow-were cut. According to Peer.

It was sb bad, we- didn't eren put a serial number on the words,
thinking that when the local dealer got his records that would be
the end .ff it. We sent him 1,000 records. That night he called New
York on the phone and ordered 5,000 more sent by express and
10.000 by freight When the national sale got Iv 500,000 .we were
so ashamed, we had Fiddling John come up to New York and rk.a
rerecording_of the numbers

Soon many mouptain'maicians began to make records. Commercial
music was not so exclusive then as now. A company might record and
press 1,000 records and sell them in the singers: home area. Much rare
and beautiful music of varied style anti good quality was recorded in
this way One variety of musicthe string band style of Gid' Tanner
and the Skillet Lickers had quite a following in these days, as instru
mental music began to crowd, out quiet unaccomplinied singing.

The Carter Family from Scott County, Virginia became the first re-
cording "stars" in the area. Wildwood Flower is today the most widely
known instrumental piece in the southern mountains. Other stars
followed. the Carter FamilyMainers Mountaineers, Charlie Poole,
Jimmie Rodgers, the Singing. Brakeman. In 1929 theGrand Ole Opry
went on the air, cersainly the best loved radio show in history: Wesel:
after week, superb entertainers )ike Uncle Dave Macon and Arthur
Smith came into thouSands of homes, entertaining families that ten
years earlier might have been at barn dances or telling ghost t-ories

a
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around the fireplace And aspiring new musicians now had as oppor-
tunity Ten years earlier they looked no farther than the barn dance
for an audience.

4 1.*
Tfie livei of listeners was clranging profoundly too. A) many people

moved into the coal campscountry traditions, like squa(e.dances and
bucking bees, began to wither, Vv'orkitig ia the mines left little leisure
for Oiling Musicians by the hundreds quit playing and fell out of
practice A few became professionals 'and worked at radio stations
(which are still today the first Step up for hopeful musicians). Food
was bought not made, and so was music, and gradually the record came
to define where music was and what it was. .

Feor the first time, young musicians imitated new styles.:while.older
ones began to feel awkward and old fashioned. Thin came th Depres-
sion, with desperate poverty- arid, brutal oppression that smot r most
of mountain music. .

Traditional culturethe wholeness of mountain life was ne. The
oldmusic had no Contextlittle meaning or social place. Traditional
songs died by the thousands, record companies and promoters Controlled
popular taste, and hungry musicians tried desperately to please them.'
Mountain peoples'inusic, like their laiSor, wg bought and sold on the
market. . .

,

41 And it still is today. There have been feychanges, except in musical
style_ Jimmie Rodgers and ,Hank Williams were the 'first Nashville
superstars' in the Country and 'Western -style; Their heirs include such

' as Porter Wagoner, Dolly Parton, Merle 1-laggard, and country Charlie
Pride. Their music orignates mostly from Nashville and dominates the
mountains. today. To play it proper requires good musicianship, lots of
practice, and several thousand dollars worth of equipment. A. second.
offshoot is bluegrass, which is considerab)y closer to the music roots in
style and content.

It seems odd that the "music industry" can produce music that is so
well loved as that of, sav, Dolly Parton or Ralph Stanley. One reason
it can is that the industry draws its entertainers frog' the-working people
of the mountains and the souththe very ones who listenlo the music.
And -sipce illOtt musicians with talent warn_ to be stars, there's always
plenty of talent begging to: be tapped. Today, as in the past, Nashville
draws the best of the lot. It seems, though, that once successfAthe
singers are cut off from their foots among the people.. Most Country
and Western stars livein Nashville or California, and spend most of
their time on the 'road traveling and performing...That is a far ivy from
the role of the tnusician playing for hiSTamill or neighbors aftet supper'
ontheliorch. Maybe the, reason so many stars sing of being poor but
happy is their nostalgiafor their own past. It takes a strong person to

t
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become h stir and stay commonnot many can. Dolly Parton's In the
Good Old Days When Times Were Bad is an example of this:

No amount of money can buy from me
. No amount of money could pay me
To go back and live through it again
'In the good old days vlien times were bad

A fair amount of old time music is still around in some places. There
is still unaccompanied singing of old songs in tile churchesthe only
place where this style of singing has survived. Religious songs are re.,

"corded and sung by stars, but there are songs that can be suniby, all
people:. songs like Amazing Grace and I'll Fly Avay are almost uni-
versally known. . -

Another way musicians get together is through fiddlers conventions
and festivals. For many yeprs non-prof essional.musicia.ns have gathered
to play for prizes and lust entertainment. Some of /he music is bluegrass
and much is old lime. More recently, music festivaltsome for just old
time music, bluegrass and the newer kinds of musichave been estab-
lished There are performances on Etait and people get together off
stage to play. So far these events have pretty much been large one shot
ev'entsybutsritaller local gatherings are happening also.

The old traditional way of life in the mountains is gone. What is
important now is not to try to bring back an old culture with old time
music and the old time way of doing things,. but to build new ways of
doing things. Ways that ,we control. We need to preserve the old time
music that is left. We need tohave our own music instead of taking what
Nashville sends us. We need to encourage each other to make music to
sing, play, and write songs. We need our own ways of distributing
musicrecord companies, radio and TV stations that respond to "ill
kinds of local music. Stations that won't take advantage of our pp6ple
and won't make money off of our music. Companies that won't try to
discover stars.

12 ON CCP. NTRY MUSIC:
< THE REASONER REPORT

HARRY- REASONER )
The A.B.C. News anchorman openly admits what many middle Class
AmeriCans who like country music have failed to admit as fact.

People Who listen to country music ,.s I"*.are frequently a little bit
on'the defensive. Country has grown in .popularity and infiltrated from

,
American BroadcastineCompanics, Inc., 1974. Reprinted by permission.
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On Country Music: The Reasoner Report
- .

I

the Southern juke box joints and the truck stops. But in most areas,
it is still a specialized taste. You're especially subject to a supercilious
smite or sneer if the kind of country you like is' the kind generally
described as Nashville There are kiphisticates who say ,it is all right
to like blue grass or old-fashioned mountain fiddles but it is corny io
like the rich commercial sounds of Nashville. I like Nashville A
friend of mine says he likes it because it is the only current music
that tells it like it is. He says the music of Tin Pan Alley never did tell
it like it is and if the music of rock is the way it is he doesn't want to be
there. Country music, he says, is the only area left with enough
self-confidence to be flippant about homosexuality, which it was in a,
hit of last spring Called "My Girl Bill" and to reject the extremes of
ivornalirt.liberation which it does in about every other ballad. But it
isn't middle 'American either. What it is, Ire says, is bus stop America,
the last refuge of an old restless drifting that is uncomfortable with
both the old Babbitry and the new drab permissiveness. It is a. pecu-
liarly native combination of native sentiment and unsurprised cynicism
about human affairs. I think he's'right. Take two hits. One, the biggest
of last season,'was "Country Bumpkin." "Country Bumpkin" told the
story of a bar girl with hird and knowing eyes who fell for a hayseed
who wandered in one day, married him, had a child, and some years
later died, feeling it had all been worthwhile. In the country audience,
we eat that stuff up.

Btit take an all -time hit, A two record combination called "Mr.
Peters." In the 'first record, a man singer takes a phone call from
ostensibly his boss Mr. Pgters, talks a bit, then tells his wife he has to
go back to the office again. You have the feeling he's dissembling.

Sure enough, in record two, the wife, now alone takes a call. It's the
real Mr Peters and she says, yes,'her husbafid has goite out, lust as
expected and they can meet in the usual place. We eat, that stuff up
too. - . -

Take those three records. It's sort of what America istall about.
Good Night. .

t
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13' APPALACHIAN WOMEN?
1' .

4 The Appalachian,woman,stAo comes to the city finds more problems
than housing, employment, and education. She has to deal with blatant
stereotypes that live in the minds of urban people. Most of thee
stereotype confine hell' to ionte primitive, .sub-human, less than

.
.
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intelligent creature who can't lap herself because of where she came
horn.

Al Capp's ."Dogpatch" in his comic strip is probably the longest
running put-down of hillbilly women. Daisy Mac and Mammy Yokum
have become the models. for media interpretation of Appalachian
women. ...."

Daisy Mae is the young, innoceni-to-thepoint-of-stupidity, primitive
female who Mem-fly bursts out of her patched and raveled clothing.
Mammy Yokum is the tough, aged, toothless wonder who wise...cracks
and is just as tough as the corncob pipe she smokes. The other women
pf'the "Li') Abner" comic strip are generally homely creatures WhOse
only hope for -14piness is the annual "Sadie Hawkins Day," which
enables them to capture a man.

"The Beverly Hillbillies," the former 'television series, will liVe
forever in reruns to fill the pocketbooks of the same people who were

.ready to ax "The Waltons" with an early Jow rating. Ilene Ryan as
Granny CWmpett and Donna Douglas as Ellie Mae relive the models
of Mammy Yokum and Daisy Mae, respectively. The.. transplanted
Clampetts from West Virginia are childlike and lost in the "hills of
Beverly." These women could just as easily have come from Capp's
"Dogpatch," "Petticoat Junction," "Green Acres,"-oi "Hee Haw"
all of which keep reappearing on reruns and syndication.

Is it any wonder that the inner city movie houses and outdoor drive-
ins have a ready and willing audience for such Ricks as Hillbilly Hooker
and Poor White Trash, followed by Poor White Trash IP Appalachian
women find ourselves the subject of pornographic stories and movies too
numerous and unworthy to mention. However, the plot is predictake.
the moonshiner's sex-starved daughter comes to the big city (with or
Without an unsuccessful marriage); becomes a honky tonk angel, i.e.
bar fly, and,'or go-go dancer, graduates to bustling and prostitution;
and becomes the victim of beatings from various men, especially her
pimp, as her wild, mountain beauty is washed away by alcohol and sin.

On the other hand, "The ltons," a nostalgic family; television
show, is based on the real-life Appalachian family of Earl Hamner.
The positive image of the women in the extended family roles is a fresh
breath of air from the commercial put-downs such as "The Beverly
Hillbillies." However, the hillbilly women in the city do not do the
"traditional things" such as *Wing, canning, playing musical instru-
ments like the dulcimer, sewing miraculous outfits out of ,scrap ma-
ttrials, and humming hymns as they go through the day. They do not
all wear printed cotton dresses, aprons, bun-hairdos, and no makeup,

Perhaps the public needs a movie or television series with someone
like Gertie Nevels from The Dollmaker. Hillbilly women can probably

. .
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more readily identify with the character of Genie. Tt is a moving and
positive, as well as sensitive, portrayal of a woman who moves to thee
confusing city world. She could be one of us zour mother, grandmother,'
or other female relative. Gertie and her family face prejudice, hassles
for money, insensitive institutions and the penalties for trying to main-
'thin a unique identity The issue of being true to oneself or changing to
suit the larger, urban mainstream of society is one that builds conflict in
her own family, As Gertie thinks to herself in the book. "What was.the
good of trying to keep your own (children) if when they grew.up, their
days were like your ownchange overs and ugly painted dolls?"

Just as sad as the unreal stereotypes. there are the hillbilly women
who find so much hostility and ridicule because of the way they speak,
and dress, and even think, that they cari:ke manipulated into deadend.,,
jobs which demand a high degree of conformity. The rewards of respect
and a living wage are too often attached to compromise of, ethnic
identity An Appalachian

upon
can change her, speech to the

"proper way" or be looked upon as quiet and meekbecause she keeps
her mouth shut and won't speak up.

Appalachiah women must feel &cure about whoin ,they really are to
avoid a cultural split-personality as they face the urban mainstream
society We must define ourselves and not accept hand-me-down stereo-
types. ',

14 THE MOUNTAIN NEGRO...k.

PEARL CORNETT 4

There have been pitifully few studies of Negroes in the mountains of,.
. Appalachia, the prime one being Lynwood Montelts THE SAGA OF

COE RIDGE. The fbllowing is by a black Appalachian who taught in
the mountains of Kentucky during the erg of racial segregation of the
schools He describes life for his people in a region over-whelmingly
white Mr. Cornett left the mountains in 1951 to become an are welder
in Cleveland, Ohio, until retirement in 1973. He died in 1976.

, When we think about the Negroes in the mountains of Kentucky, it
is only natural for us to think of the coal campsthe tiny shacks
crowded closely together dotting the hillsides and hollows, where they
resided, making their living by Working for the various coal companies
engaged in the mining industry. Generally, one would think of these

Mountain Review, Spring. 1925. Used by permiision.
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people as being contented, jovial, hard-working, heavy-drinking, free-
spenders, and promiscuous. 'Grouping these ,people in this manner
would be erroneous. Fdr although it might be true of many, it would be _
false for many others. -It would definitely be falke for the Negroes
ram going to talk about in this article. ,

The Negroes I am going to,write about are the native Negroes who
were here early and came in with the white man as his slaves.'After the
Civil War they acquired property, built homes, cleared the forest, and
tilled the soil as 'did their former masters who were now their
neighbors. These Negioes have the same last names as the native
mountaineer, and I may add as an afterthought, some of the same
blood. Some of the more common and well-known names being Adams,
Combs, Cornett, Hagans, Higgins and the Olingers, who came over from
nearby _Virginia. I am going to write of the two most prominent of
these families and theirdescendarits.

The families will be one set of Combs headed by Big Jack and by his
brother, Bill, who were born and lived in the nearby Hazer Kentucky
area. When they became free men they at first rented land their
ffirmer master. They later bought the land from their master, ich
was located at the head of Lick Branch and additional land on Curley
Fork. All of this land is still in the ownership of their many .descendants.

The Olingers, the other family, came from Virginia and bought land.
on Brown's Fond Messer Branch. The Olinger family was headed
by George Olinger and his 'wife, Drucilla. Much of this land is still in
the hands of the Olinger heirs.

This set QUombs headed by Jack and Bill married into the Olinger
family. These marriages resu'l'ted in many sets of double first cousins be-
Cause sisters and brothers of one family .had married sisters and
brothers of the other.

Since I have stated above that to characterize the native Negro
mountaineer with the general stereotype of coal camp Negro would be
raise, you might ask, "What' are;were his concepts of life?,How would
you evaluate his attitude towards American ide8 and standards?" I
would make this statement that his value system concerning life would
coincide with that of the average middle and upper class white moun-
taineer' He, would be typically American. To bring this out I will
discuss briefly the mountain Negro's 'ideas of education, religion,
politics, prejudices, attitudes toward Whites, and the future outlook. I

'think one will find from reading this article that the mountain Negro
is nighty motivated, and detdlmined to make his contribution to the
American way of life by developing his talents and utilizing them to
the very best of his abilities. Many of the descendants of these families
mentioned above have left home and gone into other states, and have
done unusually well in.the field of education, business, industry, and
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farming Others have remained at home as teachers in our public
schools. I.

EDUCATION

The education system, in general, for Kentuckians in the mountains
is now, and has always been, one of the poorest systems in the United
States If this was true for the white schools then one might ask what
was it like for Blacks before school integratiOn? I can only add it was
terrible In our general area there were no high schpols for Blacks
before 1930. If we received' education beyond eighth grade we) had to
go away at our own expense to some other school. There.were o Alice
Lloyds or Alice Slones for Blacks in the, mountains. Berea College in
Berea, Kent ky, that was open to Blacks to help train them for,
productive e in a free society, was not allowed to do so dire to the

.as enactmen of the Day. Law by the General Assembly at Frankfort,
Kentucky. ,

In spite of these education-handicaps the mountain Negroes have
produced in my family line: one medical doctor, a dentist, a veterinarian
scientist, an engineer with General Electric, one college professor and
many, many'teachers:My youngest sister, who is now teaching and
living in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is married to the executive head of the

, Child Care Department of that city. .
In early black homes in these mountains only one 'child could expect

any type of higher education. Usually that would be the one that was the
brightest or most highly motivated. Today,many of these 4escendants of
these families are giving all of their childr40 colleie educations.

RELIGION
4,

1

The mountain Black, due. to .his hardships, has developed a strong
faith and belief that God is the answer -to his problems. This has been
done in spite of his churches, rather than becauie of them: The average
black church in the mountains has had very poor leadership. Usually the
ministers, howev'er highly inspired, had very little to offer in the way of
spiritual and moral leadership. This has helped to cripple the young
Blacks and has stunted their spiritual growth. The Blackcould not turn
to the white Oil:aches because their doors were closed and still are,
due to race prejudice. Also many of the white churches could not give
any more moral or spiritual leadership than the Hick church.

One of the greatest indictments against the Christian religion today is
the inability of people of different racial backgrounds to be able to
worship together. We refer to God as our Father, but we cannot worship

'together 'as brothers. The television media does far more to portray
brotherhood than do our churches. is#

s
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In politics hi thamounpins the Negro's role has been that of being

an elector, but never office holder. The only elective offfce that I have
ever known a Black to hold in our area is that of County Coroner.
There have been a few candidates for other offices, but none have
been elected. I imagine this is due to three facts: one would be a
poorly planned campaign, another would be poor qualifications, and a
tbird, few whites would vote regardless of qualifications or type of
campaign. I would like to see some of our qualified black citizens make
more frequent efforts to serve the public by seeking public office. I
would like to mention here that the time is ripe for the black people
and fair minded white people of Hazard to press for the appointment
of at least one. Black to the police force. . .

BUSINESS .
I

In business, from whence cometh the economic 'strength of
group, the Blacks are sadly lacking. In Hazard, Blacks at one

ir
owned and operated certain small buSinesses such as barber shops,
beauty parlors, restaurants, ool halls, and drycleaning shops. Today
these are all gone with the e ption of &le drycleaning shop. Instead of
making economic progress have allowed whatever economic base
we had to be lost. This was r ps due to the decline in the coal mining
industry during the forties, fift s, and sixties, when large numbers of
Blacks left the mountains for greener pastures elsewhere. The solution
to this problem lk au I d be in the laps.of those Whites who own businesses.
Since the Blacks are consumers, they khould be +hired into hose busi-
nesses which have to hire people to operate them. The Bla ks should
be hialk in white collar positions as well as blue collar.

r.

THE FUTURE

I would like to close this article with some comments on "What is
the future outlook for the mountai Black?" I would have to say
the future could be a rosy one. th more integration, more oppor-
tunity should come to the Black who is qualified. This future lies with
the Black youth. He is the one who must prepare himself for oppor-
tunities that present themselves. 1-k must assert himself to see that
he gets hii fair share. He must forget his past role as first a slave and
next a second-class citizen. He should realize he sis an 1kmerican
citizen and, as a citizen, he should _get what any other citizen gets
the:yery best the country has to offer. He must cease to be resentful
and cynical about past history, make the most of the present, and work
like mad for top positions in his chosen field never, never looking at

-....
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himself as in any way inferior to others. He' should not become ashamed
or discouraged by criticism of others, but should learn to compete with
others for what he wants. To be able to cornpetain this world requires
thorough preparation and confidence of the confpetitor.

. .

15 BRIARS
OW

FRANK MATHIAS

The derogatory term "briar" is used jrequenflyby urban dwellers to
describe recent APpalachian immigrants to the city. The author
describes the problems of distriminatidn facing mountain people who
choose to leave their region for a promise of better things in the urban.
environment, Frank Mathias, a native Kentuckian, teaches history at
the. University of Dayton in Dayton. Ohid

Anyone driving through the seedy sections of large Midwestern cities
will sec flocks of towheaded children clinging to sagging porches and
fire escapes, and often mingled like salt and pepper with little black
playmates. Many of these flaxen-haired youngsters have a pinch-faced
and undernourished expression that is almost a hallmark of such slums.
Their names *Combs, Sizemore, Estes, Cornettread like the king's
tax list from 15th-centyry,England. They and their relatives are white,

i RAn glo-Saum Protestants, a heritage today abbreviated as WASP, and
said by social reformers to give one special privileges and powers over
politics and the economy. I am speaking here of Southern Appalachian
migrants, and they stand as living proof that many WASPs have been
as badly exploited in this nation as any other minority group.

One of American' history's greatest migrations has been taking place
since the late 1930s, when there began a mass movement of mom-
taineers away from the then newly mechanized coal fields and toward
the wartime jobs and bright lights of nothern cities. Appalachia lost
as much as one-third of its people in some areas; Meanwhile, most large

. Midwettern cities accumulated oi4er 100 000 of these migrantsnumbers
of them now going into their secon d even third igeneraTions. Stichd
a massive inflow of people was bound

i
cause many problems.

The migrant was soon to feel the sting of hostility, some of , it
deserved, btit most of it coming from blind prejudice or simple ignor-
ance. A much nastier development came when some civic leaders

Mountain Review, Spring 197t Used by permissioi)
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manipulated this hostility into channels benefitting the establishment.
The migrants, derisively called "Briars," were and are lumped together
anytime the need arises to explain away city shortcomings, injustices,
or other pertinent problems. If "police brutality" is the issue, then
"everyone knows the police force is mostly 'Briar ' " If racism is
causing trouble, then the, word is passed. "All 'Briars' are racists," or
if the Establishment *fished to condemn an old neighborhood for an
expressway. or even to open run-down but antique houses for renova -4
tion by thevireulthy "arty" set, this is easier to do if weJearn that
"after all, nobody lives thefe but 'Briars."

It has always been easvo jell the current status of hillbillies in .
Midwestern cities by listening to the jokes making the rounds. A recent
one notes that the Coca-Cola company used t9 stamp "Bottled in
Dayton" on the bottom of each Wattle, but with all the Briars in town
they had to change the stamp to read: "Open the Other ,End." It is a
funny joke, but it and others like it still hurt people unable to laugh it
off. And Dayton police, whom this author has instructed in Appalachian
history and life for some years, can cite many savage fights and
neighborhood hard feelings caused by such jokes. Moreover, these
jokes keep prejudice alise and, well by setting up a grout iMage of
"dumb-Briars" for the oncoming generation. Finally, those calloused
souls who think words could never hurt them, have never heard their
children cry when teased by such jokes or called "Lit& Briar.."-.

Thereis harsh reality beyond the joking as evidenced in a Detroit
church bulletin: "Duplex apartment to rent. No Southtrn.ess, white or
black, need applyt" The word "Southerner" here really means Ap-
palachian migrant or "Briar." We can 'sympathize with a landlord
whose apartment may have been vandalized by sloven tenants who
happened to be from Appalachia, but we can hot agree with his lumping
all."Southerners" together as bad risks. Yet, this is the usual in tit-Z.--
Midwest. if a family from Iowa moves into a suburb and throws beer

. cans all over -the neighborhood, no one says, "All Iowans' are that
way," But let a West Virginia family do it, and immediately we hear,
"Well, what can you expectfroM a bunch of Briars." In short, it is
not hard to see why a recent hillbilly hit song is, "Oh how I want to
go home from Detroit City. . . ."

Establishment use of "Briars" as "whipping boys" is as .alive and
well as ever in the Midwest. After a vicious murder here in Daytoti
last year, which involved race, integration, and busing, a local doctor
was quoted in the newspapers as saying, "What could we'have ex-
pected in light orthe murderer's Kentucky mountain background."
This of edurse eased the local consci nee as well as kept the city's
60,000 Blacks from getting restive. Sh rtly after this; I appeared,on a
question and answer show over a Dayt ri radio station. Sure enougii-
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the voice at the other end of the first phone call said: "All of you
Briars are racists, aren't you." The caller was only parroting what' he
had grown up hearing in Solkthen Ohio. The charge"All Briars, are
Racists"certpnly needs inliestigating, at least in reference to Ohio.

We can staff by admitting that some "Briars" certainly are racists,
just as some are wife-beaters, or homosexuals, or he hammer toes.
'My contention, however, is that the mountaineers learned most of what-
ever racism they have oiler settling in Ohio. Look at the facts? The
Buckeye State's racism goes Jeep in the state's history, for the 1803'
state constitutional convention failed by only one sole to create a slaye
state. Race riots occurred freqUently in the Cirwinnati oft the 1820s
and 1830s, and 382 ex-slaves freed by VirginiinJohn Randolph's will
were driven at bayonet point from land he ha purchased for them in
Mercer County, Ohio, when they arrised to claim it in 1846, Moreover,
the state's "Black Laws" gave pre-Civil War Ohio Negroes no more
rights than Indians or unnaturalized foreigners. My point, then, is that
Ohio has had a long history of racism, nor have things changed much
in this century. . . . .

The great 1920s revival of the Ku Klux Klan showed by far its/greatest power in the North, where it captured the state government of
Indiana and boasted over 200,000 members in Ohio. In one infamous
epgode, the Indiana Klan leader bit his secretary to death aboard a
train between Indianapolis and Gary! Here in Dayton an estimated i.

40,000 men belonged to Klan No. 23 and marched in the whitq robed
ranks of the "Invisible Empire." And here also was published The
Kluxer magazine. But where -do the "Briars" figure'in all this Ohio
Klan race-baiting, and anti-Catholic and Jewish rigamorole? The faet.\
is that they do not figure in it at all, for they did not arrive until the late .,,,.....

1930s! Extremely blatant racism was in full swing in Dayton long before
the so-called "Briars" came here, or to Columbus, or Cincinnati, or
Indianapolis or other. Midwestern cities. Moreover, the mountaineer,
never a "joiner," had paid little attention to the Klan efforts to make
inroads into his Appalachian homeland, After all, few Blacks live there,
for the area had few slaves prior to the Civil War. Most sane mountain,
eers simply found it difficult to get excited about BlackS7 which they
seldom encountered in most areas, or Afghanistanidis (also absenp,
or Bolivians, etc. But once driven to the cities, mountaineers quickly
learned the ins and outs of "racism." They often competed with Black
migrants for the dirty and menial jobs available, thus they soon learped,
to exploit a foreman's contempt for Blacks if that would help them in
their fight fo; survival. Some of course succumbed tQ racism in their t.
own right, but the pint is simply that most "Briars" learned whatevet
"racism" they.pw have right here in the Midwest's cities from. native
Midwesterners. .., . ,

/
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There is a widespread belief that "Briars!' are a dumb hunch corn-
pared to..Midwesterners. This does not really mean genetic or ancestral
inferiority, for it is easy to point to Jefferson. Lincoln. Churchill and
others who were WASPs just like "Briars." What is usually meant is
that these migrants arc bumbling; clodhopping "rubes." a title city
people have assigned to farmers rroing to cities over the order
tocounteract this, I administer a Test" to my student re-__
cruits in the Dayton Police Department. It is a test most hillbillies could
easily pass, but one which these recruits and others who have taken it
fail miserably. One would be laughed out of the Appalachian mountains,
for example, if he did not know what a blue tick was, or a ramp, or
roof-bolt, or carbide, or middlih'. And my city-bred students always
miss a multiple choice question asking them to choose the color of a
coprrhead snake. They insatiably choose every color but copper
sin it seems "so obvious," and, of course, because they have never
seen a copperhead an But these same students are quick to
criticize "Briars" for failing to heed " obvious" dangers of dealing with
loan sharks, or going to "obvious clip joints" in the city. It comes as a
revelation to them to understand that if the tables were turned things
would not be so "obvious" to them, and they might well die of irqke
bite as they innocently slid their hand onto a sunlit rocky ledge above
them. In short, city folks, to tell Ihd truth, are no smarter than moun-
taineers; they have just lived in the city longer.

It seems, in conclusion, that an extremely individualistic way of life
that served well in the mountains, has usually left the migrants stranded
in the Interdependent, mass-organized, and materialistic society of,
modern cities As an individualist, he becomes and remains suspicious of
the seemingly impersonal' or cold "outsiders" brushing by him so
quickly in most relations of city life. "Why can't they sit 'a spell?" he
wonders., And on .the other hand, these dominant city people hope to
make him canform to their "superior" standards, and this leads to
further misunderstandings. In the hackground lurks a second and
third geneNion of youngsters, most or them born in the city and
many of theni confused by the pull between their parent's outlook on
life and that of their Midwestern companions. Over aft, however, Mid-
westerners are a fine bunch, but so are "Briais," yet both could learn a
heap from each other if they would only take the time to "sit a spell"
and really listen. l
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J MES BRANSCOME AND PEGGY MAITHEVVS

Alon talks, and now the econotnik impetialismof the 1970s severely
threatens a way of life in Appalachia: Recreational and second home
development appears on the surface to provide a needed etonomic
stimulus for the region while robbing the natives of their landed
heritage. Mr. Branscome is a free-lance writer living in Sevierville.
Tennessee. Ms. Matthews is working with "Save Our Cumberland j
Mountains" in lacksboro. Tennessee.

If Oman owns land, the land owns him.
Emerson

I
Men of Rome, Men of Rome! You are called lords of the world, yet no
right to a square foot of its soil! -

Tiberius Gracchus, Tribune of the People

Any area that wants to stop development will soon find itself a slum.
What this county real' needs is a great big airport. -

gh Morton: developer of Grand fgther Mountain

Where in the world can you find in one place, in one short week,
Mickey Mantle, the ex-ball player; General Lauris Norstad, the ex-
NATO Qommander; -General William Westmoreland, the ex -Viet-
nam commander; and Mildred the Rcor? Well, last summer you
could have bumped into them .at ,Grandfather Mountain in Avery

aCounty, North Carolina, only few miles from Meat Camp where
Daniel Boone store4 up the bounty of the wilds, bAfore heading out to
find "the Second Paradise" of eastern Kentucky. For the mere price of
an ,adventuresome spirit, you could have joined Daniel Boone in
opening up the Cumberland mountains. For $105,750, you can join all
the modern trailblazing notables in a condominium at Grandfather
Mountain. . .

0
If*you do not like the ccuMeirtment and pacification spirit of Grand-

father, you can try the Hound Ears resort right down the road in
Watauga, County. For $1,800 a-month, you can rent a two-bedroom
apartment and watch Congressman James Broyhill and Duke Uni-
versity President Terry Sanford tee off on the green, If that does not
suit either, then you still have the choice of several hundred other
resortsl. both larger and smaller, that stretch the whole length of the

, .

Southern Exposure, Fall 1974. Usedby permission.
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Appalachian Mountains. Irolican take your rc of owner-developers
like Jackie Gleason, Art Linkletter, Sam Snead, Eddie Albeit: John
Lindsay, Jim Walter, pr Senator Bill Brock.

`What Are $100,000 condominiums doing in a region where per-capita
income hovers close to $1,000 and where from 40 to 60 percent of the
housing in some rural counties does not have indoor pjlimbing? The
answers are eerie Maybe a poet could do more tustic4P than these
writers to an explanation of Gen. Willtim Westmoreland's ownership
of a condominium at Beech Mountain in "The of Oz." we
resisted the.temptatioo write about the WicalWitch of the West
and the Tin Man and th Cov.ardly Lion and the Scarecrow. The realism
of a Paleface "trail of tears" is enough for us. -

I.

In 1944, an official publication of. the U.S. Department ofiAgrieul-
lure observed;

This Appalachian section comes as near, to having a culture of its
own as any section in the US:Its culture is old, in terms of our
history; and is stable. That is why it is unique and why it seems
odd to many people. But who is to say that it may not be as great
a loss to,lose the culture which was built by our pioneers as it is to
lose our original topsoils?

In 1972, the National Endowment forjbe Humanities could'not quite
fluster such accuracy or sympathy in its description of Georgia moun-
taineers:

We all profess to love liberty, but these people take their liberty
seriously. don't buy food, they shoot, grow, or catch it. Few
have running ter or electricity in their cabins, and most have less
than a fifth-gr de education. Family and kinship ties are strong
here; it is common for three and four generations tolivetogether.
They have no social consciousness in the modern sensebut when
ene man's barn burns down, every man in the vicinity shoulders
his axe and hikes through the woods to help build a new one.2

Paradoxically, one statement is part of a sincere effort to describe
mountain folks, while the other is slop poured out by a new generation
of "progressive" federal bureaucrats and educators to justify the Hugh
Mortons hnd General Westmorelands of the development world who
hold to the novel theory that mountaineers have to be destroyed to be
saved Morton actually suggested that maybe some way should be found
to preserve the "rare mountaineers" in the same fashion as "we have
done with the bear preserve at Grandfather Mountain." He made the

iV'
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statement at Apalachian State University at Boone. N,C , on June 25.
1973 Nolte of the resort-promoting professorsat ASU batted' an eye.
Some even applauded the statement. The developers and the govern-
me$ share in, commdn the view that anything itS rough as a moun-
taineer and a mountain need and deserve an invasion of resorts aid
second homesa kind of "Upward Bound program on a regional
scale.

It wavactuatly the federal government. spurred by tiie generosit
Ro

of
the Rockefeller. family, which gnt the mountains into the to 'st
entanglement in the first place by promoting the Great Smoky M ;
tains into the most visited national park in the-country. The park's
eight million yearly visitors and 512,655 acres of mountain landall-
close to, TVA's one million federalized acresmake the mouriams ...,

prime rape territory. Combine that with messages like this one posted
in the park, and it's easy to see where the developers get their ideas
abbut the desirability of reducing mountaineers to mere tenants: -

About 100 families lived in Codes Cove at-the time the park was
establiihed. To maintain the open fields and to' preserve Act- ,
features of this unusual pioneer community, a number of s;of farmer
have been allowed to remain under special - permits. Some of these
leaseholders are' descendants -of early settlers. A few are members
of families which have lived and worked in the cove for more than a -`

century. ,

other government signslike tile one on the West. Virginia border
which-greets visitors with,"Welcome to West Virginia, the Switzerland
of . North America" ;have been getting, more attention lately as
mountaineers begin to reflect on the contrasts between resources-rich
and poverty -ridden'Appalachia and resource-poor but affluerit adjacent
regions Joe Begley, the chairman of the Citizens' League to Protect
the Surface Rights in Letcher County, Kentucky, states the problem
very, succinctly: "We folks in Appalachia: are sitting on a gold mine

*
and starving to death " Despite a decadeof poverty war, labor turmoil, a
and a new awakening of Appalachia's people, the "gold mine" is further
depleted. and, according to the latest social and economic statistics re-
leased by the Appalachian' Regional Commission in June of 1972, the
people have gained nailing. ilAs a imaiter of fact, relative to the ,.,
nation's prostierity, the mountaineer is worse off today than he was ten
years ago More mines are closed, more hundreds of thousands of acres
of land are forever barren from strip 'mining, more small farmers have '-
been 'forced into migrating or onto welfare rolls, and people throughout
Appalachia have found themselves face-to-face with a bureaucratic
systemboth governmental and corporatethat seem& bent on remov-
ing them ftoru 'their land.

soP
v
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NO one has done more to hold Appalachi life up for national
ridicule than the producers of the. "Beverly6Hi allies," "Green. Acres,"
and "Hee Haw. It is no surprise, therefore, to find this brpchnre being
handed out to tourigts flockinginto the Great Smokies through the
Asheville, NC., airport:

Hello! I'm Eddie Albert . . and I want to personally invite you
to see my new film about . . Connestee Falls. As
you may know, I have been involved in the fight for the preserva-
tion of our environment for many years. I am proud to be associ-_
ated with Realtec Incoporated, the developers of Connestee Falls.
because here in the Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina,
Realtec is creating an Un-City. uncrowded, unhurried, unpolluted.

I sincerely want you to see my film about this remarkable en-
vironmental achievement. -

Signed: Eddie Albert
Star of "Green Acres"

Connestee Falls, and dozens of new developments like it in the Ngth
Carolina Blue Ridge, may be an "Un-City" to Eddie Albert, but to the

. farmers of the rnountens,4it is an intrusion, the kind of intrusion that
has driven the price of marginal farm and timber land from a low of
$100 an acre to a whopping 51,000 an acre in a half-decade. Rough,
undeveloped land in Macon County, N.C., goes'for asehigh as $5,000 per
acre, and near the second -home center of Highlands, it reaches $20,000
if water and sewers are available. In Madison County, which has few
developments;land is alrtady selling for $1,000 an acre, "and that's
for straight tip- and -Down lard," says one resident. A three-quaiter-acre
lot in hjghly developed Watauga County can go fox $6,000 and still be
considered "a darn good buy." With landpricesand the commensurat4.
property to es--so high, it's easy to .see how the dream of a mountain
farmer to gave at least one son, stay home to till the soil has' changed
to the\nightmare that he may not eveji be able to maintain the farm for

his own retirentent,Sons and daughters of subsistence farmers along the ,,

Blue Ridge Parkway. in Virginia, have been returning homedately to
learn that the Groundhog Mountain Development Corporation, a'firm
that sells lots to, professional people TOM North Carolina cities, has
used high-pressure tactics. to force their parents to sell family land.
According to Larry BoWrian, a Imy student at Wake Forest and a native

. of the area, "These old folksmany'of whom can't read and write- -
believe that they-are only leasing, not selling their land to _then cor-.

.'porations Others are so poor that the promise of a. new rooror some
oo .

4.,
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worthless gratuity is traded 'for a small-print contract that in effect
amounts to the theft orthe land."

Only a few miles further down the Blue Ridge Parkway in Carroll
Countythe county that Mike Seeger says "has best, preserved all
those things that make up the ApPalachialt culture"another firm is t
building, of all things, a ski resort. The headline in the Carroll News on
December 8, 1972, proclaimed, "Cascade MountainNew Way of
Life," and continued, "First there was Beech, then Sugar, and now.,
Cascade. Yes, Cascade Mountain Resort will have one of the finest ski
slopes in southwestern Virginia." As one of its "many features" the
ski ksort will ha%e.an 'iOlyrripic Village" with a lodge and motel named
"Liebenschuen," and, of course, a country store.

Thanks to such developments; the price of farm land in Carroll
County is far beyond the means of. farmers to buy it. An eighty-acre
farm in Carroll, for example, was rdently offered for public auction
somethingethat mountaineers have traditionally done when there are
several heirs to a firm and the community is in need of a Social event.

aThe hope has' always been that one of the family or a close neighboTA
would "buy the old hordeplace." This farm was privately offered by the
heirs to a local man for $7,500, a figure that he considered excessive and

-rejected. At the public auction, flooded by land speculators and profes- ,
sionals from North Carolina in search of a "second home," the farm
brought $20.0`00. A few weeks later one-half of it was sub-divided and
sold for $40,000 $40,000 for a hillside that (MCC grossed only a crop
of wheat sufficient for the family's bread, pasture for four cows tot
the family's Milk, and a few cord of pulpwood to be sold to "pat the

"kids in school.". s.

Carl Salmons, a small dairy farmer whose 'farm borders on the one. .
mentioned.above says, "These people from North Carolina now own
land on all four sides of me. I guess I'm next.' The Salmons are one
of four families in the sante hollow who have not sold out. Land
speculation, urban affluence and cher...crowding, and the decline of small
farmers, have led to a situation where the right to be a hollow dweller

._ as most mountaineers have been for centuries and antant to be now
carries with it the attendant obligation tgibe rich n obligation that .

few mountaineers ern meet. Even after folks leave their homes to join
the swelling numbers living in mobile homes (mountaineers bought half

'the trailers sold in America last year), the developers continue to
intiude in their lives. Hugh Morton is now leadittg a campaign to rid the

'- snountains of the "visual pollution" of trailers by demanding that
"mobile home dwellers 'should not be given bank loans."

Thg' developers' intrusions penetrate alrlevels of mountain society.
Mountain women become summer maids, mountain fvmers become
daddies, mountain politicians become lackies, and awhOle style, of life

e",'
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begins to change.-Farmers who ne.er locked their smokehouses, bar
them tight. Local ministers, content with the usual hoihilieS, turn IQ
the evils orthe Hugh Mortons, promoting liquor by-the-drink. Local
newspaper editors, like Bob Satterwhite of the Asbe.ille Citizen-Tunes,
begin turning out stories that end up in de.elopment brochures. And
regional uniersities start turning our reports and holding conferences
to legitimize the new style of "progress." Leading the field is Ap-
palachian State University, whose on in-house resort promoter, Dr.
Leland L Nicholls, writes memos to his bosses with paragraphs like
these:

The possibility of a world in which only a minority need to .

work in order to keep the majority in idle luxury is rapidly being
accepted by many Kiembers of the academic community as.being
a realistic phenomenon approaching our society within the very
near future. Obviously, the impact of the "age of leisure"-will likely
have far-reaching effects upon many aspects oft.North American
cultures. Probably one of the nodal points of this impact will be
at the currently recognized tourist- recreation regions. BecausevelL
Boone is a viable part of the complex, it may well be worth the v

'effort of the Planning and Zoning Education Program .at ASU to
sponsor a workshop entitled "klanning a Tourist Region for the
Age of Leisure."

Needless to say, Nicholls suggests that only "loctl and regional
leaders in the industry of tourism and recreation" be invited to pars
ticipate. There are some academics itr the region not so closely tied to
the developers, but most cannot cope with the. recent threat of Dennis
Lehman, a land planner for the Carolina:Caribbean Corporation: "I
can take and meet every control of We' subdivision laws and still build
the biggest hodge-podge in tilt world."

To.

Why are the:developers' intrusions welcomed by so many communi-
ties? The answer, in a word, is money. Local 'officials contend resorts
will provide just the lift -their sagging. economies need: more jobs, in-
creased business income, and a broader tax base. But, on close view, thee
evidehce itself contradicts such claims: resorts and- mountain sub
divisions are not improving the econonfic well-being of mountain.
people.

Take jobs, for example. A report by Robert Nathan Associates pre-
pared for the Appalachian Regional Commission points out the erratic
and marginal character of employment created by second-home de-

,velopments-aiid tourism:
.1..
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The concentration of food, lodging, and amitsemehts largely
defines the local impact of tourist recreation These arc, for the
most part. 'small sectors of the economy. In West Virginia, for ex-
ample. these three sectors, while tbey accounted for more than

le. $150 million of business (local and "export"), occupied, in all,
about 20,000 people (including 4.000 pFoprietors) in a total labor i
force of 590.000

As the report goes on to document, those jobs which are supported
by the resort trade are precisely the lowest paying in the comitiunitY.
service wprkers in restaurants. fast-food establishments. hotel-motels.
and amusement complexes. An official at Carolina-Caribbean's ,Beech
Mountain admits that'70 percent of their - employment is unskilled, and
nea'4 all of it fluctuates with ,the seasons. The adverse impact of such
shifts on a communityand on an individual's incomeis illustrated
by the employment pattern in the old resort town of Highlands, N.0
During the summer months, the township.swells from 2,000 to 20,000
people, and many yornen lease their jobs in the nearby clothing factory
to work as maids for the country clubs, when summer ends, they either
return to the factory or remain out of work. ,

From the perspective of the locd4usinessinan. the diguption of the
clothing factory is just one aspect of Oow little hometown companies

(rmay benefit' from the influx of resorts. Outsiders control larger and
larger chunks of the kcal ecoriciffiy, and, invariably, the developers
themselves corner the service-oriented businesses whit; benefit from the
low-wage labor. Beech Mountain in Banner ,-Elk, .c., not only
provides a testaurant and inn for day-to-day tourists, d chalets for
the weekly qr mogthly resident, but also maintains a gas salon, pi ""`
eatery, cheese shop, 7-11 storA furniture thop, two clothing stores an a
chu 'rch With all that on the mountain, there's no reason to go in
town to spend your dollars. Though perhapsextrerne, Beech is no
!exception. SaptVgiley in .Jackson Courityl MC., has the historic
Fairfield Inn. evils near 13,6One offers the convenience of a
restaurant and lodging at their Inn' of Seven Devils, while the Moun-

t tains Resort in Rutherford Cdunty has its, own construction crew for,
'homesitetievelopment and 'plans a shopping eenter with restaurants on& ..
the shores-of Laite- Lu re. t -.

-

Isinically, local resort owners who don't have the. capital. to invest
a in such frillsor the slick campaigns to promote themare losing thed

businesses to giants like Realtec, Inc. With offices in Greenville, s.c..
and Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, Realtec is just part of a larger con-..

lomerate, Certain-teed, Inc. Through its parent, Realtec can control
from all phases of its developments, from ground - breaking to

road building, to manufacturing bathroom fixtures and installing roofs,

%
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to financing the mortgage loans. As real estate development in the
mountains continues, integrated, multi-million dollar corporations like
Certain-teed are likely to increase their domination of the market. The
results won't be the kind of stimulation of local business some county
officials claim, but a new flow of dollars front the community to the
outsider's corporate headquarters

Among the many corporate ..Tev elopers who are moving into the
mountains are:

Geneial Development Corporation of Miami, Florida, one of the
largest subdividers in America, now owns 19,200 acres-near Crossville,
Tennessee.

.

Nearby, Firestone Tire and Rubber recently purchased 15,300 acres.
Liberty Life Insurance Company of South Carolina is the new owner

of 20,000 acres in Transylvania and Jackson Counties, N.C.
Sea Pines Company, the developer of South Carolina's Hilton Head

Island, has bought 7,000 acres for a development at Nantarahala Lake in
western North Carolina. , ,

First CommunitiesCorporation, from Sarasota, Florida, is developing
1,400 acres on Lake Lure. .

Gerald H. Gould and-dim Walter (president of Jim Walter Corpora-
tion and Jim Walter Homes, Inc.) from Tampa, Florida, bought 3,078
acres bordering the Pisgah National Forest and have begun dividing the
area into 5-acre homesites under -the project name Catawba Falls.

Carolina-Carribean Corporation has announced plans to develop 400
acres on Rich Mountain in Witauga County.

Once these.companies begin, invading the mountains with their vast
sums of money, land prices, already inflated, begin to skyrocket.
Speculation becomes the name of the game. Lots are sold for their
investment value, rather:44n for actual use. for building a second
home. Buyers are lured in by the spiralling land prices, speculating
that they can get in early and sell later when the prices peak. A
Beech Moiltain salesman doesn't mind admitting that 70 per cent of
their business is with people who buy land for its investment value.
At Seven-13611s, a few miles away, sales to speculators account for 90
per cent of the development's business. And if the land seems to lack
potentials, a smooth real estate agentlike one we met in -Jackson.:
Countymay try using a sinister smile and this twisted line: "The land
isn't ripe for development now but that just makes it a better invest-
ment for ttka future." .

As the cycle of speculation continues, prices are bid up, out of sight
of any local people, even local realtors. Outside corporations hustle the
outside investor who hopes to sell the land to another outsider at an
even higher ',rite. In older second home centers like datlinburg,
Tennessee, and Highlands, North Carolina, 75 per cent of the land is

A
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now owned by people living outside the immediate county, with the
highest,number from Florida. Transylvania County. N C., with already
one-third of its land controlled by the Federal Government, has another
eleven per cent owned by resort developers and speculators. leaving
barely more than half the land In the hands of local people

Tht temptations to sell row immense, and many mountaineer,
especially younger ones, are selling their family .land for a fat' profit.
Those who want to stay find it increasingly difficult because the develop-
ers have forced land values, and consequently property taxes, through
the roof. Bob Leak's father-in-law is typical. A retired state highway
engineer on a pension, he now faces an annual property tax bill of
5 A,000 for the 2G0 acres he owns near the rapidly commercialized area
of Boone, N.C. "He wanted to hold onto it for his grandchildren,1
say's Bob, "but now he is having to sell off lots for. residential and cons}
mercial development. He's real sad about it." So far he's Id 125
acres; where he once grew his family's 'food, there now s nds a
Southern Bell Telephone office building and two gas stations.

IV.

Broadening the tax base was another of those rationales the officials
gave for 'welcoming the developers. But the example of .the Boone
farmer illustrates what is really happening. Instead of increased taxes
from developers, speculators, or commercial businesses lightening the
load for the local citizen, in fact, the reverse is the case. The new-
comers' deMand for governmental services of all types, from hospitals
and schools, to roads and severs, has far outdistanced their contribution
to the public treasury. the iottg-time resident is forced to subsidize the
very developers who would run him ofr his land, as atreport from the -
North Carolina Office of Planning makes plain:

. .

Admittedly, increase; in land values/ prices_ can also increase the
revenue generated by local governmehts by increasing tax bases.
However, it is not certain whether this increase would offset non-

.
..lind increase in capital and operating cost;. If the tax base does
not increase rapidly enough then the local governments are forced
to either increasewtax mileage or forego some public services.
Whether the'mileage is increased or the tax bale 4, increased, the
effect on the taxpayer is likely to be the samehigher taxes. In
this case, current residents of co'unges, and, to a lesser extent,
municipalities, are partially subsidizing the cats of the resort de-
velopmenehecauscall taxes will increase to one degree or another

.for all taxpayelk, -

1 4.6 .1
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Road maintenance alone places a significant burden on the local',
resident as traffic to an ,1 from resorts increases; but the injustice of
financing such maintenance continues to go uncorrected. In . the
typical mountain state, the government allocates money for road
maintenance according to the number of citizens and miles pf road
in the county But second-home owners don't count as citizens. and the
roads inside the private developments aren't included in the mileage
totals, esen though coon es invariably take responsibility for at least
art of their upkeep. So c unty funds are spread thinner Zp meet the

repair demands, or the roa are left at a lower level of
II some cases, resort duellers even get better treatment than the moun-

taineers. mNew residents holler the loudest," says the road superinten-
dent in Sevier County, Tennessee. "We hake to go in there andprovide

. at least a minimum of service, even- if its a little grasel"Aich, of
course, would be a luxury to many local citizens who have hollered
for years.

In a number of areas, hospitals built andoperated from tax dollars
are now insufficient to care for the influx of seasonal tourists, or the
resorts' permanent, generally older,' residents. Banner Elk hospital,
with a capacity of 150 beds, can't cope with the combined needs of
nearby Beech Mountain, Sugar Mountain. and Grandfather Golf t nd
Country Club. Gatlinburg already sends patients to Knoxsille during
its peak tourist months. And a town near the Crossville, Tennessee,
resort of Fairfield Glade plans to build a secOnd'tax-soppqrted hospital ,
since the one it just completed didn't anticipate the increased demand
from the resort.

Perhaps least easy to correct are the problems these new developments
cause for the public's water and sewage systems, High- density, 4

"planned" communities can literally overload a town's sanitation sys-
tem and water Ripply. A recent study from the University of Tennessee,
for example, points out that Cumberland plateau, a-headwater region,
may not be able to provide water to the present population, let alone to,.
million-dollar resorts like Fairfield Glade. Private septic tanks wOret
solve the problem bf sewage in many areas, according to other studies,
because poor drainage will lead to pollution of streams that others de-
pend on for their water. In some cases, particularly,with small develop-
ers operatjng a -quick-profit scheme, sewage is dumped directly into
streams The disruption of long-established water holes and streams is.
far frodthe deselopers mind as they peddle their properties, although
most of them capitalize on the environmental interest of their potential
buyers. Thus Realtec, Inc., offers this guarantee: "In any residential-.
resort community development created by Realtec, we pledge that
nature shall not surrender to man, but that man shall 4nhance, preserve
and protect nature, our inheritance, with all resources at our com-

e
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mand " Platitudes aside, Transylvania County had to enact a soil con-
trol ordinance last year to prevent further destruction of streams and
Mountainsides by Realtec's Connestee Falls development. The situation
and erosion caused by construction of the golf course and five lakes on
the property had extensively damaged county streams and thoproperty
downstream. The theme is repeated throughout the mountains. "Most
of the pollution in our area is caused by developers, by the sedimenta-
tion from their projects," concurs a county soil conservationist in
Macon County, N.C., And in Rabun County, Georgia, the giant
Screamer Mountain development has caused individuals' weljs to dry
up because the rdsort diverted the water flow from the mountain. Even.
higher taxes from the developers will not restore the water table or
woodlands which local people depended 'Von for survival. Artificial
support systerris will become a necessity for the oldtimer as well as the
second-home owner, and the, tax burden of supplying them will drag
both groups down together..

Few regulations exist to protect the area's residents from the destruc-
tion of their water sources, their mountains, their roads, or their liveli-
hogds But by the same token, few laws protect the new owner of one
of the quarter-acre plots that are hawked away with glowing promises
of recreational delights and scenic charm. It is not unusual for a proj-
ect developer to go bankrupt or skip town. As Jerome Dobson of the
University of Tennessee explains, these ventures are designed to start

- getting high rate of return-after the initial stage of development is over
and the monthly payments stall coming in. The quality of the homes,
sewage- system or water supply may not become apparent until' the
developer is_long gone with the newcomer joining the older resident
asa victim of another corporate rip-off.

The pattern of corporations selling shoddy homes, with a built-in
obsoliscence bomb, is not new in the mountains. Coal corporations
long ago pioneered in selling the company houses to the ;liners minutes
before the corporate executives split town. As a matter of fact, the last
company town of appreciable size in Appalachia, Wheelwright, Ky.,
owned by the Island Creek Coal Co., was sold 'in 1966. So what is
occurring now with second home developments has happened before.
The only difference istbat this time there will not be any shacks for the
mountain folks. -"Florida. Yankees" will beliving'in them. Minus the
coal, the company town has now come to all of Appalachia.
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17 COME FROST

RICHARD JACKSON

.

TeachingMountisinChildren

Richard Jackson grew up near a tourist camp in Hendersonville, North
Carolina. He currently is a librarian at Lees-McRae College in Banner
Elk, North Carolina. .. : -

A friend of my uncle had gone into the county seat for more apple
tree spray, having run out about half-way'through the orchard: He had
to wait, so he walked uptown in his smelly, yellow spray-splattered
overalls and sat down on one of the fang, green benches which lined the
sidewalks of the summer resort town. Two matron-type ladies from-
Florida occupied the other end of the bench. After he had. been there 'a
few minutesx one of the ladies sniffed critically and remarked that
mountain towns certainly had some dirty; undesirable people in them.
The orchard man turned, looked at them carefully,. and agreed with '
(he lady's observation. He added, "One nice thing about it, thocome

Air frost and they all go back-home." -

Mountain Review, September 1974. Used by permission.
t

. -.

18 THE MEDIA VS. APPALACHIA:
) A CASE STUDY

CURTIS SELTZER

The American news media has failed to zecogriize the injustice of the
historical Appalachian stereotype while bending-over.backwards to

\Olpurge itself 'Inilar prejudices. The author, a West Virginia free-lance
writer, doatmi is this charge. ;

..

, .

White Anglo-Saxon Protestants are often thought/to be in control of
their affairs in ways denied various minority groups. Not so, however,
with millions of ordinary people in Appalachia and the South who are
routinely thought of as hillbillies, creekerp, red-necks, grits, and trash

Where people are in society's pecking order is reflected in the off.
hand images used in the national media. Reportorial images are'con-
cocted from the ruts of historical commonplaces and the ditches ofethe
prevailing chic. Neither takes kindly to mountain people. .

Mountain Review, May 1976. Used by permission.

..;
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The repor7irof the 1974 textbook dispute ip Kanawha County, West
Virginia, suggests the grip and the acceptability of the belittling hillbilly
stereotwe.

The book controversy itself is not simply put: At issue were political
control of the public schools and the.values public education ought to
promote.

A majority of people in this country had become aware that the
newly adopted English books did not jibe with their ethical and religious
beliefs. They had evidence to believe thatby their standardsall of
the books contained some seiectiOns that were "vulgar, profane,
violent, critical of parents, depressiog, seditious, revolutionary, anti-
Christian and immoral," in Ihe words. of conservative school board
member Alice Moore.

The misalignment of values was so severe that children were kept
at home or enrolled in private schools, coal mines.were sifut down, and
protesters were arrested and fined. There were incidents of violence
and intimidation from both sides.

. ,
The grass-roots strength of the protest derived fro average working

people who wanted their children to have better ducational ;oppor-
tunities than they had. Middle and upper class co ervatives 'lent quiet
support to the mccement. 1-ocal fundam alist reachers and out-of-
state right-wing circuit riders shaped pro est st egy.-

.r.'A reporter's job is to describe a situation of this kind with cat ss,
'fiacuracy, and, when time and talent permit, truth. Theie simple uide-
lines disappear, howi'ver, when the national media covers an ppala-
chian story. Here are some examples: , , -.

One morning I listened to Ed Rabe! of CBS radip describe the )
protesters as "an isolated sub-cultuie of hill people," a lazy andmalici-
ous chatacterizatioa, which is not even accurate jet alone fair or
truthful. - .

A Knight reporter, Wendell Rawls, Jr., guched the IteMarvin
Horan, a proTest leader, as saying. :There's perfinity and there's
pronogerphy and ail kinds'of trash in them b ks,"-Mr. Horan is a truck
driver who misplaces his "-don'ts" and hisP' heros," but I have heard
him pronounce correctly the words "Pro nitr; *and. "porhography"
both before and after the date of Rawl"; story. In this,case, mispronun-
ciation was in the ear of the "be-hearer.", r ,,,4

i7Ross K. Baker. a Rutgers political scientist and Bart,Barnes h
their Washington Post feature (Nov.-17, 1194 this.221:.!

It is easy to sneer at them, those women iti hair goners and
in bib overalls, Who go to school board meetings to deno
atheism and immorality in the c assroo of KanawhvCount.

r
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They have old wringer vialters on the frOnt porch and drive
battered pickup trucks. They have never heard of John Dewey or
Jean Piaget. They are troubled and confused by the 'new morality,'
the 'new secularism,' the impact on their lives of all that is 'relevant'
and 'innovative,' and they hurl back words like 'blasphemous,' and
`obscene,' and 'unpatriotic.' .

But those who sneer or laugh do themselves no credit: they only
show their own varieties of provincialism and narrow-mindedness.
traits which have never been confined to the more rural areas of

* i the country

Their lead suggests only that it is uncouth to sneer or laugh at such a
spectacle. That the spectacle itself is a flawed and distorted journalistic
contrivance is not questioned. .,

I ccivered this story since its beginning and I never saw a woman in
hair rollers or a man in bib overalls. I expect there are more bibbies on
Park or Connecticut Avenues than in all of Kanawha County. The
reader is also led to suppose that he may be slightly weird if he is
troubled by the "new morality," the "new secularism. "hand that which
is'relevant" and "innovative." I confess I am troubled by these terms,
especially when they are protected by anonymous quotation marks. I
have seen them used to justify a witch's,brew of crazy, destructive, and
totalitarian, behavior.

Ben Al Franklin. of The Tithes (Oct. 14, 1974) was no better. The
protest of "aroused Fundamentalist parents" takes place "in the heart
of the Appalachian coal fields, where the airwaves %re full of emotive
radio preachers' fire and brimstone and roadside signs carry the_ bullet
pocks of beery Saturday night.automobile snipers : . ." Franklin dodged
the. beery sniperafire long enough to quote four pro-bookers (three
ministers and a newspaper editor) and one opponent, a bank executive

i iiho was "one of the few protesters able to articulate ... objections."
The New Yorker's Calvin Trillin asserted (Sept. 30, 1974) after a

quick look that the protest had "no intellectual pretensions Its leaders
claimed not that they were more expert than the teachers wiTh chose the
books but that the experts wore not to be trusted." If such skepticism
is not empirically justified by recent history one can o wonder what
is He continues, ", .. there is an assumption that any I

3...

to involving
mountain peopleparticularly mountain people who are miners --will
end in violence." Who made this assumption besides Trillin himself?

. Would he tare to offer 1qt-some of his other asiumptiOns about other
groups, say durilb Poles, lazy blacks, and contented women. The fact is
that the dispute ended at a public school board meeting with a four to
one vote to reinstate nearly all of the books. i

If
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Obviously, no other minority is subject to such ridicule in the
national media. Because' there is no organized mountaineer con-
stituency in Manhattan and because so few newspeople have ever lived
here, theyset away with typing the protesting parents as raggedy, half-

--- literate, bomb - slinging religious nuts. If mountain people had the
equivalent of the NAACP or the-Anti.Defamation League to police
the media, such misconceptions might be stuffed down into those
recessed pockets of our social minds that we deny exist

ft is instructive to contrast the treatment of fundamentalist Prot-
estants with that accorded Jews at about the same time Ad in equally
emotional' situations_ The point of th mp`arison is not to buttress the
Jewish conspiracy theory outlined by General George S. Brown, but
rather to.,suggest the penalties of ima imposed by unsophisticated,
un-sensitized reporters and editors. .

In early Octobes,..1474, several thousand young Israelis broke through
police barricades in an attempt to establish outposts in off -limits areas on
the West tank of the Jordan River. Their purpose was to prevent any
ce si of territory captured in the Yom Kippur war. Terrence
mith's rip t in The Times (Oct. 9, 1924) said many were members or

suPportfts of the right-wing National Religious Party and "contend that
rael hits a to *gious right 0 annex the whole of the Biblical land of
eel." Althod h the invasion was "meticulously coordinated and or-

ed along ri ramilitary lines" and invojved a "free-for-all" pitting
"300 religious yo ths" against soldiers, there was no mention of 14Bible-
thumpin' Jews," ' bawl-and-stomp rabbis," or "the assumption that any
disputillinvolving emitic peopleparticularly Semitic people who are
Jewswill end i violence." In fact the words "rebellious," "violent,"
I'fanatic," or " itant," were not used at all. The demonstrators were
simply described as "determined" and "religious."

The Jewish Defense League vowed publicly on November 12, 1974,, to
assassinate Yasser Arafat, the leader of the Palestinian Liberation
Organization, during his visit to the U.N. The threat was made by
Russell Kelner who spoke to reporters with a .38 cal. revolver in front
of him. The only adjective used to *critic the JDL and its members in
William Claiborne's Washington Post story (Nov. 12, 1274) was "milt -,

, tam"; certainly a mildand in the context of the storyan impre-
of cise and superfluous characterization. If either the PLO or coal miners

in Kanawha County had tried a stunt like that,, the reports would have
been chock-full of adjective's sqch as "terrorist," "reckless," "extrem-
ist," "gun toting," and "violence-prone." CBS' Ed Rabel could not style
the JDL as an "isolated sub-culture of urban Semites and expect to
keep his job. . : .,

Obvibusly it is impossible to measure the impact of such erroneous
media images either on mountain people or on non-Appalachians Witg '
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are co-victims. Perhaps no one cares.
of redress available if one does.

But apart from the social damage in%

caching Mountain Childiee

perhaps there are no forumi

ed in continuing this pattern
of reporting news. there aretithe professional standards of reporters that
require its termination. The news picture- ti the illiterate. gun-happy,
snake-handling. Appalachian mutant of the Angl and the Saxons tacks
fairn8s, accuracy and truth There is no justification for a, double
standard.

19 AWAKENIN I IN APPALACHIA

JOSEPH P. BLANK

Stereotyping assumes many forms in the news media. One of these
forms is a benign condescending attitude taken by many outside the
region towards what understand to be the problems of Appalachia.71..ht,
The following exa p

4
e first appeared in the Sunday supplement of THE

DENVER POST and was subsequently reprinted by the READER'S
DIGEST. This kind of reporting about Appalachia seems to be typical
when stories are written for national consumption. It is followed by a re-
ii?irier written by a Johnson County teacher and East Tennessee qatipe.

A sign that points the wit)! to better times for .poyerty-stricken
southern Appalachia stands inconspicuously off the road in the tiny
hamlet of Laurel Bloomery, Tenn. It reads "Iron Mountain Stoneware."
Beyond it, huddled against Iron Mountain itself, is a long, 10'w, green
building in which fine ceramic tableware is produced for distribution in
46 states.

"A lot of people thOught that the idea of suc a plant Vas a pipe
dream," says Mayor Blake Atwood of nearby Damascus, Va. "They
figured it could never happen. But it did happen, and it made a good
number of people realize that a community can change if you work

*for it." .

The change is beginning to show all through this 300-square-mile area
that straddles the border between Virginia and, Tennessee. In Damas-
cus, a town of 1500, a new super- market has opened. The streets have'
been cleaned of litter and arenewly lighted. When the town needed a
clinic to attract a doctor, more than 400 people chipped in S42,000 to
build it.

Reprinted with permtssion from the March 1968 Reader's Digest © 1968 by
The Reader's Digest Association, Inc. Condensed from Contemporary, The Denver
Posi. -
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Eight miles 'acrosF the bright. well-built homes are cropping
up on the outskirts of Mountain City. A lirge automobile agency has
opened Twenty -five local residents invested $125.000 in a firstclass.
20-unit motel. Between the two towns, a shoe plant has opened, em-
ploying more than 300 nip and women. The touchstope,for all this
has beep Iron Mountain Stoneware

In away, IMS war a pipe dream.. The dreamers were dark-haired,
intense Nancy Patterson, a professional ceramist., and Albert K. Mock,

a drivirig arshitect-businessman,. now 39 years old. After spending 4
more than a decade waking as a designer for leading potteries in Cali-
fornia: Denmark, Finland and Taiwan, Nancy wanted to set up her*Itr
own' business At a meeting,in -Boston arranged 'by a mutual friend,
she told Al; "rhave the know-ihow to turn out high-quality stoneware
at competitive prices. I want to open a plant, but I net'd a person like
you who knows abouvarga,nizing a business." -

For the'pfevious nine years, Al had shuttled between Japan and
Boston as architect-president of a Yokohama company that built malt ,it'
sailboattNVow he yearned to go back to the Appalachian' Mountains, t
where he had been ised, and where his family had lived for five.
generations. "I like mobntains and the mountain people," he says.
"It was here that I nted to establish my equity In life. I knew the area
couldn't support an architect, though. If I came back, have to
ereatea job or a buainds."

Nancy's Idea seemed to light a path home. "Let's go down to A.t
palachia.and look ,around," he urged, "I've got a hunch that the land
of opportunity may be where things are'.worst."

They made their first trip in mid-1962. To AI, the beautiful moun-
.tai3s were a mocking ,backdrop to the economic plight that griPped
these communities.. The little towns of Damascus and Mountain City
looked run -down and apathelic.4.Empty stores and movie houses stared
into the streets. The' shell of a big furniture factory, once the single
industrial support for both towns, lay in decay. The region's agricul-
turd had 'lost out 4ci4he mechanized farins in the lowlands. The mines r
had petered ouiThe !anti simply could not support the people. ,

Beneath thatffileak conditions, however, Al saw opportunitY. After
several visits he said to Nancy; "Let's pitch our tents here. You've
fourkj high-quality clay nearby. Plant sites are cheap. We have plenty
of available labor." He paused. "And God knows these folks need some-
one to believe in them."

Nancy didn't have to be persuaded. She had came to feel a kinship 4.
with the people and the land.

The.first big problem was financing. Under the guidance of the John-
son County Industrial Commission, an organizatiOn of local business-
men formed to attract industry; Al turned to what is now the Economic
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Development Administration of the Department of Commerce. Its pri-
mary function is to stimulate local initiative by proViding seed money
to distressed areas in the form of industrial loans. After careful investi-
gation,

.
gatron, the agency decided that the stoneware market was sound and
that Nancy and Al had the creative anal management ability to turn

'their idea into a going busitiess..A loan of $107,000 was approved. The
two banks in Damascus and Mountain City followed with lfans totaling
$36,000.

Al and members of the Industrial Commission then tookitp the road
to sell stock. "We want as many local people A-possible to own a
piece,Af this business," they told prospective customers. "We don't
want the profits made here to drain off to investors 500 miles away."

The townspeople listened respectfully to Al's offer of stock at $10
A share. When he left, however, they remained dubious. "Row can he
raise money around here?" they wondered. "Nobody ever heard of a
ceramics plant in these mountains." .

Ohre man said,.Ayell, we need people to try something to change
the way we're going." Inttlme, a lot of men reached that conclusion.
Stock was bought by an accountant, a dentist, several farmers, a filling-
station operator, a minister, store owners, and Al's and Nancy',s fam-
ilies. _The woman who sold Al and Nancy the factory building site at
the 'foot of Iroti Mountain bought stock with part of her payment. So
did the company that graded the site fperceruction. In all, more
than 125 people put $130,000 into IMS stock.
Late in 1964, word drifted across the mountat s that a new plant was
going to be opened in Laurel Bloomery. Men and women, 409 in all,
ambledvillown from the hollows to ask if they could put their names
down tU a job. They brought with them an air of defeat. "You haven't
got a job forme, have you?" they would ask. Some averted their eyes,
as though afraid they'd be thrown out if AI and Nancy not(iced them
clearly.

News of the company's creation also reached the Council of the
Southern Mountains, a Berea, Ky., organization which has spent more
thak 50 years trying to improve conditions in the mountains. In-1
meeting with Al and 'fancy, the Council's job-training specialist said,
"We know, there are Ao ceramics workers around here, so you'll have
to train your own people. We'd like to help you, and we hope you'll go
along with an idea of ours. Ins of ,teaching the young, energetic,
easily trainable adults, would 1187:Ifake on the.older people? The un-

. employed. The unskilled. Those who have suffered the worst from
the depression here. Not only will it help these people, Nit it will prove
that one of our great resources is a supply of dependable workers,"

'1 Al and Nancy said yes.
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.
Assisted by two Council ithervilimers, the' IMS management dim-

. ihated nearly every applicant who bed ti jolt of lived in a family where
any member held a job. Tkey ignored age, education and job ex-
perience. Their primary criteria were: Who most needs the job? Who
seems most capable?

Of the 409 originpl applicants, 85 were selected to take a simple apti-
tude test. Seventy scored low. Nonetheless, 45 were finally adinitted
to th, training program. Mast Were over 35. They averaged four de-.
pendents each. Some had been oil welfare. One Juan had not worked
more than four months a year during the previous decade. Another
said, ""I've been doing just odd jobs all my life." Thewomen were wid-
ows with children, wives with sick husbands.

Only two local stoVcholders objected to the choice of tr ainees.
"You've got a man up there that everybody knows is unreliable," one
of them said to Al. "Hell make mistakes and ruin you."

"I know about him;" Al answered. "He stays. I think we're going to
do him some good, and he's 'going to do us some good."

The training program was supported by the ALS.. Department ,of
Labor. During the 40-hour -a-week, 10-week course, the trainees re-
ceived the equivalent of unemployment compensation, $28 -$36 a week,
plu4 a, travel allowance. On the eve of the course, At told the class4"Not
all cif you will be hired at the er4 of training. We'll start production with
a payroll of only .15, then build up as fast as we 'can." None of the
trainees was dismayed. None dropped out. They didn't want to let go,
of that precioul. necessity of life---hope..

At first, the trainees were apprehensive about their ability to learn,
but gradually they grew absorbed` in the craft. They mixed clay, then
wurked, bent and shaped; it. They learned how to make handles,r to
jigker bowls, plates and cups, and to apply glazes. They shaped animals,

'glazed aperfired them, and were delighted with the results that came
.out of the kiln.

At the end of the program, in June 1965, the Oroud trainees received
Department of Libor certificates before an audience or700. During the
ceremony, which also,celebrated the opening of the plant, Al had trou-
ble keeping his eyes dry. "If it all stopped right here, it would be

, worth it," he said to a friend. "These people have shown that they can
become assets to any business"

One year later, Iron Mountain Sioneware'was turning a piofit. To-
day, across the country, more than 600 retail storesstores such as
'Marshall Field in Chicago, Georg Jensen in New York, Rich's in At-
lantaare selling S400,000,worth of the 'company's stoneware a year.
Moreover, IMS has made it unnecessary to pay out thousands of dollars
a. Year in e and unemployment compensation that its employes

t't
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had formerly been receiving...And more than $100,000 a year in new
wages is being spent. locally.

But the most significant accomplishment is seen in the,peopie them-
selves. The man who had been condemned as "unreliable' is a skilled,
responsible worker. Many of the 30 employes have-painted, expanded
or improved their homes. They dress -better.,They're trading their, old-
cars for more recent models. Their children are no longer kept out of
school for want of decent clothing and lunch money.

"I just feel good now," said a highlander who had never been out of
the mountains. "It does terrible things to you to be out of work for
a long time. A man with a family can't feel like a man if he ain't got
a job."

Iron Mountain Stoneware is not the total answer, of .course, to the
problems of Appalachia. But it is certainly an important step toward
an answer. "We need to revejse the brain drain," sayi Loyal Jones, ex-
ecutive director of the Council of.the Southern Mountains. "For many
years our better-educated people hive left tills area. We need,them
to come back. If that stoneware plant could take hold in Laurel
Bloomery, using native resources and people, then other businesses can
take root in hundreds of communities across these mountains."

A LOCAL RESPONSE

SUSAN B. MIELKE

There are "ph§es" as far as Iron Mountain Stoneware's relationship
to the suirounabg community is concerned. The aspects advanied by
Blank which I recognize and support are:

17-Employment of the unemployable,
2Local ownership of theXeramic industry,
3Utilization of native resources, and
4Stimulation of WM initiative.
However, hs a resident of the southdrn highlands, and one who

teaches elementary school in Johnson COunty,1 take serious offense at
Blank's description of the southern Appalachian mountain dweller; I
find the tone of the article to be patronizing and condescending He has
stereotyped the southern mountaineer as docile, unmotivated, simple,
and self-defeatist in his attitude. In this evaluation ! find little respect
for or understanding of a people with a rich heritagea people fiercely

.
proud, resourceful, and independent. ,

IC is a gross exaggeration to attribute the degree of positive change
in the community to Iron Mountain Stoneware. The evidence necessary
to conclude that the industry was "the touch stone for all of thisv(pro-
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gress)" just is not ,there. Generaliz ing in his sconclittling statements
Blank makes the almost amusing concession that Iron Mountain Stone-
ware "is not the total ansI:ver to the problems ofy\. ppaluata," Did any-
one, for a moment, think it was? .

Make no mjstake, I am delighted that IiCmi. Mountain Stoneware
Came to our region I have been to the, Industry's showroom a number
of tunes to browse and buy.My family and dinner guests are fre-
quently served on my own treasured stoneware set What I deplore is

an article, nationally distributed and read,. which fosters regional 'bias
and perpetuates incorrect stereotypes. The southern highlander is pit-
fortunately portrayed as one who ambles down out of the hollow to get
some of the goodjes which by the good graces of outsiders ar now atiail-",
ablest-oliim.

, .4-

.. : ...
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'20 THE PSEUDO-14ICk: A MOUNTAINt FRAUD

GARY CARDEN ,

Gary Carden is a resident of Slva. North Carolina and a former Eng- '

lish teacher He attacks the outsider who is so caught up in Appalachian
culture and its folksiness that the !rue meaning of the mountaineer and
his life'ielost in the shuffle. ...-. .. .

When I started teaching in a little church-supported college back in
1961, I found myself face to face with my first pseudo-hick He came

'thundering into the faculty lounge with a full bear4.1,..a $50 folksy shirt
and a fretless'guitar. He, was from Bopion, attended New York City
College; and was "immersed" in Appalachia. He taped jack-tales and
japsodized about the awesome nbbility of the mountaineer. He had
been absorbed, He had been "accepted." . .

Now, somewhere in those lyrical passages about "mother wit" and
"spars pc endurance," I finally- realized that this fellow was instructing

i me out my own culture. Now, it is not that I am simple-minded. The
plain truth was I didn't recognize the life that he described. He kept .

' talking about the mountaineer% stamina or his "stoic fortitude." He
never mentioned ignorance, stupidity or poverty. Seemed that he never
encountered them, or if he did, he called them something .else, like
rustic color, peraisterre and endurance.

Where was Aunt Dony who forbade mixed swimming in the creek.

because "them little male sperms kin swim, 'n I don't want no pregnant ,

, -The Plow, January, 1976:Used by permission,df the'author.
.
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granddaughters." She also averted her head if she pasied a drive-in
Po movie at night, because one look was sure damnation. He ne%et seemed

to encounter the red-eye or the "itch; rotten ,cabbage, rickets or my
'Uncle Ardell who had 12 kids, never worked a day in his life,Ind drank <=.
vaniqa extract and shoe polish.-

It was about this time that I began ti A / hat had been
beithering me,for yearsthat thire w something basi ly

andmisleading about much of th literature develope' by oral his-
tory professors, regicinal writers, fo k culture enthus sts. In their
eagerness to immortalize Appalachia, ey rem. . grit and v,orm-.
wood and produced a thin, watery on oction that I find unsavory.

One character in my area has publi ed three successful books, most
of them. examples of selecti%e nostalgia. He remembers smelling hot
btIttergd buscuits and johnn&- cakes. His grandfather "walked tall and
cast a long shadovr (his favorite phrase), and his grandmother's eyes
were always shining with humor and cornpkssion. Not one bitter
memory; not one venal relative. .

My own grandfather was a remarkable man, but I have no inten-
tion of putting him up for sainthood. I remember holding on to his
overalls while he walked the streets on Saturday, "swappiii watches
and pocketknives.' with his friends. I remember a thousand kindneses,
burl; also remember him as a.stubbdrn, unfoighing man with a con-
tentft for education, and a conviction that all women were devious,
simple-minded, or both. He distrusted 'lawyers and' ministers, loved,
crooked 'politics and was vain ,enough to secretly use "Survitay" hair
dye. He bought patent medicihe, dimerstore glasses and chewed to-
bacco. When his health-faded and he realized'that he was dying, hewas
terrified.

I can:t relate him 10 those "lean mountain men" of Appalachian fic-
tion wh6 have "hawk eyes, firm jaws and gnarled hands." He gave me
an awful rot of good advice, but none pf itistruck me as biing "pithy"
or pungept with earthy wisdom. He said, "Shet up, set down, look a
man in the eye when you talk to him, and stag out of the pool room."
Not exactly earth shaking instructions.

Yet, he is a 41 of a lot more believable than those people that I
keep reading about.

ow
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BEATQN H: KAPLAN - ..

There is a persisting question among Appalachian mountain people as
to the value of a formal education Most adults hare "made it" wit
out a great deal of schooling and do not provide the parental push some-
times necessary to keep their children from dropping out. Dr. Kaplan
used a conceptual approach in studying the community of Blue Ridge
and .arrived. at an ethnographic description of the community's values
and altitudes. This selection examines the views taken by these people
tbwards formal education. The author currently teaches in the Depart-
ment b I Epidemology in the School of Public Health of the University
of North Carolina

.4. .,
ith'an expanding technology and division of labor which required .

higher skill levels, formal schooling bebame increasingly imperative.
Indeed, the need for formal education is a dominant value in urbaniz-
ing societies' In general terms, the recognition of This problem is. ex-
pressed in Blue Ridge as "Itow a man needs an education." AlthOugh
there is considerable consensus on the general problem, the different
social classes have differing definitions of their specific educational
problems and different solutions have emerged in the process of change.

-
the crisis Problem? "Now a man needs an education."

Because understanding the background'of this problem is important,
we will define more precisely wliat threats are posed as culturally
fined problems. It is also important to consider him" the present educa-
tional problems arose out of the processes of change, especially urban
influences, which haVe occurred in the community since World War I,
and partictfiarly since world War IL

The meaning of the problem, in general terms, can D viewed through
the perspective of local community people. The following quotations
are from several informants who know the problem in terms of their
experiences and who teveal much of the cultural deanition of the issue
is well: ,

v

Reprinted from Blue Ridge ?in Appalachian &mptunity In Transition by Berton
Kaplan published by the Appalachian Center, West Virginia Universtty, by per-
mission of the autborf() 1971.

1 Robert .Redfield. The Folk Society," American Journal of Sociology 52 (JO-
uary 1947), pp, 297-306; Godfrey and Monica Wilson, The Analysis of Sada'
Change (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, I95). p, 15; Joseph Kahl,
The American Class Itructure (New York: Rinehart and Co., 4953). p. 293.

2 We re rt modal &terns,I J
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want to finish, school. if you don't,you end up a hang-out, a
drifter. You'can't do anything without an education today. Look
at my father; he can't get a better job since he had only one year
or two of schooling. . . . (This is a fifteen-year-old boy from the
"sorry" group-0. rare exceptionw,ho learned much of this in
school from his teachers.)

*

People recognize now that education is a big thing. They may
not all try to get more or encourage their children, but they. will
tell you that it's important. Bach when 1 was young. (he is 72),
we didn't cafe much. The school was only opt three months out
of the year. Many couldn't get to school if they had wanted. Be-
sides, it didn't make a big difference. We thought That if we could
read and write, that was an education. What else was it for in
those. days? Now it is all different. Now, you need it to do .al-

.most anything.

Education tits become a big thing here. Look at the new school
they just built. You cannot get a good job anymore without a high
school diploma. Those, mills want a man with an education. Those
without it are left behind. (The informant is aman in his late
twenties. He is from the "get by" class.)

These comments offer an introductiOn to how securing an education
in an urbanizing community has become defined as a major role and
,value problem. The requirement of a good educatiOn is now seen as a
necessity. The threat of not having an adequate education is also re-
flected in the awareness:that a lack of educatiOn means restricted par-
ticipation in the employment opportunities that have emerged with
the great expansion in factory work since World War IL The potential
or real threat of a lack of schooling is recognized in all clatses, though
defined and 4ealt with differently. within the class structure.

An understanding of the problem of "now a man needs an educa-
tion" will be furthered by examining how the issue arose out of the
past patterns-of education and the subsequent changes_ in the com-
munity. If we look at the period just after the turn of the century,
we find differing value-attitudes about educational goals. The "better"
class families seemed to encourage' "schooling"; the "get bys'.' were
largely indifferent'; and tee "sorry" class was quite apathetic. As a

Ogg, however, education was not too important!

People didn't care much about education. We didn't have the
schools, and we didn't feel it was that important. A man could
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get algaskeithout it. If a Iran could farm, use an axe and plow,
he amid make it. The only book learning that was.considered
important was knowing the Bible. (This informant was a 78-
year- old -man in the "better!' group, who knev; the past in quite
expert fashion.)

In the subsistence agriculture of the time, formal schoolingseemed
none too pressing, schools were few in number, and many lived be-
yond reach of a school. In winter, it was often impossibld to travel
to school-

Only a few log cabin schools served those in walking distance. I
lived as a boy over the Ridge. We couldn't get out to go to schooow
with mud for roads and the deep snows. I learned to read and
write a little, but it didn't seem so important then. Things are sure
different now. (This man'was 75 at the time of the interview.)

The problem of "now a man needs tin education" is further defined
in terms of the changes that have occurred in the educational system
over the last forty to fifty years. Very few went to high school before
the early 1930's:, Schools in Mountainville, some fifteen miles away,
were not accessible: 'school buses did not operate at that time, so the
first opportunity "for a free high school did not come along until one
'was built in a nearby town in 1930. In 1934 only three students from
the entire township graduated from high school though informants
said the number gradually expanded during the 1930's anc111940's. The
only woman in this - p;group of three who finished high school told
this story:. etr,

NVe were the 4 y qt this township to go to that school. You
know, a fe - hahigh school in the boarding schools
in (B) tO ot;ific. had the, money to afford it. It was really
something in 4thrtise days to have finished school. We 4re kidded
about it. Families gradually-began to-encourage their children to
finish school. They realized it was important..

Matiy of the returning veterans of World War II apparently en;
couraged the value of education. returning from the WV realizing the
importance of education in the modern world and that participation in.
the modern occupational world required it. At about the same time,
the arrival of several mills in the area emphasized the fact that those
with an education had better chances of obtaining the better paying
and more stable jobs. Also, by the early 1950's the new roads to remote
areas of the township made it possible for practically all of the children
to get to school in the winter. In 1951 a consolidated elementary school

5 )
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was built and for the first time look children from the entire township.
A Parent Teachers Association was formed (largely through leader-.

ship from the "Intentional Community") to encourage the growth
and utilization of the school. Throughout the social structure, parents
we increasingly urged to keep their children' in school. This en-
couragement came largely from the teachers and from the Parent
Teachers Association.

). In terms of the fdregoing, the problem of education in Blue Ridge
seems more understandable. The salue placed on, finishing high school
increased the opportunities to go to school and finish high school, and
the opportunities to go to school and finish high school expanded.
Also, the realization des eloped that participation in an urban economy
demanded more education. Indeed, it was during the 1950's that the
first few local boys and girls went off to nearby colleges. Good jobs
became increasingly defined is requiring a good education, even col-
lege. Consequently it h not surprising to hear the local perception of

# the educational problem as "now a man needs an education." A local
youn man, who finished one year of college, put it this way:

hiore folks.around here came to realize that going to school was
important. Talk to the most uneducaNd. They will tell You that
going to school is important. They know how much it means to.bb
without it today. The attitude has changed for many. Finish-
ing high bpol is now a sign of respectability. Who can get any-
w e to y without at least a high school education? Around
here t e man withoLit an education will be more and more 'a
drifter.. ..

#

..
The Steps of Structuial DifferentiationSteps 1-7.

Step 1; System Defined Dissatisfaction. The defined threats to edu-
cational goals vary within the class structure of Blue Ridge. In the
"better" class, the problem is usually defined is "We got as much
education as we could, and our children will get more." The implica-
tions of this statement are several. First, this group is the most
educated in the community, with most of its men having at least some
high school Second, the parents ordinarily encourage their children
to further their education. In effect, there is no evidence of serious
educational role dissatisfactions among the working age group:

We got the best schooling we could. We make sure our children -
finish. Even the men who have not finished high school can get
work. They are the bed educated men around here, and they work
hard....

C
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. Even though role dissatisfaction seems absent among the "6trer"
class adults over the problems of an education, the same is not true
of the children in this group who have finished high school or who
have gone on to college. Their problem is expressed in at least two
ways First, there is the 'dissatisfaction expressed over "what apt I go-
ing to Fe?" For the boys in particular, there is the stated prolilim of
career choice: What to become?especially in those gases where the
prospect of becoming a mill worker or store clerk is not an acceptibie
occupational goal. They want a better career, but do not seem able
to assess clear goats or alternatives. In contrast, their fathersAnesv
their choices of careers were few. Today, however, the high school /
graduate evidences a good deal of dissatisfaction over the prospects
of a career: .

I have finished high schOol. I don't want to do just anythilg: I
want to be able to advance and learn. I don't want to be a mill
worker. I want something better. But I just don't know what to
become. In school, I learned of many different kinds of careers..
They had Career-Day last year. I can't decide what I want tot fol-
low. It is very hard, I don't want to be stuck here either.

A second type of role crisis among this group was the related ques4
tion of "What can I do around here?" For the high school graduate,
the,choice of jobs were seen as limited. Some' eemed to feel that they
had more education than many jobs required. Others felt that their
occupational choices were too narrow in the local area. As a result,_
we find apicture of expanded occupational horizons which do not mein .

realizable in the present market. As one young man put,it:
e;

I guess I'll ave to leave hereThere just isn't enough to do. My ,

choices are eally few. I caw maybe get a job in the mill. School
teaching re uires'a college education. There are too many stores ; .

already. I'd ike to stay, but what will I end up doing? That is what
worries a lo of young men around here I

Among "get by" men already in the labor market, the problem of .,
.

education is generally phrased as: We don't have enough education;
what else can we do?" As a rule, these men do not have a high school
education At best, they finished elementary school,. so they are usually
blocked from the newer jobs in the thread mills, or from any of the -

jmore skilled Ohs. They seem to realize that .their educational lack'
limits their occupational choke, though many wilt still tell others that
securing a good education is important. As an informant in this group
phrased it: . "

'
y. _/
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. .
I know they won't take me over at the mills, if I wanted a change.

--, Mica mining has been my job for some time. I guess I'll have to
stick with it. . 4 .

As already discussed, among high sc'hool age children in this group,
the "what to do?" problem exists as a point of dissatisfaction. The
other crisis is the problem of "should I finish high school?" As a rule,
they are encouraged to finish by their teachers, but do not usually
have this kind df support from parents, which results in a conflict.
situation for these teenagers. : - ,

I know that if I don't ,finish, it will be harder to get a decent job.
My parents don't see the benefits. They say, We got along without
hn education. Yopcan too..!. .

tulle "sorry" group, the problem. of education, generally phrased
as: "I don't have an edtication. I don't care." inditates several aspects
of the. problem. First, they are the least' educated group in the com-
munity, having, as a ruNless than an elementary school education.
Second, the families usually do not care. Third, the observer comes to
.realize over time that there is a father aspect to thisthey see the
lack of an education as a block ts any impro%ement in their standard of

. living or a' etter job. This is accepted as a fact of life.
1

I.never had schooling. They say it's important. What good does it
you? We can get along. . , :
As for the children, there.was no evidence of any special dissatisfac-

tion In this group they usually drop.eut by the time they are fourteen,
educational mobility is a rare exception, and they are not strongly en-
couraged by their parents. Also, these children come to school poorly
dressed and poorly groomed, and so are often objects of teasing by
their classmates. This was particularly true after the Rew elementary
school was built in 1951.
- The value criteria behind these, role and value dissatisfactions must
be stated. In the pre-urban period, there was little emphasis on the
value of a formal education. But even then,'the "better" group was
the most committed to seeking an education. In subsequent yeairs,
especially with the urban influences since World War H, the general

. importa ce 'Of education haincreased. The "better" group became
- highly c mmitted to securing an education, the "get by" group is now

moderat y interested, the "sorry" group remains little interested. The
different groups' value insols.ements in education correspond, to their
participation in the urbanizing economy. For example, the "better"
group is the most urbanized, and likewise the most interested in secur-
ing educations commensurate with occupational goals. In a correspond-

/ ..
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.

mg way, educational ro s hate varied by Mass. In all the foregoing, we
/ .

must emphasite the,c text of change. or urban influences, it2 which
education becomes increasitigly %portant.

Step 2 Symptoms of Disturbance. Tge symptoms related to the
foregoing disurbances vary by class. Among the "better" group, there
was no evidence of serious problems with education, with theexcep-
tion of the many youngsters finishing high scfiool perplexed by "what
to do,?" or "what to become?" The resulting value conflict between
generations i miitornatic of these problems. The parents, used to a
more cer in set f ccupational expectations, find these problems of
their c dren re r not understandable. The young person in this
situ 'en, usually e ling thiu his parents cannot btoof any assistance
in resolving his iIemma; seems to conclude that this is a problem the
parent so not underitand. indte3 it is a problem relatively new to
this rea.

I feel as though I don't know what to do. It is very unpleasant to
feel this way. I want to get help, but my ..parents don't under-
stand what is troubling me about this....

e symptom` most expressed in the "get by" adults.is largely one
;'of a sense of unrealistic values the indication that not having at least

careera high school education makes career difference. Among the high
school childre in this group. so e value and role conflict exists with

, finish hig school or'not. An informant in this group said:
parents ov City to solve the problem of what to 'do or whether to

It's get an education that makes such a difference. Look, I got
al g, didn't I? itly children think a high school education is every-

. thing It is not so. Ai boy should go to work by the time he's four-
teen: That's the way to learn. * .

The symptoms expressedin the "sorry? group are different from the
foregoing. While there is the definition shalt. an education is an
'important aspect of their lives and aspirations among the adults, many
will contradictorily acknowledge that an education is important to-
day The operating definition that it is unnecessary results in the value
conflict between the acknowledged imporpnce of an education and the
'operating value' that it is not. Related to this is an "I don't care about
it" apathy When goals become conflicting or_ unrealizable, these types
of symptomatic responses are not surpris,ing_The teenager. in this group
affected by parental indifference, is also at cross purpokes with parents

dieyhers because the parents are somewhat indifferent while teach-
encourage flnithing school. As a young man in this group put it:

to*
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I feel like I ant caught in between. 1 know that. if I don't finish
school, like my father, I'll end up a loafer or jobs man. My
father and mother don't care what r do. They'd like me to earn
my own way. My teachers encourage people to finish. Mrs. (S)
has talked to me about finishing. I don't know what I'll do. .. .
Step 3. Handling and. Attempts to Realize Existing Values. Even

before this stuty and prior to the rapid impact of urb n infltinces
after Wortd War H, the "bettcr" group approached the a isition of
a formal education as i desirable goal. Indeed, in this group t ore has
been a stronger commitment historically to education than in any other
group in the community Educational attainments were limited by'
available facilities, but they usually made the most of whatever op-
portunities existcd Prior to the 1940's, 'securing as rniCh education as
possible was largely related to a concern with being respectable and

-"decent" people Intellectual interests as a primary value were nevet
strong, although to be learned about the Bible was highly valued:

My patents are a good example of this type of people. They got
it education they could.: A few had money enough to go off

to (B) to high school. Thcy:did not want to.be illiterate and back-
ward. They.felt that an eddcation was of some value. Look at my
father; he got as Much as he could and still/egrets he did not
finish high school. My moilter did finish high choolshe was the
first local girl to graduate from the high school in (M). I've been
off to college. Thcy didn't'go in for serious study, but.they did like _A

to learn as much asthey could. Now an education has a different
meaningit's your job today. . ..
In the "set by" group, the thost typical valueior handling formal

educational goals was expressed in terms of "it doesn't really matter."
From the turn of the century, this class was largely indifferent to edu-
cation. If a person went to school, that was satisfactoty, if one did not
go or was not very interested, that was also satisfactory. Asa rosuti,
up until the present, educational attainment has not /been a strong
Motivation. An informant from this grotip reveals quite general pat-
terns: .,. ,

My father; for example, told me that if I wanted to finish school,
that 'was okay. If not, he didn't care. We couldntt see the great
value of schooling then. People have changed now.. But I didn't
care myself. I dropped out of school in 1938, when I got to be four-
teen. I Anted to earn some money. . . . . -

In the "sorry" class, the value placed on education in the 1920's
and 1930's was one of almost total indifference mixed with contempt..

.

t" .
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As a rule, they elther_did not go to school, dropped out as soon as
possible. Usually a student went when he felt like it, a pattern that
has persisted to the present A school teacher stated:

These folks from up the coves, the
J
sorry chaTacters, didn\t care

anything about schooling. They came when they pleased apd quit
, when they could. Laws were not enforced in those days. It was

very rare for anyone from this group to even get into high school.

Steps 4--1. New Definitions and the Implementation of flew Mims.
InAthis-case it seems desirable to coral:I-est Steps, 4-7 into one sections
since the develtipment of new norms within each class was quite un*
clear at the time of the study. In' the "better" class, the importance of
securing an education is still the strongest in.,the community, with two
differences, however. Since World War II, education has become more
identifieLLas-d requirement of participating in an industrial society, and .

%a educational success has become equated with occupational success. An-
other difference is that there arc more opportunities to maximize edu-
cational opportunities. Indeed, since the early 1950's several young peo-
ple have gone to college from the "better" group. Thus, the norm of
educational aspiration has remained about the same or has been
strengthened, whereas the means of realizing this goal have expanded
with increased role opportunities for an education. As for the dissatis-
factions of youth, faced with the questions of "what shall I ber'sand
"where will I go for a career?" there is largely a situation of uncer-
tainty-4he problem's exist, but no evidence exists as-to ways in which
new norms are being implemented to solve the problems. The "bet-
ter" young have a broadened view of more occupations tp choose,from,
but vague standards of selection. An informant put the situation quite
clearly:

.

These families have always secured as much. education as pos-
' sible. If for no other reason, they wanted to be respectable. They
.want to make soinething of themselves. This is stronger since the
war. Look at Mr. (C). he-went to high school, when others
couldn't. Now his son is going -to college. There ailk more op-
portunities now. Look at my familymy father only finished
elementary school, but my mother finished high school. Grand- -

dad had four or five years of the three month schools, t, but that was
all they had. Look at me; I am going to college now. Now we
realize a man needs it to get ahead in this world. .. .
There is a 'different situation in the "get by" class. They too, still ,

adhere to educatiopal values and definitions, which are, with one excep-
tion, little if at all changed from 'pre-urban times. The adults continue

t,
t .-i :
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with the oltldefinitions. co Stepk 4-7 ready do not apply at all to this
group. "It doesn't really matter" is still the most typical *ay in which
these adults view the importance of securing a formal education. The
exception, 'according io informers, is that youth in this grdup in-
creasingly complete more grades than their parents did and more finish
high school than in the past. As for the problems of youth"what to
.do" or "whether to finish school?"- they showed no evidence of resolu-
tion at the time of t.c,research. ...

t
My family is a gdod example of holpeople think about this My
parents are stenot convinced that finishing school is so important.
They want me to earn Toney as soon as possible. Teachers en-
courage us to finish. A few listen, others are uncertain 'what is
right. I want to finish, if I can. .

Arnim-1g the "sorry" class. educational norms have not progressed
beyond Step 3 There wa; no evidence of a search.fpr new definitions
or motivations to deal with a' history of educational indifference or
apathy A young man from this group offered a typical definition cif
this:

Se,.p .

I'm fourteen so I'll quit school this year. My father never learned
t=o read or 14ite..- My mother had some sctiboling. I don't care.
School is horrible to me. I may try to go to the service to get out
of here. They don't caremuch about schooling.

SUMMARY

"Now a man needs an education" is a most important crisis in the
. community With urbanization, the imperatives of a formal educe

Lion have become a more important goal in a more complex division
of labor, yet it seems that definitions about education have not changed .

materially In the "better" class,, there is the definition that "we got as
much as we could, and our children will get more." In the past they
were motivated to seek 'available educationalgoals; nu, with ex-
panded role opportunities, this group utilizes school resources some-
what more than before and more than the other two grouj.s. Many of . ..

those of high school age are faced with new and unsolved dissatisfac-
tions over "what am I to be ?' and "what can X titi around here?"

)eThese are problems related to goal aspirations that; re tither unclear
or not realizable in the existing occupational strati! . Titles are also
generational problems' the fathers grew up in a fairly. ftxtOr limited
setof alternatives, in contrast to the many chokes ,&aittibif.49-the
present high school age children. -.. .

. \,.,t ....
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In the "get bys," the mild indifference of the past has continued into
the prisent. "We don't Piave enough. What else can we do?" ap-
parently summarizes their proWilla They usually do not hate the
education or skills for the newerfmore skilled jobs. Besides, they are in-
different to the whole probtelh, though they will contradictorily ackowl-
edge the importance of finishing high school Among the high school
children there is likewise the problem of "what to do?", and the very
question of whether or not to finish high school also looms large as
a conflict situation. Finally, among the "sorrys" thereis a' persisting
apathy and indifference about education. They are the least educated,
the first to drop out, and parental insistence on finis.hing school is al-

- most non-existent. It seems that thole most oriented to an active cop-
ing with their environment are those who continue to do the same in
the face of the problems of a rapidly changing social structure.

The following summarizes this section graphically.

"Now a UM needs an education"

"Better"
Class

"Gel by
Class

"Sorry,.
Class

Step I. System
Defined Dis-
satisfaction.

Step 2. Symp-
toms of Dis-
turbance

Step 3. Han-
dling and At-
temps to Real-
ize Existing
Values:

Steps 4-7 Spec-
ulation on
New. or Al-
tered Norms:

"We go as much
as we could, our
children will get
more

9".

not a prob.
km. Children:
problem of "What
am I going to be?':
and "What can I
do around here?"

No evidence of
troubles with par-
ents; children in
conflict over what
to 1:4; isolated
from parental help.

Education was al-
ways important;
was 'United by op-
portunities.

"We don't have
enough; what else
pan we do?" Chil-
dren: problem of
"What 'will I do?"
and "Should fin-
ish?"

Unrealistic value
that education
doesn't matter, but
it does: children in
conflict over ocipos-
ipg values of par-
ents and teachers.

titlt doesn't really
matter is defini
tion o long stand-
ing.

"'I don't have an
education. I don't
care." Children
usually drop out
early.

Unrealistic value.
that education is of

little or no impor-
tance: apathy; chil-
dren drop out.

History of indiffer
once and contempt
for educational
values

(The basic orientation' to education remains as indicated in
Step t above).

Encourace eduea-
4ional achievement;
see education as
crucial to living in
modern society.

Not very eon.
cerned; "It doesn't
matter" stilt pre-
vails. Same as Step
3.,

Indifferent value.
Same as Step 3.

tit
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22 WHAT'S IN IT 'FOR ME?

E. KATHLEEN BROWNING

The following selection is a look at some of the feelings of students
gathered by one English leacher diving her career in the mountains of
West Virginia. Mrs Pro) ning currently teaches at WesiaFirginia Tech.

The culturally different. children in Appalachih cote from homes
where the parents are largely school dropouts, where reading is not en-
couraged ansi reading material is scarce anyway. The parents are not
always interested in their children finishing school-and oft feel that.
what was good enough for them is good e for their ids. Lip ser-
vice is given to religionfundame i ands fanatic . The children
who do come from homes Whet-, ch attendance is r gular are often
'quiet and accepting of their " in life, because they re taught it is
nod's will.

Howev'er, some of a school's st hell raisers are from homes
ranBere lip service is publicly given he church but, apparently, the
hbme life does not reflect the same. y of these children, if dressed
the same as the middle class and colle 'oriented children, viguld, be
indistinguishableexcept for their h u% and often the Acksture,,
which shows defeat early in life. i d aodi often hostilities
toward the school, which seems i ayt- to beads and which
seems.to reject them socially, are e .

Occasionally a boy may make it soc f ,iohlet For the
most of them, though, they are neglected, unwanted, igno , and
rejected. Their names arson then class roles,:4) hey.baie. r no
part in the school actirities. Their .apathy __jsAu.ite* 'ident if teae rs
take the time and trAble to notice.' ;

Too often teachers say, "He jdit sits there gke a knot on k loghe
doesn:t cart whether he passes or not. I' on't VaveAtime to fool with
him! There are plenty of others whosyire intereiteeattdwiio do careX

The apathy is often Znly a cove-uplO:krivent being hurt, or to hide
the hurt which does exist.4.4any.childreli.Mgye.sajd to me, "These.
teachers around here don't case. They...just pay:Attplipn_to_the ones
who are going to college, er whdse ohrentsita4 ni-0.94t.'..141:n 'tried
to tell her why my paper was lati,lbtrt 413-c.wotildo.4._iiireu-."'Or, "If
you've got a problem, go tell the cOuisalas. That's have diem."

There is a plaintive cry for help from ltittktOron of the. sehoOl
population, a cry which is largely ignored or utpaid:with th sCtokols
being structured to meet the 'needs of the middle clais-sfnifent who are
going to college. .

L. ..yJ 41.
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Do these children hakp goals? Most of them.either stay in school un-

til the legal school leasing age of 16, but they skip or stay home a gteat
deal. Some grind out the time and credits necessary to let them be
graduated becauie they want a "good job" which requires a high school
diploma. a white piece of paper which represents the gatew-ay to em-

. ployment in a factory. They realize they are not learning anything
which is a usable skill for adulthood.

Many of the more intelligent ones drop out before graduation be-
cat4ke they hale reached the limit of their tolerance, ancrthe slower ones
continue to stay in school. which becomes a.prison for them because,
of4the lack of relesancy to their lines. Most of them have short rabge
goals, and they are eager to get on with living as adults and being
accepted as adults.
, Among these people, when the teenager gets married, he or she will
almost always dipp out ofschool. Children are born early in the mar-.
riage, and the young parent is no more prepared for parenthood than
his or her parents were. Schocil has done nothing to give insight into the
problems of marriage Ad parenthood.

Behind the apatily is often eagerness for a crumb of interest and
empathy. The mask of indifference assumed by many is removed when
the teacher s ws tanding and a willingness to meet the children
where. hey are an accept them for what the' are.

can remember many years pf feeling frustrated by classes of these
children, years when I was tightly bound by traditional ideas of zhat
sehooLwas supposed to be like, how a teacher was supposed to act711nd
rigid adherence to textbooks because the Curriculum called for teach-
ing certain things. 1, too, started with Chapter I and went straight
through the book. ',dared not In innovative or deviate from the course
of study, for things like this get aroundspread by surprised students
and Magniflecl by resentful teacheq.

Tito often in ths. eyes of trie administration, tlie.good teacher keeps
a silent class, ant there are Ao complaints from the parents of the
students. ti4eser, the parents of this .silent minority wopld never
complain, for .they would feel the school would know best*. I never/
could equate quietness with learning, and I chaired under the tradi- .

tionalism which I felt forced me to conform to practices *Filch I did "

not like nor respect e
One hot spring day on the third floor, when the students seemed

sleepy and bored, I threw the textbook on the desk and admitted I
was bored too. I asked what they would like to din that class, things,
which could be considered English.

The response was amazing, for the students had many ideas. Their
creatisity on their own lesel of knowlefige,and the own frame of refer-

.1.
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ence opened a whole new world tojeie, and I have had few boring days
in the classroom since. It is my oli fault when' it does happen.

, ETC. .. e
...

The room filled *with students, and I handed otit cards, supplied pen-
cils or pen, and gave instructions cheerfully in my nasal twang. I
greeted the ones I knew and welcomed the new ones to tiy ...a "new"
Englishwith me. .

, ._

'_ "This will not be like any English class you have ever had," I started
out. "There will be no. homework. You do not need to buy books, for I
will make Available ici you the ones you need,-or I will help you-find
them. One day a week you will have a free reading period when you
can read the inewspapir, a' book, or a magazine of your twb choice.
One day we will have a discussion on a subject of your own choosing.
One'day you will have a listening. experience. I may read to ypu, or

8 you may listen to tapes orrecords. There will be a discussion/period
before the period is over. _ .

One day you will have a writing experienCe. The other dply in the
week will be devoted to something that comes out of the/other ex- , 1

periences in the week, ThereA no required reading list for book re-
--ports although you will reporkto me orally about the book you read

books you will choose. Duting the coming year I hope to ce you into
liking to read, into learning how to carry on a conversion,i and into
writing your own thoughts." .../ Out of the dead silence, one boy asked, "You mean,

/
we Ain't gonna

.0.--° read nothin' by Shakespeare?" *
"Nothing by Shakespeare unless you chop e to read it,".I answered. ..
"You don't need OE wolry 'bout me doin that. I always just go to

sleep when the teacher stems out 'bout hi . Bey, how come you're
.doin' this? Wi(I we get credit for regtgar Englis " he asktd suspici-
ously. "Are you doin' jlti.cause we're the dum es?" .

There it was again: ... . we're the dummie ' . s
My heart ached for these kids who had bee branded as the "dum-

mies" by the tiachers and schools forso Ion they now accepted the.
classification. .

What is, education supposed to be? Book eports, themer fill-in-the-
blanks, lectures, study halls where no o studies, tests that don't
really test, football and basketball games for some, band and clibrus -
for a few, clubs for the selected ones, etc What does etc. mean?

One senior boy said it like this: "I thi everyone should have a high
. school education and a/diploma. Bec se when you go to get a job ... about the first thing they ask, is that u have a high school education

or a diploma. And sometimes -peop give Au tiob- without a high
, t- la. ... .

.
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school education and they ask you to. write a order or something.
l'ou don't know what they are talking about.

.

"The reason I said give you a job because some people know the
forman very well and he said send your sorror daughter over to my
office. You tell yoitr,SOn and he is shy and he quite school in the 10th
grade and he go's over and.talks to the man n he can't pass the test."

Or perhaps the etc. is what another boy meant when he Wrote this:
"The reason _why I' think a High School Diploma is. important is that
without a Hill School Diploma you are completely lost in this world.
Also very few Veople would hire you for a job unless you had a High
School Diploma. WithOut it you wouldn't be half as tall as you would
bE with "i diploma; 'el & z ,, .

f "You worked 1.2 twig, 'hot, dry, hard, miserable years to get that
piece of white paper and its well worth it. 'A High School Diploma is
your future." . - d

.
Another boy's idea of the etc. goes like this:' "I think a diploma Is

important because you can make something out of yourself, and with-
out a diploma you can't be anything. When I set out of schoM j want
to be shmething.or somebody. don't want just to work for somebody.
I want them to work for me. To me school is really something. It is
not just something you half do do, iflou don't want to do. I get pleasure
out of school. You meet a lot of people and friends at school, You
learrkhOw to get along with them. And I think this is just about the
most important thing of all You half to knotv° people to get along with
them." , . .

.

I would like to think the following recorded the thought of the mean-
ing of the etc. for the many'silent students when this was written: "I
think a high school diploma is important because the high school edu-
cation f am receiving is giving me the basic-training yl need through-
out my life.,It will give me kchance to get a better job and make life

-easier. b - - . .'

"Receiving my diploma will -give me a Idling that I hive earned
something for the yOrs I have spent in school, and it will mean some-

,thittg special to me for the rest of my life. It shouldrnean something
"special titi any graduate. ".

..' "A diploma will mean more to me than a piece of paper, or it is a
ceriificate of completion of high.schooLone of the bast factors. in
this world of automation. When I receive 'try diploma it mean that

.I have reached a goal that-I set for rrtyseff." .,
A boy who dropped out before graduation wrote this: "Well, its a

long story about a high school' diploma, because their, are *so many,
reason for it, for better jobs, and, for your- education improvement.

_ ., I
- .

I

1Q7. .
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"When you are in High school you learn how to SW , .40
of the main thing, that way you could further you, tipiii'mi A.

"You lean% how to talk aitd get alone with peopll.;; hey are,' lot of
important things hi the world and that rates one 44.heltighes."`

Did the booK reports, the fill-in-the-blanks, the lectures and the etc.
compel him to quit? What was.there in school for him?

Part of getting an education is as a girl wrote. "Teachers should not
treat students as they do. Some teachers treat them very cruely, others
treat them nicely. Many teachers have so-caged 'pets.' These pets don't
do anythingAvrong according. to the teacher. Thiry get to 'do mores things than other students. They also get better grades. Its really not

., fair to the other students. Teachers call students names, tell them they
are stupid, they even try, tole!' you how to dress. It's none of their busi-
ness. We don't tell them how to dress.

.
"If you make a wrong move in a certain eta you go to the principal.

I mean I believe in discipline but in many clas s you say one.word you
go to office. Also when a student wants to lea e the room To go to the
rest room the teacher says no. In some case it son really be neces-
sary. But the teacher refuses to let the stuck leave. Like I said be-
fore it not fair. But what can you go about it?"

I wonder what else etc. means to the kith? s "

4

PROFILE I . ..
.. t

He was till an'd just i little thin. His brown eyes beckoned shyly from
under his Wadi haiand heavy, dark eyebrows as he sidled timidly and
awkwardly up to the desk the first day of school. "We're the dummies.
You can't teach us nothin'. What're you gonna have us do?" he asked,

"We're going to read a lot of things'you will enjoy," I replied.
"I don't like to read nothing. All them stories in the literature, books

are for the birds. And, I.hate book reports. Why can't we do something
innarest' in? I hate English. All we do is write about 'My Summer
Vactitioti' or read. stories like Silas Marner. which don't mean nothing
to mete' hesaid., =

I smiled. "What would ypu like to read if yoii had your choice?" .1-
asked.

,

"I like to read about cars andand peqpielike us. I ain' never read to
.

Book through though. They're all too thick. The only time I read is
when there's nothin' else to do. Or nothin' on TV," he replied.

1, "What do you really like to do?" I queried. 4,

"Well," he said, "when somebody can get a.car, I like to run up and '

down the road looking for girls. "' .
"Do you have a steady girl?" I sisked.

4 4 4'

\ 1

' I

t
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"No."
It seemed time to change the subject, so I asked him if he liked to

read magazines. -
"Some,`not many. I like the ones with lotsa, pictures, like LIFE and

LOOK. I like comic books," he volunteered.
He filled,out the class registratiort form as we talked. From, the card

I found out that he was the middle child of a large family, and his
father worked in a nearby chemical plant. The family, which had
never owned a car, lived' near the school. His blue and brown plaid
shirt, which was neatly starched and ironed, went well with his brown
slacks and brown loafersonly his white stocks stood out as being
wrong in this school, where the current vogue of the "in-crowd" was
dark .socks.

The pimples on his face? Could be from too many cokes and candy
bars. Too much starch in his diet.

,Maybe emotional problems. The hope and challenge in his shy, brown
eges nudged my consciousness of the pleas of legions of Dayids for
something interesting and relevant to their lives in school.

(David.was failing English in the twelfth grade, so he dropped out
ithd went into military service.)

PROFILE II

Evelyn was a small girl with beautiful bone structure and graceful
movements. Her dark hair looked clean and well brushed. From her
.brown eyes it was' hard to determine whether she looked shy or just
hurtpleading hopefully for friendship and a crumb of understanding
from a teacher. /

With the boys, she was saucy and boldyet defensive. The boys liked
her, and she responild easily in a friendly manner most of the time.
However, she just h easily administered a rebuff to a boor.

---- :The class wasInot the same when Evelyn was absent, for her
provocative qurtions were missed, as if the ginger were left out of the
gi rbread or the spice out of pumpkin pie.

Some of er papers follow.
1. .". a d ription of a room in her home gives insight': ..
rist ou living room there is Early American furniture. The cooch

air are a deep red with a printed chair to match. With orange,
two and green and color of couch. All the tablesare maple and
.alw ys shiny. The lamps are bYass with black.

ere are books on a round table in the corner, books of German
jiteiature and English novels. In, one corner, is a orange magazine

/rack, there are white starched solids on Lure sq the miftlass ash-
.
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trays won't mark tables. There are flower arrangement on T. V. and
coffee table.

Thee is a wooded chair with a high back foot stool 'beneath. And
under all of this furniture is an olive green rug.

On the walls are pictures. One is a large center picture of a landscape
of mountains with gold frame. There are four smaller pictures next to
them. Theyare small prints of flowers. Over the printed chair is a.
grandmother's dock about one hundred fifty years old. On the other
wall.is three pictures of cities in foreign countries:

. . she never mentions that her mother was a German war-bride--
or that her parents are separated. She has another, paper here on the
desk she handed'in late . . . think I'll readit while I'm thinking about
her . .. her descriptions are so vivid. . .

It was a misty drizzling September morning just before nine o'clock.
All of a sudden loud noises, like cons were _making harsh sounds. The
gray sky seem to light up' with bright colors, orange, red and yellow
as if the sky .were afire.,In my mind shot faces of three people. They

, seemed to stare and all of a sudden they came towards me yelling,
running and poking at me. It was like a nightmare yoetoulan't imagine.

,The faces were more clear now. They were Bob, John and Mike. They
%'ere repeating the same words over and over louder and louder. Can

you figure out what thdy,were saying?
(The paragraph was written as a result of an assignment to the class

to write a paragraph in,which three colors in the room and the names of
three students in the class were used.) .

. . she's unhappy at home .. I hope she doesn't quit school and go
to live with her father as she's threatening to do.

Is there any part of the etc. which could keep' her from becoming a
drop-out?

This class kepi a Journal for daily writing at the beginning of the
period. I never read the Journals-,only checked them weekly to deter-
mine whether or not the students were really writing something. When
Evelyn. did quit school and go to live with her father and the brother
she said liked her,. she did not take her Journal. Parts I considered
significant follow:

September 26

Yesterday my ex-boyfriend from Cleveland whom I was going steady
with last year came in, we are going to go baCk together. Probably we
will be married. I hope so because I love him very much. I hope he
feels the way towards me as I feel for hitn. He weni back to Cle'v
land last night and will be back in a few weeks.

M.

/ TOY/ el
7' C./

.1
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He has to work twelve days straight in order to get two days off to
come and see me.

He treats me as if I was someone, and I'm glad, He seems more of a
man to me than just an 18 year old boy. He is more mature than any
other boy I have mCt at his age. He is an honor student and very kind.
My parents think a lot of him. My father met him for the first time yes-
terday because all of the time when I was going with him. my father was
in Korea.

September 29

Last night had a fight with my brother, he ipped at my clothes,
choking me and hit me with his fists. I wis ould the with my father.
If I don't get out.of my house soon, I wi have a breakdown.

Everybody in my family hates me, exc pt one brother, and my foher.
Sometimes I wish I was dead.

I try to do my best but I guess it's no gobd enough for them.

PROFILE III

His limp, brown hair parted on the left 'Side hung into his twinkly
brown eyes as he slouched in with the air of, "Weil, I'm hereiso let's ,
set something going." He chose to sit about half way back in the room
'which had those nailed-down desks that were part of the original
fixtures when the building was completed in 1921..The boys are bigger
nose, and he had trouble getting his knees under the desk.

There was a squeak in the seat, but .that was part of the fun of try-
ing to-get the teacher "riled up" over nothing. I4is was the delayed
reaction which always brought the class downthe bon mot ,of. the
day. This talent, I found out later, was always getting him ejected from
classes by teachers who had no sense of higrnorafter all, it is difficult
to laugh at one's self. .

As a Shop boy, he was not "selected" for the in-group activities. Not
that he wanted to be. A 1952 Chevrolet or a motorcycle were his speed,
and the "Black Eagle," the school hangout, was his home away from
school --or that other place near the auto. shop (there were pinball
machikes there). In case he was "temporarily not driving,"due to
the loss of his driver's license because of a dispuee with the "law," or
because of being "temporarily out or7noney," he rode the school bus.

Mike is.easy to remember. He was always saying, "Mrs. 13'., don't use
them fifty ceots words on us." He wrote his Life Story as he saw it for
me....

I S.

4
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MY LIFE STORY

It began about 18 years ago, I guess when my mother had me. I
guess I'm not all bad but I used to have an awful temper. I sometimes
got really viscious, like the time I almost killed my big brother. He just
go so clanged made he just couldn't stand it, but I got over it an
learned to control myself.

And Today my brother is happily married with one kid and one on the
way. That just make me an uncle twice.

About the'best thing that ever came into my life was my girl, we've
talked things over and soon as I get out of school and go into service
we're going to get married. I think I have perty weal summerized my

4. life and in the ftetre I hope it better.

. .. here's another paper he *tote.. .

In my openium, the world is really in a mess..Especiallij the U.S;
fighting to keep the econimy up. It's terrible all the boys are getting
killed'for nothing. If I'm called for active_duting, "the so called draft",
I'll go because we can't back out now an$ I love my Country.

Hove ever make it through this war, we should form some kind of
law forbittmg wars of any kind, instead of the "United Nations?'
What help has the U.N. did for the world, cause a.Viet-Na rg war,-now
many Americans have died their, how many more will? nt.'s really
hard to say, and here's the big question. Why? just because someone
else things CommunIzium7is better. How do we know?, we haven't
tried it, why should we tick it, its forked for some people. And can
you think of a different way of life than share and share alike. If you
can tell them."it's better than a war." .

In the last hundred years how many men have died froM wars,
thousands upon thousand, and in the future I think we should do com-
plete away with wars. B atise what was ever solved by fighting. And
some day if we don't quie fighting, I'll-15e total destruction. no sur-
vivor. Just think about it an '11 think-you'll Peal the same.'

for three consecutive ears this In'y completed the same 141-
tences as shown in the following nner...

Whet( I have to read, I (1965) get all choked up. (1966) concentrate.
(1967) like to read what I want to.

I like to read about (1965) famous people..(1966) adventures. (1967)
hot rods.

I'd rather read than (1965) do nothing. (1966) dig. (1967) fail. ,

When Lived math (1965X I get sick. (1966) I get.sick., (1967) I get
sick.,

1 I No,t.

t
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I like to read when (1965) I have nothing to do. (1966) 1 have
nothing ealse to do. (1967) theirs nothing else to do s

I'd read more if (1965) I did have anything4.410. (1966) I got a
book I realy like. (1967) their were more interesting books about.

. in educational circio there is a lot of talk about attitudes and
values , here is a list of lnfoks he reported on one year. .

Pirate Quest, Robinson Crusoe, Di Thunder, Sea Treasure, Dirt
Track Summer, The Story of Robert .. Pe ary, Climb To The Top.
Paul Revere, Speedway Challenge -

. . . I wish I knew why he thought a high school diploma is im-
portant, for it seems evident that school is not offering a challenge to
him His interest in reading needs to be developed, for there is no -..

variety in tis choice of books. bat he was honest in sayink he liked to
read about adventure. Maybe books had been forced on him in school?
The..1967 'answers reflect what research shows. students want to choose
books to read by themseltgs, and interesting books were avAilablt for
them in schools. .

.. . frustration . . . rejection . . failure. . . .?

23 POWERLESSNESS AMONG RURAL
APPALACHIAN YOUTH

NORMAN A. POLANSKY

Felt Powerlessness is hypothetized as the root cause in problems
facing Appalachian youth. This powerlessness is not unlike that felt ily
other disadvantaged groups aid tends to be a function of social class.
Dr. Polansky teaehes at the University of Georgia.ji .. .

"Felt Powerlessness" may be defined as the degree to which the in-
dividual believes that he has little control over his fate, but either is at
the mercy of outside forces beyond his control, or his circumstances are

\ due largely to chance, or both.
My interest in powerlessness has arisen in the course of %studies aimed

at improving child welfare services in Southern Appalachia. It is a
commonly voiced complaint among welfare workers, themselves in-

Ritrat Sociology. June 1969. Used by permission.

1 This studyLwas supported. by grant no. PR1200 from the U. S. Children's
' Bureau to the University of Georgia. .

I I -
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di nous to the region,-that some of their clients are unamenable to
ca work because ofgbeir generally fatalistic attitude. These clients de-
c me to participate A-efforts to understand and solve their problems be-
cause they believe that they had little role in roducing their life situa-
tions. and that their efforts will noj avail la changes.

I hypothesized that this attitude woul be found is our regiqn, Its
elsewhere, to be more associated with a isadvantaged hfe situation.
SOciflcally, 1 predicted that persons of lower socioeconomic status and
Negroes would both score higher on Felt Powerlessness, and that thist
attitude would already be visible among young adolescents.

This hypothesis was based on the foll tionale: (1) __,Felt
Powerlessness is a direct reflection of lack fin 'al power Dour
money economy; (2) persons from families of lowe re tige do, in fact,
find it less possible to influence the society about t em, and this is an
"objective fact of life" for the youngsters; (3) the attitude of power-
lessness permeates their ,families of orientation, and whether or not
children have experienced 'it personally, they ideptify with their par-
ents. On the other hand, one might argue that in rural ateas, with so
much more direct_ eiposure to nonsocial opportunities for environ- .
mental mastery, and direct coutact with naturalelements, .class &I- . ......
ferences in Felt Powerlessness should be less noteworthy among adoles-
cents than in urban settings. .

From the subjective standpoint, there is no question but ttkat Felt
Powerlessness can be used as a psychological defense. One need feel
neither shame nor guilt about what'cannot be helped. This defense is
ubiquitous, and may be found. among persons in objectively very forel
tunate circumstances. But the defense is less likely to be disconfirmed
by life if one realistically has little power. Therefore, a theory derived
fr m powerlessness as an internal, psychic maneuver yields an identical
p ediction, in this instance, to that derived from viewing it as direct
re ection of objective reality. In either case, persons of lower socio-
economic status should demonstrate more.

Our wog with this concept is in the immediate tradition of that
initiated by Seeman and Rotter. Seeman (1959) identified the sdise
of poweWssness as one among five alternative meanings classically as-
ociateawith the concept of alienation. in subsequent empirical wgrk

he has demonstrated, for example. that persons with a strong seinse
of powerlessness are less likely to acquire control-relevant information
about their environments (Seeman and Evans, 1962; Seeman, 1966).
Rotter, the psychologist, has focused more on the aspect of the con-
cept which has to dO with individual differences ih the attribution of
responsibility. as a personality dimension he termed "internal _versus
external" control of reinforcements. Most relevant here is a study he
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conducted with Battle (Battle and Rotter, 19,63: 489) of 80 sixth and
eighth grade children from fie metropolitan sch9ols. They concluded
that: "Lower-crass Negroes were significantly more.txternal Than
middle-class Negroes or whites. Middle-class children, tit generid, were
significantly more internal than loWer-class'children."

METHOD ,

Data were collected for this, study from 180 ninth and tenth grade
youngsters under age 16 residing in rural and semi-rural areas of west-
ern North Carolina and northern Georgia. These were chosen to be

sas 'nearly adult as possible, although still within the statutory school
age, in order to secure more representative sampling. One hundred
twenty of these were white students: 60 drawn from a high scliwl
located in a small manufacturing town, many of whose students cone
also from the surrounding countryside; 30 from a high school in an
isolated "cove" community and 30 others from a high school serving ,

a completelywhite fanning county. The 60 Negro students were from
a high school that is in the process of being phased out by desegrega-
tion, but which served the whole Negrwopulation of its mostly rural
county.

The instrument of chief concern in this brief report was the Felt
Powerlessness scale, a paper-and-pencil test adapted to a sixth-grade
reading level by 4ffpe (1959) from the original version by totter and
Seeman (1959) It had shown adequate reliability, in previous. work
(Jaffee, 1959: 31) There was evidence of its construct validity in the
study of delinquency-proneness by Jaffe andPolansky (1962). A re-
check of4k)dd-even split-half reliability in the present study yierded an
r of 12, which is regarded as adequate for testing differences between
groups.

In administration, a Likert-type format was employed, with the stu-
dent asked tb indicate'his degree of agreemtiticjisagreement%vith such ,

statement .

Ite

I think we will always have wars between couniriesno matter what
we do to dry to stop it. I de: 4,*

A matt who gets a good Soh is just lucky to be at the right place at
the right time. ,_ 9

I feel I have little influence over the way othir people 'act.
. ..-

Socioetonomic status was assessed 133t a kagdevised 13)7, McGuire and
Whit&1955), whose standards seemed most applicable to our par-
ticulaMoptilation. Thelf 'weighted index involves occupation, source of
income, and education. The higher the score, the lower thettafus. The
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subject's status was determined by rating that of the family head, in
- most cases his father.

RESULTS
1.. 4
In order to study the influence of socioeconomic status on powerless

ness scores, I divided the sample into high versus low groups as nearly
equal in size as_possible. The median score obtained, 64.5, is regarded
by McGuire and Whipas in the lower range of upper-lower class
wores Descriptively, then, youngsterslromsfamilies rated lower-lower
were contrasted with those ranging higher, mostlupper-lower, but a
few middle. The distribution obtained was'in kee?ing with impressions
of the region which, aside from a few urban centers, is not as pros-
perous or technologically advanced as many other rural areas.

The relevant results are summarized in Table I. From the raw num-
bers involved, it is evident that in this particular sampling, more mite
youngsters came from families ranked high than did Negro (P < .05
by chi-square test). This is in accord with the nature of the jobs typ-
ically available to Negroes in this area.

From the two-way analysis of variance presented in Table 2, it is
shown that the hypothesized relationihip of Felt PoWerlessness to social
claslis.sfrongly supportedif the variance "within groups" is accepted
as he error estimate The hypothesis about race is also strongly sup-
ported. Nevertheless, although the interaction variance is not signif-
icant,it is substantial, and our conclusion must therefore be phrased
with caution.

For example, the produpt-moment corr elation betw een socioeco-
nomic ranking and Powerlessness score in the white sample is .403
(P <1.001). Among the Negro adolescents, it is only. .05no- relation-
ship. Similarly, Felt Powirlessne5s 4 really only notably different among
the socioeconomically high samples. The mean for the white, high group

Table 1r Mean scores on Felt Powerlessness of Groups differing in
socioeconomic status and races,

4

bosioeconomic Status

Race, High . 'Low Total

"- White 32.6 38.1 35.2- ''`
63 57 120

Negro 4 ' 38.5 .38.3 38.4
21 . 39 60

Total . 34.1 ..- ` 38.2 -
. 84 96
t

.. "illumber of cases 1--on which eacivnian is based is given in italics. .
I

. .
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Table 2. "Analysis of variance of Felt Powerlessness scores with re
spect to socioeconomic status and race

o.

k. Source
of ji.

Variation .

'Degs
of
ree

Freedom

Su
of

m

Squpres
--t-

Mean
Square

50.119
754 000
389.600

.156. 00

Calculated
Variance
,Ratid

.
15 04**

. 7.76*

, 1.11

Total
Within groups (error)
Socioeconomic status ,
Race 1

Interaction of race with 1
socioeconomic status

1

I

1

1

10.120
$.821

754
389

156

*.Significant at the .01 level. I

. --** Significant at the .001Jevel

is significantly lower than each of the others. 'It is 'race and class posi-
tion, then,Aaken in combination, which produces the lower power-
lessriass score among the white, high group (see Table 1). Battle and
Rotter, who were working with youngsters from families of whom

-many were truly middle class in both races, also found an interaction
between ethnic group and sotial class. In their study "it can be seen
that the most significant comparison is betwee.'h the middle-class whitt
as most 'internal' and the lower-class Negro as most 'external' " (4963: ,r

'487).

CONCLUSION

At present, much interest is focusing on t phenomenon of Felt
Powerlessness as it is experienced among disc antaged ,groups in our
urban slums. In this research, 1 bar been repeatedly impressed by the
extent to which phaltomena in our rural mountains parallel those re-
ported by urban sociologists and social psychologists (e.g. Clark et al,
1964)i Here, as elsewhere, a sense of powerlessness spay affect any-
one, but it is less like& to be as strong among yOungsters who are white,
and in more secure life circumstances.

....", , _b

24 PORTRAIT OF A DROPOUT4

JOHN FANNING
The dropout should be one of .te primary concerns of the Appalachian
teacher. The fqllowing "portrait" attempts to took at the .reasons be-
hind dropping out through the eyes of one individual. John Tanning Is
the editor Of THE MOUNTAIN CALL.

The oult:gin coil, August-September 1974. Used by permtssan
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"School again," one student would my while waiting for the bus.
Then, drooping his head, ht would try to shake away memories of
happy summer days spent by the streams'and in the hills nurturing his
own dreams as well aviiis own orneriness. To face the day is the goes- .

Lion he ponders waiting on iold autumn mornings by the icy road which
shook.the bus violently as it drote over the pot-holed pavement.

Destination 4 ...hoot perhaps 40 minutes iiwaltz.,i, place full oT ex-
citement. boredom. tdik and gossip. a-place where days are spent ft-
(ening to the sounds of basketballs dribbling across the gym floor or
sitting outside chewing teobay.co and smoking cigarettes. Getting off the
bus, there might be some notice of the way he k dressed and word
would start getting around that some girl has Liken a liking to him.
Before long, so and so plus so and so would be the most often used
mathematical symbols. ,

After waiting -anxiously: the bus would, again come, taking him on
the long trip home. where he Would do a few chores and try to get
atway from the house. Putting the .tlgebra hook down. he goes outside
and somethingesweeps him away. a fishing pole, rifle, friend, or pony.
The next day would he al?out thetsanw except that maybe a Mow had
covered the land and the bus would slip dangerously close to the.edge
of the mountain. Perhaps he will have to walk to the blis fine like some
do-Lone, two or maybe even three-milel.

, .
The dark mofning road woulylte lit by a flashlight or the two brig

beaml of the bus moving at a slow, shaky pace. Looking ahead the
inner parts of a' flower would seem just as remote through the fro
covered window as the biology class that awaits him, its teacher look-
ing at him and telling him once again that he should study more if he
expects to be promoted.

41i.
He just couldn't geLin-terested, he tells the teacher Who thinks that ,

the boy is worthless, lazy, ignorant oi- perhaps Degenerate. The teacher
might promote him, but instead the boy drops out, facing the same sort
of days he had during the shOrt, happy sumniers, except that shortly a
family of,his own v.ill have replaced a few dreams, and his orneriness
might have completel disapeared. He would now be able to see that

, his life is essentially t e ame as everyone else's nearby, all his friends
. working at the same mill r mine or on some road unfortunately other

than theft own. EAeryo e he sees as' fitting into this sort of routine
which flowssmoothly,.highlighted by the exciting coon chap, or the
birth of a calf or pony or child, or underlined by mere serious moments
when hearing-of uncle's death or the loss of a corn.erop to some blight.
Life would go on .essentially between points of gain ana despairing loss, h

at which tine he vlill finger through pages
A

of the Bible for comfort.
,
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He will find that he has learned to confront 14, to be tough, and he
may begin to get settled inthis way Suddenly the will hear of his own
son getting involved in some goings-on down at a local tavern, or just

. as jarring an experience would be his-younger son's success at school,. .
his sincere desire to learn and a seek dimensions difficult to cont..:
prebend. 7

4 k .

The value of education would suddenly shake the crust from our
dropout's mind; as all of a sudden there is this vague, unfamiliar emp-
tines), perhaps shame, or a tendency to solidify his notions evett,mote
as his son talks about tbesize of the universe or the bitterness of strug-
gles, viers and revolutions: The value orthe education he once rejected
would then be realized and there will bisatropfng feeling-that wants to
be a part of the times, and mote imp ly he will want to learn of
the use of his mind to overcome fears and superstitions which have
clouded his thoughts with ignorance. He watches the news or some TV.
documentary and realizes reasons for the sudden loss of his job or the
unbearably high prices he must pay to live comfortably. He wants to
learn, and after a while he learns that he can change his despairing,
drab existence by some new knowledge on how to create something of
worts} through a combined effort of .inclo and body. This thing, a bet- -
ter cabin, painting, plough or a mill o grind flour, would fully fulfill
his desire for "a sense of purpose. b utvand ,order, and would be a .

testatnent to the value of what he ha learned.
Sometime it might dawn on him h, w much more he should know,

and the pictures of his high'school da,,y would retur empty of any
knowledge, a dissapointing, aimless feeling that he had * oust and
let his mind go to waste. But then there was something else lacking
about those days long ago Perhaps it wasn't his ownfaylt, because he
knows he has touched the, spark of learning ft. must have always had
from the time he first esti his mother what made fire.
. No, there was someth ng else that went wrong that prevented his tt
young, curious mind, from pursuing its desire. to kliVw....1t was some-
thing beyond hiS' control. The school was too far away,' tiirtnorajpgs
too cold or rainy, and suddenly tilde was. this school, its teachers
bunched together for coffee or out, on the sidevialk smoking. They
would look at him and their eyes would look sway indifferently. There
was a sense of guilt Then he would ,find himsejf glorified in a small
game of basketball on the parking lot couris, .

Hitmind distracted by so many things, he went to class half- consci-
ous of what the teacher was saying. The teacher would be behind her
pulpit scratching strange symbols. Btit what were theyle now winders..
The class was too big; there were too many ,people around with 'the
same nervous distriction and everyone wanted a-itiiitate Jimmy or

.
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Dale who woullesit and crack jokes or throw spitballs across the room,
- followed by excited giggles, or the climactjc scene of a rear end burn-

ing'under the teachWs angry slashing. The serious smart ones would!
be apatt,from the Test of the class, but there was no 'tendency to follow
the.ire5rample, and most students didn't really care that much anyvtay.

Our dropout %in giptinlie to ponder the meaning and 'value of the
educational.instittuitIF and frequently there will be doubts and conftt-

.tion Perhaps if he had applied himself,-'some wonder, maybe he .could.
Jibe made it. But these people may not realize the total existence

A this boy who sits through class waiting anxiously for the final bell to
ring. There will be n6 effgrt to krmw about hen, but of course there
are opinions, meaningless 4ategories which block and prevent any un-
.derstanding of that hoy.lhe lack Of interest is shared between the stu-
dent and the teacher, foi -there is little real contact between thEnvillar
than a few hard stares or an embarrassing moment in front of -the.

.%... class-411 of which seemslo,make the *hole effortsof learning tueltss
, and Ihreateding. If there is one thing that can beillustrated through

our portrayal of i"drOpout is is the destructive nature of the class which
lacks the dimension of individual contact and understanding, anAim-
portantlngredient in the learning process. Classes seem too large, and
with conditigns of economic deprivation. there is incFeased impairment
ocontact. . .

Experiments in some Virginia schools have demonstrated to a certain ...
extent that smaller classes provide a solution to the dropout problem.
In a small classroorii, say around eight to ten studvts, one-to-one 'cor-)respendente betwien teacher and stude would seem much more et.
fective. But before, anything can be effe tive rte teacher must strive
b understand each student and his' or her individual existeltce..The

. teacher Must seek knowledge from theklass and in turn there is some-
thing imporiantthat the teacher must instill in students. And that is
to learn to question. if not vocally, silently, the value of what they are
being taught. It is easy for students to develop fears of tlitir achers
and this is something, that a teacher must be sensitlye to a act in
a positive Ad sincere manner to correct. The small class In could
prevent.8 tendency for the class to follow the beh io of certain '

.... cliques which help determine the' Overall attitudes a beliefs of the
,- . lass, therefore maintaining the low level'of achievem nt. .

If the educational system is to be meaningful it must perform what it
sets out to do and that is jo_intluence children to learn willingly. The
effort must work, id if it doesn't, there must be something wrong. The

. small class, or a class organized to have complete student - teacher con-
act tuCh as b ppssible in a crm school, could improve the quanta;

"Of education 'and event down the high dropout rate among-.

vent
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mountain people. Possibly a grave mistake on the part of the state
bbards of education was the discontinuance of the mountain schools 'r
throughout, many areas of Appalachia. The small class or school 'con-

/ceps has worked effeoie14 elsewhere in sirhilar social conditions, and
El if more money could be made available, the concept could be employed

in places'not so far removed from the hills and hollows where our clrop-,
out once had to wait for the crowded bus.

25 FROM APPIALACHrAN GENESIS
.a

A Plial5hOp Films of Whitesburg, Kentucky, is presently producing the
top quality flints on the Appalachian Region: The following is an ex-
cerpt from Appalachian,. Genesis which was filmed in 1971 and con-
tains interviews with young people concerning their attitudes towards t,

schooling and their local school system (Letcher County, Kentucky) in
particular. -4t

SCEN 1STREET INTER
STUDE S

WHIGH StIFIOQL-
.

I

.1

:

Carl "What do you all think about the Letcher County' School,
(Inter system in general? What do you think about it? Your,per-
viewer) , sonal opinion." . .

i
John . "It's lousy!" ::\
Ann
Carl
Ann

--earl
Ain
Cark
Frances

"1 think it stinks!" 1._
'"Why?'2 (1`.
"It's just 'screwed 1 mean, there's nothing to it."
"Whose fault,is iF'?": 4

,"The biggest part of it, 1 guess is (pause) I don't know."
"Is if politics?"
"Partly.,"

44

Carl " o you (Frances) hay* an opinion on it?" . .
Frances Veil, thege'imtfch tolififor im'proJefnent. A great deal kr

of it has to do with poilt cs.. The whole system is hued on
.., politics The wholesystern iLbased-on politics, I think. which" .

indirectly affects.the students themselves. Bec'aifse they have . .
A part in it too. I.(nein, their dadtlys and mothers Are poli-
ticians." 1. 1

%
te I

A 0 1

Carl "WhaPtio you (Judy) think abo it?"
Copyright Appalachian Film WorkshoP, t$71, by permluion
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Judy* "I don't like it. NobodyLcgres about it. Nobody thinks i , i

tiling aboUt it." ., -./
Carl 4-`Do you think it's the teacher's fautt?"
Judy "Partly, it belongs to everybody. There's not enough students

who care enough about-it to do anything about it..-and the
teachers don't want to help the students get organized."

( SCENE 2SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,
KENDALL BOGGS' OFFICE

Bill "Do you have a student council?"
(Inter-
viewer)
Mr, Bo "I don't believe they do. I believe they started a few years

ago. I'm not sure they've kept it up. I don't think they did."
11101 t`There's no real interest to start. ..?"
Mr. Boggs "Science club, they have a science club, of course. And,

Bill' " o they have a student government arid no interest?"
Mr Boggs "I wouldn't want to say for aide there, T don't believe they

have that. They were organizing a future (pause) I mean q
parent student ileac er (pause) parent student teacher as-

, s'ociation. th he way you say it? They're organizing

of course."
ibis that it? They organized that this year,

SCEN 3R0-URN TO STREET INTERVIEWHIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS

. ,
_

Ann - "Something needs to be dotter
Carl "What? Can you telt me what?" a.

'Ann "Rioting Would help if yousould get the students all to stick
together, to do one thing, instead of flying out this way and

"going in different directidns; if you could get themcio all
going for one thing."

Francts. `Nell- the kids have to, as you' say (Ann), unite. They're,
: ' ( gbing to have to get a big enough body in order that thiy'll

:" Ir. have to liten to us. I mean? we're not going to baakstthrough
,- ;life goor at first, maybe, but well have td'get enough people',

youInolv, lbegether, to go up. and .they have-to, listed to us.
'2 Mike . "Yeah! I'd hate to quit school, but, the subjects are .pretty

' . easy and all that, bur, jtist the teachersValley ain't got th
. -right kindof teachers up, ere." '.

t At
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Carl ."What's wrong with them?".
Mike ' "Well, like I said a minute ago, they're just grouchy and

they don't help you do nothin'."
. Carl "The teachers generally, do they want tk work for the.class,
. or help he class out, or just. ....?"

Cathy "Most of them don't. They're just, there, and that's it, get-
ting paid for nothin'." .

SCENE 4ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION

Nick "That's one of the attitudes because everybOdy when theyMick
. go to college around here, the young kids that do go to col- °

. lege that finish, they all teach school ecause that's the
one thing you can get a job at around he if your politics
are right, you knew, you can Ittka job teachi .It's simply
a matter of the teitcheranting to-stay here and nting to

_ff "Itave- an income, a way to live here. II say eight percent
thetrbaren't interested in teaching at all, but it's a cans,

a oly.that brings in It paycheck." ' ...'

Gera medlber, Itigman;..when you was going down here to
QI? -Why d n't you say a little something about the

hool lunch issu 9 I know I remember Ani saying that you
tood up on the st ge going hungry many a times."

li

4

_ .

Sherman "Yehl I know all; about that!".
Gerald "And watched them eat; didn't you Sherman?"
Sherman- "Yeh, 1 set down there at Elementary School,

set right down there up on the stage and- watched little
children -starve

about
there and tot eat 4 bite every day

down there for about six or seven hours it sehoortutra lout.
Sit down tkere art big school t hers walk up there

pnclk they give. thi school child en o of milk and. the
i school teachers pets two cups th re Mr.

.', r ' been. taken money off'n the ds darn there, a oar- .

t ter every day, and been stir ighr in their blilfolds,
. and it govesnment food it fre> hat. I. &Alt see how

. - in-the world they do if, ut they d' i . . . .

Nick "In other words, even if you qualified for lunchesactd could
PAY, they would still make you pay. If you couldn't pay and
qualified for free or reduced price lunches thenpyou simply
did withouk:while the others ate.:'

6'
: A

Sherman "Dagone ,right I tiure the,truth!"

....1.

,
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I,
SCENE 5-.2-ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION CCSNTINUATION

jit
Sherman I thilik it can be possible that people, young people that

don't care about workin' no more, which I don'tl can take
a drink and that sates me, but here they go smokin' that
grass and stuff (andrit's not worth a. damn to 'em (and)
they ought to know better. They should just pull out from
that for good. And peoplerright now,Zschool teachers.; and
they's people went to college, buddy, that catlt-do-nothin'
th'at it man never went to the second grade never did do.
Peoples went to the second grade `hy back there used
write on an old piece of slate, they can do more than people
thats went to college right now maybe eight or nine years
of college or some kind of school. They don't know nothin'
about it right now.

Gerald Soyou're saying that the educ ational system you got rjght
now ain't wo,rth nothin' then. Is that right Sherman?

§herman It ain't worth nothin', no!
Gerald They ain't learnin' rrOthin'?
Sherman Young people, if they want to open their ears.4 and listeo,

while they'll listen; if they don't why they'll go about their
ors

r-

26 THE SCHOOL A
4.~

-"PETER SCHRAG . .
.

One of the great problems of schoo in Appalachia has been their In-
ability to functiip successkully, with' a close-knit, financially conserva-
tive, and sometimes corrupt politic system. The 'author views the only' '
hope as being the development of educational political cloUt. Educa
tors must be the 'agents of political and social change: Mr. Schrag is the.
frEPmer -education, editor of S4TURDAY. REVIEW.

PI .
Education in the Mountain counties of Appalachia is.the product,of

a nearly perfect system. Poverty, politics, and the catatonic con-
sequences of deprivation a, nd exploitation have leftmost of the moun-
tain schools generations behind the rest of the nation. In theft isola-
tion, they educate ciiildren,for the community and for the futility that

Appalachian Review, Fall 1966. Used by permission.
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surrounds them? fn preparing children for the urger world they deal
with the irrelevant.

The symptoms of the disease are easy to enumerate. In virtually
every category by which we measure educational achievement the
schools of Appalachia represent extremes. Many 9f them lack the per-*
sonnel and facilities for modern instruction in foreign languages and
scienceindeed many of their high schools teach no foreign languages
at all; they rank low in the percentage of gradutes going oil to higlfer
education but they are high in the pereAttage 'gf dropoutssometimes
as high as 85 percent between ,first .and twelfth grades., their students, .

even those who finish,. stand low orpstandarci reading comprehension
tests. --lore enough so that' in most instances graduates of mountain
high schools are on a par, with tenth graders in Wier parts of the coun-
try. Many Appalachian school have yo libraries,, no labora-
tories, sometimes),not even adequate gympastumi despite the area's
passion_ for athletics. Their teachers are unatrtrairted, underpaid and--
if they are conscientiousoverworked. But the system rarely rewards
the conscientious..,Often it prof is the incompetent.

To a visitor in the mountain schools, the discourse in the classroomi
has a kind of Somnaibulistic unreality about it, almos as if the par-
ticipants were playing school or performing a little play purporting to
represent real 'education. No one-knows his lilies well because the
dialegu; is about something far away acid not understood by the par-
ticipants' the French revolation;or theimechanics of city government, v,

as described in a civics text, or the economics of market capitalism as
imagined by the Chamber of Commerce in 1928. Textbook cliches
abound and no one ibakes much effort to relate then# eve,n to the
limited experiences of the students inthe class. Concurrently, the con-
scientious teachers find that .their students cannel read or even speak
adequately; their language is so remote 'from literate English that. it
somants appears like a foreign tongue, The words appearing on the
students papers come out as "attinshun, %" "otion " the 'Applica-
tion" mountains. '

=ration

'But listing problemsthe one-room shoots, the children who lack
_ shoes, the difficultieeof transportation,ethe many small districtsdoes

not explain 'the fundamental pathology of Appalachiah edutiop. It
does not explain, for example, how it.is that even when moretfunds,

. are made available there is hardly anyone who can use them-effectively.
It does not explain how new programs tend to becomeenmired in the ,

sump of old political styles, hoiv the wives and broftrs and cousins
' of the county. politicians are suddenly 'put in chargee, local povfl'ty

or edneatianal 'improvement programs, or how the circle of futility .

seems to renew itself year after yearJelespite all the national atteittn

b .4, a
.
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that has been focuied upon it. There are, wfth'but question, major
exceptions to the general pattern, as well as significant efforts to up-
grade life agd education in the mountains. There are competent, dedi-
cated teachers and prinCipals, superintendents, and -ef.
festive school boards. The Easter gentucky Resource Development
Project, the Council of the Southern Mountains, and other state and
private agencies hese made an impact on the region. Yet most of these
individuals and organizations, base left the prevailing educational-. political structures untouched: essentially they have conducted rescue
operations, teaching skills and organizing small community deselop-
ment or rehabilitation projects while leaving the)system unchanged.

What is the system? Basically it is k self - contained social mechanjsm
isolated physically and culturally from the outside world, althodgirpar-
tially sustained by the public 'funds for.edutatiodand welfare that the
outside world provides. Its elements incltide 4ronic unemployment
of an industrial popula-tion, a historic neglect of formal education, a
lack of cultural capital, a political structure founded, on family+ as-
sociations and nepotism, and exploitatise coal industry controlled by
irresponsible absentee ownership. and, increasingly, a tradition of

\ dependency and helplessness. Harry M. Caudill, the authocol, Night
Comes to the Cumberiands, and one of the most eloquent voices in
Appalachia, has called the region the "vast paleface reservation"an
area exhibiting all the signs of institutional dependency associated with
people who have adjuste te..a'life where all decisions, and, even iden-
tity itself, are determined by the keepers of the instation. Some of

the outside poverfy workers who have come to the mountains in re-
cent sears have been continually frustrated by their inability to con-

'vince mountain people that they have (at least i$ theory) rightful ac-
eess to school superintendents, county judges, and other local officialS.
The eminences df the county seatssmall-time politicians, all of them
have attained Olympian stature in the eyes of many of their oppressed
mountain constituents. For years they haVe been taught to depend on
the small blAsings that trickle from these lesser village gods,' obs as
bus drivers and lunChloom employees, leniency in misdemeanor cases,
perhaps.a little extra welfare assistance for a, needy cousin. People
who question or criticize lose favor with the power, and even tenured
school teachers, prestimably protected by law,' can be exiled to one-
room schools in distant hollows. Thus much.Of the new titoneyand
thefefore the power -is not associated with the federal government.
It does not come ftom Washington, or even, from the state capital, but

from the county courthouse and from the office ofd the county school
superintendent.
,
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1-\ i* From Ach a base the remainder of the system can overate without
disturbance. The bett*Pgraduates of the mountain %chools either leave
for theNcities in the North and West or they continue their education at

. the mountain teichers' colleges, from which, after four years of poor
training, they return toheir home counties to take charge of the class-
rooms they had left as students not many years before. "Outsiders

- wouldn't be _happy here," said a county superintendent, explaining
why he was notrinteresttd in recruiting beyond his own area. Outsiders
of course, are reluctant tocome in anyway, given till pay and the con-
ditions. But the fe-w who might' are generally suspect: they -have
strange ideas, they are, not beholden to the local machines and they
may be interested in change. And there is always soisegod,y's cousin
who needs a job.

Because of physical and cultural isolatItn, the View of these com-
munities is limited. Nothing- comes in, while the best of the local re-
sources the coal, the human energy, the talentflows out of the
region with little or no return. The middle-class burghers of the county
seats ;small businessmen, coal operators, lawyerswho often con-
gratulate themselves on their generosity, behave with the wisdom of a
lumpen proletariat when it comes to the genyine..problems. of the
community Dependent themselves on the xisting structure, they often
tend to deny the existence di chronic tre ployment, of regional, decay
and of home-grown corruption. Like ose of the federal .govern-
ment, their charitable acts leave the ssential structure, untouched;
rather, they serve simply to keep thew ste and misery from 1,ecoming
too Unconscionable. The effect, if not the intent, is to keep the natives
sufficiently dependent in order to preve any fundamental change
from taking place. ..

As no often happens in every isoi d -depressed society, the most
fearful are often those who have r n a notch above the rest, and
who are now in a position to act. T eir ability to effect changes is also
the ability to repress and to maintain the status quo, nd this is the
course they often take. No foreign indlistrywhether it i oat corn-

...pony or a crowd of bananaimperialistscan operate successfu ly. -with-.
... out native allies, without a local army of lawyerVforemen, and judges

who can enforce the laws and customs perpetua.ting the system. In
Appalachia, those laws permittthe detraction of coal almost untaxed
and they permit strip mining to be carried on ,with only the barest
regard for the land and streams and homes that it ravages each year. I

:,)(Reeently'Kentueky adopted Iggislation to conkol some of these ae
ivies The questiOn is whether succeeding administrations will enforce ...

it.) , . '
The local leaders permiteven' encourag4irrelovant education

based on books and classes that kill questio 'ng and curiosity, that dis-
.../
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courage change and that reinforce existing fears and superstitions. As
a consequence, no cultural capital has been accumulated. Each genera-
tion begins with the ideas and attitudes of those thlt preceded it, lack
ing the resources, the books, the ideas and the expeTience to go beyond
die highest point reached by the one before it. Thus the cycle is re-
peated. Appalachia is now raising its third welfare generation.

Within the system, education is only a sideline, while schools, as
sources of poser and itkome, are =jot institetions. Political dynas-
ties are founded on the job of the school supaintendent whb often
controls not only his own school board and the jobs the schools pro;
Vide, but other iounty offices well. -The addition of federal funds,
as presently allocated, merely rilforccs the existing structure.

It, is impossible to break this system by attacking it in elle place ont'.
The construction' of a few schoolhouses, the assignment of VISTA
worker% or'esen the development of at hile new highway program are
likely to be encapsulated in old political structures and practices. It
is only at the point when a significant number of local individual? be-
gin to develop a sense of controland enough anger to actthat
chhnges are likely to begin. The Kentucky stripmining laws passed
within the last year were the product of local organizations and local
power, people who discovered almost acaldentall, a common sense of
anger over the Vestriktion of their land. Their subsequent march on
Frankfort anti the pressure they exercised on the legislature appear to °
be a model for,jnilar political acts in other areas and fin other prob,-

.1ems.

The average mountaineer is fully committed to the idealoof education
for his children, but often he does not knbw: and cannot know, what
effective education is, or how it.can be achieved. One of the prime
tasks of any social action program is to describe to.him how his chil-
dren are being systematically cheated, and hose his own commitment
to existing political practices has undermined education in the class-
room. He has to learn that a high school diploma froma mountain
scliaol is not enough, that it symbolizes little unless it is backed by the

, hard currency of good teaching. He has to learn that education in the
mountains can no longer be merely education for e Mountains, that
it ma? also be education for the economy and thy, societynn4 the
proble,rns of the world bernd. ust, in a sense, be rude the agent
of change; must discover, as thitruthern Negro has cativered, that
lie cast develop political giuscie,and that if hd chooses, to act the
World' will respond. In tlfis respect any social action must be sub:,
vehive. As long as new support and new programs ale simply tied to
old machines, the machines will use them as they always have in the.
past, and the system will"conii(ue forever.

raw ),
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27 ALICE'S WONDERLAND OR' SCHOOL; *.
- BOOKS ARE FOR BANNING )

PAUL KAUFMAN

The schobl textbook, problems in Kanawha County, Wgst Virginia,
received national allenlion in 1979 The impliCations, for all school
sysIftms are embodied in this struggle and similar situations will be
faced by many teachers .and administrators in the future. Mr. Kauf-
man is a practicing atto , a lomat state senator, a Charlestonian,
and a product of the Kana school system ,.

"A majority of the people behele that all Cxpressions in the Bible
are factually true.. ...'?

"These books alienate.ehildrsia from traditional views."
"W.e...shopid show (in school Textb,00ksj that there are things worth

fighting for, lite, the defense of our countryand not talk*so much
about peace and revolution." ° /

"Eldridge Cleaver, IA:11001in X. nnti George JacksonhicInurderers, -

thieves and rapists and should not he presented [to school cRlidrenj in
a non-judgmental way .

"It'§ depressing for kids to read about ghettoes, cminal acts and
people living in po%erty as in the writings of Dick Gregory 'and James
Bald*in." 1 /1.

"Teachers cannot be allowed total academic freedom in a compul-
..

say education setting. "
"Situation ethics is alien to the..majority. . . . It's wrong to imply

that stealing may be right under certain circumstances,;'
"It's a lie to say that black children don't have opreirtunities in this

Country.. . ." -

"Textbooks with examples of the worst of life encourage kids to
°do the wrong thing."

"The story of 'AndrocleS and the Lion' should not be coupled in
any way with 'Daniel in the Lion's Den' for fear that 'Daniel,' like

will be taken to he a fable."
"Teachers shouldn't be alloyued to teach die difference between right

sand wrong. between good and1,41 .'. parental guidance is the sole
legally constipated authority in teaching children moral values."

"The no-morality approach to sex education violates my religious
convic .$1

rip clrian Journal, Spring 1975. Used by permiSsion.
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"I 'object to the humanistic approach to allay life, and to moral be-
havior being taught by the schools. . ."

"The secondary and elementary schools are being taken over by a
umanistic, atheistic attack oatiGod." . -
$p said Alice Moore, dissenting member of the Kanawha County

(West Virginia) Board of Education. Of such .stuff was the great text-.
book dispute of 1974 made

Kanashcis %Vest Virginia's most populous county. It has about
50,0(!0 people IL of the state's total population), 70.000 of whom
ive in the capital illy of Qatieston located on the Kantiwha River

which flows through the Kanawha Valley. Despite the presence of
majot chemical industries such as DuPorit, Urfa Carbide; FMC, and
Monsanto, with a heavy concentrAtion of PhD's, much of the county
is rural. non-farm in *ratter with a strong ccialminifig flavor.

Marty of the people belOfig to churches like the Preedom Gospel
Mission, Freewill Baptist. Church of the Nazarene, Glorious Church
of God in Christ. Mount Calvary Missionary Baptist, Milted Pente-
costal, and The Living Word Christiap Center. Those who attend
these churches are. in a great many cases: employed at the plants and
in the mines. Because of the roving pickets who roamed the county
during the textbook controversy. as many .as 10,000 coat miners. and.
industrial' workers were idled at one time or another.

There are Om 14,000 school district,: in the United States. Kanavir
County is among the 50 largest and is considered better than average in
the quality of its instructional material One school. George-Washing-
ton High in Charleston. consisteatfy produces an unusually large
number of Merit Scholars.

Nevertheless. -Bible-Belt Christians were in open revolt against a.
school system which they case a* subversive of God and country. Like
Ivan Mich and other proponents of deschooling (with whom Alice
Mobre'st-tollowers wouldn't be caught dead), they vie)°, the schools as
the source of all evil

Intereitingly. the very qualities that the deschoolers believe are lack-.
ing in our schools, namely. the promotion of human values and the
essential cuteriesc of man. the texthook,protesters discern iti.ohnoxious
abundance But the deschoolersond the'anti-textbook crowd find com-
mon ground with milllons(if other Americus when they deplore the
pathological prVcssionalism in the 'schools which tends to treat chill:
dieri like robots.

Citizens appointed'by the Board of Education to review the disputed
books split on almost her) issder But one thing met.with general agree-
irentthe necessity for 'meaningful citizen (non-professional) input
into textbook selectiob and other school activities. There was also a

*
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stiOng' feeling among all ihc&e involved, eicept school ,administrators,
that school admintstrators must be accatintable to the entir'e corn-com-
munity. Nevertheless, it is doubtless, true, as one write'4bservied, that

wasting fedutational) institutions, for hil .thea \linqualittes, offer
guarantees. against even greater inequality."

In Vey of ' 1974, the Kanawha County Board of, Education con-
sidered,a list:of new English Aextbooks.recOramended by the Supe'rin-
tendent`of Sichools for use in primary and secondary schools urtng

..k

the next
would ha
'most of the
member,
Christian
approved
and supp

ye ye'ars' If all had gone according to custom, these book
been adopted in shorf'order. But such action,, desired b

the member Board. was delayed long enough fortune Boar
'ci IvIodre. to 'attack the booko as un-American and u

e 'books, used in some 15 other. states, ultimately w
ighly motiyatiogal, appealing to 411 groups of stude
of positive A ferican Values." "'

s

rtive
Not to be dened Mrs Moc7 e carried her fight to the county's n

erous fundamen 4.' churches t filch haghelped elect.herio thel'sc
board four years efdre Her husband, Rev Darrell. Moore is'a finis -`

e

is

ter of the futfdamet talist Church of Christ. :::,
By thelime the out met ag in in .dine, Mrs. Moore had

some 1.000 supporte s t attedd e meeting 'and make their vie
..,". The.130ard, having' #pfproved if" books. was required to
.f. their purchase. Book \advocates' as well as opponents appeared

meeting to express their opinions.-,By a three to two, vote, th
s directed that all but eikht,.of4he some 325 books be purcha

deleted eight included authors Signitiiid Freud, e e. cummi
Eldridge Cleaver The Board's action dii4i little to pacify
textbook people, . ..

At summer's end, the book protest,* spreadspread to the
4

llied
felt.

..at. the ,

Board
d. The

is,. and
pi anti-
, I,

°al! fields
(Kanawha is one of the largest coal-PrpOuting c ulies in prie the
two largest coal-producing states), then 40 the Valle ' plants.,
Every mine in t.he county was closed, school buses were opped, the
schools were shut down, two persons were shot, and the ntird tom-
munity was polarized.

In response to an appeal to union members of UM A Preisident
Arnold Miller and a compromise proposal-by School S perintendent
Kenneth Underwood involving temporary withdrawal o. all diiputed
books from the schools, the schools; were reopened. The picketi g and
protesting subsided momentarily.

Alice Moore is the pro'citict of a, rural, southern backgroun She
.

came from Amory. Mississippi, where she had married at the age of
16 and graduated from Amory High Scholl. She has. four chpdren.,
"Sweet Alice," as she is called by some, is a comely brunette in her

.19ki
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180 Teaching Mountain Children. . ,
early thirties who. by her own admission, is mostly self-educated. Her
queerity and her singular persistence, indeed her zealousness, is un-
deniable Those who oppose her fina.her calm and cool, but deter-
minedi and generally well prepped "Sweet Alice does her homework."
a,fellow Boardretber once observed ruefully.

Mrs. Moores wa, employed as a clerk at, a seed and feed store in
Charleston in 197. just a few years after moving to West Virginia
'from Mississippi, when she decided to run for the.Board of Education,
mainly i5n do anti-sex education platform. Her pledge was, If elected,
to rid the 'schools of all "humanistic teachings," She was elected by a
bare plurality, and with a tenacTty.matched only by her consistency,
Alice Moore appears well on tht way to fulfilling that pledge. Al-
ready she has succeeded in stopping sirtually all sex education, a pro-
gram which had heed in yariawha County schools in one form or an-
other for some 40years. .

. State Board of Education guidelines directing that all classroom
material "must accurately portray minority and ethnic group con-
tributions to American growth and culture aryl .. depict and illustrate
the intercultural character of' our pluralilid- society" succeeded in
persuading Kanawha County. at least: to ehoose textbooks and sup:.,
plemental readings which do just,that.' ...-- i ,..

For perhaps the first kime,Kanissha Crnty sincle4A were given a
realistic look at theeworks of black aptly; who describe, from their
-perspective, the manifold deprisations an despair suffered by Clarge
percentage of Americans. The textboo protestors deny that' racial
prejudices had anything to do with thei .protest. Nonetheless, if was
these boioks which provoked the o hat gave Alice Moore the op-..
portunity to make her move to era e hutnanism from the schools.
When reminded that the books simp cflect life as it is, Mrs. *ore
responded that text/Cooks should sho life as it should be, not life as
it is. .

' "The special curse is racisin.al y denied yet always in the
. shadows," said Pc,ter Scfirag, writing /in- A gust of 1970. "In the cos-

": inology of extremitm, it seems to be u nece ary component. The long
;lost 'world of innocence kept nigge s in the placp (without federal

-I Interference). . . . Cod's people white.c ih stians) must 'resist the
forces of evil. The Radical Right v iv of the god life schizophrenic
though it 1§is of an essedially ?Ake. 'simple country people; too

,shy dr 'embarrassed t6 join Birch ortMCYTOREDE ut who nonetheless
\share their ideas. There's a new ionAdence in th 'voices of 'the Fir

Itjght,Apeaking to people who fee disregarded'by e eryone else.. .."
' MOTOREDE,(Movernent to Riestore Decency an MOMS (Moth- i

.

e 'Organized fdr Moral Stability) played a..promine t role in Alice

\
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Moores successful campaign for the Board of Education. At least two
members of her campaign committee (Citizens for Parent Action)
were admitted John Birchers.

The textbdok, controversy raged for some five months. It was
punctuated by mass meetings. mdrches, boycotts, shootings, beatings;
nqmerous jailing,. fire bombing of schooll, the resignation of school

,Board,member Albert Anson Gin FMC executice), the arrest of three
other school Board members on oharse, of contributing to the delin-
quency of minors brought try-a protesting parent before a county magis-

. trate, the resignation of Superintendent Underwood, the castigation of
Governor Arch Moore by his state party chairman for failing to use
the state police to protect the people, and the schools from acts of
violence (he is, said to see inaction as being politically expedient), and
intervention by, the Naiional Education Association and by the
Ku Klux Klan. The most bizarre happeildug involved protest leader
Rev. Charles Quigley of file Cathedral of Prayer who publicly involved-
God's wrath.to strike dead the three Board of Educati9n members
who supported "the books."

Protesting parents were urged by *be of their leaders to find the
pagei in the books whiFh, contain offensive langitage, tsar out the
page and then send the books back to 'school (all books belong to the
Board of Education and.are on loan to'the students).Pne mother with
who'll. I spoke had done this. When I asked her if such an act of van-
dalism doesn't set the kind of bad example which she complained the
books were guilty of, she responded, "Yes, but my child doesn't know
it was me ithoitore the pages out." I
'In resigning, Board member Anson, a Prisbyterian; remarked,

''').These are,, good textbooks. They are not anti-Christian and anti-
, A'merioan In fact, nia,children hate learned more about un-American
and unthristian behavior in the past few weeks from some of the
adillt population than the schools cbuld teach in 12 years."

The First Amendment issue is a sticky one.Tliough'many citizens
would defend, if not encourage, the dissenting parents to participate,
to speak out, few condone the vandalisth" and violtnce which has too
often marked the course of the dispute. George Washington, whose,
patribtisnt can hardly be questioned, would not have approved.

"Of all'ille animosities which have existed among mankind," said
the Father of our country, "those which are caused by difference of
sentinfents in religion appear lo be the most inveterate and distressing, .
and ought most to be deprecated. I was in hopes that the enlightened
and liberal policy, which hai,marked the present age, would at least
have reconaled Christians of every denomination so far, thal we should
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never agaitt set their religious disputes carried to such a pitch as to
endanger the peace of our society."

The end is not yet insight aesPiteahe fact that the of erlding text-
books were removed from the 'schools, pending the findings of the
citizens' review team (On the recommendation of the citizens' review
team, the books were returned to the, schools.) Like their Catholic
counterparts in South Boston's anti-busing battle, the Kanawha County
Protestant fundamentalists fight on. Recently, objections were raised
abourtertain titles found in school libraries, including Melville's Moby
Dick, Milton's Paradise Lost, and Kate Millet's Sexual' Politics. .

Rev Lewis Harrah was one of the more moderate of the protesters.
What he termed the irreverent use of "God" (as in, "God save us"),
the nonjudgmental open-ended stories about stealing and lying, the
equation of the divine with the mythical (according to his interpreta-
tion of certain readings), offend hig. religious sensibilities. He is the

the Churoh of Jesus Christ. Yeahe said that if he could teach
storks himself in his Sirday School. they would not be
e. He has little faith in the public schools, and stated that

eacher who is an atheist He objects to, showing monkeys
g, as is done in one reader. Yet he does not disagree

on that all life is sacred, that all are God's creatures
ike humans, deserve' our Iove.

natty proposed that an alternate set of books be
system for the benefit of those Children who
ones objectionable. Later, he organized the
ucation Center. Disspriting parents then were

to,the Center or to other Christian schqols
schools. .

VI.
texts saw Rev. Harrah's originkl sugges-
t the,edueational process, impossible to

dpoint. Nevertheless, the Board of
ternative materia*available in the

nt who requets them. But Alice
romise. "The books must go be-

Accidentally to objectors even

pastor
these sa
objectiona
he knew one
and mice pra
with the propos
and that animals,

Rev Harrah on
provided by the sch
found-the chntros,ersi

*Conquerors Christian E
urged to send their childr
in preference to the public

Proponents of tbe dispute
tion leading to frakmentation
handle from the teachers' stn
Education has agreed tatmake a

.public schools to' arty child or pa..,
Moore has said there can be no co
c`atie their contents might be disclo
with' alternate texts available. Besides,* wouldn't be possible 'under
Supreme Court rulings] for Alternatile luaterials to contain the kind

, of C'hristian,material our children should be exposed to," she said. At
her insistence the County Board of Eddation has adopted guidelines
on book selection which many fear will strengthen her position con-
stderaply in. t) attacks on books which she considers to be un-
worthy.worthy, to.
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The writer of one of thousanas of letters tp the editor which poured
.1 into newspapers around the country had this to ;ay: ". . . if someone

had told me a few months ago that (here were people in the United
States or America who would approve the textbooks, I would not
hive believed.there were lieoplthat dirty. These book's are the second
'Communist Act The 'first vas .taking prayer and the Bible out of
schools. These books are to put devils in. . . ." Rev. Ezra Gialey, an-
other anti-textbook leader. said the purpose, of the books was "to de-
gride ourchildre6." .

Arnold Miller's plea for,the miners to return to work fell on recep.

tive ears. Most UMWA officials were more coiverned with saving their
rnemherstrip's strength for pending contract negotiations.with the coal
operators and a possbile prolonged s4e thart in- wasting themselves
on.what they see as a re,ligiobs issue unielated to their jobs. Some may
have recalled the *olds of Mother Jones who, in 1912, at Charleston
said ID coal miners gathefed therel

"-Jesus don't know anymore abdut you than 'a dog does about his
father . you build churches and gi.e to tlfe,Salvation 'Army and all
the auxiliaries of gpitalism that support you while they hoodwink
you."

Alice Moore continued to appeal to the miner( for support, but her
rrrQuen"ce with union members was blunted by her oppotition to school
teachers' right to 'organize for collective bargaining purposes. ,

For the most parti.the affected school children objected to the re-
moval' of the books and supported their teachers. One 7th. grader-
Wrote in a letter to a local newspaper: 411 don't think there is anything
wronwith those books There is nothing in th m we don't hear in
the streets-or [see) oti television."

ferhnpsthere's the rub. Many of us, as in th case of Alice lvfoore,
don'r like ,aiv hat. We hear in. the streets or see on television. For dif-
ferent reisons. we would prefer to shut out the world as it is and re-
bUild it in another image. But in a pluralist' , multi-racial polyglot
society such as outs*-in whose image do we re wild?

Ii
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28 APPALACHIAN SCHOOLS A CASE' OF)
CONSISTENCY

JAMES .R. OGLETREE

Nearly all of the indiyiduals and dgenciel concerned with efforts to iln-
prove the social and economic situation in Appalachia have emphasized
the importance of developing the humari resources of the region. Edu-
cation is generally; seen as being the best method of expanding the hu-
man resourres of Appalachia: However, as the following article 'in-
dicates, the quality of education available in many rural area raises
serious questions about the capacity of .the schools Id meet the challenge
by developing their potential as change agents. Dr. Ogletree is cur-9,
rently a professor 14 educational the University of Kentucky.

I

Schools in Appalachia, like schools in other sections of America, are
I, a direct reflection of the social-political-economic structure of the

society which has created and maintained them'. All kriown societies
have established procedures for inducting their young' into full adult
membership. In, some Cultures these,procedures are found to be rather
informal while in others they are more formal andreven extremely corn-
Alex. Yet, there.always exists some "rite-of-passage" through which a .
society passes on to its young those valued experiences' which have
maintained that society and which have been formally or informally
institutionalized in the people's social fabric.

to this country, s in many others, our fortfathers, folind.it both es-
sential and comeni nt to assign a major share'of the responSibility for
instructing the yours in those accepted and valued ways of,their society
to an institution called the school. Although the function of the Ameri-
can school !has oohed from its original assignment in this country to
teach the young to read and interpret the Bible so that thereon
deludetS4an,(Satan Deluder. Act of 1647), each. subsequent emerging
function has been consistent with the evolution of the social order. it-
self. ConAquently, it is not unusual-that the' schools of Appalachia are
bOth products of as well as contributors to, the social system which.:

' established and continues to maintain them. To understand these
schodls, one might well direct his attention first to an understanding
of the social system of which they are integral parts:

. one of the most insightful analyses of the inhabitants of Appalachia
,/ is that of Jack Weller. In 1965, his Vesterilay's People was widely ac-,
( claimed in many circles as a kiniquely,sivificant cOritribution to an urr-

41, it...,-;:,4: .

Originally published by the AppalsehindWIter. West Virginia University, 1968.
Revised, 1977. .
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. derstanding of what he' Limed the ,Appalachian -Moufilainter. Weller
de ribes,iths people of this Next as being highly INDIVIDUALIS- .

TIC but not INDEPE:NDENT. Tliey want for themselves and their
families, but are 'not deeply concerned with people or events not directly It

, .
associated with their own -well Wog. Additiohalty, they'are strongly on -.
entedloWard TRADITION, holding,onto those things with which they'
are familiar and secure and somewhat hesitantly accept,or.seek new '- ' .

solutions to their persisting problems 'They are somewhat FATALIS-
TIC); capitalizing upon their fatalism as a kind of buffer apinit failure
andidisappointment.and using it ay an emotional justification of their
status in life. Weller adds that these people are SEEKERS OF AC-. '
'VON, rejecting those ilYings (schools, for example) which tend to, be' , ..

routine. They do not want td' comrhit themselves in advance- or. for _t
. - long' peri()ds of time, for the "action" might shift eta they want to .

shift 'with it' These are people who seem wrought with what has -been
termed a PSYCHOLOGY OF FEAR which can -be described as an
attitude or apprehension of beings left' out, oT being unaccepted and
thus being overly dependent upon the known:1-the family group. .

Finally, 'Weller, described the Appalachian Mountaineer as being
highly PERSON ORIENTED ds contrasted with the typical middli
.classed-American's being t21IJECT ORIENTED, Herbert Gans (1962).
in his The L'rbdr1 Villagers described object-oriented persons as those
who establish as their goals certain object, which lie outside theinseives
and who subordinate all else in order to achieve these object goals. The
Mountaineer, ho*Oer, seems to striae to establish' himself as a per-
son within his own 1a-mediate group

According to Gans, object-oriented people tend to develop in an .

"open society" while person-oriented people flourish in a "closed"
social structure So it seems to hate been in Appilachia. Its "Closed
Society" has produceed and in turn has bein maintained by person-
oriented inhaliitants. ,

. Further amplification of .Weller's qualities or characteristics of "Yes-
terday's people" hqrdly seems necessary. To those familiar with the
-region, the characreatics are obvious for the predominant structure
of the society(ies) whin achia has (have) been and to` a major
degree continue(s) to he highly person-centered. traditionally oriented,
somewhat beset with fears'of..newness- or change, action (not routine)
directed. somewhat fatalistio...in lerms'of action requisite to improving
their conditions and highly personally selfish or individualistic toward
those not of their group

I

It seems significant to point out that the personal' qualities of the 4,
Appalachian people interacting vsittizthcir social heritage, the geog-
raphy andcconomic base of the regidn have generated a social-polit-

I>
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.
tcal structure designed to perpetuate many of these same phenomena.
Until a few yearsago, and to a large extent even today, one needs but
to turn back the calendar to the Middle Ages and analyze the old
Feudal System to find an historical. parallel to the Appalachian people
and their society Yes, the vocal-political structure of Appalachia has
been and somewhat remains only an updated version of the Feudal
System of the tygddle Ages. ConseqUently, like its forerunner, this
social system has sought to maintain the status-quo and, therefore, has,
in some respects, been somewhat stagnant relative to the remainder
of society in this country. It has needed a Renaissancea rebirthto
upset the static social equilibrium which has and, in some -respects,
continues to isolate it from the mainstream of American Society.

THE SCHOOLS

The preceding preamble sought to establish the point that aotatic
social equilibrium seems to be a Key Stone of the socialpolitical struc-
ture of what has been and in many

area
remains an isolated, eco-

nomically depressed geographic area, Let us now address ourselves to
its schools.

The arrangement a state (and in this, case a series of states) makes
for educating its young represents one of its 140r-social systems-
crelted for the purpose of achieving both,clearly implied goals but
vaguely stated purposes. Nevertheless, a state's educational system is a
social system comprised of a series of sub-systems at lower govern-
mental levels Within each state, both the constitution and the legis-

Jature haCe established a legal framework within which a state board a
of education determines the policies of operating tfie stales schools.
Typically, local districts ate created as sub-systems and operate local
schools under the limited control of a 1(:41 board of education.

Some sociologists have come tp classify social Systems as "openr or
"closed.n These terms are currently being used in reference to school
systemt and their sub-vystems (schools) which are "open" or "closed"
to innovations in instructing society's young. Op8n systems, because of ,
their drive to detelop new soliktions to age-old problems, are refdred
to as "self-renewing " Closed systems are those that, for whatever rea-
sons, are preoccupied With meeting day-to-day demands aid with main-
taining the status quo. Regardless of type educational systems (schools)
develop as parts of their larger sociartemthe complex society of
which they are a part As such, they function primarily in consonance
with this supporting parent system. ,*

The educational systems-iabd Their sub-systems (schools) ---of the
various states comprising Appalachia have in the past been predom-
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inantly "closed:' just as have the, larger social systems-of_which they ,
area part. The earlier identified characteristics ofthe petple and their
subsequent -socral-poliiical structure accompanied by several restric-
tive economic conditions have inhibited progress toward, "openness."

-Such ;.onditions invariabl) have resulted in an over preoccupation with 4.

seft-maintenaita or sum% at, thus leasing little tittle, energy or con-
cern for altering that structure about which they are knowledgeable
and with which they feel secure 7

; 'Because of such conditions, AppalaAin schools have frequently
been unable to. ci even unconcerned v.ith.'breaking with the educa-
tional "is" to move toward an "ought to be " This point is clearly ;Bus- ,
trated by a relatively recent description of the general characteristics
Of the administrative staffs and their operation in four Eastern Ken-

s tucky' Counties t These descriptions, v andated by widespread positive
reactions from' colleagues in Appalachia are here dangerously gen-
eralized to"the region

1 Children Comparatively, many of the young in Appalachia
haS.ve 'been .physically. and psychologically isolated from the' type of

. normal educational and cultural opportunities available to most chit-
dFen Noe only ail their communities, culturally deprived but als9 the
homes of many of these youngsters are devoid of even th9se amenities
typically associated With the American hohie.

Childieri arc healthier, howev er, than would appealikely from other
factors operative in the region. For example, a 1968 health survey in
Letcher'County, Kentucky, revealed that theincidence of health prob-
lems among school-aged children there "was not significantly different
from that found nationally. s

As one would expect, these-children are ofd normal iritelligenae.- As
elsewhere, the'normal I Q approximates the national average of 100.
What is found, howeyer. is teat there are children whose. social and
cultural ortentation and isolation frequently limits their ability to re-
spond.to standardizedcuiturail contaminated-tests.

Anothey spin-off of the social-cultural env irodment surrounding the
school child is low valuation "of lire's opportunitW. He sees life in the
conirhunity,as his place He tends tp value this as part of his culture.
'Therefore, he "often see,s little relation'ship between "schooling" and a
life "good to live."

2 'Community Expectations--i-Suppoft. As one would exact,
"book learning" has little relevance for rhany of those in AppalliCii.
ctarticularly.is this true of those who seem to need it mist. Even though

S

I Edmunds, F. Kincheloe. J B.. and Ofietree. J. R., Developing Procedures for
In-Service Education of School ,4,Irntnistrators, A Report Us.o.g., Coopera-
tive Research Project No. E-026, 1966.
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scli'ools are. accepted as an established part of the traditio ..expecta-

,- tions held for the schools tendito be strongly conditioned by;Icecal his
tory. The tried and true seems good enough: Such an orientation, how-
ever, can only be s.towed as being consistent with the sociosrlitical
structure operative within the region. . -

Low community _expel catkins and calya_tion of schools is ,further
illustrami by the to le,s.Z:.1 of financial support affoided them. The his-
tory of bond issue failures seems disproportionate to the low economic
level of many school disiricts..Prop6rty assessment and tai-rates tend to
be much lower in Appalachian counties in Kentucky, for exairrple, than
they, are elsewhere in the state. The burden, then, for financing these

s

schools thus often falls upon persons other than local residents. Sev-
eral counties in Kentuck5,wich tax assessments and rates far below the

. state as. erage:recei.e up to 897e of their nonftderal support from the
state and only 15% from local sources Consequently, Wail-es-and p
pupil expenditures in these districts are ustsitlly Below the state averag

'.1 Possibly, the best summary relative to community expectations of th
.0 -school is illustrated in the almost defiant remark of a resident to a

.:,
s

school principal,."1 send, my boy to school, so you learn him."
3 Professional Staffs. 0:insistent with the overall social structure.

.thostprbfeisional personnel are indigenous to the district within which
they are employed and are ertzemely locally oriented. those who are
tpt, tend ither to be married to local people or to be native Qf nearby
counties n one courtly over 83% are natives. To further this loarPori-
entation, som6 sci-iquI boards specifically give preference to a local per-
son over an outside applicant even if the latter is bettei qualified..

§iich. staffs' lotal orientation is further illustrated by the fact that
-.Mos.I.of them attended colleges or unis..ersities close to their homes. To

illustrate, over 86' of one county's staff had attended college within
a seventy-five mile radius of their county and had returned home to
teach. Only 6% of the staffs in four such counties had taught in an-

..
other state. '

These staffs are all participants in the fotrnal 'organization of the
schools. They are place-bound and therefore, consistent with their.
cuIture,.often times tend to place local customs and values above their
professional judgments . .

. 4 Informally Organized. As one would expect, with itiersonnel
coming primarily from within the dispict and being familiar with lo,cal
traditions. expectations amt opervions, many school districts have
found it neither necessary or desifable to operate with written 'school
bard poljcies or procedures. Like other segments of the social struc-
ture, schools are informally organized and operated.

A
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s'
-..,cOne estimate is that fewer than 2'3.: of Appalachian

.
schooHistricts

t .
writtenIn Kentucky he school bo4rd policies and less than 5% have

any._other..than State Department of Education curriculum guides.
There have been fey. systematic curriculum developacerit activities.

. Most schools are operated on the thesis of -lure a teacher, assign him to
a schoo) and a. grade. give hint his books and let him teach:

5 Operational CharaterisCies,of Adinipi§trators. Like teachers,
most school adnimistrators.are names of the districts within which
they are employed anal are place rather than career bounli in their pro-
fessional orientation (Swapping Superintendents)' fhts-results in few
attending or participating in national or eieh regional professional

*meetings Their eonsersationswith each-other tend to fle on personal
matters and iqterests such as hunting or local politics rather than upon

--.-- professional matters
The ethics of these administrators also seem consistent with the'

ca ter characteristics of the mountaineer. Since they are
place-bound- anti people-oriented, many of them see nothihg ethically
wrong in a prinCIpal, teacher or some other school person openly run-
ning candidates or election to the school board in order to ascend to
the position, even though the position is current)), filled.

A hiafurther c racteriskic of these 'school, administrators is that they
tend not to fir a teacher for incompetency. Rtather, they seem con-

' cerned only wen a teacher's. behavior results in community criticism.
Their guiding principk often seems to be ,that of not creating prob-
lems Their desire to retain-their jobs appears so strong that they often
appVar incapable of actions, regardlesk of its professionil soundness,
whIth will result in controversy or problems, for then they might be
fired. '

It also seems that when professional needs or problems are identified,
temanybi these administrators tend not to attack the problem but rather

to talk about it Repeatedly in many group niseussiuns, administ.ratiVe
staffs have been unable or unwilling'to attack a problemrather they

. have repeatedly illiistrated its existence. This is not meant to imply that
action is not taken once a problem arises. It only suggests a restricted
ability or willingness to conceptualize add treat long-range problems in

a formal, systematic fashion.
, As hinted' above, these administrators seem' preoccupied with self-
maintenance They quite often do' engage in the election of "their"
people to the board of education. Equally they systemitically seek fo
avoid controversy and conflict. Subsequently, as an illustration of the
consequences of such preoccupation, many-districts have no established
attendance boundaries thus permitting parents Id send their children to
the school of their choice The:point could have been illustrated equally.
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swell by pointing out that this, self-maintenance drive often results in
such things as buildings being erected for political reasons, on sites
completely isolated from the'mairtbody of students tobe served.

A final charkteristic of the administrative operations of the school
is related to the Administritor's emphasis upon his management func-
tion at the expense of his other functions. Many principals personally
operate school stores, plan lunchroom mends and even purchase food.
Many have been required to do this from economic necessity, for many

, even have to purchase.their own supplies, coal, lights and,vlephone
froth funds raised by the school rather than furnished by the board
Of education..;

6 Instructional Programs The typical instructional program in
these sc'hpols seems more irrelev.ant to the students ,served than those
in many other sections of the country. Little attentiori,or effort seems
made to fit these programs to the social,,eeonOmicl,r cultural neecte
of the 'students. 9s pointed

and
earlier', the fitstructional program has,.

Often been that of'teachers and textbooks with only the teacher decid; P
ing whet .to teach and when:

Some school administratorvgithAome embarrassment admit that -
their instructional program is left. fochance with only the stare _op-.,
proved textbooks and coupe:requirements servingas safeguards to in-
sure that students atf stutlying "what they should."-

To summarize what has been set feith to this point , it seems that:

1. Appalachia is a unique social system. 1 .
2 People in Appal'achia Nave different orientations than those in ei_

outside regions. . .
s .

3 Schools are natural products of and contributors to the social .
...system of which they are integral parts

4 Schools in Appalachia are consistent with the entire social
system. They, like their society, have been "closed." They have
',ten maintained as institutions but hai not made the full con-,
tifbution of which they are capable.

5 Those who have operated these schools are products oLthis
, society andin this respect have done the best theyNverecapable

oedoing under existing conditions. ...
'':1 # . ..

.,, It should be pointed up strongly that not.all school districts nor
professional eersonnet_ confosin to the, above' analysis. However,
the 4evelopment of, public education in the region and the ,conditions
controlling It as a social_sub-system have made the description gen-
erally appropriate and leads to the. conclUsion that most school sys-
tems in the region might be referred to as "closed". Therefore, i fol-
lows that the sohdOls are both producers o and contributors to

1-r.. a. . : .
. . m -
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sociatequilibrium of Appalghia. Or said differently, the schools seem
to represent a classical study of social consistency.

. THE SCHOOLS
(The Changing Scene) ,

To many observers, the schools in Appalachia have.undergone more
change in the past ten years than in the preceding fifty. Hach of us is
well aware of the impact federal legislation has had on the. ..total social-

..economic structure of this nation. Social change has been far gsuier
than most scholars ever thought..possible in such a brief period/

Surely the schools (as a sub - system within our larger social system)
have hot escap$d. Today, all of American public education is _under-

, going drastic and ,dramatic change. Obviously there are those who
argue thae.somroichoo l are pursuing change blindlyfor the sake of
change Other' argue t at the change process is too slow; that educe-
ional change i5 dropping farther and farther behind dirges in other

sectors of our society. Regardless of theisstiei being debated, the fact. ./
remains that fe eral legislation is resulting in alterations within our
educational syste s and [(cat Appalachia has not been isolated or in-
sulated from thise anal stimuli. ' - Ai; .

'Of the many legis tive enactments, let ..'' use .L. 89L10 for illustrk . .

tive purposes This E ,m5htary.and Se adary Education Act of 1965Se
specifically and purpot ullY intervened in the operation ,of the public
saes* Initially it provt ed funds for the special educational require-.
mints of the disadvaritag under' its Title 1`# The Act's Title II made
possible the' acquisition of school library ii&ources, textbooky and other
instructional materials. Title \III:allocated funds specifically to stimu-
late and facilitate innovative atnd exemplary programs and to estab--
lisp supplementary service centers. Title N made.possible the estab-
lishment of a series of'Educat)pnal Laboratoriesone of which, the

pakichian Educational Lab gyratory, was initially chargeitwith devia-
t g and introducing new answ rs to the educational, needs of six Ap.
palachian states. The Nit's T tle V provided funds for the upgrading '
of personnel and services of S ate Departments of Education. .

The advent this piece o legislation served as a stimulus, external
to local school systems, and Obviously presented considerable challenge
to the status quo equilibria of each state's educational sittem. Colf

. .

leges; universities, State b partments 'of Education and particularly.
local public schools all felt ht impact of the power of this act. Initially
the allocation °Hinds w not automatic. School districts had to' fol-
low established procedur requiring that all applications be based on
an analysfs'of needs, that a proposed program be logically plarined for

2 ,r;
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the reduction of those needs, that operation prcicedures clearly vindicate
their appropriateness to the proposed program and that procedures for
evaluating the consequence be established.

For the first time, many schools were asked to planto develop a
program predieted to achieve specified goals--to determine the extent
to which these goals were achieved. Such a procedure was totally for-

/ eign to many schools. and many educator &in Appalachia. Suclea pro-
cedure was'not typically followed in th'ese systems which were operated
more informally thdn 'formally and more traditionally than innova-
tively. Subsequently, the bialan.cethe status quo was teetered and
tottered:

Accommodations of this external intervention were achieved in a
variety of ways in different local School districts. M4t -districts felt,
compelled to take advantage of the fuhds made available and to mode
rapidly. in order to benefit during the first year of operation of P.L.
89-10, and have been involved with it and,s4sequent congressiOnal acts
ever since. The typical method of adjustment to..meet these external
requirements has been the creation of a so&tex-tat separate' school
program--one that can be surgically removedif federal funds are cut-
tailed. This type of adjustment temporarily permitted the local district
to operate its basic_prtrgilm much as it did prior to the act. However,
the involvement of school personnel in the planning--implementing--
evaluating processes has and will continue to affect the status quo
somewhat and could give impetus to mare basic and lasting changes.

At this point in history, as a result of such externally induced forces
for change, the entire Appalackiah region- appears to be:

1. Suffering from a Shortage of Specialized Personnel. The sud-
denness of the initiation of federally-funded programs for public schoOls
drained the professional manpower pool throUghout Appalachia. Many
such programs required personnel with professional credentials in spe-
cialized areas (remedial reading, for example). Unfortunately,, tradi-
tional employment practices resulted jn the transfer of some, and em-
ployment of other locals"."Without such prepiration rather than the
recruitment of "outsiders" who possessed the special competencies
demanded by such a progiam. To illustrate, most school districts im-
mediately. initiated remedial reading programs.'To staff these, the
"best" fiirst and second grade teachers were frequently transferred
to' the federally-funded program. It was not uncommon for these
teachers to be replaced by persons less qualified arid able than -they.
In some instances, replacements weie persons who would never have
been einployed under normals.circu7tances. thus "untrainee per-
sons were staffing emedial reading programs and their replace-
ments were freiidently of such low, calibre that the continuing need

2 J .
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for a reinedial program was, insured,. In one instance familiar
this author, there were more third grade students in need .of remedial**,
assistance after the ihird year of operation of the remedial reading
program than there had been before the.pr.ogsam was. Started.,.'

Thus - implementation of ESEA and other such programs not oply
drained the manpower poUl but also resulted in the placement of avail-
able local personnel it positions for whicii they had little or no spe-
cialized training Today many of these professionals have acquired
additional training, but the fact remains that most of the newly created'
positions were filled by the traditional employment of 'our own peo-
ple " Fortunately, toclay,s1his practice i$ subsiding somewhat and with
increasing frequency "outsiders" with swial competencies are being
recruited and emQloyed. If this contfnueChopefully these ,people will'
demonstrate the necessity of specialized competencies for all persons
filling those positions requirhig such $pecipljzation. Until then, many
schools and students wilt cortilue to be served by specialized prograrra
staffed...by nonspecialists. Thus, Appalachian schools hive suffered from
a lack of personnel with specialities in the areas needed to oper,ate ef-
fective instructional programs. But, it should ba pointed out again that
the tide is shifting and that in the process several of the traditional
ways of doing thittgs are being challenged. Hopefully this new tide
will result hi an increasing number of persOns witI speciilized proles
siorial competencies tp serve students within this iegion.

2 Breaking Down of Provincialism. Arnong.the many significant
changes one can observe in Appalashian schools since the advent of
E S.E.A., P L. 89 -10 in 1965 the erosion of some of the provinciali§in
which has characterized the regiozi for so long. Availability of federal
funds and engagement 'in new prograrris.hive necessitated increased
conimunication within school districts, between and among districts
and between districts and stale and federal agencies. The need for in-.
fortnation Abdul programs, program revisions, application* guidelines,
program reports, etc "along with a frequently difficult schedule have
resulted in local patterns of conversations among professionals Shift-
ing with considerable frequency from noneducational to educ-ational
topics.

A second chink in the trad itional provincialistic orientation of many
school districts is that competition for funds is resulting in new pro-
grams- being initiated within some school districts. These districts are
becoming increasingly proud of what they are able to do. Sorhe are be-
ing recogni±e.d for their innovativeness and for. the effectiveness -of

'their programs Consequently, many Alistrictsand. their communi-
ties are finding the challenge of creating, new programs stimidating
and rewarding They enjoy the recognition received from persAs and

1.--)
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7' agencies bOth in and outside their districts.
A thfrdsfactor related to a rseduction'of local provincialism his been

v, the availakility of resources to iisit Olhez schools and to. attend various
professional meetings. This practice of meeting and working with peo-
ple from-other districts in Keniiic14 es well as other states has had a

`significant influence on :many loyal school administrators and teach-
ers.,Visitation to other schools has exposed pasonnel to different ap-
proaches to teaching and programming. In faci;visitatiori has been so
effecti% e that the Appalachian Regional Commission is currently help-
ing to finance a pi-0gram for the.Kentitcky Rher Educational Coopera-
tiv$.0 that teachers from eight school districts can spend up to five
dageitserving and working with teachers at the hightlitipnovative
1..,B.1 School to Breathitt County, Kentucky. As exposure to new or
different educational practices continues, surely the walls of provincial-
ism will continue.,to deteriorate.

A third factor in this area can be illustr ated again by Kentucky.
-"Title III of the original P.L. 89-10 was designed for innovation and

demonstration projects, and supplementary centers were used for nine
years as a Means to nfulti-coOnty or regional programs. For.example,
the Supplementary Educational Centel at Somerset; Kentucky, served
some sixteen school districts. Eight such centers served all of the dis-
tricts in Kentucky. These eight centers-were tied together in a state-
wide Kentucky Inno%ation Deelopment Center which has as one of its
primary functions the stimulation and .coordination of innovational
practices through consujtative services,, research, training ,and
semination Local school boards -and administrators in 'Kentucky be-
gan to look beyond their own boundaries to these agencies opefating at
a region* le\el. This movement undoubtedly resulted in increased
stimulation of progress and giently reduced the traditional concept of
provincialism.

3. Fragmenting Their Efforts: Prior kliscus sions of shortage of
specialists and a reduction in pros incialism allude, to the reality that
many schools are engaged in such a wide range of activities that both
their efforts and the subsequent results are being fragmented. As stated
earlier, there is an uncertainty of continued funding of federal programs
along with the proliferation of both federal and state programs. In the
typical School district there has keen, neither the time nor manpower to
"fit" all of these .into atr.integral, meaningful whole. Little effort
has been made to focus these on the unique educational problems and
needs resulting from the. "closedness" 61 the unique Appalachian sa
cial system.

This is not to imply that extra.murally funded projects should have
been a part of a, rigid aerall master design. Rather its intent is only

. ,
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to point up a need for integration and coordination of all prOgrams
within a school district rather than "tacking" new programs onto .01`
"'patching" them intq,a school district's On-going instructional program.
To illustrate', the primary responsibility of every school district is.being
directed toward those programs that will continue if and when special
project or program funds are withdrawn. Districts have had and cur-
rently hate limited personnel, time or energy to devote to much other
than this immediate responsibility Therefore, those fedetally-funded
programs, t,hich hate in some instances done much for education in
Appalachia} have in othei ways been composed 4f an aggregate orals-
connected and. unrelated pieces. Forttinately," there is a growing rec-

. ognition of the need for coordination v if hiti districts, between districts.
and state and' federal agenciers as 1.1 as between state -and federal
agencies themselves. With'the erosinbf~the provincial naturi, of Ap-
palachian districts, thpacquisition of new personnel with special cbm-
petencies.and other phenomena, there are increasing' signs of actions
to coordinate these pre.vioa fragmen4 into meaningful whole's,

4. Working With Inadequate Design and Data. As earlier in-,
dicated: systematic data collection and titillation has been practically
non-etistent in' Appalachia. In terms of past operations, the need for,
snot data was of less import than othei matters. School personnel have
seen little need for research training in their preparatory prtgrarni
Typically, when school progkrns hate moved, Iheyrohame done so on
the basis,of personal hunches, arms! of those involved or on the basis
of klarsay reports of ether programs. Ljttle.kystematic prograth im-
'provement orNaluation has existed. Consequently, today there is
something of a shortage of personnel who can-concettualizelen, idea,
translate it to an operational plan, implement it anclevaluate its con-*
sequ i anyerf the Rtopos41sloriginally
sub k

ces, This shortage is reflected in tii
itted uhder Titles I. II and III'anct appears as symbolici con-

seq ence of Appalachia's closed school isystem. ..

It is also apparent that local school'systems and State Departments
all share the need for more adequate data both:for.plannineand for

'determining the consequences of activities now underway. There their
continues to exist a need for dome assistancoin the degign of 'projects
and in their evaluition. EqtWly, there is need for some agency to
secure data within i state so that such data could be used by both in-

#termediate and foal systems. _, ,y
In light of the above conditions which seem to be opeiative within

the schools, the states and the entire Appalachian region, three basic'
points seem to be warranted. t- .

I Schools are improving. .Beyond all doubt, th'i opportunity for a
quality education for all of the children of all the people is greater to-

,
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day than ever before inApPalaChia. True, such an opportunity is lesi
adequate in this region than in some other sections of the country.
However, conditions today are. quite unlike those of ten years ago. The
status quo -the closed,schOoll system is being opened and hopefully it
will continue to open as new personnel, dew ideas and new expectations
are int rciduccd,..

2. The process of educational change is but little different Nen the
process of any social change, While the school is dependent
for its existence upon the -support of the larger society, today's larger
society is not that of "yesterday". No longer is the superintendent Of
a local school district entirely dependent upon local resources for his
operation of schools No longer is he totally bound by local expecte-
-lions relative to his performance. ,Rather, he. is beginning to identify
with and be supported by a larger societythe state and nation. As this
continues to occur in Appalachia, the tempo of Change should increase.

3 Schools are both produCts of and contributors- to that society
which supports them. As indicated 'above, as the scopeof this society
shifts from the local community to a region or to the state. it appears
that the schools will be ii better positip to affect the social-political
structure of the local,commatity. As this happens, it seems likely that
Appalachia could begin to deselisp viable solutions. to its own social
and economic problems.

in summary,'"chools in Appalachia have long been so closely inter-
woven with and dependelt upon local conditions that they havit auto-
matically reflected these conditions. To take liberty with Jack Weller's

"Yesterdays' People Produced Yesterday's Schools.'.' However,
as viewed here2itte.socialesolution in this country has caught "yester-
day's people" Oarticulaity the schools) in a movement which is mak-
ing inroads into their isolation. The excitement and the enthusiasm
of school people reflecrbis inosement. Thee task is to find ways of
aiding these "yesterday school people" to become "toincirrow people."

-As stated in thlibeginning, all schools are a direct reflection of the
sOcialpoliticai-economic structure of the society which created and
maintains them. The schools of Appalachia represent a case study of
social consistency. The schools as a factor in,Appalachia's future can-
not be overlooked or underplayed. As Aplalachia changes so wilk the
schools, but, eqUally, ai the schools change so will Appalachia.

#

CONCLUSION: .

'In closing, I
c.

would by remiss if I failed tq,4Oknowledge iny very deep
losi and respect for the many fine people who have and are devoting
their lives to the education of Appalachia's young. They have labored
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long aria hard. they have done the best they could, Unfortunately, the
takk, to date. has been too great for !heir manpower.and abilities. How-
ever, each of them. like yOu and me, is dedicated to his task as he
ees it -As one of my fasorite superintendents is often inclined to say,
Someday, we should build a instritipient to those real professional

school men who held education in Appalachia together with bailing
.

wire " ,
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29 gDUCATIONAL REFOkM.IN APPALACHIA-.
PROBLEMS OF RELEVANCE, STRATEGY,
AND PRIORITY

. - /
STANIIEY 0.. IKqs113ERRY ,

. .
The problems faietiby Appalachian public sehoolsrare many. A pre-
seripae analysis is ;presented here to enable these schools to meet the

'challenges of the fliture. Dr lkenberry is Senior Vice- President for
Univerfsity Development And Relationl At Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity.
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Profouild changed have come but in American society during be
last decape in_the level of expectation for public education. These
changes are a!sb evident in contemporary Appalachia. Public education
is increasingly reW upon as an instrument bf social policy, with issues
ranging from tniirriower deselopinent and economic growth to those
of civil rights and poserty.' Furthermore, in an, increasingly credential -
oriented occupational marketplaci,.ths,benaffts traditionally associated..fi
with education are becoming exen Nore critical for an individail's
social, economic., and cultural 4urvisar, and there is less and less room .

for educational failure. The era of anNneasy accommodation between
an educational system which was, only Only effective, and itif chug-,

` ing manpower demands of society is drawing to a close.2
In on earlier day, school dropouts and even those youngsters who

cqmpleted secondary school but h&j, failed to develop adequate skills of
\

.,,
communication and/or specialized, technical or craft kills were al)-

- .
sorbed by'the jq market because of the vast societal demand for ,un-
skffiled and semiskilled manual 'Oar. This is no longer the case.
Incked,, the current social unresi.in Our nation is in many ways a prod-

"

, . .

Repn'nted from Change in Rural Appalachia ed. by John D. Pholiadi; aild Harry
K' chwarzwelier b)/ permission of The University of Pennsylvania Press. © 1970.
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uc t of the marked decline in the demand for un,skilled workers. Be-:
tween 1948 and 1960, for example; the number of blue collar production
workers declined by nearly a half million, while nonproduction white
collar wprleers rose by 1 million:'-The 1970 census should show even
larger shifts Even the ost untutored in our society now see t1ie re-
lationship between educa on, ecnomic growth, and the quality of life
in our society more dead"), than ever before. The current failure on
the part of the school to be effectise with a significant minority,of our
youth population increases the likelihood of broader and more costly
social failures itoht future. Alienation froin school may signal a larger,
more complex series of problems.

Educational reforms.undondbtedly are a ,necessary precondition for
dealing effectively with- the strains and tensions generated by rapid
social Change. This may be 'especially true in Appalachia, where the
development of an efficient and modern school system has lagged con-
siderablv behind the general thrust of social and economic (rends in
the nation. In looking toward a brighter future and in planning'
for edu6ational reform in Appalachia; appropriate answers must be de-,
vised from a number of very difficult problems. The discussiRn which
follows will be focused on tfiree such problems which may be. regarded
as being 'of major regional as well as national significance: the prob-
lems of educational relevance, strategy,' and priority.

PROBLEMS OF ,RELEVANCE
.

Although Appalachia can lay no claim to any exclusive affliction, the ..
greatest problems faced by its educational system are those .of rel-
evance, Or irrelevance as the case may be. The issue may be examin0
from two perspectives: irrelevance produced by inappropriateoals and
irrelevante occasioned by effectiveness. Th,e first, where ,the goals of

education and the institutionalized meitanisms for achieving them may
have little relationship to the curreff interests and future needs of
youngsters, is perhaps the more common and more obvious difficulty

There are Certain. basic educational objectives which must be achieved
for all xouhmters if they are to function effectively and productively in
our rapidly changing society. The option of compromise is not avail-
able If systems of qucation art to meet these needs of 'young men and
women, they mustlio the following: (1) enable sustained personal
flexibility in occupational choice and, consequently, freedom of life'

style; (2) enable individuals to function effectively as citizens; (3) facili-
tate the creation,j3reservation, and transmission of culture.

`'Hie goals of educational systems often become misplaced because of
a lack'of understanding of the implications and future requirements for
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flexibility in Ocipation choice, effective citizenship, or cultural tel:
evance In'the year 2,000, today's first graders will be only 36 years old.
Unaware of the nature of society*hirty years hence, educators ob-, .,

viously have difficdlty in building a curriculum to achieve such per-
formance, 'Even when the outlines of the future and the implications ,

. seem dear, there is a failure to build a corresponding educational pro-
giam because of the difficulty of the processes of institutional change

.. .and reform. .1.,. .
By way .of illustration, one might examine the typical school pro-

. gram and identify those aspects which create and sustain freedom of
life Style and occupational choice. The tendency is to be overly critical
at first 'Yet, taking y.into account the needs of a changing society, man
of the mere traditional educational progrimp of the school,including
reading and language expression, science, rhathematits, and other,
aspects of the general education program,. may be more relevant than
ever before. The growth occupations of the future Will reciitire ificreis;
ing competence along such lines and failure to develop these basic
skills will spell broade( occupational and pecsbnal Wide regardless of
subsequent vocatiorial training ot occupational choice. . ..it

. There are gaps in the school curriculum, however, Which must be
filled if freedotn in occuPationat choice and life style, and Consequently

Ta,relevance? are to be achieved. There is no aspect of the sc of cur-
riculum, for example, in which the .Appalachian youngster ay ex-
plore the wide world of work and the range of potentially .applicable
occupational choices There is no asps of the Appllachian school
Program which sets forth effectivelif the social, economic, and educe

.
tional implications of occupational choice. - ,

It should not be unexpected that the youngskr in Appa4achia-6. r
in the inner city ghetto ds school irrelevant Ire use of an igibility
to relate educatidn to wdc and life style. Models f occupational al-
ternatives are limited ta those derived from persona' experience .either-
in the home or the community or through mass dia such as teleyi-
sioit The school does too little to supplement model deficiencies of

-, the youngster coming from a more restrietetenvironinqnt. If the youth
is lucky enough to find a-viable occupational model or models, he may
still be unable relate the work in his mathematics class to his interest
in becoming an auto mechanic or a space technician,. While the par-
ents of the middle-clats youngster may help* overcome such problems,
other youngsters niay be less-. futturiate.

In,this specific instance, the risk' of irrelevrc could be redpced if
curriculum modifications were made to facilitate greater sophistication

, in occupational cltoWe and to establishdan awareness o the education*,
social and economic implications of vasieus career chokes. Recognizing
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the interaction 'between lift style and occupational choice, and the
occupational adaptheness. required in the years ahead, at least a small
portion of the school curriculum, espeocially n rural Appalachia, should
be devoted.to such ends.

Although there are other gaps and distorte emphases in curriculum
which might be cited with refererke to the charge of irrelevance, there
is a second aspect of -relevance which in the final analysis may be less

"Illibb%ious but more damaging. While`thlhet resutt fdt the student may
be the same, ittele%ance due to ineffectiveness may be more difficult to
'remedy than gaps in the curriculum,

Schools of.,education may have contributed as much to fostering in-
effectiveness as to the solution of the problem. A great deal of educa-
tional research. for example, has been directed at the problems ps-

. Atisiated with learning.The bulk of the focus has been on1U differences
high*and low achievers and in prediCtion of such achievement. The

result has been elaborate explanations of educational ineffectiveness. .'

.

Arthur Pearl 4 outliespopular explanations as follows: .

constitutionql Inferiority. There is, of course, the explanation
of constitutional inferiority, in which we can suggest that failure
is due to the'fact the child chose the wrong parents and therefOre
does not have the native abiliq %learn like "normal" children, .

Inadequate ,Socialization. A setlbnd mistake the child can.
is to be born in an economically, or '\ulturally disadvan
taged home, because he fails to receive an opti um environtnent 4*
for growth and development between birth and six years old, the
'school fielsjesslesponsiblefor its failure.

Cultural Alienation. In spiteOf rich, bright parents, and ample
native ability, we excuse failure in a third class of youngsters be-
cmise of cultural alienation, or to use the more fashionable de-
scriptive term, because they're "hung up." -

Impossible Sigem. In conjunction with Or in addition to any of
the three above, we explain failure by pointing to the bad teachers
the child has had earlier and the impossible conditions pf the sys-
tem which prohibit anythirig but continued. failure.

While each of the abowconditions provides a partia apparently
reasonable, eXplknation for learning deficiencies, resear hers, and .

teachers have or erempltasized the obstacles rather than the solutions.
The occupation structure of 0 years ago atcommodated the "rejects"
of such a system. Incontrast, howeVait the economy and social strut-
cure of. today's society do not'havelhe capacity to absorb such a high
proportion of educational failures. If total biological control and there-
by an eradiction of Pearl's "constitutional inferjor.ity" cannot be
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achieved, if total victory over poverty is not likely in the near future,
if we are to allow youtig people to raise questions about society, and if
the available teachers and the system itself must continue to be less
than perfect. then the emphasis must be on overcoming these constraints.
Effective mechanisms to overcome obstatles to maximum human de-
.velopment and to athiele (emain basic educational objectives for all
youngsters must be devised or society must run the continuous and
accelerated risks" of large-scale alienation. To be truly relevant, the
school systems of 'Appalachia must reexamine not only the learning
goals s2ught but the effectiveness of educAtional programs and thereby
assume the burden of educating all the children, not just the traditional
fraction.

T 0ROBLEMS OP' gTRA.VEGY ,

Behind and related to the problerns,oPlearning effectiveness is the
-question of strategy While it is. possible that greater dedication, more
money, or greater effort will allow-achievement of educational goals .
using essentially the sante models as have been :used in the past, it is
more likely that, new models and diffeient strategies will' be required.

.1

-
By way of illustraltion four areas merit consideration.

Firstoincreased effectiveness will certainly requite greater ind more
sophisticated application of- indikidualized instraction0 tnotall adap-

to individual ditTA:ences. ough several different such models.
been formulated, each get ed! shared a number of common aims

concerns:.

(1) Voungstert can'progressvi their Own rate or pac,e in learn-
ing 4f moire time needed to accomplish an objective, it is avail-

if less time is reqUired,,acceleration is pOssible.
-(2) r great deal of emphasis is placed on an integrated ,system

for learning. This usually involves a careful, analysis of learning
objectives, attention to sequence of learning activities, continuous
evaluation of progress, and increased feedback to leq,ner and
teacher.

(S) The role Of the teacher is the aged drastically, since he
works more with incliv.iduals and small groups -of youngsters is a
diagnostic capacity. The teacher functions less as,a purveyos of
information and as a manager Of learning activities. - 4:

(4) Equation of learning outcomes,. is much more rigoto-as
and, whtinugus,ltith diagnosis and assessment of learning on'.a
weekly: .daily, and, in certain computer oriented systems, on a
continuous basis. The kilning system is designed to insure student
achievement at specified criterion-perfOrmakt levels,

. .
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For example, in "pr6ject Plan" at. Parkedburg, West Virginia, each
yolangster lays out his on schedulp or proposal for the day's !darning.

. His teacher renews, helps topodify, and eventually approves the plan.
The instructional program is divided intesTeaching-Learning Units ,

(tl-U,:s),Lwith each unit of instruction aviMble in various learning
styles In cooperation/4M the teacher, the youngster may choose the
TIA.1 he ,wishes to work with and may select the' learning style he pre-
fers. On his own, he will 'pull reference books &am the shelf, and
operite the equipment such as a 'tape recorder, a film strip, a record,
or a single concept film, which is coordinated with *e text or pro-
grammed material. The student may spend all day if he wishes on
mathematics or any other subject, or he may spend only 15 minutes
on a paiticular subject. His achievement and progress are tested as he

I moves from step to supin the MU, and his information is fed:ihto
computers at the close: of each,day. A_computer-assisted diagnosis of `
'yearning difficulties is available for each of the 30, fifth grade young-

-. sters to help in planning, the net day's work., ., , ' - -

5114As Oeirn g system, Project Plan hasva tremanclous capacity 'to
adapt to individual al differences,among youngsters and to overecin-ie the
obstacles of heredity, environment, alienation .and previously made- ,
quate teaching. Iis,aaaptAbility to individual needs pf learners is in

t
sharp contrast to the traditional lockstep approach in which a single -
teacher attempts to/work with thirty youngsters as a total group, the
latter method 'allows very little room for variation in learning rates or
Styles, and little time for individual attention and diagnosig or learning
diIU.culties.

Dour society can flo'longer tolerate-a system which may do a satis-
factory job for the average student but ignores the needs of youngsters
on both extremes, more individualized instructional systems must bed
deieloped and implemented.

A second point of focus in strategy should be on increased differentia-,

don of the roles played by teachers and other educational personneyf
the size of the educiiiorial slag heap is to be reduced and different
learning 'systems developed, different kin4 of teacher roles will be
required, Education, caught by the efficiency of the,, assembly line
model, has evolved a personnel system which treats teachersias inter-
changeable parts. With greater resources available for educational
investment' and, with more pressing demands for effectiveness, there
has been a parallel emergence, of the concept of 'differentiated teacher
roles. ParaproYessional teacher aids, beginning teachers, senior teach-:
ers, interns, subject specialists, educational technologists, curriculum
design specialists, evaluators,. and others.are finding entry in the schools.

. 4
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Such a trend must ta*e place if new models for teaching and learning
are to get beyond the talking stage

The byproducts or side benefits of differentiated teaching rots are
significant First. greater,flexibility in the folks of educational *son-
net should bring about greater flexibility and adaptability in the quo;
tonal program Ktoreoer. differential performance will enable teacher
.pay to be based on,differential performance rather than simply on the
number of years of experience and hours of graduate etedit. The in-
fluence Of, the experienced and effective teacher can be multiplied,
while the opportunity for the isousev.ife who v:ishes to move in and
out of teaching as her family commitments permit is also preserved.

:Differentiated, teaching roles should make it less necessary fora male
to move into administration to secure a- higher salary.. If the schbol.
is W aim foi full effecti.eness and it must, the model of the self-con-
tained classroom and the isolated teacher is iiastwhether,in the moun-
tain corhInunities or Appalichia or in the more thickly populated urban
centers of the nation.

A Mkd aread concern is the stategy followed with respect to early
childhood education. Recent attention to the education of young
childrenlias come about as a result of evidence which suggests that

'the long-term effect of eitreme enviroliments may Influence mea-
sured intelligence of ydung children by .1./5 standard: deviations. or
approximately 20 points.8 That is. two chlidren of assumed equal
initial intellectual capacity. one placed in a deprived environment and
the other placed in an abundant entronment, might be expected to
differ id subsequently measured intelligence by as much as ,20 points.
Arthur Jensen has raised several serious tiuestions with respect to such
conclusions.. but the concern for. some means of early intervention in
the development cycle persists. Beyond the quantitative difference in
intelligence. equally-important differences in attitudes, ,values, and self-
'concept are known -to be influenced by the hoine and community en-
vironrnent.

Thus, special efforts have been designed dining the past feviiyears to
supplement or to enrich the ensironnient of disadvantaged. youngsters,
and, thereby, to tedUce the negativeeffects on development which art
evident in the first grade and increasingly thereafter.,Headstart, which
repteseals one such attempt nationally. has failed to measure up to the
magnitude of the need.

The question of strategy is inipoitant in early childhood education,
not-only for reasons of-educational effectiveness, butifor cost and ef-
ficiency concerns as well With a shortage of qualified kindergarten
teachers, with lack of priverly.located classroom spice, and with in-,
sufficient nione nplement,the conventional program for three and

21 .I
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fouf'and five-year-old children, a new strategy or model for early child-
hood education w ould'avear desiraple. The Appalaihia Educational
Laboratory has developed the basis for an alternative strategy for de-
livery of early childhood education. The laboratory has field tested a
model wijich combines technology arid educational 4:nobility to bring
early childhood education to the home. The outlines of the program
are as follows: .

Small4Neighborhood 'Groups of ten' or so youngsters meet on a
regular basis once a seek inVnobiletclssroom under the direction
of a trained .teac.her and a parapicifis4ional teacher aide.

-Television Programs of 30 minute duration daily are available to
the youngsters in the home and provide a major teaching resource.

Home Visitors visit the home once each week to talk with par-
ents, check on the child's progress and deliver educational mate-
rials. They help integrate the activities carried on in the h9rne with
the weekly mobile classrobm sessions and the preparation of the
television series.

. . . 1

It is too early" to endorse such a model or to document its effective-
ness The tough outline of the laboratory program is cited only to sug-
gest that.it will be essential for the public and the profession to be more
creative in the exploration of new models and new strategies in the de-
livery of essential educational services.

The question of alternative educational strategies, of course, should
be raised initially in the teacher training institutions. New" strategies
for elementary and secondary education will eventually require colleges
to break out of the straight jacket so.chafacteristic cot higher education
in general and of teacher education programs, in particular.

.

Despite efforts to the contrary, teachers tend to teach as they were
taught If teachers have experierivd a locigtep approach- to learning
throughout their own educational careers, it should not be a suprise to
note these same tEndeneies in their classrooms. If teachers have not ssietk,
any evidence of individualiied instruction or have not tiad any success-
ful experience in learning through the application of the new tech-
nologies akinstruction such as progammed learning or television, we
i .. .,
shquld not be surprised when their teaching also reflects these qualities.

i More than any other sector of the college or university curriculum,
teacher education programs need to search for more efficient and effec-
tive approaches, and to demonstrate the innovative, and adaptive charac-
ter of effective instruction. . ;:

.i .
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e
PROBLEMS OF PRIORITY'

1

We have considered the problems of educational relevancy and
sifategy, and without doilbt these issues are.extremely important. How-
ever. the ultimate and perhaps crucial problems, especially in Ap

). palachia. may be those of priority. deafly,. an eential prerequisite to
having is wanting. Just as in the pritate sector, demand for a product
or service must accompany its atailability. Before we can have a better
road system, a more effectitc public welfare program, or better educa-
tional facilities, we must hate a corresponding system of priorities.
The Appalachian Region, can hate a first rate system of educational
opportunity only if the people of Appalachia establish the priority and
demand the product.

The extent of commitment to education in West Virginia might be
examined as an example of the broader problem. In 1960w61,.the educa-
tional expenditure in the United States was $390 per pupil."' In 1966-67,
it stood at $564, an increase of. 45 percent over the six year period. In

Ihoie same six years, West Virginia increased from an investment Of
$225 per pupil in 1960-61 to $411 per youngster in 1966-67, an increase
of061 percent.

When it began in 1960-61, West Virginia ranked 43rd among the
states in per pupil expenditure. By 1966-67, with a 61 percent increase
in effort, the rank remained 43rd. In 1960-61, West Virginia lagged
$135 per pupil behind the national aterage. in 1966-67, it Jagged in in-
ve"stment by $153 per yoUngster.

,

A fOotball coach who declared that his goal was to equal the national
average in the percentage of games won and lost would soon find out
film the public that his aspirations were not high enough. For West
Virginia and other Appalachian states to hope to provide educational
opportunity equal to the national average is not enough, but from what
we know of the consequences, to do less is intolerable. .

What are the results of this inadequate educational investment? The
toll may be seen in three ways. First, it results "in inadequate instruc-

'Ilonal supporting systems and services such as guidance counselors,
curriculum development specialists, planners, supervisors, evaluators,

, teacher aids, clerical assistance, and other essentials that help' to bolster
the teachirig program's overall effectiveness. .

Second, because of the failure to invest more heavily. in the educa-
tion of Appalachianyoungsters, schools hale; gross deficiencies in equip-
ment, materials, supplies and" facilitie's which serve to retard, learning
and depriye children RI the best in educational opportunity,

Third; the result of inadequate ' inve'stment in education forces ,a
gradual, long term erosion of the quality of the teaching force due to

t
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the noncompetitiveness of, teacher salaries. Some of the facts may be
startling. As recently as t960-61, the average teacher salary in West

...Virginia, for example, was $3,980, or $1,226 below the national aver-
age. It ranked 44th among the states.

By 1966-1967, the average teacher salary in West Virginia had in-.

creased tot$5,450, but was $1,371 below the national average, and its
rank was still 44th, Nearly every border stake jtas able to drain off West
Virginia teachers in 1960-1961, and each continues to be able to do so
today By driving a few miles or relocating in Ohio, Pennsylvania, or
Virginia, West Virginia teachers might easily expect in excess of a
$1,000 salary advantage. A comparable problem exists in eastern Ken-
tucky and other'areas of rural Appalachia.

One can rightfttlly ask ihe implications orsuch an imbalance. The
erosion of teaching resources in Appalachia is much,like the erosion of
its'natural resourcesas, for example, the slashing of our forests in the
past and the strip-mining operations at present. 15. is silent and _hardly
noticeable from year to year. The plight becomes recognizable as se-

. rious and immediate, however, only when we note the growing propor-
tion of teachers; superisors, and administrators nearing retirement age,
the.failure to attract the best of our newly trained teachers to serve in
the region, and the poor performance of our youngsters on various
criteria Vicational and personal development. .

,More money is part of tie answer, of course. Appalachia must find a
w4y to catch up and keep up, and this will not be easy. It has been esti-
mated, for example, that West Virginia must have $60,000,000 in Addi-
tional support for education to begin ,to catch up.8 To attempt to keep
up, continued yearly investments of some 15 to 20 million additional
dollars each year on a regular basis are essential. It_ is tempting to en-
gage in self deception by attempting to improve 6y spreading tbe 60
million ever a three-year period at the rate of 20 million a year. But as
has been demonstrated in the past, the-world won't stand still for the
state and region to catch up.

Educational- come from va e judgments. Citizens must
make choices about the differential allo ion of scarce resources to

s10

various services. provided by government, such as highways, social wel-
re police protectiOn, recreation, and so forth. Indeed, the problems

dredtication Ultimately boil down to the question of whether the people
of thd various states, region, and nation want improvements in educe-.
Ilona services badly enough to pay for them, even at the price of a
second car, a colorteleiision set, or a two-week vacation in Florida,
any One of which coltkneilly as much or more than the current yearly
investment per student in education. .

IA
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CONCLUSION' .

We live in a society in transition, and the southern Appalachian region
is no exception. Appalachian people neither want nor could they attain
an isolation from the realities and pressures of modernization which
surPound them. 'With increased mobility, improved communications,
and a shifting tob'structure. the region is caught up in a national and
international system which is generating tremendous changes in the . .

region's economy, politics, and' among other aspects of life, education.
The shift toward increasing reliance on public education as an i

strument of social policy will not likely be reversed, for it is throu
improved educational systems that the less advantaged in our society
have found the promise of upward mobility and the capacity to fulfill
the demands and expectations of society. ft was on & recognition of this
fact that the so-called Americin.systern of public education for all wa$
shaped during the first half of the twentieth century. And it is the full
realization and acceptance of this burden during the secbnd half of the
century that will enable our society imethe Appalachian regiori to meet
the challenges which we face
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30 THE FOXFIRE CONCEPT 0. .

ELIOT WIGGINTON

Eliot Wigginton has achieved international notoriety for conceiving
and directing the student,publication FOXFIRE or the school where he
reaches in Rabun Gap, Georgia His selection looks in depth at the
value of this kind of learning experience and the prescriptive nature of
the concept.

In August of 1966, MA in T from Cornell in hand, I began teaching
ninth- and tenth-grade English in a 250-pupil high school in the Ap-.
palachian Mountains of northeast Georgia. The Appalachians were
not unfamiliar territory to me or my family. I was bprn in. West Vir-
ginia (one seed grandparenti owned the Hitchman Coal and Coke.
Company outside Wheeling), and after our family moved to Georgi .

where my father took a job as a professor at the University Of Georgia;
we still spent every summer in West Virginia. (That is to say nothing
of the large portions of my yoyng life spent in the very county in
northeast Georgia where I began roily teaching career.)

But despite that faMiliarity with the region, I soon found as a young'
i teacher Plat I knemi almostrothing about the region it all. It is now

1977, and I am still teaching at that same tiny high school, and I am
still about the business of trying to find out what this region is all about,
even as I shape and rework an educational philosophy that is constantly
beiirg altered, by what I discover On a day-to-day basis about myself
and my kids and my chosen home.
. One part of the philosophy, however, remains inviolate, and that is
the conviction that students can doand must be allowed to dofar
more than has been traditionally expected of them in our schools. One

'of the prbjects that my students and I began in those first English
classes is a magazine called Foxfire that, still continues today. It has
been written about in vittuarly every publication around, and it is
generally acknowledged by educators to be the most visibly successful
high school endeavor in this country, and, as such, it has been emulated
by hundreds of other high schools coast to coast. in fact, as I write
this, one of lny tenth grade, students (a young man who had never been
on a plane before or out of his region un4il now) and I are on a Delta
jet somewhere betwleen Kansas City and Maim, returning from a
four-day workshop we ran in Portland for thirty Oregon high school
teachers, and a speech we made together on the way home to the an-
nual American Association for the Advancement of Science codven-.

2 1-
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tion in Denver. In a few hours; we will be meeting Herb Kohl in At-
lanta and taking him along with us baCk home to Rab Uti Gap, where

-he's' going to spend three days with the kids in an attemtt to find but
what's going on that's causing. all the commotion. If you don't kt ow
who Herb is, by the way, you got robbed by the college that gave 'you'
your teaching degree. They may not have introduced you to Jonathan

tcC Kozol or Robert Coles or Jim Herndon or any of those folks eitier,
and so you've some catching up to,to do if you-want t9 consider your-
self'a reasonably well-informed, tonscienii9us educator. And I ass me
you do or you probably, wouldn't be reading thi : Iv,

At any rate, .what this-preamble has been leading u to is two ort
points:

1 Despite the fact that the Foxfire idea has now spread 11 ove the
country, it is neverth ss useful to remember that it is a co cep that
was developed in palachia by and specificilly for people o pala-
chian roots in a tin , extremely tiaditional and conservative hig hool

.that could provide not one penny of financial suppbrt.
2' The success of the project is a convinging,demonttraton b any-

-one's definition of die tremendous potential that a single teach has
for effecting change. And you must remember that. You an' your
students together have far more power than y op have perhaps im gined,-
and to believe otherwise is only to provitle Yourself with a con enient
excuse for not doing more to affect the lives of your Students a d your
community.

This is $ good point at which to stop reading,if you've deci ed that
this article is not going to be-for you. For the rest of you, wel , roll up
your sleeves and dig in. Here's wIi'ere this articlelfarts.

First, some background. In 1966, I faced 135 kids in cia cl ses who,
for the most part, obviously weren't impressed by the way I as teach-
in English. Discipline was a very real day-to-day proble and the
re a ganll writing levels of many of my- students demanded a radically+

--.--different approach. The situation finally got so 'bad tha one day I
closed the text, told them to do the same, sal dlotvn cross ged on top
of the desk and said, "Okay, I jive up. You ,know this isn't orking and
I know this isn't working. Now what are we going to d to make it
through the rest of thiszar?"

Several days or disctifslion followed during which ti , in the eve-
nings, I also reflected on my own high school days a, Wind to re-
member classroom activities that had impressed me, or oments when
teachers had literally affected my life. There weren't any, but there
were some One happened when, as a tenth grade stude, tand a pretty
poor one at that having flunked a couple of courses nd so forthan
English teacher Fead a composition I had written for im, liked it, and

s.
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took a few moments of his time to get it published in our high school
literary magazine. When the piece appeared, with all the words I had
had in it originally still there and my name spelled correctly at the
end, I was jolted in a way I had seldom been jolted before. Copies of
the magazine went to my parents ("See, I'm not quite as worthless...a
student as you've been led to Wiese up until now"); my grades im-
proved to the point where I graduated near the top of my class, and I
turned an important corner in my life. It had been proved to me in
terms I could understand that I had worth and capability. I could do.

.. Remembering how English finally came aline for me as a direct, result
of that experience, and how I finally realized that writing does, in.fact,
have some direct applicability to the outside world and perhaps to my
life, .1 suggested to my students that we start a magazine. They
shrugged, throught tliat sounded as good as anything elk I had sug-
gested so far (the school had never had a publication bore so they
had no idea what was insoked, but anythin as better ihan what we
had been doing); and our principal agreed s long as the school would
have no financial responsibility. I propose it to him as a six-week unit
in magazine production so that the students could see one way thatrwnting is actually used, and I promised him that all the language arts
skills l'svas being paid by the State to teach would be rigorously oli-
served (how much easier it is to get students to deal with grammatical
prot3lems when they know their work is going to be seen by hundreds
of people), and that nothing would appear in the magazine that would
be slanderous or offensive (from the beginning, articles written about
people in the community were read first by those people, corrected,
and then formally released for publication). .

. 1

The students Wined out into the tiny community requesting dona-\
,tions from every IlkdividuaI and business `they could' find, promising the .

donors that when he magazine appeared,, each would receive a free
copy, his name would be limed in the back in a donor's section, and the
inside front cover would be personally autographed to him by the stu-
dents who put the magazine together. In this way, they raised nearly
$450. That money was taken to the local prin ter with instructions to
print as many copies of the magazine as ho.oeuld for that sum when we
delivered the camera-ready pages to him. .

Meanwhile, students were also shaping thy contents. Classroom
exercises resulted in poems, short stories, essays, art work and some
photographs, the best of which were selected and put aside. At the
same time, I was asking each student to do such things as take a mi-4*
mei:graphed 14t of common ailments (asthma, colds, pneumonia, etc.),
home and bring back lists of traditional home ,cures for these ailments.
I was also meeting small groups of students aftersschool And taking

2
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them on short int r.iev.s, using a second-hand reel-to-reel tape recorder
I owned, and a 35 im catnera my uncle had picked up overseas during
World War II. The first tape we made had Luther-Rickman, the local,
retired sheriff whose grandson was in one of my classes, telling_ about
the time our county s bank wasrobbed in 1936. Transcribed, that inter- ..

view. went into the magazine almost w6rd for wortf--an unbroken
monologite ricountingiin.experience that was one of the highlights of
Sheriff Rickman's career. (he captured Zade Sprinkle, the leader of the
outlaw band, and brough\ him t o trial). -

When the 600 copies o our magazine appeared, that could easily
have been the conclaidn to our experiment. The magaiines were all
paid for. They could have been given away (in fact, this is a technique
that many high schools are using. now, produce one free booklet. per
year thus avoiding the 'hassle of subscriptions and deadlines); my
classes could have taken on a ompletely different six-week unit; and .

that, as they say, would have bee that. . - \
But the response to that tittle magazine from the community, And

'from the kids was sou arm that. with the principal's permission, we de-
cided to offer subscriptions. The suhscription money tfiat came in paid
for the next issue, and now, eleven years and forty-three magazines and
five Foxfice books later, the project is stronger than ever. And it is
stronger not because it remaed the same, but because it has con-
stantly evolvedeactryear heing altered or added to in some way in an
attempt to meet more successfully the needs.of the high school stu-
dents and the community we work with. Knowing that the magazine
itself wv not enough t? engage the energies of all my. students, T.
directed the royaltid from the sale of the Foxfire books back into the
project using them over the years .to: .

hire an additional seven-members staff, each of whom has organ-
ized *a new division of our project and each Of which has become a
cluster of elective courses within out public higfi school. Half of those
staff members are'former Foxfire students who rent on to college like
the University of Virginia and got their degrees with the hope of some
day being. able to come back to their home county\to work.

purchase 110 acres of land: then purchase twenty-five I00-year-old
log buildings which: with community carpenters and, masons and stu-
dents we disasserribled, could be moved to that land, and then rec..op
structe\d and rennovated 'to form an educatirfal complex that is a
supplement to the existing school systemvppen to community people
and our students, but closed to. tourists.

begin a, videotape operation that now broadcasts weekly hour-long
,programs scripted, filmed and edited by kidsover the locally-owned
cable TV network.

fa.
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begin a resod ,company from which come student-produced
albums of both traditional music and the Work of local songwriters.
The students not only do the recording and editing, but also design,
the albums and handle their distribution. .

. , begin a publishing company through which we publish a series of
books of local and regional interest (such as the recently published

: Memories of a Mountain Shoreline, an oral history of the local, now
defunct, Tallulah Falls Railroad complete with photographs and dia-
grams put together by twreitverith,-grade girls). ....

begin a furniture lusiness that produces fine reproductions of
0 traditional pieces- by studentswith tale goal of nurturing it into a

full-fledged industry in the community that will provide additional.
jobs (as will the ahme businesses) for high school graduates who want
to remain ere.

,.. be an ensironmental disision that not only teaches kids, through'
exec ve field work; a respect for their ow.n unique environment, bill
els engages them actively in research concerning the effects on their

vironment of such practices as extensise second:Rome development,
highway construction, clearcutting and tourism.

begin an Appalachian studies department in the high school.that
for the first time fauses on their own culture and heritage as moun-

. tain people, at the same time showing them parallels between our.cul-
Lure and others. .. ,

begin an elementary school division that places high school .
students in the elementary- schools in the county as teacher aides with
responsibility for helping their students design ,and build playgrounds
out of native materials, create their own learning materials (suchas
readers) and complete a textbook about the history of our county writ-
ten by elementary school student for elementary school students, and
published by our own firm and distributed free to the schools of the
area.

begima coutse for seniors to teach them how to begin and run
businesses of their own. By actually creating some of these businesses
(furniture, for example) they create jobs for themselves as high school
graduates.

The reason for mentioning all this is not to snatch the opportunity
'to blow Foxfire's horn, but to give others some idea of the ttemen'dous
range of activities that can be carried out successfully by high' school
students. There are hundreds more, the only limitation being, essen-
Aially, the extent of individual imagination.

That brings me to the core of this article: Neari twelve years of
wrestling in Appalachian classrooms with this thi called education
has convinced me of four truths These form the basis f my own theory

40.
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of education, and they come hot from supposition, but from direct ob-
servationfrom watching education at work, rum seeing sacred cows
exploded, from experimentation d nd tihkering formulae They
are as follows: .

I . Many of the things we, as teaCtis, assume students cannot do
are, in fact, things they are perfectly capable of doing, and will do if
given good enough reasons treasons ether than. "If you don't do this,
you will fail my courses").

I have actually heard teachers from the outside say, for example,
that their Appalachian students arc incapible.of the memorization of
large-amounts of material, ignoring all the whik the tass of ;evidence
that proves them wrong: the, fact, for example, that m ni of their stu-
dents have alread5, committed to memory a CB language so complex
that most of those same teachers wouldn't know much of what their
students were saying if they heard them using it, or the fact that one
of the favorite games of those same students when onttrips is to be the
first to call out corrketly the make and model numbers of all thelarge
trucks 2n the road before they are in plain %iewGMC, International,
Kenworth, Ford, Chest', White, Peterbilt, Mackalong with all sorts

"of technical data thrown in on the side just for good measure and added
entertainment value, or the fact that the "dumbest" boy in their class
probably alieady _has memorized more technical data about guns and
automobiles and the habits and habitat of nathe trout than his teacher
will ever know. Whether the information is,entirely accurate or-hot is
beside the point. The bet is that a largi body of material ilasileen
internalized in the age-old ritual of remembering what is relevant For
one's life and rejecting the rest .

Similarly, I have heard teachers say that their students cannot write
creatively. If that is, in fact, true, then someone is going to haye to ex-
plain to me why 'they are able to make upand memorize lengthy
songs about their school and their teachers, songs which sometimes
skewer those teachers so accurately and peg their personality quirks so
precisely as to leave no qUestion of who they are talking about'-if
names removed, or why it is true that Barbara Taylor, as :a senior
in 'our sehool,ancl an editor for Folfire came wifhin two points of fall-
ing senior English, and yet that same year she wrote a long article about
Foxfire which she sold to Seventeen for $400.00, or why students like
Varney Watson, at the same time he is failing English tests, is also writ-
ing the music and ords for- songs so beautiful that twelve of them
make. up Foxfire's second 'record album (Varney has already per:
formed most of them public at such events as the Festival of Ameri-
can Folklife, in Washington, D.C.).
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ers say, in those terrible rooms called
Ateachers' lounges, that d certain` vstudent cannot follow directions frbm
"ra book and then I haim watched\that, same student, using a manufac-

turer's manual, tear down an antomobile and put it back together
againa feat few teachers in our school could...duplicate.

I could go on in this same vein f4 pages. In most cases, the ability
is there It just isn't being - tapped And the sodden reasons we give stu-
dents for doing,the work we assign are greeted with a skepticism that
is all too often absolutely justifiable. .We have forgotten, in many of
our schools.' that students cap do. and instead of. celebrating that fact
and building on it and adding to and poliihing and extending skills that
already exist, we substitute the belief that there is a tremendous amount

; that student cannot do', and therefore they must be edueated. . .

' 2. We, as adults, (mint/ for a fact that
past experiences These experiences have

- pletely'd only the way we feel about ours
4bout ourselves, but also,our attitudes about t

are the sum total of our
etermined almost corn-
yes, and what we know
c,world around us, our

perceptions ofwhat tasks need to -be done to make this world more
habitable; and whether we will be the ones to accomplish these tasks
or will be the ones content to sit on the sidelines' niping at or rooting.
for or ignoring those who try. Confident or timi self-assured or in-
-
secure, positive or negative, optimistic or cynicallhese attitudes ire
the results of our testing.ourseives against the world and drawing con-
clusions about ourselves and our abilities from t ose experiences.

'1Ciany of these attitudes are formed when we are you g. I am still in-
-secure about the game of basketball, for example, an \avoid faculty/
student games like the plague because, as an awkWard luungster, I was
-always the last boy chosen for a team, was only rarely given the ball,
and never learned how to dribble or shoot. On the rare occasions when

cl did get a chance to shoot, I always missed-- at ,error which was ex-
/icily expected of me and which simply served to tlerpeluate the cycle
sand the series of assumptions that were being made by offierss,(and con-

vsequently by myself, other?being the only yardstick I had by',wbich to
measure myself) about my ability. I cannot playthat games to this

' day. Math is torture for basically the same reason. Fail a few tests,.rnis-
understand a few assignments, get criticized a few times and the .,dye is

, zest It doesn't take anykid long to find out which parts of a stoveearn.
Other experjentestwent better for me, luckily. I remember keing

,entranced one day when, in eleril'intary Ictiool, a white-haired gentle-
man who used to be a high school principal brought in, some of thP
pieces from his Indian artifact collection and talked to us about them.

, Later, I was astounded to find that my family knew this man, aut-tbat
--he and my grandmother actualliunted for arrowheads together from. .

.
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time to time. I-Wangled an imitation, found a couple of points that
were exclaimed ow, and almost became an ark,haeologisk in college. To
this day I love that field, and I intend soon to add a professional
archaeolo st to our staff to do digs with our students.

Similar y, 'know I am a more obseriant person because, when I was
young, my I. her, who is a landscape architect, used to take me along
when he went sketching I had my sketchbook, and he had his, and
together we sketched and studied details of trees, houses,. landscapes.
He criticized my work, but always positisely and with tote, and I still
sketch to this day, and encourage my students to do the same.

,Because my father helped me build a doghouscfor my (log, and as-
sorted furniture for my bedroom, And taught me how to use tools in
the proce% I had enough self-confidence to build the .house in which
I now live: And I neser fail' to be astounded, when I sit alone in that
two-story house with 4 thirty-foot-high stone fireplace, by the fact
ffiat I ever attempted it at ail. Why did I? Because I knew, 'from past
experiences, that I could pull 1.1 off.

The iileresting thing about these experiences (called "peak experi-
ences" In the jargon Of the trade) is that despite the fact we know their
importance (one has only to go painstakingly oser his on life to have
that triith Come rulhing in) e only rarely, as teachers, make them
happen in the context of ools We hand out plenty of defeats and
precious few victories precious few experiences at all---beyond.those
texts we have alloi'wed.to totally dominate the lines of our students.

Now that fact strikes me as being not only tragic. but immoral. The
young men and ,women in our charge will cling desperately to their
triumphs and turn their backs on their defeats`., And whocan blame
the student who, finding success and acCeptance and a sense of accom-
plishment onik-in.drinking beer late at night on lonely roads, drops
out of school to make that one of their central activities of his life?

Do I stretch the point ?,Consider this. I said earlier that Jack Tyrer's 4
act of generosity in getting that composition of mine published when
I was in the tenth grade jolted hie in a way I had seldom been jolted
before. In fact, it is probably because he took the time to do that that
I wound up eventually becoming Jaenth-grede English teacher and
starting a magazine.

'Ask yourself this. how many students hate my subject now because
of me? ,

I don't hate m4th and baskstball bec'ause it was genetically predeter
mined that I should....

3. It is a simple fact that most of the peak experienceil speak
about take place not is the classroom behind a text, but in, or in as-
sociation with,' the world outside that classroom. The extent to which

2
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we, as teachers, can, meld the two twigethetinto one powerfriearning
. .

- force is the extent -to which school, 1 believe, begins to make'iome
sense.

* Foxfire, at its most elementary level, worked in that tenth grade
' English class because the hard skills, the students were learning were ..

being,leariwed not simply so they cotild pass a test or complete a texl4
related homework assignment, but becausethrough the vehicle oft.
their own communitythe applicability, of those skails had suddenly
become clear, and the skills came to life. They were useful.144N,had

mreason for being Their use made nse. Comunity as vehicle. And
as that imaginativt, forceful des(rip 'on of Aunt Arie Carpenter liv-
ing alone in her log house with no electricity, plumbing or TV (and
surviving on S48 a month in social security payments) became im-
Vottant. so too did the ways that other writers had found to describe
their own surroundings and their own communities becorrte important.

. - And as a concise, clean description of how Audi Arie carried out
particular survival task became important, so.too did, the ways other
_writers delt with the same problem became worthy of ,a second look.

----And to the qxtent a student became the mediuM through which Aunt
-Arie could express, ,in her own words, her own insecurities and trials
and victories and her own particular philosophy of life; such was the
extent to which that same student beCame sensitive to and curious
about the philosophical wrestling of others as exptessed in texts, or in
the neighborhood, or in the familyor even in plays by Shakespeare.

Linkages. .

Community as vehicle. I can't say it any more clearly than that. i
And' in the act of using the community in that way, some Wonderful

,things happen' One of t em. of course, it that the student begins to
understand who he° is and w 4 he's come from in terms of ancestry,
past, heritage, "roots. At the w ry least, he is exposed to a variety of
lifestyles and philosophies he ad probably not considered previously.
And a sensitivity to his own roots and culture awakened, there is al-
ways the possibility that he can then to equally sensitive by extension
to the culture arid roots of other considerations. .

But there's more One of the ultimate absurdities of our high school,
system is that we expect our students to wall( out the doors of our
high schools at graduation. ready and able to take some kind of a re-
sponsible role inside either our own community or some other com-
munity of their choice, and yet we never, during their high school
years, take the time to show them what a community is. They don't
know'what kinds of people make it up, what services it must have (and

. ,provide) to survive, where power lies and how it is attained and tben
either used or misused--and what to do about that. Their not know-

1
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ng what jobs,exist and how to apply for them and what they:ye like
on a daily basis (most haven't e.en been to work with a parent foi a
day to see what his job is all about) is only-the*tip of the iceberg. Be-
Yiond that, they don't know enough about what the community could
be to know, for example, what industries they themselves might create
and run, much less how to do that. They often go out of our schools
as ignorant of iheir_surroundsings (both ancestral and environmental
and economic and'architecturip, (he human condition, and the work-
ings and the netrls of the world as the daf they entered them. And
that is a fact. Not only do they not know what their options for ac-.
tlon are, but they know so little about "community" that they couldn't
possibly have any commitment to the idea, and so they couldn't care
less about that action. You can't care deeply about something you're
not acquainted with. Victims, they fit in wherever its ex- -
pedient for the pov,ers that be to fit them.

That is our newest American tragedy, the most recent symbol of
which is schools purposely so i;olatcd from'the community surround-

s ing them that they don't even have windows.
4 On.top of all this, we know for a fact that there are ,crucial needs

.,

that, universally, adolescenti face. We tend to ignore these in our
classrooms; but they are there noertheless. And they are true no less
in Appalachian schools than in any other schools in the world.

Most child psychologists agree that there are two distinct phases pf
adolescence, each with its own particular emotional demands.

In the firsrphase, called early adolescence, the most important single
need the child Jilts is a need for self-esteem. and this is satisfied most
effectively by the 'praise, affection; attentionthe sense of belonging 4,
he receives from others. In an atmosphere a classroom, for exam-
plewhere this need is not addressed, and where the child (perhaps
because of the possibility of failure} feels threatened, frustrated,-cast
out, powerless, no learning will take place. The attention and praise
he fiieds will, more often than not in this situation, be sought from
peers via antisocial behavior In our vocabulary that's discipline prob-.
lems.

,,
It's a crazy cycle. Our mountain classrooms are filled(with students

who don't feel very secure about theitracademic abilities, and con-
sequently, don't feel any too good about themselves in our claprooms..
They have been led to believe they can't read wek, or write well, and:
we continue, through our ignorance (and through an endless series
of assignments' that are culturally inappropriate and hense seen as bor-
ing and irrelevant) to Make these tasks so unpleasant for them, and
to make them feel so uncomfortable that we often give them no choke
but to-reject us and academic discipline we stand for. And so they '

*
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fail, or get passed indifferently on up the line, 'having learned nothing
from us but a series 0 evasive Maneuvers, the cycle repeats i 11, and
they go -elsewhere for their sense of accomplishment and lf-esteem
leaving us to.wonder why they would rather deer hunrcir ay football
or rebuild a '56 Chevrolet than read Evangeline or A Tale of Two
Cities, or, write a term paper abbut the Yangtzee River. Face it. At
this stage in their 'hes they will put their hearts into only those things
they feel they can do, and can get some sense of satisfaction and
achievement out of the doing through the praise of others.

(Don't misunderstand me. I'm not saying that a term paper about
the Yangtzee River shotildn't be done. Pm only saying that this may
not be the best time for it. Perhaps first should Come some intimate
firsthand knowledge of a river in di/student's community, researched
fully in terms of its value to that community and the use to which it ,is
put by that community. Then,.as .the student sees how that river af-
fects his papticular culture and what role a river plays in a society, then
perhaps the teacher can move him with some hope of success one step
further.) , Akc '''t- .- ".."

This phase is outgrown as students zero in on things they are good 4t,
and they move into a second phase called late adolescence where self;
worth is defined not only in terms of how others respond to him, but
also, in- terms of actual accomplighmentin the words of John J.

Mitchell of the Departm 'bnt of Educational Psychology at the Uni-
versity of Alberta, Canada, "what he does and what he represents' ."1

In this phase, it is essential that students be engaged in activities
which they see as being importantas making a difference forNs
Mitchell says. "All healthy humans, universally and without fail, abhor
not making a difference It is the closest, thing to nonexistence man
can experience:2 If A student feels lie is not. making a difference, a
number of things happen to him, not the least of which is his question-
ing ivhether or not he will be able to make a difference at all as an adult.
Stalled, the student begins to lose self-confidence, and falls back into
pattern of conformism (needing the constant reassurance of others) .1

at the expense of individualjy injtiated and self ms action.
Mitchell is strong in his criticism of society in general here: "For

the ,majority of youth .'little opportunity exitts tp do things which gen-
erate feelings of self-importance. Little opportunity arises to build or
construct useful products which contribute to the improvement of the
environment; little opportunity emerges to assert oneself in a positive

0. .

1 'The .Naturi of Adolescence Some General Observations." 'a paper written
for The National Commission on Resources for Youth. New York City; 1976.
pg. II.

2. Ibid., page 16.I
2.)..). - e ...., .
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and wholesome manner because the areas of life in which youth ac-
tually make a difference are mihimal."3

It was not always so in the Appalachians, but too often it is now.
What can we do about it?

I have had teachers argue that in the schools it igtahnost impossible
to create a situation where all students have a chance to do important
work in the context of their classroom obligations. A student body
president may; in an extraordinary school, have an outlet by which he
can do work he perceives as making a difference, but few other students
can have these outlets simply because they can't be provided in schools.
They aren't set up that way.

True enough. Our schools often aren't set up that way. But.they can
,be. At the very least, our classes can be: Granted, the task is made
immeasurably more difficult if a student's past experiences in school
during early adolescence base left him angry and frustrated and crip-
pledconvinced already that he is ifopeless in English or history or
math. But it can still be done.

4In fact, the precise reason why Foxfire worked as well as it did in
English classes, above and beyond the fact that thfough the use of cul-
turally appropriate activities and positive energy it proved to all the
kids that they could read and write better than they had ever thought
possible, was that they perceived the work they were doing as making
a differenceas being important. The fruits of their labor were not
simply busy-work exercises destined for a teacher's indifferent sigh
and eventual destruction, but they were going to lie used. And with -
out the students (who had the community contacts and the automatic
carree that I did not have) the work would not be done at all and the
magazine would not exist. They mattered. And they still do.

These four truth; are at the heart,of the reason why Foxfire maga)
zine worked in those language arts classes. The list of hard skills I was
being paid by the State. to teach (grammar. composition. composing a
business letter. talking' on the telephone, etc.) was being rigorously
adhered toalbeit with.the text used only as a reference manuarin
just the way that ',believe it was originally intended to be used before
it took over, our lives; the basic competence alrady. in most bf the
students was bells taken 4dvantage of and built upon, the students were

-,being provided with far more pebk experiences than the two or three
I can point to as being vital in my five years of high stool; the com-
munity was integrated fully into the life of the classroom both as a
motivating fotce and is an aspect of life in itself worth serious atten-
tion; and the basic emotional needs of the adolescents were being ad-
dressed via classroom experiences leading to the production of an end
3. Ibid.. page D.

4".
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product in which alt could take justifiable pride. They owned the end
product, ran the activities (read business) that produced it, and were
essential to its growth and survival.

Once the staff members and I had the language arts under control,
we began to plot ways to infiltrate and influence other areas of the
curriculumthe four truths alwayssbeing held foremost-7 adding a
community-based, experiential component to each. Our new Appala- ,

titian studies class,_for example, became part of the social studies of-
fering of the high school, ilie end product being additional articles for
ths..magazine (focusingknot only on folklore but also on pressing social
problems) as well as a new understanding of history an* its influences.
on this piece of the globe (a study, of the Depression, for .example,
would begin with the first person testimony of Mountain visitors to the
class who'would tell the kids what that.period in their lives was like).
Appalachian music, with its end product of record albums produced,
edited, designed- and marketed by kids, became a Tart of qur high
school's arts offering (as did a new creative photography coupe that
resulted in regular student exhibitions in the halls of the school build-
ing and the cafeteria). Environmental education, with its end products
being a continually reised, mimeographed. field manual written by
kids as well as written studies which looked objectively at both sides of,
environmental problems such as clearcutting, and environmental cots-
troversies such as seed gardens, experiments with American chestnut
trees and planting by the signs, and nature trails,, was integrated into
biology Furniture making:with the potential of creating a new in-
dustry in the County, dovetailed into industrial, arks. Complex dia-
grams required to explain the workings of various material artifacts
such as banjos and hog rifles found a home in theArafting classes. The
television shows our kids, began to script. ant produce for the.. local

'cable TV network earned for theft credit in the media sciences. Our
bookkeeping division gave students in the acctbunting classes genuine
experience Our course in'creating businesses tied into. both economics
and career ed. And all of.these additions, rather than taking. place of
the existing curriculum, simply became adjuncts to it activities that

.brought these areas of the curriculum to-lifeand engaged the fnergies
and.the capaeities of the kids in ways they had seldom been engaged be-.
fore. Eddcation became, and is still becoming, real. Future targets- for
the insertion of culturally relevant and therebi motivatingactivities
include physicalbeducation, home economics, chemistry and physics.

That sound like a lotperhapt too much. But,I think we can do it.
Remember that this whole .project was startedquietly aild without
rocking boatsin ninth and tenthgrade English classes eleven years
ago *ith $4.40 in donations. You've got to start somewhere.

Teaching Mountain Children
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In The Watches of the Night, Harry Caudill, with a good deal of
justification, blasts Appalachian schools. On page, 226, he.says,

. it is apparent that improved physical plant and increased
pay do not automatically equate with more leashing. After twelve
years in the classroomtwo thousand, three hundred and twenty
dayeof teachingmountain youths are unlikely to know from
memory a single paragraph of Shakespeare, to have memorized
even a couple of poems, or to be able to solve such simple prob-
lems as will determine, for example, the quantity of water within
a tank of specified size. Furthermore, they are rarely able to
punctuate or spell with accuracy or display more than rudimen-
tary knowled&e of the history of their county, state or nation.
Such remotellaces as China are unknown. The philosophers and
their teachings are as off Iirqits as Shakespeare and GibbOn. Al-
most none knows anything about the botany of the age -old forest
that now cloaks the region as second orthird-growth,timber. Most
tragic of all, few leave the schools with the habit of reading or
reflection. a lack of promises few innovations in confronting and
solving the jarring problems that are bearing down'on the Cum-
berland Plateau with the velocity and fins it' an avalanche.

N
I agree with most of that. I also know, for p fact, that something

can be done about it. You and I as Appalachip teachers will probably
never be able to make even our (An solitafy schools, all that Harry
Caudill would like them to be, but each of us, in his own way an on
his own chunk of turf, can roll up his sleeves and pitch irrand giv it
a hell of a go. To do 'less than that is inexcusable, for if the future of/
our mountains does not Iget taken up by the hands of 4hose we sensitize
and equip for the long fight ahead, then into %hose hand does it fall?

.
1 , ,NOTE 2

N . ,;.
For teachers interested in implementing Foxfire-type projects in their schools,

"I e following books are'recommended:' a
Aloohnts. The Foxfire Experience,sby Eli& WiggInton ,. .
You and Aunt Arie. A. Guide to Cultural Journalism, by Pam Wood -

I* .0
eThe nrSt is a guide for teachers(atid ihe second, is a handbook for Eli. Both are
available from- . t

- IDEA* .
1785 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

I,
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Teaching Mountain Children

BOB TERRELL

,Bob Terrell is a native of S*lva. North Carolina, arid Its.2s been on the
staff of the ASHEVILLE CITIZENTIMES for twenty-eight years,
where he now sees as Associate Editor

There are times when I think we're sending the wrong people
school. Some of the present-day kids don't need the education nearly
as much as their parents.

Cuz Bagley of Murphy, one of the sages of the hills, would agree.
llost schools operate under the absenceexcuse system in which

students, in order to be excused for missing a day'in school, must bring
a note from a parent explaining the reason for the absence.

Somewhere, Cuz Bagley came up with a collection of excuses that
underscore the need for a little higher education for parents:

Dear School:. Pleas ackuge John for been absent January 28,
29, 30,, 32 & 33.

Chris have an acre in his side
Mary could not cotne to school because she was bothered by

very close veins.
John has been absent because he has two teeth taken out his

face.
I kapeBillie hortle because she had to Christmas shopping

because I didn't know what size she wear.
My son is under the doctor's care and should not ,take P. E.

Please execute him.
Lillie ins absent from school .yesterday,as she had a going

over.
Please excuse bey Monday. He had loose vowels.
Please excusel4anch from P. E. for a few days. Yesterday

Ate fell out of a tree and misplaced her hip.
Carinse was absent yesterday because he was playing football.

He was hurt in the growing part.
My daughter was absent yesterday because she was ,tired.

She spent the week4d with the Masines.
Please excuse Jimmy from being. It was his fathW's fault.
Mary.was absent Dec. 11-15,, because she had a fever, sore

throat headache, and upset stomack. Her sister was also sick,
fever, and sore throat% Her brother has a low grade temp and

CAsheville MienTimes Pubiis,i hin&Cbmpany. Used by permission'.
"rff e
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Notez from Skule

ached all over.'I wasn't feelin the best either, sore throat and
fever, There, must be the flu go ng around. her father even got hot
last night.
Cuz's best school story, ho ever, is -about .an experienee of Mrs.

Annie Lou Kennum Rogers in the classroom..
Mrs. Rogers orte had a yo ng studenb,kho, accordjng to Cuz, "was

a complete stranger to soap a d wale?" She said thejittli fellow came
to school day after day with t a bath, and the way she could tell from
a distance was that a partic tar patch of dirt on his arm kept growing
for as long as two week's.

Up close, she didn't ev n have to look for the patch of dirt. "He
was surrouncked,".Cuz sai "by a mighty fierce odor."

When his situation be me so bad that the other kid? avoided him.
Mrs. Rogers decided to he a note to his mother.

"Dear Mrs. Blank," e wrote. "Please have Johnny take a bath.
The other children are avoiding him because he is so dirty and I find

. that he just smells bali."
Mrs. Rogers.signed he note, gave it to Johnny, and he took it home

tmother.
Next morning, Johnny brought a written reply from his mother.
"Dear Teacher," she wrote. 'Imo sending Johnny to school for you

le learn him, not SMELL him."

223
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BIBLIOGRAPHY ON SOUTHERN APP LACHIA FOR
STUDENTS AND TEAC RS

This bibliography contains the books, periodicals, and films this
author considers to be the best and most repr sentative of the works
on SOuthern Appalachia currently available f r purchase. It was put
together with the'interests of the public sc 'ol teacher and student
in mind d wadi formthe core of an App achian studies collectio
in a sch of library.

EARLY REGIONAL 'HISTORIES OF NORTH CAROLINA, TENNESSEE,
AND VIRGINIA

Dixon, Max. The Wataugans Boone, North
Press, 1976.

Blackmun. Ora. 'Western North Carolina. Its ountains and Its People to 1880,
Boone, North Carolina: Appalachian Cons rtium Press, 1917.

olina. Appalachian Consortium

Caldwell. Mary French, Tetinessee: The Da gerous Example. Watauga 10 1849.
Nasbvtlle: Aurora Publishers, 1974.

Summers. Lewis Preston. History of Southwest Virginia and Washington County.
Baltimore: Regional Publishing Company, 1971.

The histories of. the Appalachian areas of North Carolina. Tennessee,
and Virginia have generally been minimized in works dealing with the
whole state. These volumes present in great detail the early history of
these counties.

*
GENERAL STATE HISTORIES OF NORTH CAROLINA. TENNESSEE,
AND VIRGINIA

net, Hugh Talmage, and Albert
State, North Carolina, Third
Carolina Press, 1973, .

Ray Newsome. The History of a Southern
Edition. Chapel Hill: University of North

.

Folmsbee, Stanley, Robert E. Corlew, and Enoch L, Mitchell. Tennessee. A Short
History. Knoxville- The University of Tennessee Press, 1969.

"Dabney, VirginItit Virginia.,The New Dominion. Garden City, New York. Double
day and Co., Inc., 197 I." -

These are the best of the general state histories for public Ighool
brartes.

GENERAL ESSA'PS: WRITTEN AND PHOTOGRAPHIC

Carawan. Guy. and Candle. Yokes from the Mountains. New York. Alfred A.
Knopf, 1975.

Photographs, songs, and feelings collected and recorded by the authors,
Focuses primarily on the coal-producing areas.
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Cate, Herma, et al. The Southern. Appalachian Heritage. Kingsport, Tennessee.
Holston Publishing Corporation,.1974

Photographs and writings emphasizing the environment and folk de-
scriptors of the past.

Clark, Joe. Tennessee Hal Folk. Nashville. Vanderbilt University Press, 1972.

A classic collection of Appalachian photographs taken a generation
or more agii by a first-rate photographer.

Dykema, Wilma and James Stokley The Border States. New York. Time-Life
Books, 1970.

A volume in the Time-Life Library of America. It is a descriptive treat-
ment of MentuehY. North Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West
Virginia by two of the region's foremost writers.

National Geograptic Society. American Mountain People. Washington. The Na-
tional Geographical Society, 1973

A photographic and descriptive work on people inhabiting the moun-
tains of the United States A major portion is devoted to the people 0
Appalachia. -.....

Roberts, Bruce and Nancy Where Time Stood Still. New York. Crowell-Colliers
Press. 1 970.'

,.
A written and photograXc portrait of Appalachia viith many selec-
tions dealing with Western North Carolina

Ulmann, Doris The Appalachian Photographs of ,Doris Uimann. Penland, North
Carolina: The Jargon Society, 1971.

Classic photographs of Appalachian people taken during the early
part of the century by a masterful photographer

West. John Foster, and Bruce Roberts. This Proud Land. Charlotte, North Caro.
lina: McNally and Loften. Publishers, 1974. .

Photographs andsprose of the land and people of the Blue Ridge Moun-
tains.

/ LANGUAGE 4.

Fink, Paul. Bits of Mountain Speech. Boone, Nortb Carolina. Appalachian Con-
sortium Press,'I974. \

A 'dictionary" of mountain speech collected by the author between
1910 and 1965. ,

4

40.

Hall. Joseph S, Sayings from Old Smoky. Asheville, North Carolina. The Cala-
bachee Press, 1972.

.
An annotated collection of proverbial sayings and expressions of the

, mountains.
at
.

FOLKC RAFT

GitYnes, David. Artisans/ A ppalachialU.S.A . Boone, North Carolina. Appalichian
Consortium Press, 1977. .

..,
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An *exhibition" of the works of fifty Appalachian artisans along with
short commentary. Each of the fifty is printed on individual cards as
sembled in a loose-leaf packet.

all. Joseph S. Smoky Mountain Folks aod Their Lore. Asheville, North Ca.").
lina: The Cataloochee Press, 1960. .

A-descriptive collection of mountain folklore and stories

MUS

Artis, B

4,

b. Bluegrass. New York: Hawthorne Rooks. 1975.

The best single source on the bistory of individual mountain bluegrass
artists and their rise to fame.

Burton, Thomas G.. and Ambrose N. Manning, eds. Folklore. Folksongs. Johnson
City, Tennessee: The Research and Advisory Council of East Tennessee State
University, 196/ ,

. Folksongs 11. Johnson City, Tetinesseej The' Research and Advisory
Council of East Tennessee State University, 1969.

. -
,clThese t o extensive collections of folksongs draw their material almost

exclusive from the mountain people of Western NorthGarolina. Up-
Als- per East Tennessee, and Southwelt Virginia. -

Jackson, George Pullen. White Spirituals' hi the Southern Uplands. New York:
Dover Publications, 1965. .. t

. *,
The only available intensive study of the development and structure
of the white religious music of the Appalachian Mountains and other
areas of the South. , .

RELIGION . .1
Bailey, Kenneth. Southern White Protestantism in the Twentieth Century. Glouster

Massachusetts: Peter Smith, 196It.

An objective treatment'of the development of fundamentalism in the
South (and Appalachian' area) since.the turn-of the century.

Boles, John B. The Grea itival, 1787-1805. Lexington: The Preis
k

of Kentucky, 1972.

An historical account of the rise of revivalism in early Appalachia
which farmed new denominations and cultivated a lastibg Pirotestant
orthodoxy and fervor. \

Dickinson, Eleanor, and Barbara Ben ziger. Revival. New York. Harper and Row,
1974. .

. :\ 4,
A pictorial and descriptive account-, of revivalism focusing to a great,
degree on Appalachia. ., ,

) -
Pelton, Robert, and Karen W. Carden. Snake Handlers. God Fearer'? or Fanatics?.

Nashville: Thomas Nelson, Irtc., 1974.

An objective, yet uderstanding, portrayal\of a much publicized bizarre
religious practice.'. .
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MOUNTAIN WILDERNEZ4'
Do little, Jerome. The Southern Appalachians. New York: Time-Lifg Books, 1975.

Ogburn, Charlton. Th; Southern Appaiachiiins New York: William.MOrrow and -
Company, 1975,

221:

Porter, Dot, Appalachian Wilderness. The Great Smoky Mountains. New York
Ballantine Books, 1973

Excellent sources portraying the beauty of the mountains, its flora,
fauna, and the natural setting.

GENERAL STUDIES AND ANTHOLOGIES
a

Axelrod. Jim. en. Growl)? Up Country. Clintwood, Virginia: Resource arid
elm.formation Center.rouicil of the Southern Mountains, 1973.

-
A collection of articles, stories, poems, and pictures reflecting growing
up in Appalachia during the past twenty years.

Campbell. Join C. The Southern Highlanderrand His Homeland. Lexington: The
- University Press of Kentucky, 1969.

A reprint of the 1921' study of Appalachia which was the &it i -depth
examination of the region. .

Caudill: Harry M. Night Comes to the Cumberlands. Boston: little, B wn and .."
Company, mi.

it
.

...,,
A controversial "biography of a depressed area," Easter entuck.y, by, I .a native attorney well acquainted with the area.

,
Coles, Robd../s/igriints, Sharecroppers. Mountaineers, V ume of Children of

Crisis. Boston: Little, Brown and Cbmpany, 1971.

The Harvard child psychiatrist's view of the rural poor. e third por-
tion ofthe book deals with Appalachian,poor. ',

Ergood, Bruce, and Bruce E. Kuhre..eds. Appalachia: Social Context
Present. Dubuque. Iowa: Kendalt4Hunt Publishing,Company. 1976. a

. 4
An anthologyof articles on Appalachia spanning the breadth of inter-
eats in the region. f_ ., ot.

ir .,
Petterman, John. Stinking Creek. Nei, York: E. P. Duttog.. and Co., 'Inc.. 1970,

t , ..-
A portrait in prose and pictures of a small mountiti community in
Appalachian Kentucky.

Ford. Thomas R.. ed. The Southern Appalachian Region. boxington; Thtbniver-
sity Press of Kentucky, 1962. . .. -4

.14I The first anthologysof writings on the Apialachiaa region. The ma-
terial is dated but contains many early observations not fpundln MIA .. .g. tsources. 0 I

Hansen, JaMes C . and Richard R. Stevic. Appalachian Students aftd Gu ce.-
Boston: Houghton Mifflin and Company, 1971.

A guidance monograph designed to assist counselors' in creating the,
kind of guidance program meeting the ne of clian children -
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Higgt, Robert 1., and Ambrose N. Marino re'ff, Voices from' the Milts New
qp. York' Frederick Ungar Publishing Company. 1975

The qnly anthology devoted completely to the literary writings of
Appalhchian authors

Iannone. Ron. School Ain't No Way Parson, West Virginia McClain Printing
Company. Inc.. 1973

The experiences of a teacher attempting to bring about change in the
mountain school in which he is teaching.

Kahn, jCathy Hillbilly Women Garden City. New York Doubleday and Corn -,
pAy, Inc.!1973.

-

The only book.focusing on the views of mountain women and their
struggle to better their conditions.

Kephart, Horace. Our Southern Highl.Inders. Knoxville. The University of Ten-
nessee Press, 1976.

A classic account of a librarian-author s life during several years' resi-
dence among the mountain people of extreme ,Western North Caro-
lina. Originally published in 1913 and revised in 1922.

Looff, Davis!. Appalachia's Children. The Challenge of Mental Health. Legington.
The University Press of Kentucky, 1971

Psychiatrist Looff examines the problems of ental health among Ap-
palpchian children and prescribes corrective possibilities.

...Matthews. Elmora. "Neighbor and Kin. Nashville Vanderbilt University Press,
1965.

A sociological analysis of the family in a small rural Tedhessee corn-
munity.

Maurer, B. B., ed. Mountain #eritage. Ripley. West Virginia. Mountain State Art
and Craft Fair, 1974.,

The heritage of culture, language, 'music, And religion in Appalachia
by several West Virginia authors.

Miles, Emma Bell. The Spirit of the Oolattains. Knoxville. The University of
Tennessee Press. 1975.

SP

An early portrayal of mountainiffe first published in 1905.

Montell, William Lynwood. The Saga of Coe Ridge. Knoxville. The rsity
of Tennessee Press. lt-70

I

The oral account of a tiny Negro community nestled away in Appa-
lachia. The only extensive study of the mountain Negro.

Murray, Kenneth. Dawn to Earth. The Pople of Appalachia. Boone. North Caro-
, lina: The Appalachian Consortium Press, 1974,

Portraits in pictures and commentary of the peqpIe living in East Ten-
nessee, Southwest Virginia, and Western North Carolina.
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Riddel, Frank S ed Appalachia Its People. Heritage, and Problems Dubuque.
Iowa Kendall /Hunt Publishing Co . 197.1

A bro,ad anthology of articles depicting the Appalachian region.

Shackelford, Laurel. anti 0111 Weinbefg Our Appalachia New York: Hill and
Wang. 1977

A remarkable collection of oral history interviews of mountain people

Surface. Bill The hollow New York Cowird McCall, 1971

An account of fumily living in the hills of Appalachia and the harsh
reality of their existence

Stuart. Jesse The Threat, That Runs So True. New Yor Charles Scribner's sons:
1949

To Teach. To Love. New York World Publishing Co , 1970.

Two reminiscences b3 iLpromirient Appalachian author of teaching.

in mountain schools

Walls. David, and John
4.

B Stephenson, eds. Appalachia in the Strifes. Lexingtorr
The Universi s of Kentucky. 1972'

A broad antho Ey of writings on the Appalachian region.

Warre } Id . Right Good People. Boone. North Carolina. Appalachian
C nsort m Press. 197.1

on' of wr ungs and photographs on a number of mountain

Weller. Jack Yesterday's Peopl4 Lexington- The University Press of Kentucky,
1965x* '

A controversial boos depicting life in contemporary Appalachia as
viewed by the atithdr

Wigginton. Eliot. ed The Fox re Book. Garden City. dew York. Doubleday and
Co.. Inc 1972, ,

The first of the collections (currently there are four) of the best of
Foxfire quarterly. The articles are of folklore in Southern Appalachia
and have. been written by high school students. See also the Foxfire
bibliographic reference on page 221 and Foxfire subscription informa-
tion on page 230

BIBLIOGRAPHIES ...
.

Appalachian Bibliography Morgantown. West Virginia West Virginia University
Library. 1972.

A "forerunner' bibliography of less expense than the two listed below.

Ross, Charlotte, ed. Bibliography of Southern Appalachia. Boone, North Carolina:
Appalachian Consortium Press. 1976. 4

1 The most thorough bibliographical study of Appalachia ever produced.
This work attempts to pull together a completo treatment of the region.\

Smith, Sam B. Tennessee History: A Bibliography. Knoxville: The University of
Tennessee Press. 1974. . 4

A work of relatively complete Tennessee historical sources.
is the only historical bibliography published by any of the three st tes.
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APPALACHIAN PERIODIC LS

This list contains the more prominent periodicals de d exclusively to the
Appalachian region The subscription pricqst quilted are those in effect in mid-
1477 Back issues from each of these are genEally available for purchase.

Appalachia. Journal of the Appalachian
Regional Comniission(1967)

Apphlachian Regional Commission
1666 Connecticut Avenue. N W
Washington, D.C. 20235
Bimonthlyfree to residents of the
region

Appalachian Heritage (1973)
Alice Lloyd College
Pippa PassesKentucky 41844
QuarterlyS7.50 per year

Appnlachiatilournal (1972)
Appalachian State University,

- Bbone, North Carolina 28608
QuarterlyS6.50 per year

Forfire (1967)
Rabun Gap, Georgia 30568
Quarterly-48.00 per year

M.A.W.: A Magazine of Appalachian
Women (1971)

Appalaphi Women, Inc
745 7Z1vSireei
Huntington, West Virginia 25T01
BimonthlySS 00 per year

E..
The Mountain Call (19711.

Box 611 -*

mu. West Virginia 2504
Mo hlyS5.00 per year

Mountain L e and Work (1921)
Council f the Southern Mmintains qk
Drawer
Clintwood, Vii ginia.24228
Monthly -55.00 per year

Mountain Review (1975)
P.O Box 660 -
Whitesburg, Kentucky 41-858
QuarterlySS ()0 per year

The Plow (1915)
Appalachian Information
279 East Main Street
Abingdon. Virginia 24210
MonthlyS4,00 per year

Southern Erposure (1973)
P.O. Box 230
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514
Quarterly -58.00 per year

APPALACHIAN FILMS

There are more than 'one hundred, sixteen-millimeter films of Appalachia cur-
rently available for purchate or rent. This list contains twenty .titles, panning the.

,* breadth of interest in the region along with the names and addressei of the pub-
lishers or distributors. Catalogues are available on request from the distributors
and most Appalachian collections in large libraries have extensive film bibliogra-
phies.

fityAppalachia.
Rich Land, Poor People 1969 B&W 59 mitnites Indiana Univer-

A-V Center
Discusses the poverty and other problems of Appalachia.

Appalachian Genesis 1970 Color 30 minutes Appalshop Films
Youth of Appalachia discussing the problems of coal mining, educa-
tion. community health, recreation. employment opportunities, and
political corruption.

Appalachian Heritage (968 Color 51 minutes , Embassy Picture Corporation
Document's the severe economic and social depression of Appalachia
and shows the hardships of people being forced to leave their homes'
for the industrialized cities.
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Beyond These 1967 Color 13 minutes Olike of Economic Opportunity
A government documentary on the economic poverty and cultural life
in Altery County. North Carolina

,Buffalo Creek 1472 An As t God' 1975 B&W 10 minutes Appalshop Films
Documents the Ostruction. clean-up, and aftermath of the bursting
dam tragedy in Logan County. West Virginia. in 1972 I

Christnon us Appalachia 1965 13&W 29 minutes Carousel Films '
A CBS documentary showing the meager expectations of holiday my
in an Appalachian community as Christmay, conies

Thg Featherid Warrior ;19.173 Color 20 minutes Appalshop Films
Portray% the illegal sport of cockfighting

five Days in Moot-field 1972 Color 29 'ninnies Reader's Digest Foundation
Documents the struggle of a small town in the early 70's trying to pre-
serve its traditional values against the threat of urbanization and its
accomfanying pluralism

Rain to Tell About AO, 974 'Co! a 25 minutes Appalshop Films
The art of the lack TalP us mastered and portrayed by Avery County
North Carolinas'. Ray Hicks

Foxfire 1973 C lor -1 minutes McGraw-Hill Films
Depicts the work of teae er Eliot Wigginton and his students as they
write and produce'the f tudiEs periodical Fat fire.

In the Goad Old Fashioned Am 1973 Color 30 minutes Appalshop Films
'Portrays the ?Cold Regular paptist Church in the mountains of Ktn-
tucky It ,objectively presents the denomination's practices, beliefs, and
the church's JnIluence in the loves of its members .

The Kingdom Come School' 1973 Co.lor 20 minutes Appalshop Films
A day in the lives of a one -room schoolteacher and his twenty-two stu-
dents presented A case for the preservation of this rapidly disappearing
educational institution

Life. Liberty, and the Pursuit 01 Coal 1973 Color 52 minutes Xerox Films
The depiction of the economic and political power of the coal industry
in the state di West Virginia 411

a

Linda and Billy Ray from ,4ppaMchia* 1970 Color 15 rninytes Encyclopedia
Brio anniea Films,

Pictures the diffieulties gicountered when an Appalachian family moves
to Cincinnati M se better eednomic opportunities

Morgan Sorghton 1974 C31or 12 minutes Appalshop Films '
Covers three craftsmen featured at the Morgan County, Kentucky,
Sorghum Festival: a knifemaker. a broommaker. And a woman who
spins her own yarn on an old spinning wheel

. Natures Walt .1974 Color 20Itinutes .
Portiays mountain people caring for their own ailments. Featured are

, makers of herh remedies, a medicine man'' 'hawking" his wares, and a
midwife delivering twins in a mountain home
.

The Ramsey Trade Fair 1974 Color 20 niinutes Appalshop Films '
. Presents the forerunner of the Ilea market: the mountain trading fair

in Ramsey. Virginia
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The Strunk of Coon Branch Mountain 1972" B&W 13 Minutes Appalshop
. Films .

The doctuiientary of a mountain community trying to better its chi'.
dren's educational opportunities by fighting for better roads against
an unweildint hufeaucratic political structure.

. '
. Tomorrow's People 1973 Color '25 mtnutes Appalshop Films

A sound experience of music w.ithimit narration depicting a visual. montage of mountain scenes .

,..
' Tiadenosi 1974 (Color 20 minutes. Appalshop Films'.

Portrays the art of moonshtning through the eyes of a four limes con-
victed moonshiner and an I R.S agent

FILM DISTRIBUTORS

' Appalshop Films
P.O. Box 332
Whitesburg Kentucky 41858

Carousil Films 4'

1501 Broadway
----NNew Yock New York 10036,

Emliass Pictures Corporation
8831 S et
Los An es. California 90069

Indiana University
Audio-Visual center
Bloomington. Indiana 47401

9

ir

McGraw-Hill Films
330 W. 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036

. Office of Economic Opportunity
s Public Affairs d¢epartment

1200 19th Sire ,.,.N.W.
r Washington, D. . 20506

Reader's Digest Foundation
Pleasantville. New York 10570

Xerox Films
1200 High Ridge Road
Stamford, Connecticut 06905
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Teaching Mountain Children prepares the beginning
teacher in Appalachia for an introduction to her,studAts,
their parents, the community in tivhicli,theylivi and work,
;he cultural traditions thatdshape Acid sustain them as an
etlinic minority identified with a geogrhphical 'region,
and the social and economic problems with which they

.must deal: - * - . . .
The teacher from outside the region who studies. this

book will experience a revelation as biases fade and mis- . .
-conceptions are corrected. :

W.

the-native teacher who returns to the mountains will
.gain new insights and, like the goldfish that did not know.
what water is until he hadleapt from the bbwl, appreciate .

more fully the significlance,t4 Appalachian eulture;,the ..
.

uniqueness of those who are shaped basically by it, and
the pervasiveness of the economic problems that plague
the region. .

Both tho outsider and the native who aspire to teach.
,in Appalachia will be better prepared to, meet students
on 'their own ground after studying Teaching Mountain
Children.

:t
ratis Williams
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Teaching Mountain Children is terrific! *
Peter Schrag -

Former Education EditOr..
' Saturday Review :

If thefuture of our mountains does not get taken up by the hands of those we
sensitize and equip for the long fight ahead, then into whose hands does it fall?
Students can do and must be allowed to dofar more than harbeen tradi-
tionally expected of them in our schools.

Eliot Wigginton.

( Editor .

Foxfire Books
, .

eaAing Mountain Children will be of great value.
Herliert W. Wey
Chancellor
Appalachian State University

I 1 .

Tiere is no doubt that teaching in southern and central Appafachia presents
some distinctive and even unique problems. This is particularly true in rural
areas and in the old coal, towns. There is a distinctive sub-culture and it is
frequently practically impossible for mountain students to comprehend or find
interest in woris aimed at children from mainstream' suburban. culture. If
students read Teaching ittountaia.C11ildren they will come to understand who
they are and the land on which they live. Without this understanding they are
certain to face continuing obstacles in their school work, including their
college studies. I hope this book will bb widely used throbghout Appalachia.

Harry M. Caudill
v .:2- Author

Night Comes to the Cumberlands\

David N. Miellnms spent twenty-five years in tie
schools of Appalachia as both student and teacher.
He attended Meadowyicw School in Meadowvidw,
Virginia, and received his high school dip154na from
the EZ.S.C. Tr 'ia1212.1,,i Schdol. in Johnson City,
Tennessce. Ile was graduated from East Tennessee
State University with a ,B.S. degree and earned a
WS. and Ed.D. from the University of Tennessee
He taught science and social studies in juhior hi
school in East Tennessee before coming to Appala
chian State University where he is currently As
date Professor of Secondary Education and Politic
Science. 2 4 1
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